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CHAPTERR 1 

Introductio n n 

1.00 The Problem 

Thee puzzling diversity of the different usage types of the middle and passive voice1 in 
Greekk has been the subject of debate ever since the times of the ancient grammarians. The 
naturee of the problem becomes apparent when considering the brief inventory of middle 
usess given by Rijksbaron (cf. 19942: 159-60, slightly adjusted).2 

(i)) Passive use 
Thee patient is the subject. The aorist is of the passive type (i.e. in -(6)r|-). 

(1)) ai vfje<; 7capeaKE\)da6r|aav imb xcov 'AOrivaiov 
Thee ships were prepared by the Athenians' 

(ii )) Direct reflexive use 
Thiss use occurs with agentive transitive verbs, typically verbs of grooming. The 
subject-referentt performs the action on himself. Agent and patient are co-referenti-
al.. In contrastive contexts a reflexive pronoun is added as direct object. The aorist 
iss of the sigmatic middle type. E.g.: 

(2)) a. kh>x>aa\n\v (èua-uxóv) 'I bathed (myself)' 
b.. 7iapecncE'uaaduT|v (è|xa\>TÓv) 'I prepared myself 

(iii )) Indirect reflexive use 
Thiss use occurs with agentive transitive verbs. The subject-referent performs the 
actionn in his own interest. The aorist is of the sigmatic middle type. E.g.: 

(3)) 7iap£aK£,uaaduT)v xctq vavq 
'II  prepared the ships in my own interest' 

Withh the term middle voice I refer to the inflectional category in Greek, i.e. in the present stem the 
middlee voice includes middle-inflected verbs with passive meaning. The passive voice (formed with the 
suffixx -(9)r|-) is only found in the aorist and future stem. 

22 This inventory is only meant as a brief survey of the different middle uses. In ch. 2, I will describe the 
middlee uses more extensively. 
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(iv)) Pseudo-reflexive and pseudo-passive use 
Thee corresponding active transitive verbs are causative. The middle verb denotes 
eitherr that the subject brings about a change of state3 to himself (pseudo-reflexive; 
typicallyy verbs of movement), or that the subject undergoes a change, no agent 
beingg present (pseudo-passive; typically verbs of emotion/cognition and physical 
processes).. The aorist is of the passive type. E.g.: 

(4)) a. aTn\khxxfc\v 'I went away' 
b.. é(popf|6nv 'I became afraid' 
c.. èxdicTiv 'I melted' 

(v)) Media tantum and Passiva tantum4 

Thee middle only verbs have an aorist of the middle form, and are agentive. The 
passivee only verbs have an aorist of the passive form, and are mostly non-volitio-
nal.. If so, they are similar to pseudo-passives. 

(5)) Media tantum: fiiuxadunv amóv 'I accused him', fiAxxurjv 'I jumped' 
PassivaPassiva tantum: fïo0T|v 'I enjoyed myself' 

Similarr enumerations of middle uses are found in all grammars of Ancient Greek, e.g. 
Goodwinn (1895: 265-8), Kühner-Gerth (I: 100-29), Gildersleeve (1900-11: 64-79), Stahl 
(1907:: 42-74), Smyth-Messing (1956: 389-398), Schwyzer-Debrunner (II: 228-41), Garcia 
Guall  (1970), and Martinez Vézquez, Ruiz Yamuza & Fernandez Garrido (1999: 229-
253).55 However, such lists almost always leave the reader with the following questions:6 

33 The notion change of state implies that an entity is in a certain state at moment T, that is different 
fromm the state it was in at 7*0. This means that, for instance, a verb like hit does not denote a change of state, 
sincee the direct object may be in the exact same state after it was beaten as it was before. Verbs that do 
denotee changes of state are break, melt, destroy, remove, frighten, persuade. Changes of state can be 
subdividedd into physical and mental changes of state, and changes of location. 

44 Media tantum (or middle-only verbs) are middle verbs that do not have active counterparts. They are 
sometimess called deponentia, a term borrowed from Latin grammar. This term is less adequate since it 
suggestss that these verbs have "laid off' (i.e. lost) their active forms. There is no historical evidence that this 
iss what actually happened. In the present study, the term media tantum (or middle-only verbs) will be used as 
aa covering term to refer both to media tantum in the strict sense (i.e., verbs with middle aorist forms) and to 
passivapassiva tantum (verbs with passive aorist forms), cf. Rijksbaron (19942: 157). I am aware, however, that this 
morphologicall  dichotomy has important implications, especially regarding the semantics of the verbs 
concerned.. In fact, chapter 3 will be devoted almost exclusively to the relation between form and meaning in 
thee aorist stem. 

55 Other contributions to the study of the middle (and passive) voice in Ancient Greek are: Carlsson 
(1912),, Chantraine (1927), Marguliés (1929-30), Wistrand (1941), Vaillant (1942-5), Schwyzer (1943), 
Vendryess (1948), Blass-Debrunner-Rehkopf (197915: 255-65), Hartmann (1954), Humbert (19542: 103-9)] 
Boederr (1961), Bechert (1964), Zsilka (1964), Zsilka (1965), Benveniste (1966), Jahnkuhn (1969), Bader 
(1972),, Plénat (1974), Barber (1975), Michelini (1976), Cock (1981), Ruipérez (1986), Risselada (1987), 
Delaunoiss (1988: 79-93), Anderson (1993), Bakker (1994), Perel'muter (1995), Sicking & Stork (1996- 131-
7),, Basile (1998: 320-32), Kurzova (1999). 
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(I)) Is there a semantic element common to these usage types? If so, how should it 
bee defined? 

(II )) Assuming that the various middle uses constitute a polysemous structure: in 
whatt  way are the middle uses related to one another? 

(III )) What is the explanation of the differences in aorist formation? 

Untill  recently, the middle voice has been the exclusive domain of classical and 
Indo-Europeann linguists. During the last decades, however, the middle voice has become 
thee object of increased interest in typological research. One of the factors that brought 
aboutt this increased interest is the striking similarity that middle voice systems display 
acrosss languages, even in those which are genetically non-related. Of great importance to 
thee recent fruitful research on middle voice phenomena is the insight that reflexive systems 
-- as those found in many of the modern European languages - are functionally highly 
similarr to (inflectional) middle voice systems as we find them in Ancient and Modern 
Greekk and Sanskrit. On account of this remarkable functional similarity between reflexive 
andd middle voice systems (here used in the strict sense), Kemmer (1993) subsumes both 
grammaticall  systems under a single, semantically defined notion middle voice. Middle 
voicee systems and reflexive systems are not only found in ancient languages like Greek, 
Latinn and Sanskrit, but also in modern European languages like, for example, Romance, 
Slavic,, Germanic (English being a notable exception), and in non-Indo-European langua-
ges,, as in Tamil (Dravidian) and Fula (Niger-Congo), see Klaiman (1991). 

Majorr contributions to our knowledge of middle voice phenomena, most of which 
aree from a cross-linguistic standpoint, are: Faltz (1977), Shibatani (1985, 1988), Lichten-
berkk (1985), Geniu§iene (1987), Croft, Shyldkrot & Kemmer (1987), Klaiman (1988, 
1991,, 1992), Kemmer (1993, 1994), Fox & Hopper (1994), and Givón (1994). Besides 
thesee general works on middle voice phenomena, several important language-specific 
studiess have appeared during the last decades. These include the works of Gerritsen (1990, 
1992)) [Russian], Maldonado (1999) [Spanish], and Manney (2000) [Modem Greek].7 

Apartt from studies that are concerned exclusively with middle-reflexive systems, 
theree have been a number of important developments in linguistic theory that may increase 
ourr insight into the middle voice as a grammatical category. These developments will be 
thee topic of the following sections. In section 1.1,1 will discuss the notion of Prototypical 
Transitivityy (Hopper & Thompson 1980) and its crucial importance to voice distinctions. 
Inn section 1.2, the nature of complex polysemous categories (Lakoff 1987, Langacker 
1987,, 1991a, 1991b, 2000) and the notion of category prototype will be discussed. 

ftft Gonda (1960: 31) expressed his discontent about the existing treatments of the middle voice in the 
followingg manner: "It is true that the old-fashioned enumerations of the functions of this category in class-
bookss (...) created the impression of an incoherent mixture of functions, and that attempts to give a general 
definitionn laboured under delusions and vagueness: (...)". 

77 Comprehensive studies on the semantics of other ancient Indo-European languages are: Neu (1968a, 
1968b)) [Hittite] , Flobert (1975) [Latin], Gonda (1979) [Vedic Sanskrit], Schmidt 1969 [Tocharian]. 
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1.11 Voice: some basic notions 

1.1.11 The Prototypical Transitiv e Clause 

Voicee alternations can be characterized as encodings of different choices of clausal subject 
(cf.. Langacker 1991a: 335). For example, the familiar passive construction can be 
describedd as a marked expression of the special configuration in which the expected 
subjectt is bypassed in favour of a less typical subject. It has often been observed that 
voicee alternations can be fruitfull y described as markings of departures from the proto-
typicaltypical transitive event (Hopper & Thompson 1980; Givón 1984: 157, 2001a: 126-8; 
Langackerr 1991a: 335).8 The importance of the notion of prototypical transitivity for 
grammaticall  organization was first fully recognized by Hopper and Thompson in their 
seminall  article published in 1980. On the basis of vast typological evidence they claimed 
thatt the grammatical category transitive is structured around a prototype that can be 
definedd by means of a cluster of semantic properties. These properties are listed as follows 
(Hopperr & Thompson 1980: 252: the terminology used is theirs): 

Tablee 1: Semantic properties of the prototypical transitive clause 

A.. Participants 
B.. Kinesis 
C.. Aspect 
D.. Punctuality 
E.. Volitionality 
F.. Affirmation 
G.. Mode 
H.. Agency 
I.. Affectedness of 0 
J.. Individuation of O 

HIGHH Transitivity 

22 or more participants 
action n 
telic c 
punctual l 
volitional l 
affirmative e 
realis s 
AA high in potency9 

00 totally affected 
00 highly individuated 

LOWW Transitivity 

11 participant 
non-action n 
atelic c 
non-punctual l 
non-volitional l 
negative e 
irrealis s 
AA low in potency 
OO not affected 
OO non-individuated 

Clausess can be ranked on a scale of transitivity according to whether they have properties 
inn common with the Prototypical Transitive Clause. In other words, clauses can be more 
orr less transitive. Hopper & Thompson (1980: 253) give the following examples : 

(6)) a. Jerry likes beer 
b.. Jerry knocked Sam down 

88 In this study, the term 'event' is used in a broad sense subsuming several, more specific, event types 
suchh as states (static; non-volitional), processes (dynamic; non-volitional), and actions (volitional). Thus it is 
roughlyy equivalent to Dik's term State of Affairs (Dik 1987). 

99 Following Dixon's example (Dixon 1979), A and O denote Agent and Object. These notions roughly 
coincidee with transitive agent and patient. 
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Examplee (b) is much higher in transitivity than (a) because it displays the following 
properties: : 

 Kinesis: action 
 Aspect: telic 
 Punctuality: punctual 
 Affectedness of O: total 
 Individuatio n of O: high; referential, animate, and proper. 

Forr each of the semantic properties of the prototypical transitive clause (Table 1), Hopper 
andd Thompson have cited languages in which clauses that possess this particular property 
displayy transitive behaviour. Conversely, clauses that differ from the Transitive Prototype 
withh regard to only one of these properties are found to display intransitive behaviour, 
evenn if they possess other prototypical transitive properties. 

Off  the features enumerated by Hopper and Thompson, Givón (1984: 20) considers 
twoo of primary importance: agency and affectedness. In this way, the prototypical 
transitivee is primarily conditioned by: 

(7)) a. the presence of a visible, volitional, and controlling cause/agent; and 
b.. the presence of a clearly visible result-registering effect/patient. 

Furthermore,, according to Givón, agency and affectedness (and, therefore transitivity) are 
stronglyy conditioned by the clausal property of perfectivity. The connection between these 
notionss can be described as follows (Givón 1984: 157; italics are his): 

(8)) a. Affectedness of patient'. The more completed an event is, the more likely it is 
thatt the patient in fact registers to the full the effect of the action". 
b.. Effectiveness of agent: "The more successfully completed the event is, the more 
likelyy it is that the agent was in fact the deliberate, direct, effective cause of that 
successfull  completion". 

Exampless of prototypical transitives given by Givón (1984: 20) are:10 

(9)) a. Mary cut the meat 
b.. John destroyed the house 

1.1.22 Langacker's Billiard-bal l Model 

Thee notion of prototypical transitivity also plays a major role in Langacker's Billiard-ball 
model.model. The Billiard-ball Model is a cognitive model. In Cognitive Grammar, it is claimed 
thatt meanings are to be analyzed in relation to cognitive domains. The notion of cognitive 
domainn can be defined as "[a] context for the characterization of a semantic unit" 
(Langackerr 1987: 147). For example, the meaning of the word glass evokes the cognitive 
domainss of space [in which all concrete objects exist], of shape [typically cylindrical], 

Moree examples can be found in Givón (2001a: 127). 
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materialmaterial [glass], size [easily held in the hand], but also more complex domains such as its 
typicall  function. The typical function of a glass could be characterized as an instrument 
usedd in the process of drinking: it is filled with a liquid that is suitable for human 
consumption,, it is grasped and lifted with the arm, etc. Cognitive domains can, therefore, 
bee viewed as knowledge bases relative to which the meaning of an expression can be 
assessed.""  The notion of cognitive domain is very similar to Lakoff s notion of Idealized 
Cognitivee Model (Lakoff 1987), and to other notions such as frame (Fillmore), scene, 
schema,schema, or script. 

Thee character of a cognitive domain can be of a more idealized or archetypal 
nature.. Such an idealized cognitive domain can be referred to as a cognitive model, which 
bringss us back to the Langacker's Billiard-ball Model. The Billiard-ball model is an 
archetypall  cognitive model that structures our conception of events. The model conceives 
thee world as containing discrete objects which are constantly moving around, making 
contactt with one another, and participating in energetic interactions (Langacker 1991a: 
283).. As a result of the interactions of different objects an action chain arises: 

Fig.. 1 Action Chain (Langacker 1991: 283) 

0—0=00 0 
Onee entity (represented by a circle) is charged with energy, and makes forceful contact 
withh a second entity. As a result, energy is transmitted from the first source-entity to the 
secondd (this is shown as a double arrow). This entity is thereby driven into contact with a 
third,, which again brings about a transmission of energy. This process can continue 
indefinitely,, until, finally, an entity absorbs the energy and thereby undergoes a change of 
state.. The simplest instance of an action chain is one in which the initial energy-source 
(whichh Langacker calls the head of the action chain) interacts directly with the final 
energy-sinkk (the tail of the action chain). This configuration is depicted in Figure 2: 

Fig.. 2 The Prototypical Transitive Event 

Agentt Patient 

Typically,, as we have seen in the case of the word glass, a linguistic unit invokes multiple cognitive 
domains,, and the number of domains evoked cannot be sharply delimited. This view can be characterized as 
thee encyclopedic view of semantics (as opposed to the dictionary view). In the encyclopedic view, it is 
claimedd that there is no specific boundary between linguistic and non-linguistic knowledge (cf. Langacker 
1987:: 154-166). 
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Here,, the action chain head is the agent, and its tail the patient. In the Prototypical 
Transitivee Event, the agent and the patient figure in their most prototypical role. Langac-
kerr characterizes agent and patient as follows: 

(10)) "The archetypal agent is a person who volitionally initiates physical activity resul-
ting,, through physical contact, in the transfer of energy to an external object. Its 
polarr opposite is an archetypal patient, an inanimate object that absorbs the energy 
transmittedd via externally initiated physical contact and thereby undergoes an 
internall  change of state" (Langacker 1991a: 285) 

Thee patient's change of state is depicted by a squiggly arrow in Fig. 2. It should be noted 
thatt Langacker's charactization of agent and patient concerns archetypes. Obviously, not 
everyy clause conforms to these archetypes since human experience is too rich and varied. 
Forr instance the archetypal patient, as described by Langacker, concerns an object that is 
affectedaffected by the event. However, an important class of patients that are similar to this 
archetypee concerns effected objects. These are objects that have no prior existence but 
ratherr are created by the event itself, as in She built a house. Effected objects are 
generallyy not distinguished from affected objects by any special marking (see Langacker 
1991a:: 362). 

Thee concept of the prototypical transitive event is also highly relevant to the 
grammaticall  relations of subject and object. The unmarked coding of the prototypical 
eventt is that the subject is the agent, and the object is the patient (see Langacker 2000: 25, 
Givónn 2001a: 126, inter ai). Other, less-prominent participants in the event, such as 
instrumentss or experiencers, are typically coded by oblique cases or prepositional phrases. 

Thiss brings us to the issue of semantic roles.12 There is much controversy on the 
definitivee number of semantic roles and their exact definition. Every linguistic theory, or 
perhapss even every individual linguist wil l posit a different inventory of roles that are, 
furthermore,, defined differently. However, these inventories generally display a considera-
blee similarity. In this study, Langacker's description of a number of archetypal semantic 
roless is adopted. 

Thee list of semantic roles enumerated by Langacker (1991a: 285-7) is as follows: 

(11))  agent and patient (see definition above) 
 instrument: a physical object manipulated by the agent to affect the patient, 

therebyy serving as an intermediary in the transmission of energy 
 experiencer an animate entity engaged in a mental event 
 zero: an entity that merely occupies a location or exhibits a static property. 

Langacker'ss role archetypes listed above are of a highly abstract character.13 This is a 
reflectionn of their cognitive fundamentality and their ubiquitous manifestation in the 

122 Semantic roles are also known as case roles, thematic relations, theta-roles, notional roles, and 
semanticsemantic functions. 

133 Langacker also distinguishes the semantic role of mover. The mover, according to Langacker, is an 
entityy that undergoes a change of location, as Rocky in Rocky drove to the beach and the door in / opened 
thethe door. In this study, however, moving participants will be viewed either as agents (if the motion is 
volitional)) or as patients. 
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languagess of the world. However, Langacker  (1991a: 285) admits that these roles do not 
formm an exclusive club» and that finer distinctions can be made. A number  of additional 
roless are useful in an adequate description of the semantics of the middle voice in Greek. 
Thesee roles, I suspect, wil l not be very controversial: 

(12))  beneficiary: an animate entity receiving benefit as a result of the event. 
 recipient: an animate entity into whose possession something is transferred. 
 cause: an inanimate entity that causes a physical or  mental change in another 

entity, , 
 source: the location from which an entity moves, or, metaphorically, the stimulus 

off  a mental process. 
 goal: the location towards which an entity moves. 

Itt  should be noted that many accounts of semantic roles do not distinguish the cause-role 
fromm the instrument role (cf. Givón 1984: 126, 2001a: 161-2; Palmer  1994: 5). A cause is 
similarr  to Dik' s semantic function Force (Dik 1997a: 118; cf. also Van Valin &  LaPolla 
1997::  85). The cause-role differs from an instrument in that it does not imply the presence 
off  an initiatin g agent: the cause itself is conceptualized as an autonomous initiator . In 
Greekk the cause is typically expressed by the dative case {dative of cause), but a cause can 
alsoo have the status of subject in a transitive clause. Since causes are autonomous 
initiator ss (i.e. only differin g from agents in volition), this is not surprising. For  instance, 

(13)) a. ó ai5Tipo; ia» wvpicAusE TT|KETO: I  The iron is being melted by the fire' 
b.. TO 7ri)pCAUSE TT|KEI  Tov ci8T|pov The fir e is melting the iron' 

Thee cause-participant may appear  in mental events, e.g., 

(14)) Tia0Tjv arceiAmqcAusE (Ar . Eq. 696) 
II  was delighted at your threats 

AA source is basically a spatial role, but it can also appear  in an extended metapho-
ricall  sense. Examples of mental sources (or  stimuli) are the genitival complements of 
verbss of perception, emotion, and cognition: 

(15)) a. Perception: dcKovxjavxec; xfjq cdA.JUYyoi;S0URCE (Xen. An. 4.2.8) 
Havingg heard the trumpet (...). 

b.. Emotion: b dvfip (...) KTjSexai TCOV 0r|pa{a)vSOURCE (Xen. HG 6.4.5) 
Thee man (...) cares about the Thebans. 

c.. Cognition1*:  ud0e 5é uo\)S0URCE rai xd5e (Xen. Cyr. 1.6.44) 
Learnn from me this too. 

Inn the above, the notion of prototypical transitive event, which involves a physical 
transmissionn of energy from an agent to a patient, was set out. It is, however, a widely-

144 With verbs of cognition and perception, the genitival complement can also denote the entity about 
whichwhich one perceives or learns something, e.g. jtaxpöt; ciKov>aa<; (5 114) ('having heard about father'). This 
typee of genitive is often viewed as a partitive genitive. 
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occurringg phenomenon that the transitive clause structure is extended to code other 
situationn types. An example of this phenomenon is the way mental events (perception, 
cognition,, and emotion) are treated. Examples of these are 'see', 'know', 'understand', 
'want',, and 'love' (see Langacker 1991a: 303-4, 310, 2000: 26). These events are coded in 
Englishh as a transitive with a subject and a direct object, although they obviously do not 
involvee a physical transmission of energy. 

(16)) I {see/know/understand/want/love}  it (Langacker 1991a: 303) 

Thiss extension, from the prototypical transitive event to the mental event, has a metaphori-
call  character. Its motivation can be found in the abstract commonality that is inherent in 
bothh types of events. On the one hand, we have the transmission of energy from an active 
initiatorr (the agent) to a passive endpoint (the patient), and on the other hand, we have the 
conceptt of a metaphorical mental path leading from a more active, conscious participant 
(ann experiencer) to a more passive object-participant. In other words, mental phenomena 
suchh as gazes and direct attention can be conceived of as paths, analogical to a physical 
pathh like that of an energy flow.15 Examples in Greek of mental events coded as transiti-
vee constructions are numerous: YIYVÓKTKCO xi 'I realize sth.\ oiSd xi 'I know sth.', ópdco xi 
'II  see sth.', xpéco xi 'I fear sth.'.16 

1.1.33 Prototypical Transitivit y and the Middl e Voice 

Inn the previous section it was observed that in the unmarked case, the agent of the 
prototypicall  transitive is coded by the subject, and the patient by the direct object. 
Considerr now the following clauses (from Langacker 1991a: 335): 

(17)) a. He opened the door. 
b.. The door opened very easily. 
c.. The door suddenly opened. 
d.. The door was opened. 

Heree we can observe that in the unmarked prototypical transitive clause (a), the agent is 
subject,, the patient is object, and the verb is in the active voice. The other clauses depart 
fromm this prototype in one crucial respect: the patient is coded as the subject. This 
departuree resides in the fact that the participant that is expected to be the subject (the 
agent)) is bypassed in favour of a less qualified candidate: the patient. Clauses (b) and (c) 
aree formally in the active voice, but they designate only the patient's participation. In (b) 
thee adverb very easily implies the efforts of an unspecified agent, which are facilitated by 
thee inherent characteristics of the patient-subject (the door). In (c), the implicit reference to 
ann agent is non-salient and may be absent altogether. Clauses like (b) and (c) are 

155 Often, verbs of perception and cognition are based on a metaphor, e.g. English perceive from Latin -
cipiöcipiö 'grasp'; English grasp 'understand'; Dutch be-grijpen from grijpen 'grasp'. On the importance of 
metaphorr to the verbs of perception and cognition, see Sweetser (1990). 

166 The non-prototypicality of these transitive verbs is manifested by the fact that they do not have a 
passivee (oi5a, xpéco), or acquire a passive only after Homer's time (yiyvcóaicQ), ópato). 
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sometimess called cases of middle diathesis, since they are formally in the active voice (at 
leastt  in English), but semantically belong to the middle domain. In clause (d), though the 
agentt  is left unspecified (as is the case in most passive clauses), the efforts of an agent are 
definitelyy implied. In this respect the passive clause (d) differs from clauses (b) and (c). In 
thee case of the English passive the deviation from the prototypical transitive arrangement 
iss marked by the alternation of voice: instead of the unmarked active voice the verb has 
thee marked passive voice.17 In the example of the familiar  English passive, it can be 
observedd that the notion of prototypical transitivit y is highly relevant to voice alternations. 
Below,, I wil l argue that the prototypical transitive event is also essential to the characteri-
zationn of the middle voice in Ancient Greek (cf. Question (I) in (1.0)). 

Theree have been many attempts to capture the essence of the semantics of the Greek 
middlee voice. This is not an easy task if one considers the diversity of middle usages such 
ass passive, intransitive18, direct reflexive and indirect reflexive. It is clear  that a core-
meaning,, if there is any, could only be of a highly abstract nature. It is, therefore, useful 
too consider  some of the most important definitions of the middle voice. 

Thee natural starting-point of this overview is, of course, the unrivalled grammar of 
Kühnerr  and Gerth (K-G): 

(18)) "Di e Medialform bezeichnet eine Thatigkeitsausserung, welche von dem Subjekte 
ausgehtt  und auf dasselbe wieder  zurückgeht. Diese von dem Subjekte ausgehende 
undd auf dasselbe wieder  zurückgehende Thatigkeitsausserung kann entweder  bloss 
auff  das Subjekt beschrankt sein, als: Povket>oum, ich berate mich, Xovopxxi, ich 
waschee mich, oder  auf ein Objekt seiner  Sphare, (...), als eKoyajinv TTJV Ke<paXf|v 
ichh schlug mir  das Haupt, mT£aTpe\jfdu.Tiv xx\\ yflv, ich unterwarf mir  das Land 
(...).""  (K-G, I: 100) 

K-G' ss definition is of a remarkable originalit y since, as we shall see, it differs strongly 
fromm later  definitions. However, it is interesting to note that K-G' s definition seems to 
conveyy an imagery that is related to modern views in which the middle voice is claimed to 
expresss that the subject is the Startingpoint/Initiator (cf. "ausgeht") as well as the Endpoint 
("zurückgeht" )) of the action chain (cf. Croft , Shyldkrot &  Kemmer 1987; for  similar 
views::  Klaiman 1988: 26-27, Klaiman 1991, Gerritsen 1990: 11, Croft 1994: 103). I wil l 
elaboratee on this matter  later. However, as is the case with these more recent views, K-G' s 
characterizationn only concerns the middle in the strict sense, i.e. it does not include the 
passivee middle.19 

177 The main function of the passive construction is often taken to be to defocus the agent (see Shibatani 
1985),, or, as Givón puts it: "The agent is extremely non-topical ('suppressed', 'demoted'), so that the patient 
iss the surviving topical argument in the clause" (Givón 2001b: 94). 

'ss Here used in the semantic sense. The intransitive middle covers Rijksbaron's pseudo-reflexive and 
pseudo-passive. . 

IVV In modern linguistic literature there is much confusion about the terms voice and diathesis. Many 
authorss seem to use the terms interchangeably. Others seem to use diathesis as pertaining to the formal 
propertiess of the verb (e.g. Klaiman 1988: 27; Duhoux 2000: 117), and voice as pertaining to the semantic 
propertiess of the verb. Again, other authors use the terms the other way around (e.g. Geniusiene 1987). In 
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Moree familiar  formulations of the meaning of the middle voice are: 

(19)) "Th e Middl e Voice denotes that the subject is in some especial manner  involved or 
interestedd in the action of the verb."  (Gildersleeve 1900: 64) 

(20)) "Verb a (...), die ihren Schauplatz in der  Sphare des Subjekts haben, bei denen das 
ganzee Subjekt als beteiligt scheint."  (Brugmann 1903: 104) 

(21)) "Dans 1'actif les verbes dénotent un proces qui s'accomplit a partir  du sujet et hors 
dee lui; dans Ie moyen, qui est la diathèse a définir  par  opposition, Ie verbe indique 
unn proces dont Ie sujet est Ie siège; Ie sujet est intérieur  au proces."  (Benveniste 
1966::  172) 

(22)) "En indo-iranien et en grec les desinences moyennes indiquent que Ie sujet est 
intéressee d'une maniere personelle au proces."  (Meillet 1937: 244) 

(23)) "Th e implications of the middle (when it is in opposition with the active) are that 
thee 'action' or  'state' affects the subject of the verb or  his interests."  (Lyons 1969: 
373) ) 

Wit hh regard to these definitions one can object either  that they seem to focus on the 
indirectt  reflexive meaning of the middle (Gildersleeve and Meillet: the subject's interest), 
or,, conversely, that they seem to be more suitable for  the passive and intransitiv e uses of 
thee middle (Brugmann and Benveniste: "th e whole subject participates"  and "th e subject is 
internall  to the process", respectively). Only Lyons' characterization pertains clearly to both 
thee 'passive' meanings ("affects the subject") and the indirect reflexive meaning ("or  his 
interests").. Lyons' recognition of these two extremities of the meaning of the middle, and 
thee transparency of his formulation, make his definition appealing. Lyons uses the verb 
affectaffect in a sense that is broad enough to be applicable to all middle meanings. It is this 
broadd sense of affect and affectedness that we need in an adequate definition of middle 
meaning.200 If we are tempted to interpret affect and affectedness in a narrower  sense, that 
is,, as an equivalent of the ancient term rcdOoq, we inevitably run into trouble, since the 

thee Latin grammatical tradition vox (the ancestor of voice) seems to refer to the form of the verb, i.e. the 
wayy a word sounds. It is, indeed, a translation of the Greek term (pcovr) which means 'sound' as well as 
'voice'' (in the physical sense). However, it could also be used by the grammarians in a more technical 
fashionn as in the sequence of sounds that form a word. The meaning of the Greek grammatical term 
Siaoeaiqq is very hard to pin down. For valuable discussions of the ancient grammarians on ÖiaBeaiq and 
U£GÓTT|<;; (middle), I refer to Collinge (1963), Garcia Gual (1970), Rijksbaron (1987), Anderson (1989, 1993), 
andd Lallot (1989, 1997). 

200 The term originated from the narrower, emotional meaning 'affect', which appears especially in the 
Germann tradition. For instance, Schwyzer (II : 228) emphasizes that "das affektische Moment" is crucial to 
thee semantics of middle verbs. The verba affectuum (verbs of affection, e.g. TiSouai, (pépoucu) are a special 
andd productive group, of which the active transitive counterparts are either rare or non-existent. Therefore, 
Schwyzerr concludes, the 'affective moment' must also be the distinctive feature in opposition to the active in 
thee other verb classes. This conception of 'affectedness' is obviously too narrow. The difficulties are 
especiallyy apparent in the case of an inanimate subject (e.g. ó aiör|po<; TTIKETOU 'the iron is melting'). 
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notionn TiaGoq pertains to passivity» 9 as opposed to èvépY£ia, which pertains to activity 
11 he ancient grammanans, however, are clear  in that they consider  indirect reflexive middle 
verbss such as ejrouiaduriv , èypayduiiv as having an èvépyeia-meaning.22 

Lyons**  definition was taken up by Barber  (1975). She presents the semantic 
implicationss of the active and the middle in Greek in the following diagram (Barber  1975: 
i.i. l ) . 

Fig.. 3 ACTIV E vs. MIDDL E (Barber  1975) 

ACTIYEXn oo i n c o m i n g „ ^ j  MIDDL E (incoming arrows) 

Plainn Active SS -  Ful l M i d d l e g g ^ 

Reflexivee S S ^ * 

Reciprocall  SS «""" ^ 

Passivee SS <«— 

Thee letters 'SS' stand for  Sentence Subject. The arrows indicate the direction of the action 
resultingg in affectedness. The term 'Ful l Middle' corresponds roughly to the indirect 
reflexivee middle. Barber  adds that "(...) the active represents the one case in which the 
subjectt  is not specified as being affected by the action; whereas the middle subsumes all 
casess in which the subject is affected by the action - (...)"  (Barber  1975: 21). In sum, 
Barberr  sees the middle voice as a marker  of subject-affectedness, taken in the broad sense! 
Thiss comprises, on the one hand, affectedness in which the subject is very much lik e a 
patientt  (as in the passive, reflexive and reciprocal middle), and, on the other  hand, 
affectednesss in which the subject is similar  to an indirect object (as in the indirect middle)! 

Thee terms na&oc, and naÖriTitcn are applied by the ancient grammarians not only to the passive in the 
strictt sense (e.g. nwioum 'I am being beaten'), but also to direct reflexives (e.g. iXoMcd^v 'I washed 
myselff  (Apollonius, Macrobius and Choeroboscus; see Rijksbaron 1987: 434n8, Lallot 1997 I- 216) and 
evenn to active verbs like voaco 'be ill ' and óq>6aXfiua 'suffer from ophthalmia' (Macrobius; see Rijksbaron 
1987:: 438). Furthermore, Apollonius Dyscolus (150 Uhlig) has a subclass of nato\TiKr\ called aüxoTtdceeia 
auto-passivity',, which includes active verbs like Ovfiaica), ó(p8aXuuo, rcdaxa) (see Lallot 1997, I: 255). In 

sum,, it appears that KOBOC, and 7ta9rjTiicri are semantic terms, designating events in which the subject 
undergoess the action. This means that the term 7ta8o<; only partly relates to the meaning of the middle voice 
Incidentally,, according to Lallot (1997, II: 246n359), the element ai>xo- in amonóBem expresses that the 
elementt of passivity is designated by the verbal lexeme itself (i.e. not by means of passive morphology). 

222 This seems to be implicated by Apollonius III , 30 (see Lallot 1997, I: 216; II : 172). In the ancient 
grammarians,, the term UEOTI/ ueoótriq (middle) seems to refer to a formal category, consisting of (i) 
'pass.ve'' forms with active meaning (e.g. Ènoinaaunv), and (ii ) active forms with passive meaning (e g 
yeyova).. The term could also apply to those forms that can both have an active meaning and a passive 
meaning,, e.g., (hc^oum 'I assault s.o.' and 'I am being assaulted', 5ié<pGopa 'I have destroyed' and 'I am 
destroyed'' (cf. Dionysius 13.8; Lallot 1989: 55, 166-7). 
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Inn this study, I will subscribe to the notion of subject-affectedness as the abstract meaning 
off  the middle voice. The advantages are that it is not too vague, and that it subsumes the 
differentt middle uses in an adequate fashion. 

II  would now like to discuss the question as to how the notion of prototypical 
transitivityy is relevant to the semantics of the middle voice. As I have expounded in 
sectionn 1.1.1, the prototypical transitive clause can be defined in the following manner: an 
agent-subjectt volitionally initiates physical activity resulting in a transfer of energy to a 
patient-objectt that absorbs the energy and thereby undergoes an internal change of state. 
Ass a rule, the verb in a prototypical transitive clause has the active voice. Now the middle 
voicee can be defined as a marked coding of a departure from the prototypical transitive. 
Contraryy to the prototypical transitive, the subject, in some way or other, undergoes an 
effectt of the event This effect can be of a physical or a mental nature, and it can be direct 
orr indirect (in that it involves an external object). In chapter 3, it will be argued that the 
notionn of prototypical transitivity is also relevant to the semantics of the active-middle-
passivee trichotomy in the aorist stem. 

1.1.44 Markedness and the Meaning of the Active Voice 

Inn the previous section, I have been concerned with the abstract meaning of the middle 
voice.. The meaning of the middle voice was characterized as a marked coding of a 
departuree from the prototypical transitive event. Now the question arises as to the meaning 
off  the active voice. Can we simply conclude that the active voice designates the absence 
off  subject-affectedness in opposition to the middle voice? I will argue here that this 
conclusionn cannot be drawn. Instead, the active voice must be taken as the unmarked 
memberr of a privative opposition. In other words, the active voice is neutral as to the 
semanticc feature of subject-affectedness.23 

AA useful approach to markedness-phenomena can be found in Croft (1990). Croft 
arguess that the many criteria that have been proposed (notably by Greenberg (1966)), can 
bee reduced to three general ones (cf. 1990: 64ff.): 

11 Structural : number of morphemes used to express marked and unmarked values. 
22 Behavioural: 

(a)) Inflectional: number of cross-cutting distinctions the marked and unmarked 
valuess contain. 

(b)) Distributional : number of syntactic environments in which the marked and 
unmarkedd values occur; 

(c)) Cross-linguistic: number of language types in which the marked and 
unmarkedd values occur. 

33 Frequency: 
(a)) Textual: number of occurrences of the marked and unmarked values in text; 

Thee markedness of the middle voice in Greek has been advocated earlier by Garcia Gual (1970: 11-12, 
29-32),, and Ruipérez (1986). Gonda (1979: 39) reaches the same conclusion with respect to the middle voice 
inn Rigvedic Sanskrit, which is highly similar to that of Ancient Greek: "(...) the active is not essentially the 
exactt opposite of, or contrary to, the medium, but it is characterized by not expressing that which is 
conveyedd by the medium, viz. some special reference to the subject. That means that it can be used when the 
authorr [of a Sanskrit text, RJA\ does not deem it necessary to express the medial modification explicitly". 
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(b)) Cross-linguistic: number of languages in which the marked and unmarked 
valuess are found. 

II  wil l argue now that these markedness criteria support the claim that the active voice is 
thee unmarked category, whilst the middle voice is the marked category. Note that two 
criteriaa relate to cross-linguistic comparison (2c, 3b). These criteria I wil l leave out of 
consideration.24 4 

Thee criterion of structural markedness (1) involves counting the morphemes that 
signall  the category in question. Croft (1990: 73): 

(24)) Structure: The marked value of a grammatical category wil l be expressed by at 
leastt  as many morphemes as the unmarked value of that category. 

Comparee the regular thematic endings (plus thematic vowel, since they are not always 
clearlyy separable) of the present stem indicative in Attic Greek: 

Tablee 2: Active and middle: present and imperfect indicative endings 

11 sg 
2 2 
3 3 
2du u 
3 3 
l p l l 
2 2 
3 3 

Present t 

Active e 

-co o 
-eiq q 
-ei i 
-e-xov v 
-e-xov v 
-o-jxev v 
-e-xe e 
-0\)CTI I 

Middle e 

-0-JJ.OCl l 

-r\\ -r\\ 
-E-TOt l l 

-e-oOov v 
-e-oOov v 
-o-M.e8a a 
-e-a6e e 
-o-vxai i 

Imperfect t 

Active e 

-o-v v 
-e-q q 
-e-0 0 
-e-xov v 
-e-xrjv v 
-o-|iev v 
-e-xe e 
-o-v v 

Middle e 

-0-UT|V V 

-co o 
-e-xo o 
-e-aOov v 
-e-aOT|v v 
-o-ue6a a 
-e-aÖe e 
-o-vxo o 

Greaterr morphological complexity of the middle compared to the active is found in the 1st 

personn sg. present (-co vs. -o-uoct), 3rd person sg. (-ei vs. -e-xou), and 3rd person singular of 
thee imperfect (-e-0 vs. -e-xo). In the 1st and 3rd sg. present, the active form contains a 
unanalyzablee portmanteau-morpheme (-co and -ei) that simultaneously expresses aspect 
stem,stem, tense, voice, and person. Conversely, the middle forms contain two morphemes; one 
expressess aspect stem (the thematic vowel, -o- or -e-), the other expressing tense, voice, 
andd person. The fact that a number of middle endings display a greater complexity is 
evidencee that the middle voice is marked as compared to the active.25 

Thatt the 'medio-passive voice' was typologically marked compared to the active voice has already 
beenn observed by Greenberg (1966: 45-6). 

Itt is interesting to note that the middle endings in Proto-Indo-European (PIE) are a composite of active 
(secondaryy indicative) endings and stative endings. E.g., the I sg. middle ending *-m-h2 consists of the active 
endingg *-m and the stative ending *-h2\ the 3 sg. middle ending *-t-o is composed of the active ending *-t 
andd the stative ending *-o (see Beekes 1995: 240-2). Thus, in contrast to the active, the middle endings in 
PIEE are clearly morphologically marked, through the addition of the stative morpheme. This stative 
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Anotherr  way of establishing structural markedness involves comparing the 
phonologicalphonological heaviness of the respective morphemes. Croft (1990: 76) expresses reservati-
onss about the validity of this criterion 26. Although there is a tendency for  morphemes 
expressingg marked values to be physically longer, there is frequently a mismatch between 
physicall  length and markedness. The example given by Croft is from Spanish: the 1st 

personn plural of the verb hablar 'speak' is hablamos 'we speak' vs. 2nd person habldis 
'youu speak'. Here, the fact that the ending of the first-person plural contains more 
phonemes,, conflicts with the typological evidence for  person markedness. There is a cross-
linguisticc tendency for  thir d persons (indicative) to be least marked, followed by first 
persons,, and for  second persons to be most marked (see Croft 1990: 93, citing Greenberg). 
Forr  a clear  example of this kind of 'markedness mismatch' in Greek, consider  the second-
personn singular  endings of the middle, -r] i (present) and -OM (imperfect). Although there is 
aa tendency for  2nd persons to be marked as compared to the 1st and 3rd persons, the Greek 
2ndd person present and imperfect endings are shorter  than the other  persons. 

Generally,, these mismatches wil l be the result of a historical-phonological change. 
Onee example is the disappearance of a phoneme as a result of a sound-law. In the case of 
thee second person middle in Greek, an intervocalic -a- has disappeared (*-£-aai > -e-ai > 
-Till  and *-e-co > -e-o > -ou). In the Spanish example, an intervocalic -/- was deleted (cf. 
itss Latin predecessor  fabulatis)?1 

Itt  is clear  that we must, indeed, exercise some caution when we attempt to 
determinee markedness on the criterion of phonological heaviness. However, when 
establishingg a markedness pattern in the active and middle voices in Greek, we can take a 
numbernumber of forms (namely two times eight personal forms, see the table above) into 
consideration,, instead of just one pair  (as in the examples above). In this fashion, we may 
bee able to detect a tendency that is more robust. 

Thus,, when we contrast the active endings with the corresponding middle endings 
(-0)) vs. -o-um, etc.), we can observe that the middle endings contain more phonemes in 14 
off  the 16 forms of the paradigm. Only in two cases, namely the two second-person 
singularr  forms, is the pattern different. The primary endings (-eiq vs. ~x\\\ both syllables 

morphemee was quite possibly a clitic personal pronoun in origin. In the course of time the original 
compositionalityy of the middle endings in PIE had become blurred. For the different theories about the origin 
off  the PIE middle endings and the semantics of the middle voice in PIE, see Narten (1968), Neu (1968a, 
1968b,, 1976, 1985, 1989), Oettinger (1976, 1993), Jasanoff (1978), Strunk (1980), Kortlandt (1981), 
Georgievv (1985), Rix (1988), Stempel (1996), Kurzova (1999), and Pooth (2000). 

266 Cf. also Comrie (1976: 111): "(...); in general, morphological criteria are the least telling, since the 
morphologyy often reflects systematic correspondences of an earlier period of a language." 

1111 Interestingly, the irregular 2nd person middle ending -r|i is later replaced by the transparent ending -e-
aoti.. This restoration of the 2nd person ending first occurred in the athematic verbs (e.g. ïoxa-aai in Homer), 
analogicallyy after forms like Kd0n.uai : icaGriaai (where the -a- resulted from -<JG-). In the Koine, the 
thematicc verbs are affected, e.g., -7ioieï-aou (see Schwyzer, I: 668-9). In this way, the expected markedness 
patternpattern is restored. The new middle ending -e-aai is morphologically more complex, and phonologically 
moree heavy than the active ending -eiq. 
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havee three morae ) and the secondary middle endings (-EC, vs. -ou: both have two morae) 
aree equivalent as to phonological heaviness. Here again, the exceptional case is due to a 
sound-change:: the form *-e-ao was originally longer than the correspondent active form -
e-<;.299 In sum, it is safe to conclude that the middle voice is structurally (in particular, 
phonologically)) marked compared to the active30. 

Thiss brings us to Croft's second criterion: behavioural markedness (1990: 77). This 
criterionn can be divided into two types: a morphological type, which Croft calls inflectio-
nalnal (2a), and a syntactic type, called distributional (2b). The former pertains to the number 
off  forms in an inflectional paradigm. The latter pertains to the number of syntactic 
contextss in which a grammatical element can occur. 

Croftt defines the inflectional criterion thus (1990: 79): 

(25)) Behaviour (inflectional): if the marked value has a certain number  of distinct 
formss in an inflectional paradigm, then the unmarked value wil l have at least 
ass many forms in the same paradigm.31 

Withh respect to inflectional behaviour, the active and the middle exhibit an important 
difference.. The active voice has two sets of endings (conjugations), the thematic (1 sg. -co, 
22 sg. -etc,, 3 sg. -ei, and 3 pi. -ot)ai), and the athematic (1 sg. -ui, 2 sg. -c,, 3 sg. -ai, 3 pi. 
-aai),, whereas there is only one set of middle endings ((-o)-um, etc,). The fact that the 
activee voice has more distinct forms is an indication that it is the unmarked category as 
comparedd to the middle. 

Thee second type of behavioural criterion discussed by Croft (1990: 8Iff.) is the 
distributionaldistributional type (2b). This relates to the number of environments in which the linguistic 
elementt in question occurs: 

(26)) Behaviour (distributional): if the marked value occurs in a certain number  of 
distinctt  grammatical contexts (construction types), then the unmarked value 
wil ll  also occur  in at least those contexts that the marked occurs in. 

Accordingg to Croft (1990: 89-91), the phenomenon that is often called 'neutralization' or 
'neutrall  value-criterion', is to be considered a subtype of the distributional criterion. 
ContextualContextual neutralization implies that, although the meaning predicts that both forms 

288 My measure of morae is as follows: a syllable ending in a short vowel has one mora; a syllable which 
endss in a long vowel or a consonant has two morae; syllables ending in a long vowel and a consonant have 
threee morae. 

2929 Like the primary indicative -r|i » -e-aai, in later Greek the ending -ou is analogically replaced by the 
transparentt -e-ao. 

300 For a similar conclusion regarding Modern Greek, see Haspelmath (1993: 99). Note further that the 
aoristt endings (in Ancient Greek) confirm the markedness pattern. In all persons but the second (-oa-c, vs. -
oo)) (< *-oa-ao)), the middle ending is longer. I did not take the aorist forms into account here because of 
thee complication of the passive aorist. 

311 Greenberg (1966: 29) gives a more specific criterion: An unmarked form will  have at least as many 
allomorphsallomorphs or paradigmatic irregularities as the marked form. In the same vein, Comrie (1988: 19-20) notes 
thatt the variety of conjugational classes is larger in the unmarked member of the opposition. 
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shouldd be able to occur  in a given context, in fact only one occurs, this being the 
unmarkedd form. In Ancient Greek, it can be observed that in a number  of contextual 
environments,, the active voice is used, even though, from a semantic point of view, the 
occurrencee of the middle voice would be considered possible. Consider  the following 
examples: : 

(i)) Active verbs are used suppletively in passive constructions (K-G, I: 98-100; 
Smyth-Messingg 1956: 397-8; Schwyzer-Debrunner, II : 226-7). The clearest example of this 
phenomenonn is the active verb (ajto)9vf|aKco 'die' which is used as a suppletive passive to 
(dTto-)KTeivG)) 'kill' . So (&7io)8vf|aKü> i>nó means 'be killed by'.32 The active voice cannot 
possiblyy express absence of subject-affectedness, since that would be in clear  contradiction 
too the passive semantics of the construction. Other  examples of this phenomenon are 
(pevyü)) 'flee*, used as a passive of ÖICÖKGÜ 'prosecute' in juridica l contexts. Thus, (pevycö 
\)7cóó means 'be prosecuted by'. In compounds, -TUITCTCO 'fall '  functions as a passive of -
PaAAcoo 'throw' , e.g. eicTUrtxco vnó 'to be thrown out by'. 

Anotherr  example of an active form with a passive meaning is the aorist form 
edAxovv 'was caught', which has a middle present form dXioKouxxi 'be taken, be caught' 
(seee also section 5.0). 

(ii )) The active voice may be used in contexts in which it is clear  that the subject 
benefitss from the action. Clear  examples are those in which active and middle forms are 
usedd alternately. If it is inferrabl e from the context that the action is performed in the 
interestt  of the subject, the use of the middle form is not obligatory (Gildersleeve 1900: 66, 
Garciaa Gual 1970: 12). For  instance, 

(27)) [The Peloponnesians] (...) dvrxyayóiievoi auxx ecp atkeov, em xeocdptov xa^djievoi 
xdc,, vavc,, Ttapd xf)v eavxcov yfjv eato éici xou KÓAJIOV 8e îa> icepa rryouuivG) , 
Sarcepp ica! oSpuow- km 5' a\>xó) eucoaiv ëxa^av xdc, dpiaxa rcXeo'óoac,, (...) (Th. 
2.90.1-2) ) 
(...)) so they put out to sea at dawn, and, after lining up their ships four deep, sailed along their own 
shoree towards the inner part of the gulf, in the same order as they had lain at anchor, their right wing 
leadingg the way. Upon their right wing they had placed their twenty best sailing ships, (...).33 

Thee middle xa^duEvoi expresses that the Peloponnesians line up their  ships for  their  own 
use.. In the case of the active form exoĉ otv, self-profit is left implicit . 

(28)) a. [The Egyptians] (...) drco óta)pécov rcoiriivxai  aixia, (...) (Hdt. 2.36.2) 
(...)) they make their bread from spelt (...). 

b.. [The Egyptians] dpio^ayéo-uai 8è ÈK TCOV óta>péa>v noieuvxec, apxoax;, (...) (Hdt. 
2.77.4) ) 
Theyy eat bread which they make from spelt (...). 

Heree again, the active form (7toie\Wx£q) is used in a context in which it can be inferred 
fromm the verb dpiocpayéovai 'they eat bread' that the bread is made for  the benefit of the 
subjectt  (see also Cock 1981: 16). 

322 The regular passive form Kieivoum does not occur in Attic. 

333 The translations accompanying the examples are taken from the Loeb-editions. In places, they have 
beenn adjusted. 
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Additionally ,, a comparable type of neutralization is found in the verbs of eating 
andd drinking . This class of verbs are mostly active, e.g. èoöico, PiPpaxTKco, xparyoo, nivca 
(seee Schwyzer-Debrunner, O: 225-6). Since these activities are inherently for  the benefit of 
thee subject, there is no need to code them with the middle voice. For  a similar  reason, an 
expressionn such as dvoiyco xfjv 9\>pav 'I  open the door*  is always active. The (indirect 
reflexive)) middle form is never  used, because it is only natural that one opens the door  for 
oneself. . 

(iii )) A thir d type of neutralization occurs in contexts with reflexive pronouns. In 
thee following example, the active voice is used in combination with a dative reflexive 
pronounn cruxcp 'for  oneself. The reflexive pronoun is used - instead of an indirect 
reflexivee middle without pronoun - in cases in which the reflexivit y is emphasized (i.e.: 
'forr  himself). In these cases, also the middle voice would have been possible from a 
semanticc point of view, (K-G, I: 110-1): 

(29)) [Phili p weakened Macedonia] (...), ex'  imcfyaXeoxtpav r\ \)7rijpxe <pt>aet 
KGCTeCTKeiKXKevv core© (Dem. 2.15) 
[Philip]]  has rendered [Macedonia] for his own benefit even more insecure than it was by nature. 

Thatt  also the middle voice would have been possible is shown by the following example, 
wheree we find both a middle verb and a reflexive pronoun: 

(30)) xi rqv TCÓAAV,  Aiaxivn., TcpocrnKE rcoietv apxTiv mi x\)pavv(8a xcbv 'EAAfrva w 
ópcbaavv èauxcp Kaxaoice\)a^óu£vov OCAATIJCOV ; (Dem. 18.66) 
Whatt should the city have done, Aischines, when she perceived that Philip was establishing a tyranny 
overr the Greeks for himself? 

AA similar  phenomenon is found in direct reflexive contexts: sometimes the active 
formm is used in combination with a reflexive pronoun, in cases in which a middle form 
wouldd have been possible as well, e.g.:34 

(31)) "A8pr|axo<; 8È (...), ouxoq 8"n 6 (pov£\x; uèv tot) eoyuxou a8eAxpeo\> yevójxevoq, 
q>ovE\><;;  8è xo\) KaGripavxoc;, (...) ETmeaxaaqxx^ei xa> xi>(ipa) ECÖUXÓV (Hdt. 1.45.3) 
Butt Adrastus (...), he who had become the slayer of his own brother and the slayer of his purifier, (...), 
sleww himself over the grave. 

Thee following example shows that the middle voice may also be employed35: 

(32)) Kal oi uiv cpaai paoiAia KEXEVGOLI xiva E7tia(pa^ai a\>xov K\>pco, oi 8' èoroxöv 
E7cia<pa^aa6aii  a7raad|iEvov xöv aKivdicnv (Xen. An. 1.8.29) 
Andd one report is that the King ordered someone to slay him upon the body of Cyrus, while others say 
thatt he drew his dagger and slew himself. 

Gondaa (1979: 51) mentions that the same rule (i.e. when a reflexive pronoun is present the middle 
formm is optional) applies for Rigvedic Sanskrit. This rule was already articulated by Panini (1.3.77). 

155 The direct reflexive middle -a<póVn;ouca without reflexive pronoun expresses 'to kil l oneself without 
emphasiss or contrast (see also section 2.1.7). 
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Inn both cases mentioned above, the reflexive pronoun is used emphatically in a contrastive 
contextt (see also section 2.1.7). 

(iv)) Another indication that the active voice is the unmarked value relates to the 
passivee aorist form (see also Ruijgh 1991: 691). If we judge the passive aorist form solely 
byy its endings (1 sg. [-9T|]-V, 2 sg. -<;, 3 sg. -0, etc.) it should be regarded as belonging to 
thee active voice. However, in the system of voice oppositions, in the aorist stem the 
suffixess -ace- and -(0)T|- also play an essential role. Therefore, it is justified to take the 
passivee aorist as a distinct voice. The active endings are used unproblematically in the 
passivee aorist, since the 'passive' meaning (i.e. subject-affectedness) is expressed by the 
portmanteauu morpheme -9T|- which codes both aspect and voice. In my view, the case of 
thee passive aorist forms clearly demonstrates the semantic neutrality of the active voice 
endings.. Apparently, active endings can even be used in contexts of high subject-affected-
nesss such as the passive aorist.36 

Ass opposed to the passive aorist formations, the passive future forms do show 
middlee endings (kx>Qr\ao\Lai 'I will be made loose*; not: *Xv9riaö)). This redundant 
markingg of subject-affectedness can be explained analogically with pairs like ëprrv -
(Jfiaoum,, ëarr|v - axf|aouai, and perhaps under influence of the middle futures with 
passivee meaning (e.g. aipfjaouai 'I will be taken'). The redundancy of the middle endings 
inn the passive future in Attic and other dialects, is shown by the fact that the Doric 
dialectss have active endings in the passive future (-Orj-aeco). 

Too conclude the discussion of distributional behaviour, we have seen that the active 
voicee readily occurs in contexts in which the element of subject-affectedness is clearly 
present.. This, subsequently, entails that the active voice cannot be thought of as a marking 
off  absence of subject-affectedness. Rather, the active voice must be considered as neutral 
too the element of subject-affectedness. 

Croft'ss next criterion regards text-frequency (3a) (1990: 85): 

(33)) Frequency (textual): if a marked value occurs a certain number  of times in 
frequencyy in a given text sample, then the unmarked value will occur  at least 
ass many times in a comparable text sample. 

Thee table in Rijksbaron (1994: 139) shows that the middle voice is, indeed, less frequent. 
Inn Herodotus 39 % of the counted verb forms were middles; in Plato 33 %. The ratio 
activee versus middle forms in a given text is approximately 2 : 1. The slight difference 
betweenn Herodotus and Plato is largely due to a difference in the use of the passive. As is 
welll  known, the use of passives is dependent on genre-factors.37 

366 In ch. 3, I wil l argue that the passive aorist form conveys a high degree of subject-affectedness. A 
contraryy view is advocated by Bakker (1994). He sees the active endings of the passive aorist as designating 
thee absence of affectedness which is due to the punctual aspect of the aorist stem: "Now when the passive 
eventt is construed, not in its inherent duration, but as an objective punctual event (e.g. punishment as the 
transitionall  point between the state of being guilty and the state of having been punished [as in the case of 
KoXaoOfivcu,, RJA]), the affectedness disappears, and this is signaled by -the- + active (=non-middle) 
morphology)""  (Bakker 1994: 40). 

377 An interesting example of this phenomenon is the fact that passives are fairly rare in the oral narrative 
off  Homer (e.g. the passive of 5i5(oui appears only twice, against hundreds of active forms), whereas passive 
verbss are well-attested in the administrative Mycenean texts (e.g. passives of 5(5com: di-do-to, de-do-me-na). 
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Too summarize, all markedness-criteria point in the same direction: the active voice is the 
unmarkedd member in the opposition with the marked middle voice. Since the active voice 
cann occur in environments in which the subject is affected (contextual neutralization), it 
cann be concluded that the active is unspecified as to the semantic feature subject-affected-
ness?*ness?* Conversely, the middle voice is semantically marked with respect to affectedness 
off  the subject. As a consequence, event types that do not involve subject-affectedness 
cannott be expressed by a middle verb. The two major event types that do not involve 
subject-affectednesss are the prototypical transitive and the stative event type. In the 
prototypicall  transitive event, the subject is an unaffected volitional agent, while the object 
iss the sole participant undergoing the effect of the event. In stative events there is no 
affectedness,, since affectedness can only be the result of a change that is taking place or 
hass taken place. Examples of active stative verbs are: eiu( 'be', £© 'live*, Ka0eu5co 
'sleep',, uivco 'stay, remain', ö£a) 'smell'. That stative verbs tend to be active is also 
shownn by the denominative verbs meaning 'be NOUN/ADJ', e.g. doöevéo) 'be weak' 
(do6evT|<;; 'weak'), PaaiXevco 'be king' (PaaiXeuq 'king'), öoutóco 'be a slave' (8ou?U><; 
'slave),, èpuöpcdvcü 'be red'39 (èp\>0póc; 'red'), eüxDxéco 'be prosperous' (emvxnc; 
'prosperous'),, n.auxa£co 'be quiet' (r\cvxo(; 'quiet'). 

1.22 Polysemy and the Middl e Voice 

Inn section (1.0), Rijksbaron's distinction of five different middle usage types was 
presented.. In chapter 2, I will argue that it is useful to distinguish even more middle uses. 
Onn the other hand, as we have seen above, it has been the communis opinio that it is 
possiblee to assign an abstract meaning to the middle voice. How do these two facts relate? 
Thee question is whether we should pursue a polysemous approach, that is, attempt to 
distinguishh the different specific meaning variants, and to analyze the way they are 
interrelated.. Or, should a monosemous approach be pursued by trying to define a core-
meaningg that is shared by all middle uses? In the latter, the different middle uses are to be 
consideredd no more than variant interpretations that are completely determined by the 
context.400 An objection to the monosemous approach in general is that definitions of the 
abstractt meaning of lexical items or grammatical categories tend to be unspecific to such 
ann extent that also the meaning of oppositional forms (in our case active forms) are 
coveredd by them. 

However,, although one can raise some objections to the monosemous approach, it 
iss indeed possible to define an abstract meaning that is inherent to all variant middle uses. 
Ass we have seen in section 1.1.3, this abstract meaning can be characterized as subject-
affectedness.affectedness. If we dispense with this observation, we would miss an important generaliza-

Thee asymmetry of the contrast between active and middle voice can be compared to the contrast 
betweenn unmarked lion and marked lion-ess. The former term can also be employed in contexts in which the 
contrastt is neutralized, as in We saw some bored lions in the zoo, where the group of lions may well contain 
somee female specimens (see also Cruse 2000: 173). 

Note,, however, that active epuGpouvco can also mean 'make red'. Compare, by contrast, middle 
èp\)8pcuvop.aii  'become red'. 

400 With respect to the middle voice in Ancient Greek, this is the position taken by Andersen (1993). 
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tion.. In the following section, it wil l be argued that the monosemous and the polysemous 
approachh are not necessarily mutually exclusive. An attractive synthesis is offered by 
Langacker'ss theory of complex network categories. 

1.2.11 Langacker's Complex Network Category 

Thee complex category model, as it is developed by Langacker (1987), builds on Rosch's 
psycholinguisticc work on semantic categories (e.g. Rosch 1973, 1975, 1978). Rosch's 
psycholinguisticc experiments have shown that semantic categories tend to have a highly 
complexx internal structure. Boundaries between categories are of a flexible and graded 
nature,, and some members are 'better' members than others. Membership of a category is 
determinedd according to the degree of resemblance to a central member, or prototype. This 
wayy of determining category membership is thus radically different from the 'Aristotelian' 
wayy which requires a member of a category to possess some essential attribute. 

Noww what is a category prototype? The prototype of a category is generally 
definedd as the best exemplar or the typical instance. Prototypical members have the largest 
numberr of attributes in common with other members of the category and the smallest 
numberr of attributes which also pertain to members of neighbouring categories. For 
example,, as was shown by Rosch (1975), the most typical member of the category BIRD 
turnedd out to be ROBIN (at least, for North American students, who were her test-
subjects).. On the category boundary were birds like OSTRICHES (which do not fly) and 
PENGUINSS (which do not fly and do not have clearly distinguishable feathers). Even 
BATSS were sometimes included in the BIRD category, which shows the gradedness and 
flexibilit yy of category boundaries.41 

Thee view that categories are non-discrete can also be found in Wittgenstein's 
PhilosophischePhilosophische Untersuchungen (1999: 277-8). In a passage on the category SPIEL, he 
reachess the conclusion that there is no single property that is common to all games. 
Rather,, the category is structured as a network of overlapping similarities ("ein kompli-
ziertess Netz von Ahnlichkeiten"), which Wittgenstein called "Familienahnlichkeiten" 
(familyy resemblances). The category SPIEL is like a family. It is impossible to point to a 
featuree that is shared by all family members. Instead, what one can say is that member A 
hass a certain feature x in common with member B, member B shares with member C a 
featuree y, and so forth. A notable difference between Wittgenstein's category and the 
categoryy as it is viewed in prototype theory is the idea that, in the latter theory, not all 
memberss are equal: some members are 'more member' than others. 

Rosch'ss idea of categorization as hinging on the perceived resemblance of category 
memberss to a prototypical member has inspired a number of cognitive linguists to develop 
modelss of categorization. Important examples are the radial network model (Lakoff 1987), 
thee complex network model (Langacker  1987), and the family resemblance network (Taylor 
1989).. These models are concerned with all linguistic categories, including both lexical 
itemsitems (e.g. German Spiel) and morphosyntactic structures (e.g. the transitive construction). 

411 A nice example of how peripheral members of one category can switch to another category is Dutch 
wal-viswal-vis 'whale'. The name shows that this animal once was considered a member of the category FISH 
(Dutchh vis), rather than a mammal. Clearly, of both categories, FISH and MAMMAL , the whale is a 
peripherall  member. 
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Linguisti cc categories typically display a polysemous structure of interrelated and conventi-
onall  values, centered around a prototype.42 

Now,, Langacker's model differs from the two other  cognitive models in one 
importantt  respect. Besides the level of the concrete, poiysemously interrelated meanings of 
aa linguistic unit, he posits a higher-level abstract schema. The notions prototype and 
(abstract)(abstract) schema are contrasted by Langacker  in the following way: 

(34)) "A prototype is a typical instance of a category, and other  elements are assimilated 
too the category on the basis of their  perceived resemblance to the prototype; there 
aree degrees of membership based on the degree of similarity . A schema, by 
contrast,, is an abstract characterization that is fully compatible with all the 
memberss of the category it defines (so membership is not a matter  of degree); it is 
ann integrated structure that embodies the commonalities of its members"  (Langa-
ckerr  1987: 371). 

Thee notion of abstract schema is roughly comparable with the traditional notion of 
abstractabstract meaning or  core meaning. Langacker's complex network model can therefore be 
consideredd a synthesis of a purely polysemous approach (involving one form with 
different,, yet related meanings) with a monosemous approach (involving one form with 
onee meaning). 

Thee essential building blocks of Langacker's complex category model are prototy-
pepe , extension and abstract schema. In order  to grasp the idea of a complex category 
network,, it may be useful to have a look at an example of a lexical category given by 
Langackerr  himself (Langacker  1987: 373-38S).43 Consider  a child in the process of 
learningg the various senses (conventional usages) of the word tree. In his early experience, 
thee word is first  applied to familiar  specimens like oaks, elms, and maples. These concrete 
applicationss of the word tree may be called usage events (Langacker  1987: 66). A usage 
eventt  can be characterized as an actual instance of language use, involving a full , context-
dependentt  (and therefore richly detailed) understanding, that is paired with an actual 
vocalization.. On the basis of a series of usage events, the child will extract a conception 
thatt  embodies the commonalities of these trees, while properties that vary from one 
instancee to the next will be ignored. This abstraction of the concept TREE,44, though it 
excludess subtler  and more contingent properties, will nevertheless be fairl y concrete and 
specificc as the concept probably involves intrinsic, characteristic, and cognitively salient 
properties,, such as shape, size, color, brachiation, and leaves. Since this concept of TREE, 

422 Important works on linguistic prototypes are Givón (1984, 2001a) who discusses the cognitive and 
biologicall  basis of linguistic prototypes; Lakoff (1987), who discusses the development of the notion 
prototypee in psychology and linguistics, and presents some convincing prototype-analyses; Langacker (1987, 
1991a,, 1991b); Taylor (1989), on prototype categories; Croft (1991), on syntactic categories; Geeraerts 
(1993),, on lexical semantics; and Goldberg (1995), on constructions. Prototype-based studies on the middle 
voicee are Croft, Shyldkrot & Kemmer (1987), Kemmer (1993), Maldonado (1999), and Manney (2000). 

433 I refer to the passage cited for a considerably more elaborate treatment of the example. For a 
comparablee discussion of the expansion of a lexical category, see Langacker (2000). 

444 Words in capitals here represent conceptual content (roughly the signifié), whereas small italics 
representt the phonological content (signifiant). 
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iss an abstraction from varied concrete usages, it constitutes a low-level abstract schema. 
Withh repeated usage, this conception wil l become more deeply entrenched.45 This initial 
conceptionn can be recognized as the category prototype. Subsequently, suppose the child is 
confrontedd with a pine. He will easily learn to call it a tree, either because somebody calls 
thee pine a tree, or because it is the most applicable term at his disposal. Thus, the original 
prototypicall  use of the word tree is extended to a new use, namely PINE. This semantic 
extensionn is based on the judgement of similarity of the new concept PINE with the highly 
salientt and highly entrenched concept TREE, which was already acquired by the child. 
Thee observation of similarities between the older concept TREE, (roughly a broad-leaved 
tree)) and the new concept PINE takes the form of an abstract concept TREE2 that 
embodiess the commonality of TREE, and PINE. This concept TREE2 abstracts away from 
thee conflicting properties of the two lower level concepts, e.g., it will have to be neutral as 
too the difference between leaves and needles. This higher level concept TREE2 is the 
abstractabstract schema of which the two more concrete uses of the word tree are elaborations. 
Thee process described here results in a simple schematic network depicted in figure 4: 

Fig.. 4 Extension and Schematization: tree 

TREEE i 

Notee that the concept TREE, is depicted by a square. This is a notational convention used 
byy Langacker to indicate that the concept at issue is entrenched. The circles indicate that 
thesee concepts are not (yet) entrenched. The solid arrows indicate that the low-level uses 
aree elaborations/specifications of the abstract schema. The dashed arrow indicates that 
PINEE is an extension of the prototype TREE,. 

Thee process described above can now be repeated. For instance, the next stage 
couldd involve the acquisition of the concept of PALM as a variant use of the word tree, 
which,, in turn, results in an even more abstract schematic concept TREE3. This abstract 

Everyy single use of a linguistic structure (e.g. a lexical item or a morphosyntactic structure) has a 
positivee effect on its degree of entrenchment. Conversely, disuse has a negative impact. With repeated use, a 
novell  structure will become progressively entrenched, and it will become a conventional unit. A unit is a 
cognitivee structure mastered by the speaker so that it can be employed in a largely automatic fashion, 
withoutt requiring attention to its individual parts or their arrangement. Since entrenchment is dependent on 
frequencyy of use, it is a matter of degree (cf. Langacker 1987: 59-60). 
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schemaa should be neutral with respect to, for example, the degree of brachiation, and the 
sizee and nature of the foliage. This expanded network category is depicted in figure 5: 

Fig.. 5 Expansion of the network tree 

Earlierr in this section, the major ingredients of the complex category model were 
presented,, namely prototype and extension, abstract schema and elaboration. The complex 
categoryy can be thought of as a network. The nodes of the network consist of particular 
linguisticc structures. These might be allophones of a phoneme, variant senses of a lexical 
itemm (as in the free-example), or variant forms of an elaborate grammatical construction. 
Inn addition, the nodes may vary as to the degree of specificity of their content. The nodes 
aree linked to each other in pairwise fashion, thereby indicating their relatedness. A full-
blownn network category may look like the following diagram (from Langacker 2000: 14): 

Fig.. 6: Complex Category Network 

rr—— T - |c | « « 

II .^^  * 
ff  .^^  *" 
11 .^^  *" 

wLL > r x Mrr  A^r  ** 
ll  _^J^
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Thee prototype of the category represented here is node A: almost all the other  nodes are 
eitherr  extensions of A (indicated by the dashed arrows), or  elaborations (the solid arrows). 
Nodee A is also the most entrenched node, which is indicated by the thickness of the box. 
Nodee C could be considered a secondary prototype. Furthermore, three levels of schemati-
cityy are represented in the diagram. On the lowest level are the structures that are 
specifiedd in most detail: C,, A p A2, A3. On the mid-level the structures are located that are 
moree schematic than the lower-level structures: A and C are abstract schemas of which A„ 
A2,, A3 and C, are elaborations (note the solid arrows). The highest level consists of 
structuress A' and C\ These are 'superschemas' of the category. In turn, the mid-level 
subschemass are elaborations of these superschemas (hence the solid arrows). Another 
dimensionn that is represented in the diagram is the aspect of "distance". The nodes are 
depictedd at greater  or  smaller  distances from one another, depending on the difference in 
degreee of elaboration or, in the case of extension, on the number  of salient features two 
nodess have in common. 

Itt  is important to keep in mind that the image of a network is a metaphor. It can 
capturee (and visualize) a number  of essential properties of the structure of a complex 
category,, as was explained above, but, just like any metaphor, it has its limitations. For 
example,, the discreteness of the boxes in the network may create the false impression that 
thee boundaries between the nodes in the network are clear-cut. In fact, the transition 
betweenn the nodes (e.g. semantic variants of a lexical item) must be viewed as gradient. In 
aa complex category, there are typically many cases which, having features in common 
withh two nodes (or  even more than two), fall between the two of them. Nevertheless, the 
imagee of a network can be considered adequate since most instantiations do tend to center 
aroundd a typical case. If this were not so, and in-between cases were more than a 
relativelyy marginal phenomenon in our  category, we would have to reconsider  our 
analysis,, and to see whether  we should postulate an additional node in the network. 

Too improve our  understanding of the nature of Langacker's model, it is important 
too note that it is characterized as a usage-based model, Langacker  describes this model as 
followsfollows (1987: 494): 

(35)) "Substantial import is given to the actual use of the linguistic system and a 
speaker'ss knowledge of this use; the grammar is held responsible for  a speaker's 
knowledgee of the full range of linguistic conventions, regardless of whether  these 
conventionss can be subsumed under  more general statements. [I t is a] non-reductive 
approachh to linguistic structure that employs full y articulated schematic networks 
andd emphasizes the importance of low-level schemas." 

Inn Langacker  (1991a, chapter  10), the model is described as a maximalist, non-reductive, 
andd bottom-up approach, which is consistent with the nature of cognitive linguistics. 

NowNow what do these labels mean? The usage-based model is maximalist and non-
reductivee in the sense that it recognizes that the linguistic system is a massive, highly 
redundantt  inventory of conventional units. In order  to become a fluent speaker, a human 
beingg has to do a vast amount of actual learning. As Langacker  (2000: 2) puts it: "I f one 
aimss for  psychological reality, it cannot be maintained on purely methodological grounds 
thatt  the most parsimonious grammar is the best one."  Related to this issue is the non-
reductivee aspect of the model. This concerns the idea that a grammar includes both 
generall  rules or  schemas as well as expressions that instantiate these rules. For  instance, a 
speakerr  typically will have learned a general rule for  the formation of plural nouns (N + -
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s)s) as well as certain specific instantiating expressions such as dogs, houses, cars. In some 
approachess to grammar these instantiating expressions are excluded from the grammar on 
groundss of economy, since these expressions are regularly derivable by rule: to list them 
individuallyy would be to miss a generalization. This reasoning can be called the rule/list 
fallacyfallacy which is based on the assumption that rules and lists are mutually exclusive 
(Langackerr 1987: 29, 2000: 3). Therefore, abstract schemas and specific expressions are 
partt of the grammar, provided that they have become conventional units, through entrench-
mentt by frequent, repeated occurrence. As was shown before, abstract schemas are 
representationss of commonalities observed across a number of specific expressions. For 
instance,, the abstract schematic pattern of noun-pluralization is learned through the 
observationn of specific forms like dogs, houses, etc. These specific expressions must have 
becomee entrenched units before the abstract pattern is extracted. It is implausible that 
thesee specific plural forms will have suddenly lost their status as entrenched, conventional 
unitss the moment the general rule is acquired, and that from that moment onward the 
specificc expressions must be computed from scratch on the basis of the rule (cf. Langacker 
1991a:: 263). It is more plausible that abstract schemas/general patterns and specific 
instantiatingg expressions coexist as stored units.46 

II  wil l now move on to the last characteristic of the usage-based approach: the 
bottom-upp orientation. This basically amounts to a difference in emphasis that is given to 
thee different levels of a complex category. Low-level schemas, which are extracted when a 
languagee user comes into contact with a fully contextualized instance of a category, are 
consideredd of more importance in language processing than higher-level schemas that are 
extractedd from the low-level schemas. "If high-level schemas are extracted, they may be 
onlyy of secondary significance, serving more of an organizing function than an active 
computationall  one" (Langacker 1991b: 265). For instance, when somebody hears the word 
dogs,dogs, he wil l immediately access from memory the highly entrenched low-level unit dogs 
ass a pre-packaged whole, instead of computing its structure on the basis of the higher-
levell  schema of noun-pluralization (N + -s). Moreover, many complex categories, both 
lexicall  and grammatical, lack a single abstract superschema that subsumes all the lower-
levell  values shown by a particular form. In that case, we are dealing with a classic 
instancee of family resemblances (as for instance Wittgenstein's SPIEL). 

Thee view that lower-level schemas are more important to language structure than 
high-levell  schemas is in accordance with the observation that it is generally not possible to 
predictt the actually occurring instantiations of the high-level schema. This entails that the 
languagee user has to know which of the potential low-level instantiations of the high-level 
schemaa actually do exist, and which don't. For instance, the passive form "KTEWOUXXI imó 
*bee killed by' could, potentially, be sanctioned by the abstract schematic meaning of the 
middlee voice, namely subject-ajfectedness. However, a speaker of Attic Greek had to learn 
thatt this instantiation is ungrammatical, and that the construction Gvfiaicoo imó was used 
instead. . 

Thee consequence of this view of grammar is that there is no principled division between lexicon and 
grammar.. The grammar of a language is viewed as a structured inventory of conventional linguistic units. 
Linguisticc units may vary in degree of compositionality and specificity. The more specific and the less 
compositionall  a fixed unit is, the more it can be viewed as a lexical item in the traditional sense. The point 
iss that this is a matter of degree, just as the determining parameters compositionality and specificity. 
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1.2.22 The Middl e Voice as a Complex Category 

Onee of the main objectives of the present study is to show that the grammatical category 
off  middle voice can be insightfully analyzed as a complex network category. In section 
1.0,, I described the five different middle usage types as identified by Rijksbaron (19942). 
Thesee are the passive use, the direct reflexive use, the indirect reflexive use, the pseudo-
reflexive/pseudo-passivee use, and the middle-only use. These usage types can be identified 
withh the concrete, low-level senses of the complex category. These variant uses of the 
middlee voice are semantically related to one another in a polysemous fashion. In the 
complexx category models, these relationships are called extensions. This means that, 
althoughh they share certain semantic features, there are salient features in which they 
differ. . 

Ass was noted above, the abstract meaning of the Greek middle voice can be 
definedd as qffectedness of the subject. This abstract meaning can be identified with the 
abstractabstract schema in Langacker's model. In accordance with the usage-based model of 
grammar,, it is conceivable that this abstract schema is less entrenched, and only of 
secondaryy importance in actual language use. In speaking and hearing, the language user is 
moree likely to activate the more concrete middle usage types, than the rather abstract 
superschemaa of subject-affectedness. For example, it is plausible that, when a Greek heard 
thee word ïoraum in a context without a direct object or external agent, the low-level 
"node""  of the pseudo-reflexive47, that specified that the subject undergoes a self-initiated 
changee of state, was activated first and foremost. The abstract schema, with the single 
implicationn that the subject is affected, may have been activated less strongly, or not at 
all.488 Obviously, this assumption cannot be tested in a dead language like Ancient Greek, 
andd it is, therefore, not crucial to the purposes of my argument. 

Inn chapter 2, I will give an overview of the different middle usage types which I 
distinguish,, and I will describe the structure of the semantic network of the middle voice. 
Inn several respects, my classification will be finer-grained than Rijksbaron's presented 
above.. This refinement is primarily supported by typological evidence (esp. Kemmer, 
Croft,, Shyldkrot 1987; Kemmer 1993), and by morphological evidence from the aorist 
stem.. After this classification of middle uses, the semantic relationships among them will 
bee discussed.49 This discussion will result in a "semantic map" of the Greek middle 
voice.. This semantic map represents the precise structure, as I see it, of the semantic net-
workk of middle uses and their interconnections. 

477 In chapter 2, I will rename this middle usage type "body motion middle". 

488 It can also be assumed that these concrete middle usages are acquired first. The abstract schema is 
thenn extracted from the variant usage types on the basis of the semantic commonalities observed (unconsci-
ously)) by the language user (see 1.2.1). 

499 These semantic relationships can be identified with the extensions of Langacker's model: one 
polysemouss meaning is an extension of a more prototypical one if - although they share one or more 
semanticc commonalities - there is at least one salient semantic property in which they differ. I shall use the 
moree neutral term relation(ship), because it is often unclear which of the connected uses is the more 
prototypical,, and which is the extension. From a diachronical point of view, one can only guess as to the 
exactt way in which the middle voice emerged since there already must have been a full-blown middle voice 
inn Proto-Indo-European. Synchronically, frequency of use can be an argument for prototypicality. In section 
2.3.2,, I wil l try to establish the category prototype of the middle voice in Greek. 
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Furthermore,, these claims can serve as a powerful empirical tool to test the 
accuracyy of our network structure as it results from a semantic analysis only. For example, 
iff an aorist form does not cover a contiguous region in the network, or if an aorist form 
doess not extend gradually through the semantic links in the network, then the map of our 
semanticc network should be seriously reconsidered, and modified in such a way that 
violationss of the two claims are avoided. 

1.2.33 Kemmer, The Middle Voice (1993) 

Inn the previous section, a network conception of the middle voice was set forth. The major 
advocatee of this approach to the middle voice has been Suzanne Kemmer. Especially her 
typologicall study The Middle Voice (1993) - a revision of her doctoral thesis - has been an 
importantt contribution to our understanding of middle voice phenomena, and it has also 
beenn fundamental to the present study. Therefore, it is more than justified to devote a 
sectionn of my study to a discussion of her book. This section will focus on those analyses 
andd conclusions in the book that are of importance to the argument of the present study. 

Kemmer'ss The Middle Voice is a large-scale typological comparison of middle 
voicee systems in 30 languages. After an introductory chapter, Kemmer starts off (chapter 
2)) by giving an inventory of the middle situation types that are frequently marked by 
middlee morphology across the world's languages. She enumerates 13 types of middle 
situationss (Kemmer 1993: 16-20)54: 

(1)) Grooming or  body care: Djola (Niger-Congo) -poss 'wash'; Latin lavo-r 'wash'; 
Bahasaa Indonesia ber-dandan 'get dressed'; Old Norse kUeda-sk 'get dressed'; 
Hungariann borotvdl-koz- 'shave'. 

(2)) Nontranslational motion: Kanuri (Nilo-Saharan) tan-t-in 'stretch one's body'; Old 
Norsee snüa-sk 'turn'; Latin reverto-r 'return'; Classical Greek trépe-sthai 'turn'; 
Germann sich verbeugen 'bow'. 

(3)(3) Change in body posture: Djola lak-j 'sit down'; Bahasa Indonesia ber-lutut 
'kneell down'; German sich hinlegen 'lie down'; Guugu Yimidhirr (Australian, 
Pama-Nyugan)) daga-adhi 'sit down'; Hungarian emel-ked- 'rise, get up'. 

(4)(4) Indirect middle: Turkish ed-in 'acquire'; Old Norse eigna-sk 'acquire, lay claim 
to';; Classical Greek kta-sthai 'acquire for oneself'; Latin apfsco-r 'obtain'; 
Changanaa (Niger-Congo, SE Bantu) ku ti-tekela 'take for oneself. 

(5)) Naturall y reciprocal events: Old Norse hitta-sk 'meet'; Hungarian olel-kez-
'embrace';; Latin amplecto-r 'embrace'; Bahasa Indonesia ber-gumul 'wrestle'; 
Guuguu Yimidhirr yirrga-adhi 'converse, agree'; 

(6)(6) Translational motion: Pangwa (Niger-Congo, CE Bantu) i-nu-xa 'climb up'; 
Guuguu Yimidhirr madha-adhi 'climb up'; Old Norse ganga-sk 'go, leave'; Bahase 
Indonesiaa ber-jalan 'walk, stroll'; Classical Greek péte-sthai 'fly'; Latin veho-r 
'travel'. . 

(7)) Emotion middle: Guugu Yimidhirr dumba-adhi 'get a shock or fright'; German 
sichsich fiirchten 'be/become frightened'; Mohave (Hokan, Yuman) mat Ba:v 'be 
angry';; Latin irdsco-r 'become angry'; Hungarian bdn-kod- 'grieve, mourn'. 

544 The middle markers are in bold-face. 
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(8)) Emotive speech actions: Latin quero-r Complain', German sich beschweren 
Complain';; Classical Greek olophüre-sthai 'lament*, Turkish döv-ün 'lament'; 
Sanskritt krpa-te 'lament'. 

(9)) Other  speech actions: Mohave mat kuna:v 'confess'; Pangwa -i-lumba 'admit 
one'ss guilt'; Latin fateo-r 'confess'; Kanuri awülö-t-in 'be boastful, be a braggart'; 
Hungariann dicse-ked- 'boast'. 

(10)) Cognition middle: Bahasa Indonesia ber-pikir 'be cogitating'; Old Norse frykkja-sk 
'think';; Pangwa -i-sala 'think over, consider'; Latin medito-r 'ponder, meditate'; 
Mohavee mat ahay 'believe'. 

(11)) Spontaneous events: Changana ku-ti-milela 'germinate, sprout'; Old Norse gróa-sk 
'grow';; Bahasa Indonesia ber-henti 'come to a stop'; Mohave mat ico: 'become, 
changee into'; Turkish dinl-en 'recover'. 

(12)) Logophoric middle: the middle marker appears on verbs of saying, belief, and 
perceptionn in construction with a complement clause, e.g. Icelandic f?eir sdus-st 
hlaupahlaupa 'They saw themselves run'. 

(13)) Passive, Impersonal, Facultative middles: Kanuri t-uruk-in 'I am seen' (passive); 
Germann Der Artikel liest sich leicht; French Le livre se vend bien (facilitative). 

Apartt from (12), the logophoric middle, and the facilitative middle, each of the 
enumeratedd middle uses seems to be instantiated in Ancient Greek. In (1) grooming or 
bodybody care, we can recognize the direct reflexive middle use. In (2) non-translational 
motion,motion, (3) change in body posture, and (6) translational motion, Rijksbaron' s (19942) 
pseudo-reflexivepseudo-reflexive use, which almost exclusively consists of verbs of motion, can be 
recognized.. The indirect middle (4) can be compared to the indirect reflexive middle in 
Greek.. The uses (5) naturally reciprocal events, (8) emotive speech actions, (9) other 
speechspeech actions, and (10) cognition middle are typical media tantum classes in Greek, e.g. 
u<xxouctii 'fight' (5), oXoqmpoucti 'lament' (8), ua)0eo|iai 'speak' (9), \oy{£o|nai 'calculate; 
consider'' (10). The emotion middle (7) and the spontaneous event middle (11) correspond 
too Rijksbaron's (1994) pseudo-passive use, e.g. (popéoum 'fear' (7) and tf|Koum 'melt 
(intr.)'' (11). 

Generalizingg from these seemingly very diverse situation types expressed by the 
middlee voice, Kemmer argues that the one crucial semantic property of the middle voice is 
thee relative distinguisliability of participants. Kemmer (1994: 211): 

(36)) "Relative elaboration of events can be thought of as the degree to which different 
schematicc aspects of a situation are separated out and viewed as distinct by the 
speaker.. The speaker in effect can choose to "turn up" or "turn down" the 
resolutionn with which a particular event is viewed in order to highlight its internal 
structuree to a greater or lesser extent." 

Thiss property, according to Kemmer, subsumes the notion of 'subject-affectedness'. Thus, 
thee middle voice can be located on a gradient scale between two extremes, i.e. between 
two-participantt events (high distinguishability) and one-participant events (low 
distinguishability)) (Kemmer 1993: 73): 
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Fig.. 7: Scale of degree of distinguishability of participants: 

Two-participantt  Reflexive Middl e One-participant 
Eventt  Event 

++ < >_ 

Degreee of distinguishability of participant s 

Thee two-participant event is located at the one extreme of the scale. According to 
Kemmer,, in a two-participant event the participants are maximally distinguishable in that 
thee two participants, the Initiator and the Endpoint, are completely separate entities. In a 
reflexivee event the distinguishability is lower. The reflexive marker (the pronoun ECCDTÓV 

inn Ancient Greek) signals the co-referentiality of the participants in events in which the 
twoo participants are normally distinct entities. In the reflexive, the separation of the two 
participantss is thus to some extent maintained. In the middle type the dual roles, Initiator 
andd Endpoint, are conflated in a single participant. Thus, the distinguishability of 
participantss is minimal, yet higher than in prototypical one-participant events. In the case 
off the middle, a certain degree of internal complexity is extant by virtue of the initiating 
andd affected aspect that is evoked. 

II already mentioned, in passing, the notions Initiator and Endpoint. According to 
Kemmer,, the notions Initiator and Endpoint are important for an understanding of middle 
semantics.. To get a grasp of these notions, it is best to consider the transitive clause, 
whichh is, according to Kemmer (1994: 51), the basic conceptual model for these notions. 
Wee have seen that the prototypical transitive clause involves a physical transmission of 
energy,, initiated by a volitional agent and resulting in a change of state of the patient. 
However,, it is a trivial observation that transitive clauses generally also denote other types 
off interactions. For instance, in section 1.1.1 I mentioned mental event types that are very 
oftenn coded as transitive events, even though they involve neither a volitional agent nor a 
state-changingg patient. The coding of these non-prototypical transitive event-types in a 
morphologicallyy transitive clause is conditioned by the degree to which such events can be 
construedd as an asymmetrical interaction between two participants. In this asymmetrical 
interaction,, the first participant is construed as initiating the event (hence Initiator);  the 
secondd participant is construed as the endpoint of the action chain {Endpoint).55 The 
notionss of Initiator and Endpoint are general semantic roles, subsuming various other, 
moree specific, semantic roles. The Initiator role subsumes those roles that involve a 
conceptualizationn of a "starting point" of an event, such as agent, experiencer, and mental 
source.source. Endpoint, on the other hand, encompasses the "down-stream" roles, such as 
patient,patient, recipient and beneficiary. As they subsume the more concrete semantic roles, 
Initiatorr and Endpoint are called "macro-roles" by Kemmer.56 The semantics of the 

Thee notions of Initiator and Endpoint are comparable to Langacker's head and tail of an action chain 
(seee section 1.1.2). 

566 A related notion, going by the same name of 'macro-role', also features prominently in Role and 
Referencee Grammar (Foley & Van Valin 1984, Van Valin & LaPolla 1997). Klaiman (1988, 1991) has a 
notionn very similar to macro-roles, that of conceptual status. Instead of Initiator and Endpoint, she works 
withh the controller and affected entity. The notion of controller is, however, more restricted than that of 
Initiator,, since it roughly only includes animate entities. 
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middlee voice can now be described elegantly in terms of these macro-roles: the middle 
voicee expresses that the subject is conceptualized as both the Initiato r  and the Endpoint. 

Wit hh regard to Ancient Greek, however, this characterization of the middle voice is 
nott  entirely adequate. As was set out above, the Greek middle voice can be characterized 
byy the notion of subject-affectedness. The idea that the subject is affected by the event is 
roughlyy equivalent to the idea that the subject is the Endpoint in the event. The notable 
differencee between Greek and many other  middle voice systems is that the middle voice in 
Greekk also covers the canonical passive meaning. This means that, in Greek, the subject of 
aa middle verb cannot be conceived of as an Initiato r  in all cases. This is a crucial 
differencee between the Greek middle voice and many other  middle voice systems (esp. 
thosee of modern European languages) which originate from reflexive markers.57 In these 
languages,, the middle category prototype relates to grooming actions (Kemmer 1993: 55), 
orr  possibly to the related body action types such as change in body posture, non-translati-
onalonal and translational motion. The spontaneous event type and the passive58 are to be 
consideredd peripheral usage types. In Ancient Greek, however, the category's gravitational 
pointt  lies elsewhere. In section 2.3.2, it will be argued that the intransitiv e middle types59 

-- especially the mental process type - constitute the centre of the middle voice in Greek. 
Thee grooming type in Greek is to be considered of marginal importance as both type and 
tokenn frequency are very low. 

Inn chapters 3 and 4, Kemmer gives a thorough description of the different reflexive 
andd middle types found in the languages of the world. As we have seen above, many of 
thesee can also be found in Ancient Greek. In chapter  5, the historical emergence of the 
middlee voice from a reflexive origin in a number  of language-families (Romance, 
Germanicc and Nilo-Saharan) is discussed. Kemmer describes the spread of the reflexive 
markerr  së in Latin through the middle semantic domain in French and Surselvan (a 
Rhaeto-Romancee language), accompanied by the disappearence of the older  middle 
marker,, the inflection in -or, -ris, -tur, etc. Kemmer describes the expansion of the 
reflexivee marker  re as a process of grammaticalization: the meaning shifts from an 
originall yy emphatic direct reflexive sense in Latin to a more abstract middle meaning in 
thee Romance languages. Eventually, the marker  could also be used as a passive. This 
semanticc generalization process is accompanied by typical symptoms of grammaticalizati-
on::  cliticization (pan-Romance), erosion (loss of phonological substance), affixation (in 
Surselvan),, and the spread of se from the 3rd person to all other  persons (in Surselvan). 

Thee description of this diachronic process, involving a reflexive marker  developing 
intoo a middle marker, as it occurred in Romance and Germanic languages, is not directly 
relevantt  to the Greek middle voice and its origins. If the Indo-European middle voice did 

Thee same observation holds for Latin, and perhaps more ancient Indo-European languages. In Latin, 
mostt of the verbs in -or, -ris, -tur, etc. have a passive meaning. 

SHH Note that in many modern European languages the prototypical passive is expressed by an auxiliary 
pluss participle, e.g. French La porte est ouverte par Roger, 

599 Although, strictly speaking, the direct reflexive middle is also intransitive, I will use intransitive 
middlemiddle as a cover-term for the body motion middle (roughly Rijksbaron 's pseudo-reflexive), the mental 
processs middle and the spontaneous process middle (Rijksbaron's pseudo-passive). The intransitive middle is 
calledd decausative by some authors (e.g. Geniusiene 1987, Gerritsen 1990), since they systematically 
correspondd to active causative verbs. 
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developp from a reflexive marker, it must have been in an earlier  stage of Proto-Indo-
Europeann (PIE), since we can already reconstruct a reflexive marker  for  PIE, *s(u)ey 

alongsidee a full-blown inflectional middle voice category (I s *-m/i 2, 2s *-sth^q, 3s *-to, 
etc.).. In other  words, in PIE we find a situation in which the (emphatic) reflexive is 
expressedd by a marker  (*s(u)e) that is not genetically related to the middle inflection (I s 
*-mh*-mh 22,, etc.).60 

However,, for  students of the Greek middle voice the primary importance of 
Kemmer'ss description of the spread of the reflexive marker  from one use to another  lies 
elsewhere.. The first  point of importance is of a methodological nature. Kemmer's 
diachronicall  analyses are based on the assumption that two meanings A en B are related, 
iff  one can observe that a form spreads from meaning A to meaning B (1993: 5). This 
makess diachronic evidence as important to a semantic analysis as synchronic evidence. In 
sectionn 1.2.2, I have expressed my adherence to this principle, and in chapter  3, I wil l 
arguee that this principl e can improve our  understanding of the morphological distributio n 
off  the different aorist formations and its semantic implications. The second point of 
importancee concerns the historical development of the reflexive marker. Kemmer describes 
thee frequently occurring development from a reflexive pronoun (used with verbs of 
grooming,, and many verbs of motion) to a more general middle marker  that also includes 
mentall  (emotional and cognitive) events and spontaneous events. In some cases, this 
middlee marker  also develops a passive meaning.61 If we transpose these finding to 
Ancientt  Greek, we can assume a semantic relatedness between different middle uses in the 
followingg way: at the one extreme, the reflexive-like uses (the direct reflexive middle and 
thee pseudo-reflexive middle) are located, and at the other, the passive is located. In be-
tweenn these uses lie the emotional, cognitive and spontaneous uses (Rijksbaron' s pseudo-
passive).passive). In chapters 2 and 3, I will produce evidence that this configuration is, in 
principle,, correct, and I will , furthermore, propose a number  of refinements. 

Inn chapter  6, Kemmer presents a 'semantic map' which represents the network 
consistingg of the various middle situation types and the semantic relations existing among 
themm (1993: 202). This map of the interrelations between middle types is based on the 
sharedd semantic properties that were revealed by the typological and diachronic data that 
weree analysed in the preceding chapter  of her  study. Since this map is based on a large 
collectionn of typological data, it is claimed to have universal validity . In other  words, the 
semanticc relations established in the map are claimed to be relevant to all languages. In 
particular ,, the set of uses found in any one language is predicted to form a contiguous 
regionn on the map: "(...) we would in principl e expect the semantic range of a given form 
too extend only over  a set of uses in which each use is directly related to at least one other 
usee in the set"  (Kemmer 1993: 222). The diachronic correlate of this prediction is that the 
spreadd of a given form is predicted to follow the pathways which are formed by the 
semanticc relations, that is, from one use to another, directly linked, use. 

Ass was said at the outset of this section, Kemmer's book is an inspiring and rich 
FundgrubeFundgrube for  any student of voice phenomena. In the discussion above, it must be noted, 

600 The situation we find in Ancient Greek, with both a middle inflection and a historically non-related 
emphaticc reflexive marker (e.g. 3s ace. éau-cóv 'himself), appears to be directly inherited from PIE. Note 
thatt è-conóv contains the morpheme é- which is a direct descendant from PIE *sue. 

611 This development has also been described by Haspelmath (1987: 35). 
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II  have restricted myself to those aspects of the work that are of particular  interest to my 
ownn study of the Greek middle voice. 
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1.33 Two General Issues 

Inn the preceding sections, I have set out the major problems that will be dealt with in this 
study,, and I have presented the basic assumptions that will underlie my analysis. Now I 
willl address two general issues that are important to an understanding of the middle voice. 
First,, we will consider the status of the media tantum within the middle voice system, and 
secondly,, we will discus the notion of valence reduction as an explanation for middle 
voicee phenomena. 

1.3.11 The Status of the Media Tantum 

Mediaa tantum are traditionally treated as a distinct class (see for instance Smyth-Messing 
1956:: 393; Schwyzer-Debrunner, II: 228-9). This approach, however, is not entirely 
unproblematic.. First, it is clear that the class of media tantum is semantically highly 
diverse.. A superficial glance at a selection of media tantum may demonstrate this point: 
dycövî ojxaii 'contend', aKpoaoum 'listen', aAAoum 'jump', pot>touo:i 'want', yvyvofiai 
'bee born, become', Öéxouxxi 'accept', ETciorajiai 'know', ëpxoum 'go', EX>XO\LOLI 'pray', 
Xoyi£ou.aii 'calculate', jruvOdvoum 'learn, hear; inquire'. The diversity within this class is 
alsoo manifested by the differences in aorist morphology. Some of these verbs may have a 
sigmaticc middle aorist, others a passive aorist, and yet others thematic or root aorists. The 
rationalee behind the distribution of the different aorist formations will be the subject of 
chapterr 3. 

AA second difficulty in treating the media tantum as a separate class is that, in doing 
so,, two inconsistent criteria are aplied. On the one hand, the various oppositional middle 
types622 are distinguished purely on the basis of semantic criteria. For instance, the 
indirectt reflexive middle is distinguished by the semantic feature subject profits from 
action,action, and the passive middle is defined by the fact that the subject is semantically a 
patient.. On the other hand, the media tantum are distinguished by a completely different 
criterion,, namely the non-existence of an active form. This criterion stands orthogonal to 
thee semantic criterion that is applied to the oppositional middles. 

Fromm a methodological point of view, it is preferable to aim at a unified account of 
bothh oppositional middles and media tantum. Here and in chapter 2, I shall argue that such 
aa unified account is indeed possible on the basis of purely semantic criteria. For a* great 
numberr of media tantum it is possible to classify them under the already established 
middlee uses in a straightforward way. Many of these media tantum are semantically very 
closee to oppositional middles. It would, therefore, be highly unnatural to treat them as 
belongingg to a separate class for the sole reason that they do not have an active counter
part.. A nice case in point is the medium tantum f)5ouai 'enjoy' which is semantically 
veryy close to the oppositional middles Eixppouvoum 'be glad' (active causative eücppaivco 

622 The oppositional middles are those middle verbs that stand in opposition to an active verb. Two 
typicall examples are: (i) middle jtapaoKei>a£o|icct (indirect reflexive, direct reflexive, or passive) vs. active 
transitivee napaaKeud^cD, and (ii) middle lotaiiai (indirect reflexive, intransitive, or passive) vs. active 
transitivee ïaxrmi. 
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'makee glad') and Homeric teprcoucu 'amuse oneself (active causative xépirco 'amuse*). It 
thereforee makes good sense to classify f|8oum as a pseudo-passive (in Rijksbaron^ 
terminology).633 Supporting evidence for the view that media tantum have to be treated on 
aa par with the oppositional middles is based on their morphology. The media tantum 
generallyy make the same choice for either the sigmatic middle aorist or the passive aorist 
formm as do the oppositional middles of the same semantic type. For example, fi5ouai has 
aa passive aorist TioOnv just like evxppawouai - n\xppdvörjv. I will go into the morphology 
off the aorist stem extensively in chapter 3. 

Inn the same way, other media tantum can be classified under the already familiar 
middlee uses. On closer inspection, it becomes clear that most media tantum belong to a 
restrictedd number of semantic classes. These are: 

(37)) Media tantum: semantic types 

a.. Media tantum with a beneficiary/recipient-subject: 5éxoum 'accept, receive', 
épyd^oumm 'work, make', icrdouai 'acquire' 
b.. Media tantum of body motion: dUou.ai 'jump', ejtoum 'follow', epxoum 
'go',, rcéxoum 'fly' 
c.. Media tantum of emotion and cognition: ayauai 'wonder', axöouca 'be 
grieved',, P o t ^ u m 'want', ëpccum 'love', f|Öouai 'enjoy', oïouai 'think', 
7n)v6dvou.caa 'learn, hear' 
d.. Media tantum of volitional mental activities: %oyi^o\iai 'calculate', urixot-
vdoumm 'contrive' 

•• e. Reciprocal media tantum: dycov^ouou 'contend', udxou.cu 'fight' 
f.. Media tantum of perception: dicpodouai 'listen*, 5épKouai 'gaze, look at', 
0edouaii 'gaze', óoqjpawonai 'smell', aKÉTctouai 'look' 
g.. Speech act media tantum: aixidouai 'accuse', dpdoum 'pray', óXocpupoum 
'lament',, uupxvpoum 'call to witness', uuGéoum 'speak' 

Thee first three types (a-c) can be readily recognized as being related to oppositional 
middlee types. The media tantum with a beneficiary/recipient-subject (a) can be identified 
ass indirect reflexive middles. This identification is also supported - or at least not 
contradictedd - by the aorist morphology as both the indirect reflexive oppositional middles 
andd the indirect reflexive media tantum consistently have a sigmatic middle aorist, and 
neverr a passive aorist, as for example, èSe^d^v, Eipyaaduriv, eictrioduTiv. The media 
tantumm designating body motion can be classified as pseudo-reflexive middles on a par 
withh middles like dmUdTToum 'depart', ïaxauai 'stand up, stand still', 7tope\>o(iai 'go, 
march'.. Lastly, the media tantum designating emotion and cognition can be identified with 
Rijksbaron'ss (19942) pseudo-passive middles (type cpopéco 'frighten' - cpopéoucu 'fear'). 
Again,, aorist morphology suggests that uniting the oppositional middles and the media 
tantumm designating mental processes is justified since both always have a passive aorist 

Notee that, after Homer, an active causative verb fjSw was created. I would take this as confirmation 
thatt the border between media tantum and oppositional middles is not a very important one, since it is easily 
crossed. . 
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form,, and never a sigmatic middle aorist: e.g., oppositional middles: eA n̂fiGrjv, e<popr|9r|v, 
©pYiaOrrv;; media tantum: èPo\)A.f|0Tiv, fjoOnv, (priGrjv.64 

Thee last four types (d-g) cannot be compared to the already established oppositio
nall middle uses. Yet I will argue that they should not be set apart completely from the 
otherr middle uses; they should, instead, be integrated into the polysemous structure of the 
middlee voice, just like the other (oppositional) middle usage types. In other words, these 
typess of media tantum can be seen as nodes in the semantic network linked to the other, 
moree familiar, nodes. In chapter 2,1 will show that the four types at issue are semantically 
closelyy connected to the other middle uses, and that the boundaries between them are only 
aa matter of gradiency. In chapter 3, it will be shown that there is also evidence from aorist 
morphologyy for the existence of polysemous relations between the media tantum and the 
oppositionall middles. 

1.3.22 Valence reduction 

Earlierr in this chapter I argued that the middle voice as a category can be characterized by 
aa semantic feature, namely subject-affectedness. There is, however, a substantially different 
approachh in the literature on the middle voice and reflexive verbs. This more syntactically 
orientedd approach sees the middle voice as a marking of valence reduction. Valence 
reductionn implies, in brief, that by means of the middle voice morpheme transitive 
predicatess are detransitivized. An early example of this approach is Marguliés (1929-30: 
116):: "Wenn wir bedenken dafi es keine idg. suffixalen Intransitivbildungen gibt, dann 
scheintt es nicht zu gewagt, anzunehmen, daB die urspriingliche Funktion der 
Medialendungenn die Intransitivierung war." More recent attempts along these lines are 
Aissenn (1982), Dik (1982) [on reflexive verbs], GeniuSiene (1987) [on reflexive verbs], 
Risseladaa (1987) [on Ancient Greek], Dik (1997b: 9-15). 

Theree are, however, a number of serious objections to this approach. Firstly, in 
probablyy all middle voice systems, as in Greek, there is a class of media tantum - middle 
verbss that do not have an active counterpart. Clearly, these verbs cannot be derived from 
activee predicates by an argument reduction rule. As a possible solution for this problem 
onee could 'condemn' the media tantum to the lexicon. This solution is, however, not very 
elegantt since it means that the attempt at a unified account of the middle voice is 
abandoned,, and that a highly frequent class of middle verbs is basically left unaccounted 
for.. Moreover, this view contravenes the usage-based approach adopted here, since the 
latterr approach claims that storage in the lexicon and the existence of a general grammati
call rule are not mutually exclusive (the "non-reductionalist" view). Therefore, though it is 
clearr that media tantum are individually stored in the lexicon, it is possible that they can 
bee subsumed under a more general schema together with the oppositional middles. 
Furthermore,, oppositional middles and media tantum cannot be distinguished by the 
criterionn that the former are grammatical, and the latter lexical, since many frequently 
occurringg oppositional middles are probably stored in memory (i.e. "in the lexicon") as 

MM Rijksbaron, too, remarks that the fact that the agentive media tantum have a sigmatic middle aorist is 
inn accordance with the agentive direct and indirect reflexive uses. Furthermore, the passiva tantum 
semanticallyy resemble the pseudo-passives of causative verbs. Both are mostly non-agentive and intransitive 
andd have passive aorist forms (see Rijksbaron 19942: 156-7). 
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well.655 For  example, it is improbable that a highly frequent verb form like Yaxau-ai 'stand 
still ,, stand up' was computed from scratch by a grammatical derivational rule on the basis 
off  the active form uraiu i 'make to stand' every single time it was uttered. It is more 
plausiblee to assume that the form ïaxaum had become entrenched as a fixed unit (because 
off  its high frequency), and was retrieved automatically from memory as a pre-packaged 
whole,, which clearly cuts down on processing efforts. 

AA second objection to the valence-reduction approach is related to the previous 
one.. It is a fact that most intransitiv e middles have a higher  frequency than their  active 
transitiv ee counterparts. The following table shows token-frequencies of active transitive 
andd middle intransitiv e verbs66 in Herodotus (based on Powell's lexicon (1938)): 

Tablee 3: Frequencies of transitive active vs. intransitive middle in Herodotus 

Transitiv ee Active 

aioxvvcoo 'disgrace' 
öjioc^Aaaao)) 'set free from' 
av^dvcoo 'grow (trans.)' 
éyeipö)) 'stir up' 
è'Ajiu)) 'cause to hope/expect' 
I'̂ COO 'seat' 
ïoxr\\iiïoxr\\ii  'set, put' 
KT|8<DD 'trouble, distress' 
KO|I{£(OO 'carry, fetch, take' 
XeintiiXeintii 'leave behind' 
A,\méü)) 'harass' 
uiuvriaictöö 'remind' 
opuao)) 'urge, dispatch' 
naxxanaxxa 'stop' 
TteiGo)) 'persuade, convince' 
7copeiitoo 'make to go, convey' 
of|7i(oo 'make rot' 
axéXhoaxéXho 'send' 
TTjKcoo 'melt (trans.)' 
xpérccüü 'turn (trans.)' 
xpé<pü)) 'grow (trans.), nurture' 
(paivooo 'show' 
<po(3écoo 'alarm' 
9"ócoo 'produce, grow (trans.)' 
(pépG)) 'carry, bring' 
ye"68o)) 'deceive' 

1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 
0 0 
1 1 
47 7 
0 0 
40 0 
36 6 
6 6 
0 0 
2 2 
14 4 
47 7 
0 0 
0 0 
9 9 
2 2 
8 8 
15 5 
14 4 
2 2 
8 8 
118 8 
0 0 

Intransitiv ee Middl e 

aioxuvoumm 'feel shame' 
drcaXA-daaonaii 'depart' 
aü^óvoumm 'grow up' 
éyeipoumm 'wake up, arise' 
ëA,irou£nn 'hope, expect' 
t^o^iaii 'sit down' 
lataumm 'stand' 
Kriooumm 'care about' 
Kou{£ouixii 'travel' 
taiTtoumtaiTtoum 'stay behind' 
\x>néo\im\x>néo\im 'be angry' 
uxuvf|aKoumm 'remember; mention' 
ópuaouaii 'set off 
Tcavouwii 'cease' 
7tei6ou,caa 'believe, obey' 
7topei>oumm 'travel, march' 
ar|7iou«ii 'rot' 
axéXtoumm 'set forth' 
xfiKO^aii 'melt (intr.)' 
Tpeno|iaii 'turn (intr.)' 
tpé(pou.aii 'grow up' 
(pouvoumm 'appear' 
(poj3éo|iaii 'fear' 
(puontxii 'grow (intr.)* 
(pépojiouu 'fall, drift, charge' 
v|/ei55o|iaii 'be mistaken' 

3 3 
86 6 
13 3 
5 5 
9 9 
39 9 
85 5 
7 7 
26 6 
16 6 
2 2 
30 0 
93 3 
45 5 
95 5 
75 5 
4 4 
20 0 
3 3 
94 4 
11 1 
141 1 
21 1 
28 8 
16 6 

8 8 

Inn general, the middle intransitiv e forms occur  far  more frequently (printed in bold-face) 
inn Herodotus than the active transitives. It strikes me as rather  counter-intuitiv e to consider 
thee intransitiv e middles as derived from, or  somehow secondary to, the active transitive 

655 The point that both grammatically irregular forms (e.g. the English strong verbs) and regular forms are 
lexicallyy stored is also made by Bybee (1985: 113-4, and passim). 

666 Note that most middle intransitive verbs have passive aorist forms in -(0)r|-. These forms are included 
inn the frequency-figures. 
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counterparts,, considering that intransitiv e middles generally have a higher  token-frequen-
cy.677 Although, in general, one could maintain that the middle voice is marked in 
comparisonn with the active voice (in terms of frequency, semantic content, and morpholo-
gicall  markedness: see my discussion of markedness above (1.1.4)), in the case of these 
causativee active and intransitiv e middle verbs the markedness-relation seems to be 
reversed.. The frequency figures above clearly attest to that. Furthermore, the intransitiv e 
middless can be considered unmarked from a semantic point of view, as well. The event 
denotedd by the intransitiv e middles (roughly: an autonomous change of state of the 
subject)) is semantically more simple than the event denoted by the active causative verbs, 
sincee the latter  add a causer-participant to the event. A thir d objection to the valence-
reductionn view on the middle voice is that many middle voice verbs are transitive, just as 
theirr  active counterparts, like, for  instance, the frequent and productive class of indirect 
reflexivee middles. In conclusion, the valence-reduction view on the middle voice is 
unattractive.. It is preferrable to seek a purely semantic explanation instead. In section 
1.1.3,, I argued that the middle voice can be explained adequately as a marker  of subject-
affectedness.68 8 

677 On the contrary, there are well-known cases in which an active transitive is created next to an old 
intransitivee middle, e.g. T̂ SCD to TI8OUOCI, ucuvo) to umvouoci, reeijöa) to rceuBouai. These active causative vs. 
middlee intransitive pairs contravene the global markedness of the middle voice. This phenomenon is can be 
calledd local markedness (see Tiersma 1982, Bybee 1985: 74-6). 

688 Sometimes, a more restricted view is adopted, namely that the passive aorist form exhibits valence 
reduction.. This view is advocated by Andersen (1989, 1993). Yet, two of the objections that were discussed 
abovee are equally applicable. First, there are many media tantum with passive aorists (passiva tantum), e.g. 
èPouXr|9r|vv 'I wanted', ÈSDVTIOTIV 'I could', fiÖéoOriv 'I was ashamed', Ü>TIÖT|V 'I thought'. Obviously, these 
passivee aorists could never be derived from transitive counterparts. Secondly, the passive aorists often have a 
higherr token-frequency than their active counterparts (e.g. coputiaa 'I urged, dispatched' vs. copuT|önv 'I 
startedd off), which makes it unnatural to consider them as derivations of the active transitives. The third 
objectionn does not apply since passive aorists are not transitive. In chapter 3, I will argue that the passive 
aoristt form expresses that the subject is similar to a prototypical patient. 
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CHAPTERR 2 

Thee Middl e Voice as a Complex Network Category 

Inn the first chapter, I set out Langacker's Complex Network Category Model. The most 
importantt components of this model were abstract schema, elaboration, extension, and 
prototypeprototype (sections 1.2.1, 1.2.2.). In section 1.2.2, it was argued that the Greek middle 
voicee category may be analyzed insightfully as a complex network category. In this 
approach,, the middle voice is seen as a polysemous network of interrelated meanings. The 
abstractt schema, embodying the semantic commonality of all middle meanings, can be 
characterizedd as qffectedness of the subject. The different middle meanings can, in turn, be 
viewedd as elaborations of this abstract schema. 

Inn this chapter, the structure of the network of the middle voice in Ancient Greek 
willl be analyzed. I will propound a classification of middle uses, and I will describe the 
semanticss of each middle meaning in more detail. We will see that the most essential 
semanticc properties relate to the subject, and especially to the subject's semantic role. 
Furthermore,, for each middle meaning I will try to ascertain to which other middle 
meaningg it is related. The main criterion for establishing a relation between two middle 
typess is to assess whether or not they have salient semantic properties in common. In 
somee cases, subsidiary criteria are used. For example, semantic changes can indicate 
semanticc relatedness; when it can be established that a certain verb first belonged to type 
A,, and then to type B, it can be assumed that type A and B are semantically related. This 
analysiss will finally result in a semantic map of the Greek middle voice, representing a 
networkk consisting of the various middle uses and their semantic interrelations. The final 
issuee that will be addressed in this chapter concerns the category prototype. It will be 
investigatedd which of the middle uses can be regarded as the most salient member of the 
category. . 

Thee middle uses to be discussed are the passive middle (2.1.1), the spontaneous 
processs middle (2.1.2), the mental process middle (2.1.3), the body motion middle (2.1.4), 
thee collective motion middle (2.1.5), the reciprocal middle (2.1.6), the direct reflexive 
middlee (2.1.7), the perception middle (2.1.8), the mental activity middle (2.1.9), the speech 
actt middle (2.1.10), the indirect reflexive middle (2.1.11). The uses that are discussed first 
(2.1.11 - 2.1.5) predominantly have a passive aorist form in -(9)r|-, whereas the uses 
discussedd last (2.1.6 - 2.1.11) generally have a sigmatic middle aorist. 
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2.11 A Classification of Middl e Usage Types 

2.1.11 Passive Middl e 

Inn a typical passive clause, the patient is assigned subject-status.69 The agent is rarely ex
pressedd by an explicit noun-phrase70. Essential is, however, that an agent-participant is 
conceptuallyconceptually present, but pragmatically deemphasized. 

(1)) èyo> 8' wc* èxOpov (...) ^ppit/SuTiv (Dem. 21.74) 
II was assaulted by an enemy. 

(2)) ó \ir\  öapelq avGpamo*; o\> Jiaiöeuexai (Men. Mon. 411) 
Thee man that has not been thrashed gets no education. 

Examplee (2) is a proverb, and it has a generic agent. Generic agents are typically left 
implicit.. Yet, the presence of an agent is still conceived of, due to the inherent lexical 
semanticss of the verbs 8épco and rcaiSeucu which both denote events that are externally 
initiated. . 

Passivee clauses can also contain an instrument or a cause. 

(3)) TOVTOV 5rj CDV TOV "Ax-uv ormouvei xcp Kpoiaco ó oveipoq, dx; arcoAiei uiv al%uT\ 
atÖTipérjj pAjiOévra (Hdt. 1.34.3) 
Itt was concerning this Atys that the dream communicated with Cyrus, namely, that he would lose him 
strickenn by an iron spear-point. 

(4)) vóacp T£ yap ênté̂ ovTO (...) (Th. 7.47.2) 
Forr they were distressed by sickness (...). 

Thee passive interpretation of these clauses is primarily based on the lexical semantics of 
thee verbs $vXhxa and rcté^co that necessarily imply an external initiating agent. In (3), the 
dativee constituent must be interpreted as an instrument. The identity of the future slayer of 
hiss son Atys - the implicit agent of (JAjiöévxa - is not revealed to Croesus in his dream. In 
thiss way, the audience is deliberately kept in suspense by the narrator. This type of 
expression,, with an instrument and an unspecified agent, resembles expressions in which 

699 In Classical Greek, there are passives of which the subject corresponds with a genitive or dative 
complementt in the active construction, e.g. émpVutauü) TIV(, apx<o TIVO<;, fkmGeu) twi, KaxayeXdü) xivóq, 
óAiyGopécoo TIVÓC,, rcoXeuico TIVI, <p0ové(o xivi (cf. K-G, I: 124-5, Mulder 1988, Rijksbaron 19942: 136, Conti 
Jiménezz 1998). It is noteworthy that the second arguments are typically human, i.e. entities that are natural 
discoursee topics. This possibly explains that they are capable of being selected as subjects. In addition, the 
semanticc feature of affectedness may be relevant. Many verbs that allow this type of passives designate a 
'negative'' emotional attitude towards the second participant ((pGovéco tivi), or imply an exertion of 
force/powerr (noXeueo) TIVI, apxw xivóq). Thus, the second participant can be said to be affected ('patient
like'). . 

700 The infrequency of explicit agent-phrases is born out by the figures given by Rijksbaron (19942: 138): 
off the 22 passive instances in Herodotus, the agent is expressed only twice. For a discussion, from a 
diachronicall perspective, of the different morphosyntactic alternatives of expressing the agent in a passive 
clause,, I refer to Jankuhn (1969: 101-11). 
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ann external agent is not conceived of altogether, as in (4). The cause-participant voacp can 
bee considered the ultimate initiating entity. This peripheral type of passive clause lies at 
thee boundary between the passive use and the spontaneous process type (cf. xriKerai nvpi 
'Itt is melting because of the fire'). I will discuss the latter middle usage next (2.1.2).71 

Passivee clauses may or may not involve a change of state of the subject. The 
notionn change of state implies that an entity is in a certain state at moment T{ that is 
differentt from the state it was in at T0. For instance, a verb like pdAAoum (\mo) *I am 
beingg hit (by)' does not denote a change of state, since the direct object may be in exactly 
thee same state after it was hit as it was before. A verb like TT|KOUO:I (vno) 'I am being 
destroyedd (by)', on the other hand, necessarily implies a change of a state. The subject 
undergoess a transition from being solid to being liquid. Other passive verbs that denote 
changess of state are ctTioAAuum (vnó) 'I am being destroyed (by)', pTiyvuuai (i>mS) 'I am 
beingg broken (by)', rcdöouai (bnó) 'I am being persuaded (by)' (see also note 3). 

2.1.22 Spontaneous Process Middl e 

Thee spontaneous process middle involves subjects that undergo an internal, physical 
changee of state. The subject has the semantic role of patient (cf. the passive middle). An 
essentiall property of the spontaneous process type is that it is conceptualized as occurring 
withoutt direct initiation by an agent. In this respect, it is different from the passive type 
thatt implies a - mostly unspecified - agent. 

(5)) (...) nkXac, xcov iaf|jr(öv (...), év toïai qróexai amó\iaxa póöa (Hdt. 8.138) 
(...)) near the gardens (...), wherein roses grow of themselves, (...). 

Thee absence of any agent is explicitly expressed by am6\iOLxa. 
Almostt all middles denoting spontaneous processes have an active causative 

counterpart.. Examples of middle verbs denoting spontaneous processes are:72 

711 Note that also active forms may express a passive meaning, e.g. edXtov 'I was caught', OVTIOKÜO imó 'I 
amm being killed by' (see section 1.1.4). This phenomenon supports the claim that the active voice is 
semanticallyy unmarked. 

722 The subdivision below is meant to give an impression of the semantic variety of the verbs at issue. 
Thee subdivision is not clear-cut: many verbs fall under more than one heading. Note in passing that the 
spontaneouss process middles have either a root, a thematic or a passive aorist, that is, never a sigmatic 
middlee form. I will deal with this morphological issue in chapter 3. Note, further, that many verbs of the 
spontaneouss type have an active root perfect (with intransitive meaning): (aTt)óXcotax, yérfova, xétpocpa 
(Hom.),, ëcpGopa (Hom.), rcé<p\)Ka, nÉTCTyva, ëppojva, TÉTt|Ka, né<pt|va. 
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Physiologicall  processes 

InvolvingInvolving organic entities 
(owc)oXX\)u,aii 'die, perish'73 

aücjavouaii 'grow (intr.)' 
yiyvonaii 'be born, come into being, become' 
OT|ico^aii 'rot' 
Tpétpoucuu 'grow up' 
<p6eipoumm 'perish' 
qwofiaii 'grow' 

InvolvingInvolving inorganic entities 
icmoumm 'burn (intr.)' 
7cf|YVD âii 'get stuck, become solid' 
nCfiitXaumm 'become full' 
priyvuuaii 'break, burst (intr.)' 
THKOUttii 'melt' 
Xeoumm 'flow, melt' 

Changess in physical properties73 

XeuKCtivoumm 'grow white' 
èpuOpocivoumm 'become red, blush' 
^r|pa(vo|iatt 'become dry' 
9épO|iaii 'become warm' 
tépooumm [Hom., Hp] 'become dry' 
y\)XO\ia\y\)XO\ia\ 'grow cold, become dry* 

Appearingg and disappearing 
a<pocvi£o|iaii 'disappear' 
qxxivoumm 'become visible, appear'78 

<p<xvT<x£onaii 'become visible' 

(an)6XK\)\n(an)6XK\)\n 'destroy, kill' 
av^dvcoo 'increase, grow (trans.)' 
noo corresponding active74 

of|rccoo 'make rotten' 
tpé<pcoo 'cause to grow, bring up, rear' 
<p8eipo)) 'destroy, ruin' 
<pu<oo 'bring forth, produce, beget' 

KGE{(OO 'burn (trans.)' 
mflYV'Uu.ii 'stick in/on, make solid* 
7uu.itt A,r| pi 'fill' 
pTvyvuuii 'tear, break, burst (trans.)' 
TTJKÜ)) 'melt (trans.)' 
xécoo 'pour out, let flow' 

tauKCuvo)tauKCuvo) 'make white' 
épuöpouvcoo 'make red' 
fy\pa.iv(afy\pa.iv(a 'parch, dry up' 
8épo)) [late] 'make hot' 
noo corresponding active76 

y{>XG>> 'make cold, make dry .77 7 

a<pavt̂ a>> 'make unseen, remove' 
(paivcoo 'cause to appear, show' 
9avTd£<oo 'make visible' 

733 The glosses mostly refer to the most typical meaning(s) of the verb. Needless to say, glosses can never 
perfectlyy render the complexity of the semantics of the target-word. 

744 The sigmatic aorist evEivduriv functions as a causative in the specific sense 'bring forth, beget'. The 
middlee inflection expresses that the subject, as a result of the action, has children, i.e. the subject is a 
beneficiary. . 

755 These verbs are frequently derived from adjectives designating states (XeuKÓq, c/ipóc, etc.). Some are 
derivedd from the same root as adjectives (e.g. Gépouai and öepuóc,, from the root 0ep-). 

766 In Homer, causative tepacdvco occurs. 

777 The original sense of the active verb yuxa) was 'blow'. 

7RR Oaivojiai in the sense 'seem' (construed with infinitive complement) does not denote a change of 
state,, but rather a state proper (see also ch. 4). This use has diverged from the typical spontaneous process. 
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Verbss of happening and occurring 
xetevcaii 'it is being fulfilled' teXao 'fulfil, accomplish' 
Te-óxcK*11 [Hom.] 'it arises, occurs'79 xeuxcö 'make, build' 
auuxpépetaii 'it happens, turns out1 aujixpépw 'bring together' 

Otherr  terms found in the literatur e that refer  to approximately the same event type as 
spontaneousspontaneous process are: anticausative (GeniuSiene 1987, Haspelmath 1987, 1990, 1993, 
Andersenn 1989, 1994), processual decausative (Gerritsen 1990), and pseudo-passive 
(Rijksbaronn 19942).80 I have adopted the term spontaneous process (Kemmer 1993), 
becausee it is more specific than the other  terms, and it does not suggest - as anticausative, 
decausativedecausative and pseudo-passive do - that this type is secondary in relation to the causative 
andd the passive. Rather, I would contend that the contrary is true, at least as far  as Greek 
iss concerned (see section 1.3.2, and below). Indeed, of most verbs, the active causative 
constructionn is better  viewed as secondary with respect to the intransitiv e spontaneous 
middlee construction. Langacker  uses the term absolute construal for  "[t]h e construal of a 
relationshipp (especially a conceptually autonomous thematic relationship) without reference 
too causation or  the energy that drives or  sustains it"  (Langacker  1991a: 543).81 According 
too Langacker, this situation type is conceptually basic compared to its causative counter-
part.. This becomes clear  when one considers the fact that we can conceive of the entity as 
autonomouslyy undergoing the change without external causer, whereas the causer  can only 
bee imagined in relation to a causee. Langacker  (1991a: 287) illustrates this with the 
followingg examples: 

(6)) a. The wind caused the tree to fall over. 
b.. The tree fell over. 
c.. *The wind caused. 

Thee situation can be described with reference to both the causer  and the causee (a), or 
autonomously,, i.e. only with reference to the entity undergoing a change (b). (c) does not 
makee sense, as it does not refer  to a change induced to some entity. Similarly , the other 
intransitiv ee middle types body motion middle and mental process middle can be considered 
conceptuallyy basic as compared to their  (active) causative counterparts. I will discuss these 
middlee usage type in sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4. The basicness of the spontaneous event 
middless in relation to their  causative active counterparts is also revealed by their  actual 
frequencyy of use. In most cases, the middles have a higher  token-frequency than the acti-
vess (see section 1.3.2). 

Thee spontaneous event type is semantically middle (as opposed to active and 
passive)) "i n that the affected entity is not only an Endpoint, but is also conceptualized as 

799 E.g.: A 671 'HXeioicn. Kai fjuiv VEIKOC, ETXIX9T|/ aucpl (ioT|Xaoir| ('(...) strife arose between the Eleans 
andd us about the stealing of cattle, (...)')• 

800 For more on the terminology found in the literature, see Haspelmath (1987: 8-10). 

R11 By the notion thematic relationship, Langacker means "A comparatively simple, conceptually 
autonomouss relationship involving just a single participant (a theme)". As to theme: "The notion is schematic 
withh respect to a number of role archetypes, including patient, mover, (non-initiative) experiencer, and zero" 
(Langackerr 1991: 554). 
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ann Initiator "  (Kemmer: 145 [the italics are mine]). According to Kemmer, the event can be 
portrayedd as occurring spontaneously in two different cases. In the one case, no salient 
entityy is available that might be presented as an initiator  of the event. For  example, an 
applee is seen as rottin g spontaneously, because no clearly identifiable, salient cause can be 
conceivedd of. Examples in Greek are verbs like ofinoum 'rot '  and loopm 'rust* . In the 
otherr  case, there is an entity present in the scene that can be viewed as a cause(r). 
However,, the speaker  wishes to deemphasize this entity's role in the event for  pragmatic 
reasons.82 2 

AA considerable number  of middle verbs can both denote events that are initiated by 
ann external (volitional) entity, and events coming about autonomously. Examples of this 
typee are: miouxxi 'burn (intr.) '  (spontaneous process) and 'be burnt '  (passive); oAXuiuxi 
'perish**  (spontaneous process) and 'be destroyed' (passive); Trnyvuuai 'stick (intr.) ' 
(spontaneouss process) and 'be stuck*  (passive); pfiyvuum 'burst, break (intr.) '  and 'be 
broken''  (passive); XTIKOUU I  'melt (intr.) '  (spontaneous process) and 'be melted*  (passive). 
Thee transition between the two meanings is gradient.83 It is often very difficul t to decide 
whetherr  we are dealing with a spontaneous process or  with a true passive. An example is 

(7)) vvv SXexo Tcaoa mx' aicpriq 
'Utoqq aiTCEivfi (N 772-3) 
Noww is all steep Ilios utterly destroyed. 

Inn such cases, the absence of an overt agent implies either  that the agent is present 
somewheree in the background of the speaker's conception of the situation - in this case, 
thee Greeks? -, or  that the agent is pragmatically irrelevant, or  even that the event is 
conceptualizedd as lacking an agent altogether  (see Sicking &  Stork 1996: 133). This means 
thatt  the predicate is totally neutral as to the existence of an initiator . An example that 
explicitlyy attests to such an initiator-neutra l meaning is: 

(8)) "H v 8e |xf| 5wnxai noXkov %povot> paynvai, UTIXE GOTO xavcouaxoi), (j.f|x£ *>«o 
<papiuxKCDv,, xfjKExai ó aaGevécov vnb óÖvveaw ioxopcov, (...) (Hp. Morb. 1.19) 
Iff the turbicle fails to rupture for a long time, either spontaneously or by drugs, the weakened patient 
meltss away as the result of his violent pains, (...). 

Thee verb paynvai is used here in an ambiguous way, as can be inferred from the 
followingg clause which explicitly refers to both possible readings of payfjvai. On the one 
hand,, the adverbial phrase dreo xa\)xouaxo\> refers to the spontaneous meaning. On the 
otherr  hand the phrase \>7tö (papu&Kcov implies a more passive-like meaning of paynvai. I 
usee the term 'passive-like' since the drugs are not a prototypical volitional agent. The 
drugss could also be interpreted as a cause™ 

822 An example in English would be the utterance: "The vase broke", when it is said by a little child 
playingg with a football inside the house, answering to a parental question "What's happened here?". Note 
thatt the passive can be used for similar reasons (see 2.1.1). 

833 This point has also been made by Jahnkuhn (1969: 97-8) and Garcia Gual (1970: 87-8) 

844 In general, of these potentially ambiguous middle verbs, the intransitive spontaneous process meaning 
iss far more frequent, whereas the true passive meaning can only be established with certainty in a small 
numberr of cases. Thus, for these middles the passive meaning can be considered as a somewhat peripheral 
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2.1.33 Mental Process Middl e 

Thee mental process middle involves an animate subject that experiences a mental affected-
ness.. The subject, accordingly, has the semantic role of experiencer}5 This affectedness 
cann be of an emotional kind, as in <po|3oa)um 'fear', or of a cognitive kind, as in u,iuvr|-
aKOjiaii 'remember', eniGxa\iai 'know'. In the present stem, these middle verbs designate 
states,, that is to say, they do not involve change over time. However, mental states are 
typicallyy temporary. As such, mental states are different from states that have a more 
permanentt character such as 'be king', 'be small', 'be red'.86 The aorist forms of these 
verbss generally designate that the subject entered a mental state (ingressive meaning of the 
aorist).. For instance, aorist ecpoPr|0T|v 'I became afraid' vs. <popeoucti 'I am afraid'.87 

Thee mental affectedness may be caused by an external stimulus. This stimulus-
participantt can have a genitive, dative and an accusative case. The semantic implications 
off the different cases will be discussed below. Many mental state middles have active 
causativee counterparts that designate that a stimulus-subject causes an experiencer to enter 
intoo a mental state. With these verbs, the speaker has a choice to assign either the 
experiencerr or the stimulus to subject-status. I shall elaborate on this issue below. 
Exampless of mental process middle verbs are:88 

semanticc extension of the more typical spontaneous meaning. In this connection, one may speculate about the 
following:: the fact that the spontaneous meaning of these ambiguous verbs generally occurs more frequently 
thann their passive meaning probably implies that the spontaneous use is entrenched more deeply in the 
memoryy of the language-user. This deeper entrenchment may bring about that the spontaneous meaning is 
activatedd first (as a default-interpretation) upon hearing an ambiguous form such as prYyvuTcu 'break (intr.)' 
orr 'be broken'. Only if there are positive signals from the context that there is some external initiator 
present,, the default-interpretation is overruled in favour of the passive interpretation. 

855 Although, typically, the verbs designating mental processes lack agentivity and volition - the 
experiencer-participantt can not intentionally fear/love/hate/get angry, etc. -, agentivity appears to be a matter 
off degree. The experiencer is partially involved in the event in an active way in that s/he makes mental 
contactt with the stimulus, and focusses her/his attention on it. Furthermore, the experiencer can, at least to a 
certainn extent, improve or deteriorate the conditions that are beneficial to the emotional or cognitive process. 
Forr example, a person can increase the chances that s/he remembers something by focusing his/her mind. 

866 As was noted in section 1.1.4, verbs that denote a more permanent state (often denominative 
formations)) tend to be active in Greek, e.g. (JaoiXeuG) 'be king', èpvöpaivio 'be red'. 

877 The perfects of these mental state middles often express the highest degree of that state (intensive 
perfect,, see Rijksbaron 19942: 36), e.g. jtecpopVî icu 'I am terrified'; TcénoiGa 'trust, rely on' (cf. 7te{0ouai 
'believe,, obey'). 

888 Observe that, in Classical Greek, all middles designating mental processes have root, thematic or 
passivee aorists, but never sigmatic middle aorists. In Homer, however, the sigmatic middle aorist does occur 
withh mental process middles, e.g. &ccadur|v, èxep\j/duT)v. I will deal with the aorist morphology in more 
detaill in ch. 3. Notice also that a number of the middles below have an 'active' perfect form, e.g. èvprryopa 
(èyeipouai);; È'OXJÏOC (e'Ajtonai); 7tÉ7toi0a (ïieiGoucu); né^iriva (ucuvoucu). 
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adouaii 'be mistaken' (Hom.) 
aiox^vonaii (+ dat.) 'be ashamed about' 
eAjcouaii (+ ace.) 'hope, expect, fear' (Horn.) 
Ti8o(iaii (+ dat.) 'enjoy oneself 
KftSojiocii (+ gen.) 'care about, care for' 
Xav0dvou.aiAr|0onaii (gen.) 'forget' (Horn.) 
\\)néo\ia\.\\)néo\ia\. (+ ace.) 'to be grieved about' 
uiuvfjatcoumm (+ gen.) 'remember' 
ópy(£ouo:ii (+ dat.) 'be angry with' 
neiOouxxii (+ dat.89) 'believe, obey' 
TepTcoumm (+ dat.) 'enjoy' (Horn.)90 

(popeoumm (+ ace.) 'flee in panic (Horn.); fear' 
<ppd£o|iaii 'think, consider, perceive'91 

yeuöouaii (+ gen.) 'be mistaken' 

dda>> (Hom.) 'mislead' 
aioxwtoo 'dishonour' 
eXno)) 'cause to hope' 
fjS<oo 'please, delight'92 

Kr|5o)) (Horn.) 'trouble, distress' 
aor.. A^aBetv (Horn.) 'make s.o. forget'93 

AA)7técoo 'grieve, vex' 
|iiuvT|aKO)) 'remind s.o. of s.th.' 
opyi^Q)) 'make angry' 
TCEIBQ)) 'persuade' 
xépncoo (Hom.) 'please' 
(pofJécoo 'make flee in panic (Horn.); alarm' 
(ppd^Q)) 'show, tell' 
ye\)8coo 'deceive' 

Theree is also a significant number  of media tantum designating mental processes:'' 

ayaumm (+ ace.) 'admire'95 

cd'8ouai/ai8eo|jmm (+ ace.) 'respect' 

899 In Herodotus, also construed with a genitive, compare dicouco + gen. 'hear, listen to, obey'. 

900 For a study of the semantic field 'joy' in Homer, see Latacz (1966). 

911 For a study of the verbs of thinking in Homer, I refer to Bertolin Cebridn (1996). <J>pd£oum can also 
referr to volitional mental activity (section 2.1.9) and, especially in Homer, perception (2.1.8). This polysemy 
showss the close relatedness of mental activities, mental processes and perception. A polysemous relation 
mentalmental process - perception is also found with active verbs, e.g. voeto 'perceive; think'. The perceptual 
meaningg is generally older than the cognitive meaning. The historical development from vision verbs to 
mentall verbs is discussed in Sweetser (1990: 28-34). A nice example of this historical development is the 
relationn between aorist etSov 'I saw' and perfect oï8a 'I know' (< *'I have seen'). Another example is 
ooooum.. "Oaaoum must originally have been the present form that corresponds to the perfect onorna 'I 
havee seen', future öVoum 'I will see' (and sigmatic aorist d)\|/d|iT|v 'I saw', as in xox>q öcv êy&v imo\\fo\iai, 
oii Sè ÏCI0ÉO6(OV (I 167) ('Whomever I shall look upon, let them obey'), and also Pi. Fr. 88.6 [Schroeder] 
ènóyaxo,ènóyaxo, and PI. Lg. 947c Ö\|/Ü>VTCU). In historical Greek, however, oaaoum acquired a mental meaning 'see 
inn one's mind's eye, presage', e.g. ooaovto ydp akyea Q\)\i&  ( I 224) ('Since they saw woe in their hearts'), 
cf.. also a 115. 

922 The causative active sigmatic aorist r\ot appears first in Anacreon (148); later also the active present 
occurs. . 

933 Only the reduplicated aorist functions as a true causative formation to taxv0avoucu and its older 
variantt A,r|0ouai. The active verb Xav0dvo) 'escape one's notice' is not causative. 

944 Ji\)v8dvouai (+ gen.), in its original sense 'learn, hear of, is a boundary-case between a mental 
middlee and a perception middle. Since it designates a mental process 'acquire knowledge' it is not a true 
mentall state middle; it is not a true perception middle since the element of cognition is more prominent in 
thee lexical meaning of the verb than the element of perception. The post-Homeric meaning 'ask', which I 
wouldd consider a speech act middle (see further below), is almost completely restricted to the present stem. 
Inn Homer, the verb TteTjOoum - probably the older form - is more frequent than 7ruv0avoum. In the Cretan 
dialect,, a causative verb 7C£x)8(fi 'give notice' is found. 

955 For an etymology of ayauai, original meaning ""consider great' (from root *megh2- 'great'), see 
Ruijghh (1996: 383). 
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axBoumm (+ dat.) 'bc grieved with' 
ÖLXyx)\iaxÖLXyx)\iax (+ gen./+ dat.) 'grieve for' (Hom.) 
(k>uAx>umm 'want' 
§iavoéou,ocii 'think, suppose, intend' 
èvGvuio^iaii (+ gen./acc.) 'think* 
éicioiauaii 'know, be able' 
epctjiaii (+ gen.) 'love' (HomVpoetry)96 

Haivoumm 'rage* 
uijiq>OM.aii 'be angry, discontent'97 

oioumm 'think'98 

aepouxxii (+ ace.) 'respect, revere (typically a god)' 
Xtooumm (+ dat.) 'be angry with' (HomVpoetry) 

Thee mental process middle is related to the passive middle. In both types, the 
subjectt  passively undergoes the event. The difference between the two middle types relates 
too whether  or  not the event is initiated by an external agent. In many contexts, however, 
thee initiatin g entity is irrelevant and remains unexpressed. In those cases one cannot 
decidee whether  the middle verb is to be assessed as a true passive or  as a mental process 
middle.. This can be exemplified by: 

(9)) Tctüxa eijcovaa, (...), ÈKEWTI  uèv aTrnAAdyn, èyco 6' e\)0éco<; éxapaxxóuriv, Kat 
Tidvxaa fio\) eiq rrr v YVCÓUTIV EIOTIE I  (Lys. 1.17) 
Withh these words, (...), she took herself off; I was at once perturbed; all that had happened came into my 
mind,, (...). 

Thee middle éxapaxxóuriv could both be interpreted as a true passive (the woman being the 
externall  agent), or  as an spontaneous mental process. The only relevant thing is that the 
subjectt  experiences a mental affectedness, and the initiatin g entity (be it an agent or  a 
cause)) is backgrounded. In such cases it can, however, be assumed that the interpretation 
thatt  is activated first and foremost is the mental process interpretation. This assumption is 
basedd on the fact that the mental process use is far  more frequent - and is therefore more 
entrenchedd - than the passive use. The intransitiv e meaning thus functions as a default-
interpretation ,, only overruled when explicit indications of a true passive meaning are 
presentt  in the context. This is a form of processing-economy: 'i f the most typical and 
frequentt  interpretation makes sense, do not look any further.' 99 A similar  default-

966 "Epaucu may be a 'Narten-present' (see Narten 1968), assuming that it has an e-vocalism *hserh2- in 
thee root. Like many other middle 'Narten-presents', epauou has a stative meaning, cf. eiucci 'be clad', TJUOU 

'bee seated', iceiuai 'He'. In the Classical language, epaum is replaced (only in the present stem) by the 
activee verb epdeo which has a passive èpdoucu 'be loved'. 

977 Mépxpouca has two (related) meanings, (i) 'be angry' (mental state), (ii) 'blame, rebuke' (speech act). 
Inn the aorist stem, these meanings are formally distinguished: eneuydunv means 'I blamed, rebuked', 
whereass èuéu(p9riv 'I became angry' (see also section 3.2.3.3). 

9SS In Homer, we also find an older active verb OIOJ that appears to have the same meaning. For a 
discussionn of (quasi)-synonymous active and middle verbs, see chapter 5. 

999 This principle is similar to Levinson's Q2-heuristic: "What is simply described is stereotypically and 
specificallyy exemplified" (Levinson 1995: 97). An example Levinson gives (p. 105): when someone says 
"Suee moved the car", the hearer will interpret the utterance as Sue moved the car by driving it, since driving 
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interpretationn was assumed in the case of clauses that are ambiguous between a passive 
meaningg and a spontaneous process interpretation (see section 2.1.2). 

Thee relatedness between mental processes and passives is also borne out by the 
followingg example: 

(10)) (...), il aireoi "n wi'  aXkxov iceioOevt©; cwrfiXSov (...) (PI. Tht. 150e) 
(...)) they left, either  of their  own accord, or  persuaded by others (...). 

Thee elements oruxoi and inf aAAoov refer  explicitly to an autonomous mental process and 
aa passive meaning, respectively. The form 7ceia0évxe<; itself is ambiguous. 

Mentall  processes are also related to spontaneous processes. Both types involve 
subjectss that non-volitionally undergo an internal affectedness.100 Important differences 
are::  (i) the subject of a mental process is, obviously, animate; (ii) mental processes may 
involvee a second participant, the stimulus. 

Mentall  processes are morphosyntactically coded in highly variable ways, both from 
onee language to another, and within one language. The various coding-strategies especially 
regardd subject/object-assignment and case marking. Generally, one can assume that a 
differentt  linguistic structure will imply a different construal of the event. In other  words, 
byy means of the various formal structures the speaker  is able to emphasize or  deemphasize 
certainn aspects of a given situation, or  to impose a certain imagery onto the conceptualiza-
tionn of the situation that s/he wishes to portray.101 For  example (from Croft 1991: 214, 
exx.. (68) and (69)), 

(11)) a. Ed fears the police. 
b.. The police frighten Ed. 

Thee two clauses may refer  to the same objective scene in the real world. However, the 
perspectivess from which the scene is viewed are different. In (11a) subject status is 
assignedd to the experiencer, in (lib ) to the stimulus. This difference in linguistic structure 
hass certain implications. For  example, the fact that (in b.) the police is coded as a subject 
conveyss that the police is conceived of as intentionally causing Ed to fear  them, or  at 
least,, that the police is somehow responsible for  Ed's fear. As for  (a.), there are no such 
implications. . 

Inn Greek, the alternation of the transitive active voice and intransitiv e middle voice 
cann be employed similarly to express alternative perspectives from which a scene is 
viewed.. For  instance, an oppositional pair  such as (popéoj  + ace. 'cause to fear, alarm' vs. 
(poPéoumm (+ ace.) 'fear'  involve alternative construals of the situation described. The 
activee transitive verb highlights the initiatin g role of the fear-inducing stimulus (cf. 
Englishh frighten above), by 'promoting' the stimulus to subject status. Typically, this 
stimulus-subjectt  is more topical in the discourse. In the intransitiv e middle the experiencer 

aa car is the most typical way of moving it. 

1000 Middle verbs that designate spontaneous mental and physical changes are subsumed under the pseudo-
passivepassive use by Rijksbaron (19942: 148). 

1011 See for the notion of imagery and construal, and their importance to grammatical structure, Langacker 
(1987:: 39-40, 128-32, 138-46; 1991: 5-15; 2000: 206-12). 
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off  the fear  is made prominent, whereas the stimulus is pragmatically deemphasized. The 
stimuluss may even lack overt expression altogether, as does the agent of a passive 
construction.. Consider  the following contrastive pair: 

(12)) [Croesus' son speaks to his father] (pr|c, xoi TÖ öveipov hnb avxpr\q ai5r)pér|<; 
cpavaii  k\L£ T£^£uxf|aeiv • hoc, be icoïai uév eiai x£ÏPE<^ K0"l Se aixuri aiöripéri 
xfjvv au «poPeai; (Hdt. 1.39.2) 
Youu say the dream declares that I shall die by an iron spear-point. What hands has a boar? Where is the 
ironn spear-point you fear? 

Technically,, the alternative active causative construction ocixun. oidripén. T\ aè cpopéet 
wouldd have been possible. However, it is more natural that Croesus (ou), being a speech 
actt participant, is chosen as the subject of (popeoci, whereas a participant like OCIXUTI, being 
aa non-active, inanimate entity, is not likely to be selected as a subject. 

(13)) [How the Scythians kill the soothsayers] aitoXkvci 5è ocuxouq xpójtcp xoia>5e-
erceavv a|icc£av cppuydvcov nXr\o(moi m i vno^evfyxyi pout;, èu7co5iaavxec; xouq 
uavxiaqq (...) Kaxepyvöai é<; uéaa xa (ppvyava, {)7t07cpT|aavxe<; 5è aüxa djcteïai 
<po[)r|GavT£c,, xohq (Jouq (Hdt. 4.69.1) 
Theyy kill them in this fashion: they fill a wagon with sticks and yoke oxen to it. They tie the 
soothsayers'' feet (...). Then they shut them into the middle of the sticks, set fire to them, and terrifying 
thee oxen, drive them off. 

Thee Scythians, being human agents, are the primary topic of this stretch of discourse. It is 
thereforee natural that they are consistently selected as clause-subjects (e.g. <popT|aavxeq), 
andd that the oxen, being actors of a secondary prominence in the discourse, are coded as 
directt objects. 

Betweenn the two alternative constructions, active causative vs. middle intransitive, 
theree is an asymmetrical relation. Consider, for instance, the frequencies of active 
causativee cpopeco and middle (popeouoci in Herodotus: 2 against 21. This difference in 
frequencyy is found in almost all active causative - middle intransitive pairs (see also the 
frequency-figuress in section 1.3.2). This asymmetrical relation can be explained as follows. 
Conceptually,, the mental process can be considered more basic (less complex) than its 
causativee counterpart. Mental processes can be conceived of as occurring without reference 
too an external cause that brings it about or sustains it (cf. spontaneous processes, section 
2.1.2).. For example, he suddenly got very angry is a complete expression.102 Conversely, 
inn the corresponding causative, the causation cannot be described without reference to the 
causee,, e.g., *he made very angry. In discourse, the conceptually more complex causative 
constructionn is only used in the case that the stimulus outranks the experiencer in salience 
andd topicality. However, this will not be the case very often since experiences are 
typicallyy human, and therefore tend to be important discourse participants. 

Apartt from the variation between active causative and middle intransitive construc
tionss discussed above, we find another type of variation in the class of mental process 
verbs.. This concerns the case marking of the stimulus-participant. In Greek, the stimulus 
cann be marked with the genitive, dative, and accusative case. Some verbs can be construed 
withh more than one case. In addition, many verbs can also be construed with prepositional 

Thiss way of conceptualizing events is termed absolute construal by Langacker (1991: 287-91). 
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objects.. The variability of case-marking can be explained by Croft's model of the structure 
off mental events (Croft 1991: 213-25, Croft 1993).103 This model accounts for the 
variouss case-marking patterns and voice-phenomena that are typically associated with the 
expressionn of mental events. According to Croft, mental events typically involve two 
participantss - an animate experiencer and a stimulus -, and two causal relations between 
thesee participants. On the one hand, the experiencer directs his/her attention to the 
stimuluss (or a mental representation thereof)- The stimulus, on the other hand, causes a 
mentall affectedness in the mind of the experiencer.104 The configuration of experiencer 
andd stimulus and the two causal chains between them is represented in the following 
figurefigure (cf. Croft 1991: 219, Croft 1993: 64, Kemmer 1993: 128): 

Fig.. 1: The Conceptualization of Mental Events 

Thee dashed arrows indicate that the interactions are of a mental kind (as opposed to the 
physicall interaction of the prototypical transitive event, see chapter 1). 

Theree is a great variety of case-marking patterns of mental verbs in Greek. 
Althoughh these case-marking patterns are not entirely predictable, they are not completely 
arbitraryy either. My claim is that they are motivated by the conceptual structure that is 
inherentt to mental events, as it is proposed by Croft. Cases highlight one particular facet 
inherentt in this causal relation at the expense of others. In other words, the alternative case 
constructionss present the scene by means of different images105. 

1033 Mental event is used here as a general term. It includes mental processes, mental activities, and 
perceptions. . 

1044 Mental events are semantically middle (as opposed to active and passive) in that the subject is both 
Initiatorr of the action chain (by making mental contact), and the Endpoint (undergoing a change of state), see 
alsoo Kemmer (1993: 129). 

1055 See Langacker (1987: 39-40, 110). On page 110, he gives the following illustrative examples of 
differentt sentences that could be used to describe the same objective situation, but evoke substantially 
differentt images to do so: (a) The clock is on the table; (b) The clock is lying on the table; (c) The clock is 
restingresting on the table; (d) The table is supporting the clock. "Lexicon and grammar are storehouses of 
conventionall imagery, which differs substantially from language to language. For if one language says / am 
cold,cold, a second / have cold, and a third It is cold to me, these expressions differ semantically even though 
theyy refer to the same experience, for they employ different images to structure the same basic conceptual 
content"" (Langacker 1987: 47). A similar example from the domain of emotions is: (i) English to be angry 
WITH;WITH; (ii) French être faché CONTRE ('to be angry AGAINST'); (iii) Dutch boos zijn OP ('to be angry 
ON'). . 
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Stimulus-participantss of verbs of emotion are frequently coded by a genitive, or  a 
dative.dative. The genitive can be interpreted as a genitive of source106, and the dative can be 
takenn as either  a dative of cause (in the case of inanimate entities), or  as an experiencer-
dativee (animate entities). For  example, the oblique objects of KTjÖoum + gen. 'worr y 
about,, care about s.o.'  and epaum + gen. 'love s.o.'  can be interpreted as the sources of 
thee respective emotions, worryin g and loving. The dative of liöouai + dat. T enjoy s.uV 
cann be interpreted as cause of the joy. The dative of verbs of anger, e.g. uiuxpoum + dat. 
'bee angry with, rebuke s.o.', ópyi^oum + dat. 'be angry with s.o.'  can be considered a 
dativee of cause, as well107. Alternatively , the dative might be interpreted as an 
experiencer-dative.1088 In that case, the animate object of the anger  can be viewed as 
mentallyy involved in the anger. Especially uiuxpouou + dat. can be analyzed in this way 
sincee the verb can also involve verbal activity on the part of the subject (i.e. 'rebuke') that 
iss directed to the dative-participant.109 

Ass has been stated above, I assume that the different case-markings highlight 
differentt  aspects of the mental event. The genitive of source and the dative of cause can 
bee thought of as highlighting the Initiator-aspect of the stimulus, and thereby the causal 
chainn which runs from stimulus-object (viewed as a source or cause) to the experiencer-
subject.subject. This case-marking strategy is in harmony with the middle-marking of these verbs. 
Sincee the middle-marking expresses that the subject is affected, the causal chain from 
stimuluss to experiencer-subject is highlighted. For  example, in the case of Epctpm + gen., 

Cf.. K-G (I: 388): "Als Vertreter des ursprünglichen Ablativs bezeichnet der Genitiv zunachst den 
Ausgangspunktt einer Handlung, und zwar (...) bei Verben der Gemülsbewegung die Person oder Sache, 
durchh die die Empfindung hervorgerufen wird." 

1077 The use of the dative of cause with animate entities is an extension of the prototypical use of the 
dativee of cause with inanimate entities. This extension can be explained by form of metonymy. In 
expressionss like f|8o|iai o~oi 'I am delighted at you', the dative-participant metonymically stands for his 
activities,, which are the actual cause of the delight that is felt by the subject-participant 

1088 This dative, then, is not the successor of the Indo-European instrumental case, but of the PIE dative. 
Thee fact that also in Sanskrit, some verbs of anger are construed with a dative (instead of an instrumental) 
mayy confirm this point, e.g. Skt. krudh- 'be angry with' and hr- (hrnfle) 'be angry with'. 

I(NN Note that many mental process verbs can be construed with more than one case. For example, 
ué|i(poucuu occurs with the genitive, dative, and accusative case; 7cei0o^ou occurs with both genitive and 
dative.. Moreover, most mental verbs can occur with prepositional phrase (for a study of these alternations, 
seee Moreux 1978). This variety of constructions is a strong indication that the speaker has several ways at 
hiss disposal to describe the scene. It all depends on the way the scene is construed by the speaker, which 
facetss he prefers to highlight, and which facets are backgrounded. Consider, for example, ué|i(poucu 'be 
angryy with, rebuke'. The accusative-object can be both animate and inanimate, and it expresses about whom 
orr what one is angry. Further, there is a tendency for animates to be marked by the dative, and for 
inanimatess to be marked by the genitive. For instance (animate dative), 'Aprcdyo) (...) neuxpónevoc, (Hdt. 
1.117.1)) [Astyages is furious with Harpagus because he did not kill Astyages' grand-son]; (inanimate 
genitive)) Tiufjq èuéuxpön, (E. Hipp. 1402) f Phaedra is angry about the slight to her honour]. Probably animate 
participantss more often take the dative since the experiencer-dative implies that the participant is mentally 
involved,, whereas the genitive merely expresses the source of the anger (genitive of source). Similarly, 
Homericc xo^óouai + gen. [things or persons] 'be angry about', or + dat. [only persons] 'be angry with'. 
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bothh the middle inflection and the genitive case express that there is a (metaphorical) 
transmissionn of force from the stimulus to the affected subject.110 

AA number  of middle verbs of emotion, however, occur  with an accusative-object, 
e.g.. (popéoum, ou8éofiai (see Kühner-Gerth, I: 298-9). The accusative-marking with this 
typee of verb clearly does not have its prototypical function, since objects of these verbs 
aree not patients."1 I assume, however, that the accusative does have a semantic 
contributionn in that it imposes a certain image on the scene that is described by highligh-
tingg a particular  facet of the scene at the cost of others. Consequently, I would suggest 
thatt  the accusative case emphasizes the Endpoint-aspect of the stimulus-participant, 
therebyy highlighting the causal chain from the experiencer-subject towards the stimulus-
object.object. In this fashion, the rather  abstract concept of the mental event is structured as an 
analogonn of the more concrete concept of the prototypical transitive event. As was set out 
inn section 1.1.2, the prototypical transitive involves a physical energy transmission from an 
initiatin gg animate subject to an affected object. A relation of a mental kind, however, such 
ass 'A fears B' does not involve a physical transmission of energy, nor  does it entail any 
affectednesss of the object. This extension - from the prototypical transitive event to the 
mentall  event - is of a metaphorical kind. Its motivation can be found in the abstract 
commonalityy that is inherent in both types of events. On the one hand, we see the 
transmissionn of energy from an active Initiato r  (the agent) to a passive Endpoint (the 
patient),, and on the other  hand, there is the concept of a metaphorical mental path leading 
fromm a more active conscious participant (an experiencer) to a more passive object-partici-
pantt  (the stimulus).112 Furthermore, the fact that mental events are coded as transitive 
mightt  also be motivated by the active involvement of the subject in the event. For 
example,, in the semantics of (popéoum 'flee in panic (Horn.), fear', it can be seen that the 

1100 In this connection, it is interesting to compare è'paum + gen. 'love' with the near-synonymous active 
transitivee (piXeco + ace. 'love'. In the case of the latter, both the active voice and the accusative-case of the 
objectt contribute in expressing that there is a (metaphorical) transmission from the subject towards the 
object,, i.e., it shows the reversed state of affairs as compared to fc'paum + gen. Indeed this different 
construall is manifested by their respective uses. "Epaum typically refers to a feeling of sexual desire which 
iss apparently conceived of as originating from the object of desire. «DiXtto refers more generally to the 
feelingg of affection towards someone, and it very often refers more specifically to the acts one performs as a 
tokenn of one's affection. Thus, (piXéto can have the meaning 'treat affectionately, cherish' (e.g. when 
entertainingg a guest) or 'kiss'. In sum, the subject of (piXéoo can be viewed as an agent, and its object as a 
patient.. In the case of ëpaum, it is the subject that is the most affected, whereas in the case of (piAito the 
objectt is seen as the most affected participant. This analysis of the two verbs and their constructions is 
similarr to that of the ancient grammarian Apollonius Dyscolus (Synt. 418-9 Uhlig; see Lallot, 1997, I: 263, 
II:: 262-3). 

1111 Apollonius Dyscolus notices the unusualness of non-energetic verbs (oüSeuiaq övxcc èvepyeiac;) that 
aree construed with an accusative-complement. He explains this type of accusative by means of an ellipse of 
5iaa (+ ace). Apollonius' explanation shows, in my view, that he conceives the object-participant as a cause
likee partipicant, regardless of its accusative case. 

1122 The verbs of emotion with an accusative object can be compared to the verbs of seeing (e.g. ópdeo + 
ace.)) that also involve a metaphorical path from perceiver to perceived object (see section 2.1.8). An 
alternativee explanation for the accusative-marking of the stimulus would be to ascribe the accusative marking 
too a more general similarity of the stimulus-participant to a direct object, instead of taking the stimulus as an 
endpointt in a metaphorical source-path-goal configuration. The accusative, then, marks that the stimulus is 
viewedd as the most salient participant after the subject (see Langacker 1991: 240). 
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physicall  action of turnin g to flight (cf. also (peuycü + ace. 'flee') is closely associated with 
thee emotion of fear. 

Thee double causal relationship that is inherent in the conception of mental events 
(seee Fig. 1) is also manifest when they are construed with prepositional objects. Many 
verbss in Greek can be construed both with complements in 'pure' cases and with preposi-
tionall  objects. The semantic difference between these strategies is probably that the 
prepositionall  variant evokes a more concrete, 'plastic'  imagery. For  example, besides 
(poPéoumm with an accusative, we also find - albeit marginally - constructions with 
prepositions: : 

(14)) a. Aiöa^ov, ei 5i8aicróv, è£ öiou «poPfj  (S. Tr. 671) 
Explain,, if you can, the cause of your fear. 

b.. fjxoi npoc, avÖpöq r) xéicvcov <po(kn>uivT| (S. Tr. 150) 
(...)) feeling fear on the account of husband and children. 

Thee prepositions EK and rcpóc; + gen. express the source of the fear, not the entity that is 
fearedd itself. Through the use of prepositions, the image of a concrete spatial source is 
evoked,, and the causal chain from source to experiencer-subject is highlighted. On the 
otherr  hand, consider  the following constructions: 

(15)) a. Z\> 5'  eiq ice u.nrpö<; \n\ <popo\) vuuxpeuuaxa (S. Or980) 
Havee no fears in the direction of a marriage with your mother. 

b.. oXk' £t cpoPp Ttpcx; TOUTO, (...) (S. Tr. 1211) 
Butt if you have fears with respect to that, (...). 

Inn example (a.), the marriage with his mother  is, of course, the entity that is feared in a 
directt  way by Oedipus. It is not merely the source of his fear. The meaning of this 
constructionn is, subsequently, similar  to one with a pure accusative. The difference is that 
thee direction of his anxious thoughts is referred to in a more concrete way by means of ei<; 
'toward' .. In a similar  fashion, in (b.) the phrase npóq TOUTO seems to convey the image of 
thee mind directed towards the object of fear  (in this case, Hyllus is frightened by the idea 
off  having to set Heracles on fire). 

Inn this section, I have described the mental process middle type. Additionally , the 
relationn of the intransitiv e middles denoting mental processes with their  transitive active 
counterpartss was discussed. Finally, a model was proposed to account for  the various case 
constructionss that the mental process verbs occur  with. It was argued that the notions of 
construalconstrual and imagery are of crucial importance to the semantic structure of mental 
events. . 

2.1.44 Body Motion Middl e 

Bodyy motion involves an animate entity that volitionally brings about a change of state to 
himself.. Thus, the subject is both agent and patient." 3 This change of state typically 

1133 The body motion type is semantically middle (as opposed to active and passive) since the subject is 
bothh the initiating entity (Initiator) and the affected entity (Endpoint). 
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consistss of either  a change of location or  a change in body posture.114 Many middles that 
designatee body motion have a transitive causative counterpart. Examples of middles of 
motionn are:115 

NontranslationalNontranslational motion 
(djt-)éxo|iaii [+ gen.] 'keep oneself back from' (a7t-)éx<o [+ gen.] 'keep s.o. away from' 
ópcYoumm 'stretch oneself out, reach out'116 ópéya) 'stretch out (one's arm(s))' 
axpé(poumm 'turn around (intr.)' axpé<po) 'turn around (trans.)' 
xavuixaii 'stretch oneself out' TOCVVOO 'stretch out' 
Teivoumm 'stretch oneself out*"7 xeivco 'stretch out' 
Tpértoumm 'turn (intr.)' xpóu» 'turn' 

1144 In ch. 5, I will argue that a tendency can be discerned for middle verbs of motion to designate change 
off body posture and non-translational motion, whereas active verbs of motion tend to designate manner of 
motionn verbs. This tendency may be explained by the fact that in the case of manner of motion verbs the 
elementt of change is deemphasized to a certain degree. Therefore, the subject is conceived of as less affected 
byy the motion. 

1155 Translational motion is motion along one dimension in space; non-translational motion is motion that 
iss neither translational, nor change in body posture (see Kemmer 1993: 67-70). Note, further, that almost all 
bodyy motion verbs, at least in Classical Greek, have a root, thematic or passive aorist form. Only a few 
middle-onlyy verbs have a sigmatic middle aorist, e.g. ccXXoum - x\ka.\\x\\, xatjo^ax - exaaaurjv. However, 
bothh aXXouxxi and xo^oimi have a poetical and archaic ring. For aXAoum, this point will be made in ch. 5. 
II will return to aorist morphology extensively in ch. 3. There is also a considerable number of activa tantum 
thatt designate body motion, for instance, [kiivco 'make a step, go', eiui 'go', eprco) 'creep, go', Tpéxo) 'run'. 
Inn chapter 5, it will be argued that there is a semantic difference between active and middle verbs of body 
motion. . 

1166 It is interesting to note that many verbs of motion have a metaphorical mental meaning, e.g., 
arcéxoucaa 'keep oneself back from' > 'abstain from'; ïeuoci 'speed' > 'desire'; opeyouxxi 'stretch oneself out' 
>> 'yearn for'; ópudoum 'start off > 'be eager'; aeuoiicci 'speed' > 'be eager'; xpérconm 'turn' > 'change 
one'ss mind'; (popéonou 'flee' > 'be afraid'. Mental processes are understood as physical motions. Notice also 
thee etymology of the word t-motion and the figurative sense of 'be moved'. 

1177 The difference between Tav\)(iai/xeivop.ai and ópéyvuuat is that the latter is restricted to the arms, 
whereass the two former verbs involve the entire body. 
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ChangeChange in body posture 
laxccumm 'stand still, stand up' 
(Koc0){£oueaa 'take one's seat, sit down'118 

icAavonaii 'lean' 

TranslationalTranslational motion 
cupoumm 'rise' 
avayouaii 'put out to sea, set sail'120 

arcaXXaxxoumm 'depart from' 
Koui^ouxxii 'travel' 
ópuaouxnn 'start off 
rcope-ooumrcope-ooum 'go, walk' 
aeuoumm 'rush, speed' (HomVpoetry) 
oxeXAoumm 'set out, journey' 
aa>£ouxuu 'get back safe, escape' 

icrrnuii 'set up, raise, make to stand' 
(K(X9){£Ü)) 'make to sit down'119 

KXIVQ)) 'cause to lean' 

cup©© 'raise' 
avayö)) 'lead up to sea' 
anakXazxtoanakXazxto 'free s.o. off s.th., remove'121 

tcoui^too 'carry, bring' 
ópudtöö 'set in motion' 
Ttopevcoo 'make to go' 
ae\>(oo 'set in swift motion' 
GtiXkxoGtiXkxo 'make ready, send' 
CKp̂ oo 'save' 

mm The verb (KaO)iium synchronically functions as a perfect to (ica0)i£ouai. There are more middles 
thatt serve as suppletive perfects: eium (perfect of evvüum 'clothe oneself, be clothed'), Keiuca (perfect of 
xiOeumm 'be set'), and Kpéuxxum (perfect of Kpeuccvvvum 'be hung'). From a synchronical point of view, the 
middlee endings of these verbs express the affectedness the subject previously underwent - as a result of 
whichh the subject is in a certain state (cf. the stative-confective meaning of the Greek perfect). Historically, 
thesee verbs are relics of the PIE verbal category stative (for the PIE stative, see Narten 1968, Rix 1977, 
1988,, Oettinger 1976, 1993, Beekes 1995: 244). Other relics of this category in Greek are Séccxo (Hom.) 
'seem',, Séxaxoci 'await' (Hom.), axeuxcu 'boast'. Possibly also epocuoci 'be in love', ëpxaxcci (Horn.) 'be 
shutt in', EUKXO (Thebais Fr. 3.3) 'pray, boast', ovoucci 'blame', and rcéxaucu 'fly'. Middles belonging to this 
categoryy can be recognized by the e-vocalism in the stem, and their (originally) stative semantics. 

1199 In Homer, the active ï£(o often has its original intransitive meaning 'sit down'. "l£co acquired its 
causativee meaning after the emergence of the middle form i^oum 'sit down', which was created by analogy 
withh middle forms such as aorist ë^exo 'sat down' and 'perfect' f|uai 'be seated'. 

1200 This middle started off as an elliptical indirect reflexive middle ccvayoum xr\v vavv 'lead the ship up 
too the high sea' (e.g. Hdt. 6.12.1), but it was subsequently reinterpreted as an intransitive which, in turn, led 
too a replacement of the older aorist avriYayouriv by the passive aorist form ccvrix0T|v (e.g. Hdt. 3.137.5). 

1211 The middle arcaXXaxxoum does not correspond to the typical meaning of the active cmaXXaxxto + 
ace.. + gen. 'free s.o. of s.th.'. I am aware of only one instance of the active with the meaning 'make s.o. go 
awayy from s.th.', this being the true semantic counterpart to the middle 'go away from': (...) èiceXeue (...) 
xovx;; neXonovvTiaiouc, anaXXa^ai éic xfjc, x^P0^ (Th. 8.46.4) ('He urged [him] to remove the Peloponnesi-
anss from this country'). 
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MediaMedia tantum of body motion122 

aXKo\iaxaXKo\iax 'jump'123 

epxoumm 'go' 
veouaii 'return, go' (HomVpoetry)124 

oi'xoumm 'go away'125 

lift lift 

xd^oumm 'draw back' (HomVpoetry) 

Thee label body motion middle is used in this study because it is the most specific of the 
wholee array of terms that is encountered in the literature. The term endoreflexive used 
(andd coined?) by Haspelmath (1987) is also attractive, as it underpins the close relations-
hipp the body motion middle has with the semantics of reflexivity. On the other  hand, it 
alsoo reveals the crucial property that distinguishes it from the typical direct reflexive (type 
shaveshave oneself), that is, internality (cf. the prefix endo-). By a number  of scholars, the term 
pseudo-reflexivepseudo-reflexive is employed (e.g. Dik 1983 [on reflexive verbs in modern European 
languages],, Risselada 1987 [on Greek], Rijksbaron 19942 [on Greek]). For  Greek, I find 
thiss term inadequate because it suggests that this middle type is somehow secondary to the 
'true ''  (direct) reflexive (see section 2.1.7). This, however, seems unjustified, considering 
thatt  the body motion middle has a considerably higher  text-frequency than the direct 
reflexivee middle (for  frequency-figures, see section 2.3.2). Furthermore, the term body 
motionmotion middle is attractive since it is specific and self-explanatory, unlike some of the 
aforementionedd terms.127 

Bodyy motion verbs are typically volitional. However, many body motion verbs can 
alsoo be used non-volitionally. An example is the intransitiv e middle KIVEOUXX I  that can 

1222 The medium tantum ërcoum 'follow' may also be considered a body motion verb. C.J. Ruijgh pointed 
outt to me (pers. comm.) that the verb might have had a causative active counterpart, like many other body 
motionn middles. On one of the new Mycenaean tablets from Thebes (Fq 254+255.1), a form a-pi-e-qe can be 
found,, which can be read as active au<p{-heaKwe 'make s.o. follow'. "Ercoum is a very old medium tantum, 
cf.. Skt. sacate 'accompany', Lat. sequor 'follow'. 

1233 The different distributions of aXKo\iai and its synonym 7rn8da> are investigated in ch. 5. 

1244 Probably an ancient medium tantum, cf. Skt. ndsate 'join, unite'. 

1255 Often, oi'xoum is used in a perfect-iike sense 'be gone, be away'. 

1266 An active causative avot-xd^w 'make to recoil' occurs once at Pi. N. 10.49; the simple active is found 
inn Hesychius. The old (Homeric) causative formation was èic£Ka5ov (with irregular -K-). 

1277 A marginal class of media tantum that is related to the middle verbs of body motion are the verbs that 
designatee physical functions such as epeuyoucu 'spit, disgorge, belch', rcépöojiai 'break wind', nrdpvDuai 
'sneeze',, xpéunxouai 'cough, clear one's throat', xaaudouai 'yawn'. These verbs are semantically similar to 
thee body motion verbs in that they also involve, to some extent, a movement of the body. The difference is 
thatt the verbs of body motion are completely volitional, whereas the middles of physical actions are often 
inducedd by an internal or external physical stimulus. Therefore, although the subject performs the action, it is 
nott a prototypical agent. Another difference between these verbs and the typical body motion middles is that 
thee former do not involve a change of state, or more specifically, there is no change of location or body 
posture.. There are also a number of active verbs belonging to this semantic class, e.g., p8éü) 'break wind', 
PrjTTO)) 'cough', èuéü) 'vomit', óueixco 'make water', oüpéco 'make water', icxoupü) 'sneeze' (secondarily after 
aoristt ercxapov, cf. nxdpvuucu), nxxxo 'spit, throw up', xdaicco 'yawn', x^^to 'ease oneself. 
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havee an animate subject (someone moving volitionally ) as well as an inanimate subject 
(somethingg moving spontaneously). For  example, 

(16)) [The Greeks] (...), oi 5è caq èiavf|9naav, ëcpEuyov aa|ievoi TTJV ucrcov npbq TTJV 
nXaxaiéwvv TCÓXIV , (...) (Hdt. 9.52) 
(...),, and once they moved, they fled gladly from the cavalry to the city of the Plataeans, (...) 

(17)) [The island Chemmis] (...), Xéyetai 5è vn' Aiyvnxiasv eivai cd$TT| i\ vfjaoc, nkanr\. 
avxbqavxbq U.EV EYOÖYE ome nkiovoav ome KivnBeïaav eï8ov, (...) (Hdt. 2.156.2) 
(...),, and it is said by the Egyptians that this island floats. I myself have not seen it float nor move, (...) 

Thesee examples make clear  that the body motion middle is related to the spontaneous 
processs middle. 

Beforee I proceed to the next middle use, I wish devote some space to a rather 
peripherall  but interesting member of the body motion class. This construction-type is 
exemplifiedd by the following Homeric lines: 

(18)) ocuxpoxépTiai öè x^poiv ETtEacruuivoq taxpe rcéipriq, 
xf\c,, EXJEXO axevaxtüv, (...) (e 428-9) 
Onn he rushed and seized the rock with both hands, and clung to it, groaning, (...) 

(19)) aAAct fXE0opu.r|0eiq èvi ïcuuaaiv èAAdfter'  a\mi<; [= axeSiric,] (e 325) 
(...),, but lunged after it amid the waves, and laid hold of it [= the raft]. 

Normally ,, active exco and Xotupdvco govern the accusative, marking the direct object. This 
directt  object is a patient in that the agent-subject exercises complete power  over  it. In the 
exampless above, however, Ï%(Ü and Xajipctvco have genitival complement. The verb may 
bee active as well as middle, e.g. (active) AxxpE rcéxpric, (E 428), and (middle) èAAdpEi' 
a\)Tf|<;;  (E 325). In this construction, the complement is not a patient, since the subject does 
nott  exercise complete power  over  it. The genitive case expresses that the agent-subject can 
onlyy take hold of a part of the object {partitive genitive). The fact that both the active and 
thee middle form occur  in this genitive construction, is an indication of the unmarkedness 
off  the active (see section 1.1.4), i.e., the active form can often be used when the 
affectednesss of the subject is inferrabl e from the context.128 Now the question remains as 
too what is the semantic contribution of the middle voice in this type of construction. In the 
constructionn at issue, the subject undergoes the major effect of the event. It is the subject 
that,, by performing the action, becomes steady and stabilized, as opposed to the active 

1288 Notice that the construction of ëxojxai + gen. in the sense 'take hold of must be sharply distinguished 
fromm the construction of exouxxi + gen. that means quite the opposite 'keep oneself back from', e.g.: a\>tol 
u.èvv éxióu.£Öa 6riioxfixoc/ ÊK (3eXÉcov (E 129) ('Then we will keep ourselves back from the fight, beyond the 
rangee of missiles'). The latter construction is an instance of the body motion middle, which can also be 
concludedd from the existence of a causative active construction (e.g. B 275, N 687). "Ex°Mtfl + gen. in the 
sensee 'be next to' has probably developed from the meaning 'take hold of. 
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constructionn with an accusative object. Thus, the subject may be considered a (albeit 
somewhatt untypical) patient.129 

2.1.55 Collective Motion Middl e 

Thiss middle usage type concerns verbs that designate motion types that are naturally and 
necessarilyy performed by groups of (typically animate) individuals, namely gathering and 
dispersing.dispersing. Examples are: 

(20)) 7ru6ó|i£voi 8è oi Kapec; avveXéyovto èrc! AevKÓu; te axr|Xa<; mtaouivat; m i 
71OT0CUOVV Mapa-ÓTiv (...) ( H d t 5.118.1) 
Andd when the Carians heard this, they assembled at the place called the White Pillars, by the river 
Marsyass (...) 

(21)) (bq TCÖV uioyouivov yévexo iaxA te rcóvoq xe (A 456) 
Soo from them, while they were joining in battle, came shouting and toiling. 

Thee active transitive counterpart of the collective motion middle - like that of the body 
motionn middles and the spontaneous process middles - has causative meaning. Examples 
are:130 0 

ccXi^oumm 'gather (intr.)' aA,i£a> 'gather (trans.)' 
ayEipo\imayEipo\im 'gather (intr.)' ayeipco 'gather (trans.)' 
cc9poi£oumm 'gather (intr.)' ctöpoi^ö) 'gather (trans.)' 
ctoX>a£o|imm 'gather (intr.)' aoXKi^ca 'gather (trans.)' 
\x>o\iai\x>o\iai 'dissolve (intr.)'131 Xvm 'dissolve (trans.)' 
\iioyo\ia\\iioyo\ia\ 'mingle (intr.)'132 uiayo) 'mingle (trans.)' 
oiciSvauxcii 'disperse (intr.)' oidSvrmi 'disperse (trans.)' 
(ovX)'kbfo\Lai(ovX)'kbfo\Lai 'gather (intr.)' (a\>X)Aivc& 'gather (trans.)' 

I2VV This type of reflexive, mainly occurring with verbs of holding and grasping, is also known from 
modernn languages that have reflexive systems. Compare, for instance, German den Stuhl festhalten vs. sich 
amam Stuhl festhalten. The Russian counterpart of this construction is called consequential reflexive by 
Gerritsenn (1990: 88ff). Note further that in German, as in Greek, the construction does not govern a direct 
objectt (cf. am Stuhl). 

mm I notice in passing that all middles of collective motion have passive aorist forms in Classical Greek. 
Too this matter I will return in ch. 3. 

1311 E.g.: Xmo 5' óycóv (Ü 1). Obviously, this is a metaphorical extension of the physiological meaning 
'dissolve'' (spontaneous process middle). 

1322 NKcrvouai is often construed with a dative-complement, e.g., T\)5ei5r|<; 5' è^ccmic, low icpojidxoiaiv 
èuixOrii (E 134) ('The son of Tydeus returned again and mingled with the foremost fighters'). The semantic 
differencee between the construction with dative and the construction without dative is that, in the former 
case,, there is an asymmetrical relationship between the participants involved. In the construction with dative, 
onee individual is singled out as the subject-referent. The dative case can be explained as a comitative dative 
(seee Schwyzer, II: 160), cf. English mingle with, meet with. This type of construction is a departure of the 
collectivee motion middle since it may involve only one moving participant. However, it still resembles the 
typicall collective motion middle in that it necessarily involves more than one individual. 
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Unlik ee the reciprocal event type (see next section), the participatin g individuals do not 
directt  the action towards one another. Nevertheless, the collective motion type has in 
commonn with the reciprocal middle that the action can only take place by virtu e of the 
individual ss behaving in an identical and joint fashion. The difference between them is that 
inn the reciprocal event micro-events are distinguishable to a certain degree: A acts on B as 
BB acts on A. Collective motion cannot be analyzed into distinct micro-events: the entities 
involvedd necessarily act as an inseparable collective. A further  difference is that a 
collectivee motion event involves a change of state of the subject: a number  of separate 
individual ss turns into a unified collective, or  vice versa.133 

Thee subject of a collective motion is an agent since it initiates and performs the 
action.. Yet, with respect to volition the collective subject ranks lower  than the subject of 
individuall  motion, since the actions of the individual participants in a collective motion 
eventt  are not conceived of as separate actions. The collective event is viewed as a single 
actionn carried out jointl y by a group of individuals, in which the individuals are complete-
lyy dependent on one another  if the action is to succeed. Clearly, the volition of such a 
collectivee is restricted as it cannot simply 'make up its mind' to carry out an action. 
Accordingly,, collective motion events can, to some extent, be conceived of as processes 
whichh take place spontaneously. As a result, semantically, the collective motion middle is 
locatedd in a continuum between the (individual ) body motion middle (section 2.1.4) and 
thee spontaneous process middle (2.1.2)134. 

Thee collective motion middle is also related to the passive (2.1.1). In both types, 
thee subject undergoes the effect of the event, and is thus a patient. The difference between 
thee two types is the degree in which the subject can be regarded as the Initiato r  of the 
event.. However, in many cases it is unclear  or  irrelevant who or  what is the initiatin g 
entity.. For  example, 

(22)) Avxo 6' dycbv, taxoi 8è 6oöc<; eni vf)aq ËKaaxoi 
ècndSvavt''  iévai (O, 1-2) 
Thenn the assembly was broken up/broke up, and the men scattered, each man to go to his own ship. 

Thee verb Xvxo can both be interpreted as a collective motion135 and as a true passive 'be 
brokenn up' since, in epic at least, assemblies are normally broken up by the leader. This is 
shownn by a parallel in the active voice: 

(23)) A-üaev 5' ayopfiv ahjn-|pr|v. 
oïï uèv ap' èoKiövav-co, ea npbq 5a>uxx0' eicaoToq (p 257-8) 
Andd he broke up the assembly, brief as it was. They then scattered, each one to his own house; (...) 

Inn the case of Xmo at Q 1, the role of the leader  - probably Agamemnon -, and his order 
too break up the assembly remain completely implicit . If, however, we interpret Xmo as a 
collectivee motion, the participants themselves are viewed as taking the initiativ e to break 

1333 Because of their similarity, Kemmer (1993: 123-5) treats the naturally collective event type 
subtypee of the reciprocal situation type (in her chapter 4.1). 

1344 Manney treats the collective type as a subtype of spontaneous changes of state (2000: 175). 

1355 Note that also èaictèvavT' 'they scattered' denotes a collective motion. 
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upp the assembly. Of course, this difference in interpretation is very important to the 
overalll interpretation of the narrative. What is relevant to the story is the fact that the 
assemblyy broke up, not who did it. This example shows, however, that the difference 
betweenn passive middle and intransitive collective motion middle is a matter of degree, 
dependingg on the saliency of the role of the leader of the collective. The more salient the 
rolee of the leader as an Initiator is, the more we are entitled to regard the verb as passive. 

2.1.66 Reciprocal Middl e 

Accordingg to Lichtenberk (1985: 21), reciprocal events involve contexts in which "there 
aree two participants, A and B, and the relation in which A stands to B is the same as that 
inn which B stands to A".136 In Greek, reciprocal middle verbs are rare. All reciprocal 
middlee verbs denote natural reciprocal events, that is to say, events that normally involve 
moree than one participant acting on each other. Most reciprocal middle verbs are media 
tantum,, and, for the lion's share, they relate to events that have to do with contending. 
Conversely,, events that are normally not performed in a reciprocal configuration are 
expressedd by an active verb and the reciprocal pronoun a)Jd\kox>q. This phenomenon is 
analogouss to the use of the direct reflexive middle vs. the reflexive pronoun (see section 
2.1.7). . 

Thee first type of reciprocal middle verbs I will discuss concerns the reciprocal 
verbss that have one argument. For example, 

&Y(ov{£o|iatt 'contend, fight' 
&Kpof}oXi£o|imm 'fight with missiles' 
8npiouai/8Tipuxou,aii (Horn.) 'contend' 

AA typical example is the following: 

(24)) m i xa \ikv Gxpaxómba auxpóiepa oafccoq frycövCaaTo (Hdt. 1.76.4) 
Soo hard did the two armies fight. 

Thee two armies are viewed as one holistic referential entity both initiating and performing 
thee action (agent) and undergoing the action (patient). 

13fii The reciprocal middle is semantically middle as the subject is both Initiator and Endpoint of the 
event.. Reciprocals are semantically related to reflexives. In both types the subject (typically animate entities) 
performss the same action as it undergoes; the subject is both Initiator and Endpoint. The difference between 
thee reciprocal middle and the direct reflexive middle is that the former involves a second participating entity, 
whilee the latter does not. The semantic similarity between reflexives and reciprocals is manifested by the fact 
thatt they are formally marked alike in many languages, as in French Us se regardent. This utterance is 
interpretablee as 'they look at themselves' and as 'they look at each other'. Langacker (1991a: 370) puts it in 
thesee words: "What motivates s^'s extension from reflexive to reciprocal use is the shared conception of the 
samee participant (necessarily plural in the case of reciprocals) functioning as both the head and the tail of an 
actionn chain or its analog." The relationship between reflexives and reciprocals across languages is discussed 
inn several papers collected in Frajzyngier & Curl (2000a). 
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Thee second type of reciprocal concerns two-participant verbs. The individual 
entitiess involved are not fused into one subject-participant, but are expressed by separate 
constituents.. In Greek the second argument has the dative-case.137 Examples are: 

au.iAAdou.aiau.iAAdou.ai (+ dat.) 'contend with' 
5iajcovT{£oumm (+ dat.) 'contend with others at throwing the javelin'138 

öiaXéyojiaii (+ dat.) 'converse with'139 

èpi^ouaii (+ dat.) 'strive, quarrel with' (Horn.)140 

u,dpvanaii (+ dat.) 'fight, contend with' (Hom./poetry) 
ndxojiocii (+ dat.) 'fight, quarrel with' 
7iXnKT{£ouo:ii (+ dat.) 'exchange blows with' (e.g. <P 499) 
(ixm^oumm (+ dat.) 'push s.o. and be pushed' 

Ann example in context: 

(25)) Ola noizviiev, avSpec; Iicóöai. 5o\>Xoiai xoïai f||LiETépoiai uaxójievoi (...) (Hdt. 
4.3.3) ) 
Menn of Scythia, what are we doing? While we are fighting with our own slaves (...). 

Thee two reciprocal types mentioned above (with and without dative complement) 
involvee a different conceptualization of the event. When the entities are coded as one 
participantt  (i.e. the subject), the individual entities involved are viewed as a single holistic 
entityy (cf. the cats in The cats fight). The event itself is conceived of as a cluster  of 
symmetricall  causal relationships. No prominence is given to either  one of the micro-
events,, i.e. individual A acting on B = B acting on A. The construction with a dative-
complement,, however, presents the subject-participant as being the most prominent 
participantt  (generally the discourse topic), and, as a consequence, the outgoing causal 
chainn from subject to dative is highlighted. Consider  the clause The cat fights with the 
dog.dog. The incoming causal chain, the fighting of the dog which affects the cat, is somewhat 

1377 Kiihner-Gerth (I: 432) and Schwyzer (II: 161) treat the dative with verbs of fighting as a subtype of 
thee comitative dative. The dative may also express that the participant has the semantic role experiencer in 
thee sense as it is used by Langacker. According to Langacker the experiencer role has a dual nature. In some 
expressionss the experiencer only passively registers sensations. However, there are also expressions in which 
thee experiencer can be attributed some kind of initiative role (Langacker 1991a: 327-9, 2000: 31). In the 
samee way, the dative participant with verbs of fighting has a dual character. On the one hand, s/he registers 
thee acts of violence performed by the subject; on the other hand, s/he is actively involved in that s/he 
reciprocatess these acts of violence. Interestingly, Apollonius seems to give a similar analysis of the meaning 
off the dative-case with verbs of fighting. He explains the occurrence of the dative by the idea that the dative-
participant,, like the subject-participant, is both actively and passively involved in the action (A.D. Synt. 428 
Uhlig;; Lallot 1994; Lallot 1997, I: 267). 

1388 Simplex &KOVT{£Ü) 'hurl a javelin' is always active. The preposition 8ia- contributes a sense of 
dividednesss and mutuality. Compare also öia-Xéyouai 'converse' and Xiyca 'speak'. 

1399 Unlike the other reciprocal verbs öiocXéyouai has a passive aorist form, 5ieA£%0nv. In section 3.2.3.3, 
II will make an attempt to explain this rather remarkable form. 

1400 The active èpi£<o has the same meaning, and occurs more frequently. Possibly, the active presents the 
eventt as a neutral activity 'make ëpiq', while the middle profiles the reciprocal facet. 
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backgrounded.. In Greek, the incoming action chain is, however, explicitly coded by means 
off  the middle inflection of the verb.141 

Ass was said before, the reciprocal middles are typically verbs of fighting, and most 
off  them are media tantum. However, there appear  to be sporadic cases of middle verbs 
withh reciprocal meaning that correspond to non-reciprocal active verbs. An interesting 
examplee is: 

(26)) dvxi yap xo\> rcpoaayopeveiv aXkr\kovq «piAiown xoïai axóuxxai, r\v 5e r\ ovxepoc, 
\mo8eéaxepo<;;  óAiycp, xdc, rcapeidc; «piXeovxai (...) (Hdt. 1.134.1) 
Insteadd of greeting, they kiss one another on the mouth. If one of the two is a little humbler, they kiss 
onn the cheek. 

Remarkably,, Herodotus first uses the expected construction of the active verb (piAico 'kiss' 
withh the reciprocal pronoun aXk^Xoxx;, but in the next clause the middle qnXeovxai is 
used,, apparently with a reciprocal meaning (the accusative xdq Ttotpeidq must be taken as a 
accusativee of the body part affected). The use of the middle form to express a reciprocal 
meaningg is possible here because a direct reflexive interpretation is precluded: kissing, like 
fighting,, is not an activity one usually performs on oneself.142 

Anotherr  case of a reciprocal middle verb in opposition to a non-reciprocal active is 
&U£iPouxxii  in Homer. For  example, 

(27)) oi jièv a\i£i$6\i£voi (fvotaxKdc; ëxov (I  471) 
Theyy kept watch alternating with one another. 

Considerr  further  formulas such as a\>xdp èya> pav du.eiPOM.evoq rcpoaéeuiov. These middle 
verbss cannot be interpreted as passives, since their  subjects are actively involved. The 
activee dfidpco means 'exchange s.th.'; the reciprocal middle originall y must have meant 

1411 With semantically related verbs like épi^ü) 'quarrel', VEIKÉGO 'quarrel', rcoXeuito 'quarrel', and 
TtocAauoo 'wrestle', which can also have a dative complement, the reciprocity is not coded grammatically, and, 
ass a consequence, deemphasized, e.g. 7iaXai(o 4>IXOUJIX£I8TI CI am wrestling with the son of Philomeleus'). 
Itt is, however, still an inherent facet of the lexical semantics of the verb. If the speaker wishes to present the 
eventt as symmetrical, the construction with the reciprocal pronoun (in the dative) must be used, e.g. 
TtccAaiouatt aXki\kai<; ('they are wrestling with each other'). 

Note,, further, that there is also a group of verbs with an accusative complement that may well be 
consideredd reciprocals, e.g., ayKaXi^onai + ace. 'embrace', aajid^oum + ace. 'welcome, greet', 5e£ióou.cu 
++ dat./+ ace 'greet with the right hand' (dyKotXi^oum and Se^ióouai have a passive). The middles Sictveuo-
uaii and 5aiouai/6axéouai 'divide (among one another)' are often claimed to be reciprocals (K-G, I: 90, 
Gildersleevee 1980: 67). However, I prefer to consider these verbs indirect reflexive middles since (i) they are 
-- unlike typical reciprocals - transitive, and (ii) the subject also receives a share (i.e., the subject is beneficia
ry),, e.g., (...) 5ieveiuavTO TT\V dpxfiv ó Zevq, ó rioaeiScov KOU ó nXovxcöv, £7tei5Ti rcapa xoxi naxpbc, 
napéXa(3ov.. (PI. Grg. 523a) ('(...) Zeus, Poseidon, and Pluto divided the sovereignty among themselves, after 
theyy took it over from their father'), 

1422 Besides the reciprocal pronoun, the reflexive pronoun can also be used with a reciprocal meaning (see 
K-G,, I: 573-5). The reflexive pronoun is preferred in cases where there is a contrast with a third group of 
individuals,, e.g. (pöovoüaiv èainoii; uotXAxw r\ xdiq aXkoic, dv8ptÓ7toi<; (Xen. Mem. 3.5.16) ('they are more 
enviouss and bitter against one another than against the rest of the world'). But often the reflexive pronoun 
seemss to be used merely for the sake of variation, e.g. cpOovouviet; èaxnoïc, Uioovaiv dM.T|Xov<; (Xen. Mem. 
2.6.20)) ('envying each other, they hate one another'). 
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'exchangee one another', i.e. 'swop over*. This meaning then developed into the idea of 
alternatingg with one another, as, for instance, in changing the guard and in answering one 
anotherr (see also section 2.1.10).143 

2.1.77 Direct Reflexive Middl e 

Thee direct reflexive middle type involves a human agent that volitionally performs an 
actionn on him or herself.144 Many direct reflexive middle verbs relate to grooming 
activitiess such as 'bathing', 'dressing', etc.145 The action is typically executed on the 
surfacee of the body by means of the hands. Examples of direct reflexive middles are (see 
alsoo K-G, I: 103-4):146 

Grooming Grooming 
Keiponaii 'cut off one's hair, have a hair-cut' 
ta>\>u.aita>\>u.ai 'bathe oneself 
ciA^uponaii 'anoint oneself 
&nou\>TTou.ctii 'blow one's nose' 
dno\j/dou,aii 'wipe one's nose' 
evvuuaii 'dress oneself 
^tóvvuumm 'gird oneself 
Koau.ouu.aii 'adorn oneself 

Notee that keeping watch in shifts may involve what Kemmer calls a chaining situation: "a chain of 
pairedd relations in an ordered series of participants. (...). Each participant is the Initiator in one relation and 
thee Endpoint of a second relation of the same type" (Kemmer 1993: 100). In other words, in the chaining 
situationn A acts on 8, B acts on C, and so forth, whereas in the typical reciprocal situation A acts on B and 
vicee versa. 

1444 The direct reflexive event type is semantically middle (as opposed to passive) in that the subject is 
bothh the Initiator of the action, and the Endpoint (affected entity). 

1455 A difference between the direct reflexive middle and the body motion middle is that the direct 
reflexivee middle does not denote a total physical change of state. When one shaves oneself, for instance, 
one'ss body does not undergo a complete change of state, the affectedness is restricted to a particular zone, 
typicallyy on the surface of the body. Conversely, activities like 'stand up', 'move' necessarily imply a 
completee change of state, or more precisely, a change of body posture or location. The direct reflexive 
middlee KaOoupouai 'purify oneself (aor. èKaOn,pauT|v) may be the proverbial exception to the rule since the 
verbb does denote a change of state ('become KaGocpóq'). This is, however, not a very striking exception to 
thee rule, if we consider that tauuai, although it does not denote that the subject becomes clean, will 
generallyy imply that the subject becomes clean. Therefore, an utterance such as / washed myself, but I did not 
becomebecome clean is somewhat odd - though not impossible. Furthermore, a perfect like XeAouuivoc, 'be washed' 
necessarilyy implies that the subject is clean at the moment of utterance. 

1466 Note that all direct reflexive middle verbs have sigmatic middle aorist forms, e.g. ÊKEipdujiv 'I had a 
hair-cut',, dniyi^diiTiv 'I hung myself. I will return to the aorist morphology extensively in ch. 3. Note, 
further,, that the active counterparts of direct reflexive middles do not have a causative meaning, as opposed 
too the body motion middles (ÏOTTUII 'make s.o. stand' vs. ïcrcauou 'stand still'). Thus, Xovco does not mean 
'makee s.o. wash himself, but 'wash s.o.'. Causation is expressed by the construction of jcoiia» with an 
infinitive,, e.g., anay'tpLGföai ue noriaeic, (Theocr. 3.9) ('Thou'lt make me hang myself). The same point is 
madee by Rijksbaron (19942: 151nl). 
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v(£oumm 'wash one's hands/feet1 

^upouuaii 'shave oneself 

OtherOther types of direct reflexive actions: 
djid-yxoumm 'hang oneself 
fuuvd^oncuu 'exercise oneself 
öécpououu 'masturbate*147 

êvróvoumm (Hom.) 'prepare oneself14* 
KctXunToumm 'cover oneself 
KVCOUOCII 'scratch oneself 
KÓntouaii 'beat oneself M9 

napoxTKe\)d^ou4Xii 'prepare oneself 
axeqxxvoouaii 'crown oneself 
acpdxxoumm 'kill oneself 
xunxoumm 'beat oneself 

Directt  reflexive middle designate actions that are normally performed on oneself. Actions 
thatt  are not normally performed on oneself are coded in an active construction with a 
reflexivee pronoun (see also K-G, I: 111):150 

(28)) piJCTEi avtöv ei<; TTIV SdAxxxxav (Dem. 32.6) 
Hee throws himself into the sea. 

1477 The original meaning of active 5é<po> was 'make supple with the hand, knead', cf. the derivative 5éyoa 
(Hdt.. 4.64.2). 

1488 Cf. active plus pronoun: eü èvxuvccaav ë' ot\)xr|v (E 162) ('(...), when she had beauteously adorned 
herself,, (...)'). 

1499 As an act of mourning (likewise xvrcxouou). The frequent use of these verbs in contexts of grief 
eventuallyy effected a lexical semantic shift as they gradually came to be used as actual verbs of mourning 
thatt are construed with an object of the person being mourned for (cf. óXo<p-ópo(iai), e.g. xunxoum xtva 'I 
mournn for s.o.\ 

1500 More examples in Gildersleeve (1900: 67-8). A look at the frequency ratios of actives vs. direct 
reflexivess is illustrative. AiSwui 'give' denotes an event of which subject and object are usually not co-
referential.. Therefore, direct reflexivity is expressed by an active verb form and a reflexive pronoun. A quick 
glancee in Powell's lexicon to Herodotus shows that only 20 instances (of a total of 270 active forms) of 
8{8ö)uii concern the reflexive construction with êoruxóv, i.e. less than 10%. Compare this figure with the ratio 
off active forms of óAeupto, d7tdyxo), yuuvd^a), tanxo, vi^co vs. direct reflexive middles of the same verbs. 
Thee following figures are based on an index search with Pandora in the TLG. I have counted the 3rd person 
aoristt forms of the simple and compound verbs. The aorist forms are used in order to be able to filter out the 
passivee forms: djtfVŷ e 2x (2%) vs. dTrnj^axo 81x (98%), fjtenye 98x (76%) vs. ritatyaxo 31x (24%), 
èyuuvaaEE 45x (78%) vs. èyuuvdaaxo 13x (22%), ëtamae 24x (39%) vs. èXouaaxo 60x (71%), evi\|/e 53x 
(48%)) vs. èvivj/axo 58x (52%). It can be concluded that the direct reflexive middles occur quite frequently as 
comparedd to their active counterparts (ranging from 98% [djifiy^ctTo] to 22% [eyuuvdaocxo]), whereas the 
activeactive (pronominal) direct reflexive has a frequency of less than 10% (8{5(oui). The verb drcdyxoum 'to 
hangg oneself is almost a medium tantum: the - rarely occurring - active never means 'to hang s.o.', but 
moree generally 'to strangle'. I have not taken KÓrcxouat and XUTIXOUOU into account - of which the active 
formss are far more frequent than their (direct reflexive) middles -, because of their highly restricted, 
idiomaticc use 'beat oneself as a token of mourning'. 
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Althoughh in the latter  construction the subject-referent is affected (so in principl e the 
middlee form would be semantically possible), the middle form is not used. This is 
economicallyy motivated: the speaker  need not use the middle voice to express reflexivity , 
ass this is already expressed by means of the reflexive pronoun.151 An interesting exam-
plee is found in Xenophon: 

(29)) evioi yap (...) npoanoOvfiaKouai UTCÖ XOU «póffou, oi \ikv pucxowceq èaurouq, oi 
8èè <x7ia7xó*i£voi, oi 8' dicoa<)>artóu£voi (Xen. Cyr. 3.1.25). 
Somee (...) die in terror before their time - some by hurling themselves over a precipice, others by 
hangingg themselves, others by cutting their own throats. 

Here,, both an active verb with a reflexive pronoun, and two middle verbs occur  side by 
side.. To explain these different strategies, Gildersleeve (1900: 64) remarks "Th e only 
middlee for  self-murder  is otTcdy^aoÖai, to hang oneself [but what about d7r.oo<paxxóp.Evoi?, 
RJA],RJA], which seems to have been the most natural form of suicide". This conclusion is not 
entirelyy correct. The conclusion should not be drawn from the fact that dTidyxoum is a 
middlee that, to Greeks, hanging oneself is the natural way to commit suicide, as opposed 
too other  means (e.g. pfoxEiv èccuxóv). Rather, we should infer  that it is equally or  more 
naturall  to hang oneself as it is to to hang someone else, as it is equally or  more natural to 
washh oneself than to wash another  (Xouco vs. Axrouai). Obviously, the same cannot be said 
off  piTcxo) 'throw' . Indeed, this point is clearly supported by the frequency figures: the ratio 
activee andyx© vs. middle dTidyxoum is about 2 % vs. 98 %! (see note 150). 

Likewise,, a<pd£oum 'kil l oneself seems to be an action that is naturally performed 
withh respect to oneself.152 The example in Herodotus (1.45.3), which was already 
mentionedd in section 1.1.4, of the active plus reflexive pronoun is a special case:153 

(30)) "ASpTiaxoc; 8e (...), oüxoq br\ 6 cpovdx; u.èv xou ÉCÖVXOÖ d8Ê <peot> yevóu.evo<;, 
(pove\)c;;  8è xot> KO:9TIPO:VTO<; , (...) èiuKaxaaqKX^Ei xco xuufla) EGWCOV (Hdt. 1.45.3) 
Butt Adrastus (...), he who became the slayer of his own brother and the slayer of his purifier, (.„), slew 
himselfhimself over the grave. 

Thee fact that Adrastus kill s himself is explicitly and emphatically contrasted with his 
killin gg his brother  and the son of his benefactor, which was mentioned in the first part of 
thee sentence. 

Anotherr  type of context in which the active verb plus the reflexive pronoun occurs 
involvess contrastive emphasis. Consider 

1511 As Kemmer puts it (1993: 235): "Don't bother to mark semantic properties that are inherent in the 
event".. In section 1.1.4, I have argued that the active form can be used in these reflexive contexts because 
thee active voice is unmarked with respect to the feature of subject-affectedness. 

1522 For a similar view, see Cock (1981: 8). 

1533 In combination with a reflexive pronoun, the middle voice may also be used, e.g. Xen. An. 1.8.29: 
èccuTÖvv è7ciaq>d^ao6ai. Again, the reflexive pronoun emphasizes that the subject (Artapates) slew himself, 
ratherr than that someone was ordered to slew Artapates, as was mentioned in the preceding sentence. The 
middlee voice here redundantly expresses reflexivity (see section 1.1.4). 
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(31)) (...) ÓTióxe Yujivdoai po\>Aoiio èavcóv te Kal xouc, UCICODC, (Xen. An. 1.2.7) 
(...)) whenever he wished to give himself and his horses exercise. 

Byy means of the reflexive pronoun, the patient is presented as if it were a separate entity. 
Thiss makes it possible for  the patient - in spite of the referential identity with the agent-
subjectt  - to be contrasted with a second, external, patient-participant. 

Inn the direct reflexive middles (Xovuxxi), however, the Initiator-aspect of the subject 
iss also, to some extent, conceptually distinguished from the Endpoint-aspect. A separation 
iss conceived between the agent-mind of the subject, and the patient-body. This conceptual 
distinctionn of Initiator-aspect and Endpoint-aspect is facilitated by the salient outward 
manifestationn of the action: the clearly visible activity of the hands on the body. By 
contrast,, in the case of the body motion middles, the Initiator-aspect and the Endpoint-
aspectt  are less clearly distinguishable. In an action such as 'sit down', the body as a 
wholewhole is both performing and undergoing the event. 

Above,, I have discussed the differences between the direct reflexive middle  ̂the 
directt  reflexive active plus pronoun construction, and the body motion middle. These three 
constructionn types can be located on a scale that relates to the relative distinguishability of 
thee agent and patient participants (see also Kemmer 1993: 73). This scale also includes the 
activee transitive construction and the active intransitiv e construction. At the one extreme 
off  the scale, the prototypical transitive is located. The prototypical transitive clause is 
characterizedd by maximal distinguishability of agent and patient, since they are clearly 
distinctt  participants referrin g to different entities in reality. Lower  distinguishability is 
inherentt  in the pronominal direct reflexive since the two participants are preferential. 
Positionedd still lower  on the scale is the direct reflexive middle. The distinguishability of 
thee participants is lower  because the agent and patient are fused into one participant (the' 
subject).. However, there still remains some conception of separateness of the agent and 
patientt  due to the middle inflection that codes the patient-role of the subject. At the other 
extremee of the scale, we find the active intransitive. In the active intransitiv e clause there 
aree no agent and patient to be distinguished. One sole participant remains: the subject. 
Thiss participant can be either  like an agent (e.g. eïua 'I  am going'), or  more like a patient 
(arcoëvfiaKcoo 'I  am dying'). 

Interestingly,, the conceptual distinguishability of participants is iconically reflected 
inn the formal structure of the respective expressions: from a full noun that expresses the 
patientt  in the prototypical transitive expressing, via a reflexive pronoun that expresses the 
patientt  in the direct reflexive active, through an inflection that expresses the affectedness 
off  the subject in the direct reflexive middle, and finally to the total absence of a separate 
patient-rolee in the active intransitiv e verb. This correlation between conceptual distinguis-
habilit yy and formal structure is represented in the following table: 
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Tablee 1: Correlation between conceptual distinguishability and formal structure 

Distinguishabilityy of 
patient-participant t 

HIGH H 

LOW W 

Construction n 

TRANSITIVEE ACTIVE 
DIRECTT REFLEXIVE ACTIVE 
DIRECTT REFLEXIVE MIDDLE 
INTRANSITIVEE ACTIVE 

Formall expression of 
patient-participant t 

FULLL NOUN 
PRONOUNN (èctvcóv) 
INFLECTIONN (middle endings) 
--

Thee correlation between, on the one hand, the degree of conceptual separation between the 
twoo participants, and, on the other, the degree to which they are lexically or grammatically 
autonomous,, has already been noted by Haiman (1983), Haiman (1985: 105), Langacker 
(1991a:: 370), Croft (1990: 174), and Kemmer (1993). 

Thee direct reflexive middle is related to the indirect reflexive middle. This is 
shownn by the existence of a special construction that seems to occupy an intermediate 
positionn between the two middle types. This construction is exemplified by the following 
liness from Homer (taken from Chantraine 1963: 178):154 

(32)) a. viyaro 5' OUTCN; x&Pa$ (H 230) 
Hee himself washed his hands. 

b.. xPoot raXov ahziyaphn] (H 175) 
Afterr she had anointed her beautiful skin, (...) 
c.. xe\)X£ot T' kfy&dovxo (r 114)155 

(...),, and they took off their armour. 

d.. KecpaXfiv 5' ö ye KÓyaxo X£pai (X 33) 
Hee beat on his head with his hands. 

Thee middle verbs are to be interpreted as direct reflexives, i.e. v{\|/ocxo = 'he washed 
himself.. The active counterpart supports this analysis, compare: 

(33)) xa> ox no&aq vCyoo (x 376) 
Thereforee I will wash your feet [lit.: I will wash you the feet] 

Thee active verb vi\|/co takes a complex direct object, consisting of a whole (ae) and a part 
(nóbac,).(nóbac,). The fact that the possessor of the feet is expressed in the accusative case (i.e. as 
aa patient/direct object) confirms the analysis that the middle is to be viewed as a direct 

1544 Chantraine (1963: 178) notes: "Les categories du moyen transitif ou intransitif (...) ne peuvent pas 
toujourss se séparer de maniere tranchée." For this construction, see also Munro (1891: 131-2), Gildersleeve 
1900-11:: 68-9), and Jacquinod (1989: 29-30). 

1555 Note that the use of the construction also extends to clothing (e.g. XEX>XZOL). After body parts, clothes 
aree the things that are closest to the body. 

1566 Other examples are Kataui^aTO xeipa (E 425) and ÖÓKpu' óuop^duevov (0 88). 
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reflexive,, and not as an indirect reflexive. In that case, we would expect a construction 
withh a dative, i.e. *aoi nóbaq viy<o (lit.: 'I will wash the feet for you').157 

However,, direct reflexives of the type viyaxo xzïpoic, resemble the indirect 
reflexivee middle in that it is construed with an accusative (xeïpaq). Originally, this 
accusative-constituentt was a direct object (as in the active counterpart with a double 
(whole-part)) object above). However, the accusative may have been reanalyzed as an 
accusativuss respectus, i.e. 'I wash myself with respect to the hands'. This reanalysis 
possiblyy occurred after Homer when the active construction with a double (whole-part) 
objectt had disappeared. 

Besidess the presence of an accusative, the direct reflexive construction of the type 
vtyaxoo X£^Pa<3 resembles the indirect reflexive construction in another respect. In general, 
thee subject can be said to benefit from the action. In sum, although this special Homeric 
constructionn should, strictly speaking, be interpreted as a direct reflexive construction, it 
resembles,, in some respects, the indirect reflexive. 

2.1.88 Perception Middl e 

Thee middle of perception relates to events in which an animate subject perceives an object 
throughh one of the sensory organs. The perceiver is mentally affected by the perception. 
Thee subject can, therefore, be considered an experiences Perceptions can both volitional 
andd non-volitional. However, it appears - as I shall argue below - that the middle 
perceptionn verbs in Greek tend to express a volitional activity. The perceiving subject is 
typicallyy actively involved in the perception. Examples are yevoum 'taste' and aicéiiTouxxi 
'lookk at, consider'. The subject can thus be considered an agent. Most middle verbs of 
perceptionn are media tantum, with the exception of yeuouai that has an active causative 
counterpartt ye\>ü) 'make s.o. taste'.158 Before I continue with a discussion of the function 

1577 K-G appear not to have understood this construction correctly. They give a concocted example, 
tououmtououm TO\><; nóSccq, and render it as "ich wasche mir die Fiisse". Apparently, they take this type of 
constructionn as an indirect reflexive middle, with xoxx; nóöaq as a direct object. It is, however, better to 
interprett the accusative in this type of construction as an accusative of respect. Furthermore, the correct Attic 
formm should have been contracted Xouum, and the verb only refers to washing the whole body, while 
washingg hands or feet is expressed by the verb (drco)v{£ü) (see Ruijgh 1991: 696). Unfortunately, due to K-
G'ss authority this example made its reappearance elsewhere several times, cf. Smyth 1920: 390, Schwyzer, 
II:: 229, Garcia Gual 1970: 25, Kemmer 1993: 1. 

1588 The verb <ppd£ouoti 'notice, consider, observe' also has a causative active <ppd£co 'indicate, tell'. 
However,, <ppd£ouca is not a true perception verb since it more often denotes purely cognitive activities. The 
medicall author Galen (12.795) has an isolated causative óocppaivco 'make one smell at a thing'. Yet, there is 
aa clear tendency for mental process middles, as opposed to perception middles, to have active causative 
counterparts.. So we have mental processes like uiuvfioicouai 'remember' - utuvfiaiccü 'remind', (popeoum 
'bee afraid' - (popéw 'frighten', etc., but only YETJOUCU - yei)to. The explanation for this difference may be that 
itt is more difficult to force a person to perceive something, than to cause someone to experience a change of 
mentall state, since a perceiver (esp. in the case of middle perception verbs) has control of the action, and 
willl be able to offer resistance to an external causer, whereas in the case of mental processes the experiencer 
iss only passively involved in the event. The causer thus has more chance to succeed in his manipulation of 
thee causee (see also Givón 2001a: 45, 48-9). Therefore, it is more likely that there is a lexicalized causative 
verb. . 
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off  the middle voice in the class of perception verbs, I shall dwell briefly on the various 
case-constructionss that occur  with verbs of perception. 

Thee perceived object is can be marked by the accusative and the genitive. With 
verbss of seeing, the perceived object is in the accusative; with verbs of hearing and 
smellingg the perceived object is in the genitive. This difference relates to different 
conceptualizationss of the events. The accusative-case expresses that the event is viewed as 
beingg analogous to the prototypical transitive clause, i.e. the perceiver  is viewed as an 
Initiato rr  that directs his view to the perceived object (see section 1.1.2).159 By contrast, 
thee genitive case with verbs of hearing and smelling can be interpreted as a genitive of 
source.. The genitive case evokes the image that the perception emanates from the 
perceivedd entity towards the perceiver.160 Verbs of hearing may also be construed with 
ann object in the accusative case which expresses the content of what is heard, e.g., 

(34)) tavxa 5' èycbv KaXuyotx; TiKouaa (\i 389) 
Thiss I heard from Calypso. 

Thee distinction between genitive and accusative with verbs of hearing could be explained 
semanticallyy by the idea that the content of the perception is 'captured' completely by the 
perceiverr  (hence the accusative), as opposed to the source of the perception, which is 
'captured''  only partially . The genitive can therefore be interpreted both as a partitiv e 
genitive,, and as a genitive of source. The actual sound heard can be expressed both in the 
genitivee and in the accusative, e.g OLKOXXO <pcovfjĉ (poc>vT|v 'I  hear  a voice'. Apparently, the 
perceivedd sound can be viewed either  as partiall y or  as completely 'taken in' . 

Havingg digressed on the various case-constructions of perception verbs, I return 
noww to the role of the middle voice within the class of perception verbs. On the basis of 
lexicalizationn patterns in different languages, Viberg (1984) makes a tripartit e distinction 
inn the domain of perception verbs. The first involves perception in which the experiencer 
iss actively involved: controlled activity in the terms of Viberg (e.g. 'look at', 'listen') . The 
secondd relates to perception in which the experiencer  is more passively involved: non-
controlledcontrolled experience ('see', 'hear'). The thir d type includes verbs in which the source is 
markedd as the subject: source-based copulative state construction), e.g. 'the painting looks 

11 y This idea of perception is related to one that is often found in folk-theories, namely that the eye is 
thoughtt of as emanating rays of light. This kind of "naive physics" is found in Empedocles (Fr. 84). He 
comparess the eye with a lantern from which rays of light are leaping forth. This passage is cited by Aristotle 
{de{de sensu 437b23ff.). Aristotle adds that Empedocles, in a passage now lost, expresses a contrary view, 
namelyy that vision is to be explained by effluences of the objects seen. Apparenty, Empedocles thought of 
seeingg as a two-way interaction. 

1600 Also Apollonius observes that there is a semantic difference between the verbs of hearing that are 
construedd with a genitive, and the verbs of seeing that have an accusative. With regard to hearing, the 
subject,, according to Apollonius, is passively involved. The body is, as it were, penetrated by the sensory 
experience.. Conversely, seeing involves an active subject. The subject can control the event by closing his 
eyes.. These semantic differences are reflected in their respective case-constructions (A.D. Synt. 417 Uhlig; 
seee Lallot 1997, II: 262-3). 
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veryy old'. It appears that this trichotomy is also relevant for  the voice marking of 
perceptionn verbs in Greek. 

Inn relation to the voice-marking of verbs of perception, Kemmer (1993: 136) 
remarks::  "I t remains to be seen whether  the difference between more active and less active 
Experiencerr  verbs is supported by a difference in middle-marking patterns."  I believe that, 
inn Greek, a difference in middle-marking can indeed be discerned. Consider  the following 
table: : 

Tablee 2: Greek verbs of perception: volitional vs. non-volitional 

++ VOLITIO N 

di«n>d£onaii 'listen*162 

diepodouxxii 'listen, obey' 
Yevoncxii 'taste' 
öépxoumm (HomVpoetry) 'fix one's eyes, gaze' 
Gedoumm 'look at (wondering)' 
umoumm (HomVpoetry) 'seek for s.th. by touching' 
OKértToumm 'look at' 

d6p£(oo 'look at' 
pXintoo 'look at' 
(di/in)oKxeva>(di/in)oKxeva> 'watch' 
KXUCOO (HomVpoetry) 'listen' 
teuaao)teuaao) (HomVpoetry) 'look at' 
GKorcéooo 'look at'164 

-- VOLITIO N 

cticOdvoumm 'perceive, notice, learn' 
óocppouvoumm 'smell'163 

ópdoumm (esp. Hom.) 'see' 

dicoo (HomVpoetry) 'hear' 
dicotKOO 'hear'165 

PAino)) 'see' 
KXXKX>KXXKX> (HomVpoetry) 'hear 'm 

\ex>ao&\ex>ao& (HomVpoetry) 'see' 
6pdo>> (aor. ei5ov) 'see' 

1611 It is hard to find examples of source-based perception verbs in Greek (i.e. 'X looks/ sounds/ smells/ 
feels// tastes good'). The few examples I found seem to display a tendency to be active which may be 
connectedd to their stative semantics, cf. ö£<o 'smell' (sporadically middle <5£oucci), rcucp{£co 'taste bitter', 
eyyA.vaocoo 'taste sweet'. I am not aware of source-based verbs meaning 'taste' or 'feel' ('X tastes/feels 
good')) in Greek. 

1622 Cf. Boeder (1961-2: 103). 

1633 Perhaps also ooudojiai 'smell' belongs to the [- Volition] class, but this is difficult to assess due to 
itss low frequency. 

1MM In Classical Greek, OKOTCÉO) replaces OKÉTCTouai in the present stem. There is also (albeit marginally) 
aa middle form aKoneoum, probably contaminated by CKÉTiTOum. SKOJIÉOJ and -orcxeuco are denominatives 
(fromm oKOKÓq 'watcher' and -cmiriq 'id.' respectively). The original meaning of both verbs was probably 
stativee 'be a watcher'. Note that stative verbs are typically actives. 

,ftSS The etymologies of dKOvxo and dKpodoucu are similar to one another. The former is a compound of 
thee root Ó.K- 'sharp' and the root of o\i<; 'ear'; the latter is a compound of dicpoq 'pointed' and oxtc,. The 
verbss must, therefore, originally have meant 'have pointed/sharp ears, prick up one's ears' (see Chantraine 
1968). . 

lf** The presents KXX>V> and di(o are novel formations, created after a reinterpretation of the originally 
thematicc aorists ËKXUOV and oti'ov as imperfects. 
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Itt  can be observed that there appears to be a tendency for  middle perception verbs to be 
volitional .. Exceptions are aioOavo^iai, óacppaivoum167 and the special middle verb 
opdoumm (see below). Non-volitional perception tends to be expressed by active verbs. 
Theree are, however, also active verbs that express volitional activities. Note that three of 
themm also have a non-volitional use: fiXinoa, KXUCO, XEVOOOS (the latter  two are restricted to 
poetryy in the Classical language). The phenomenon that active verbs are also used to 
expresss meanings that are typically expressed by the middle voice is in accordance with 
thee claim that the active form is semantically unmarked (see section 1.1.4). 

Thee verbs are classified according to their  typical meaning.168 For  instance, 
althoughh &KO\)C O and otico sometimes denote a volitional activity (in the sense 'listen, 
obey'),, their  prototypical meaning is non-volitional ('hear'). Likewise, ye-oouxxi has a 
marginall  non-volitional meaning 'experience', yet its prototypical meaning is volitional 
'taste''  (English taste is ambiguous in this respect). As to PAinco, KMCO, and Xeuaao), both 
usagess (+/- volition) are approximately equally frequent. AépKoum is a Homeric word, 
typicallyy meaning 'fi x one's eye, gaze, look at'  (+ volition). In classical Greek, it is only 
rarelyy used in poetry, mostly in the sense 'see' (- volition).169 

Thee question remains as to how the tendency of middle perception verbs to 
designatee volitional perception should be explained. At first glance, the pattern seems to 
contravenee our  intuitiv e convictions. We would expect that the more 'passive' or  non-
volitionall  the meaning of a verb is, the more likely it is to be marked by the middle voice. 
However,, it should be kept in mind that the semantics of the middle voice is not directly 
relatedd to the notion of volition. Instead, as we have seen in chapter  1, the crucial element 
off  middle semantics is the notion of subject-affectedness. The proper  question, therefore, 
regardss why there should be a relation between volitional perception and affectedness. I 
wil ll  suggest here that the mental affectedness of the subject is the crucial element that 
explainsexplains the middle verbs of perception. The element of volition is to be regarded only as 
aa side-effect of the mental affectedness. For  example, CKinxo^iax - unlike active opctco -
typicallyy implies that the subject looks at something in order  to acquire information about 
it .. It is, therefore, not surprising that its meaning shades into the sense 'consider, think 
about'.. In other  words, the perception brings about a lasting effect on the cognitive state 
off  mind of the perceiver. Another  example is ocKpodojiou which can mean 'listen' as well 
ass 'obey'. The latter  meaning implies that the listener's mental attitude is affected to such 
ann extent that he obeys the person listened to. The stronger  mental involvement of the 
subjectt  in the case of volitional perception can also be of an emotional kind. For  example, 

1677 Interestingly, ócKppcavoucti has a passive aorist {ixj(ppav9r|v (besides a thematic aorist cóacppóuiiv), 
whereass the volitional middle perception verbs all have a sigmatic middle aorist (with the exception of 
fe'5paicov),fe'5paicov), e.g. eyeuaduriv, eaiceyduTiv. In ch. 3, I will argue that the sigmatic middle and the passive aorist 
formss express, respectively, a low degree and a high degree of subject-affectedness. Incidentally, although 
thee volitional middle perception verbs that have an accusative object resemble prototypical transitives, it is 
clearr that they are not. In Classical Greek, none of these middle perception verbs can be passivized, which 
cann be explained by the fact that their objects are not patients (but rather zeros). Perhaps also the tendency to 
avoidd ambiguity (e.g. OKÉ7iTou,ca 'look at', as well as *'be looked at') may be operative. Note that an 
exceptionall passive aorist form otcetpBfivai 'to be observed' (which is formally distinct from eaKEydnnv 'I 
observed')) is found in Hp. de Arte 11. 

mm Based on two studies in the verbs of perception by Prévot (Prévot 1935b, 1935c). 

1699 For SépKOjicu and its remarkable passive aorist forms e5pdicr|V and è5épxör|v, see section 3.2.3.2. 
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Oedoumm often implies that one looks at something with a sense of wondering. By contrast, 
thee interaction between the perceiving subject and the perceived object of non-volitional 
perceptionn verbs ('see', 'hear') is of a more mechanical character. 

Ass was noted above, volition is only a side-effect of the mental involvement of the 
subject,, and not an essential property that explains the middle voice of verbs of percepti
on.. This can clearly be seen in the case of ópdco - opdouxxi. The middle form ópaoum is 
thee marked member of the oppositional pair. It occurs less frequently170, and it marks an 
increasedd mental affectedness of the perceiving subject. In his in-depth investigation of the 
oppositionn i8eiv vs. iöéoGai in Homer, Bechert comes to the following conclusion: 

(35)) "Das Aktiv steht, wenn die Aktion hervorgehoben ist; (...)" (Bechert 1964: 424); 
"Dass Medium steht, wenn das Subjekt und seine besondere Beteiligung an der 
Handlungg hervorgehoben ist: etwa "selbst sehen", (...), "bei sich sehen", (...), -
ferner,, wenn die Wechselwirkung mit dem Objekt betont ist, (...), - und schlieBlich, 
wennn das Objekt und seine Ruckwirkung auf das Subjekt hervorgehoben wird: bei 
übermachtigen,, besonders göttlichen Objekten; lebhaft vergegenwartigend zur 
Bezeichnungg des starken Eindrucks, den das Objekt auf das Subjekt macht; bei 
erwartetenn Objekten" (Bechert 1964: 426). 

Accordingg to Bechert, the middle ópaoum expresses that the object leaves a strong 
(mental)) impression on the subject.171 For example, 

(36)) CO 7CÓ7C01, T\ uiyoc Gccuuxx tó5' cxpÖaA+ioïaiv ópöjiai (N 99) 
Oh!!  Surely a great marvel is this that I look upon with my eyes. 

Inn Homer, the verb always has middle ending when the object is Gocvua 'wonder', as in 
thee formula Oavurji iSéaOai ('a marvel to look upon*). 

Inn conclusion, the middle voice of verbs of perception marks that the subject is 
mentallyy affected. Active verbs of perception are unmarked with respect to the feature of 
affectedness.. Middle verbs of perception are often volitional. This tendency may be 
explainedd by the fact that their subjects intend to acquire information about or from the 
perceivedd object. 

2.1.99 Mental Activit y Middl e 

Thee mental activity middle involves an animate subject that volitionally performs a mental 
activity,, whereby the subject itself is mentally affected. In other words, the subject has 
twoo semantic roles: agent and experiencer. In some cases, moreover, the subject benefits 

17(11 In Homer, the active form occurs 471 times, the middle times 114 (see Bechert 1964: 42). In 
Classicall Greek the middle form occurs only marginally, and in the fixed expression i8ot) 'look!'. 

1711 Bechert's characterization of the uses of active and middle with i8eïv readily fits in with the model 
sett out by Croft (1991), in which the conceptualization of mental events involves two causal relations (see 
sectionn 2.1.3). In the case of active i5eiv the causal relation from perceiving subject to perceived object (die 
Aktion)Aktion) is more prominent (hervorgehoben), whereas in the case of middle iÖéoÖai the reverse relationship 
fromm object to subject is highlighted: the object somehow leaves a strong impression on the subject. 
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fromm the mental activity so that the subject can also be assigned the role of beneficiary. 
Typicall  examples are:172 

Po\)X£\>ou,aii 'take counsel, plan, resolve' 
Xoyi^oumm 'calculate, reason, consider' (MT) 
ui5ouxxi/uTJ5ou.aii 'plan, contrive'173 

u.T|t(ouxxii 'devise, contrive' (Hom.) (MT) 
OTiumvoumm 'infer from signs, conjecture' 
ataop.doM.aii 'measure, estimate, conjecture* 
TEKumpouaii 'judge from signs, conjecture' (MT) 

Manyy middles of mental activity are media tantum (MT) . A number  of them, however, do 
havee an active form such as PouA,£\>tü and or\\iai\(o. These active forms, however, do not 
havee a causative meaning with respect to the middles forms. It appears that the middle 
formm expresses an increased mental involvement of the subject. Thus, active ar|(iaiva) 
meanss 'give a sign', whereas middle o~n.uo;{vo)iai may be roughly characterized as 'give 
oneselff  a sign' (similar  to an indirect reflexive middle, see section 2.1.11), hence 'infer 
fromm signs'. The distinction between po-u^euo) and po-u^euoum is less clear-cut. To all 
appearances,, the active form has the same meaning as the middle. Only the stative 
meaningg 'to be a member of the povtafi'  is limited to the active form fiovXexHa™ 

Inn general, mental activity verbs designate that the subject conceives an idea by 
reasoning.. This idea can relate to a thing (expressed as a direct object) or  to an event 
(expressedd by an infinitiva l complement). For  example, 

(37)) (...) oi "EKkr\veq öpT|auov POUXEUOVXOCI  KtxxappcoOTiKOxec,, (...) (Hdt. 8.75.2) 
(...)) the Greek are planning flight in their fear, (...) 

(38)) oi 8è Ön. éicxa xa>v Ilepaécov a>q ePouXeuoavxo amitca èjuxEipéeiv xoïai uxxyoiai, 
(...)(Hdt.. 3.76.1) 
Thee Seven, having resolved to attack the Magians at once, (...) 

Theree is no sharp boundary between the mental activity type and the mental 
processs type (section 2.1.3). The crucial difference is that mental activities are volitional. 
Theree are, however, several verbs that can designate both mental processes and activities, 
forr  example, évvoéouxxi 'understand, intend, take thought for, be anxious' (mental process) 
andd 'consider, reflect upon, invent'  (mental activity); cppd^oum 'think , believe' (mental 
process)) and 'consider, contrive' (mental activity). This kind of polysemy can emerge 
easilyy since, in many contexts, whether  the subject is more actively involved in the 

1722 Note that mental activity verbs tend to have a sigmatic middle aorist (e.g. èpVutauaócuTiv). For a 
studyy of the syntax and semantics of the verbs of thinking in Homer, I refer to Bertolfn Cebrian (1996). 

1733 The active participle ui5(ov functions as a substative 'ruler' (i.e. someone who plans things). The 
activee form may be explained by the fact that a ruler does not plan for his own sake (at least he is not 
supposedd to), but for the sake of his subjects. 

1744 The compounds aunpouXevxo - ouuPoutaiJouai do show a clear contrast; the former means 'advise 
(++ dat.), recommend (+ ace.)', whereas the latter means 'to take counsel with s.o. (+ dat.)'. That is, when the 
subjectt is the 'receiver' of the advice, the verb takes the middle voice. 
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cognitivee process or  not is irrelevant. What matters most, then, is that s/he conceived an 
idea,, not in what way s/he conceived it. 

Lik ee perception175 and mental processes, the semantic structure of mental activi-
tiess involves two simultaneous causal relations; (a) a cognizer  that focuses his attention 
on,, and makes mental contact with, a cognized entity (an 'idea*), and (b) the cognized 
entityy which, by coming into being, brings about a mental affectedness within the 
cognizer.. The middle-marking of the mental activity verbs is motivated by causal relation 
(b)::  the mental activity has an effect on the state of mind of the cognizer. Mental activities 
aree semantically middle (as opposed to active and passive) in that the subject is both an 
Initiato rr  (being an agent), and an Endpoint (being an experiencer). 

Thee mental activity middle is related to the indirect reflexive middle. This is shown 
byy the fact that quite a number  of indirect reflexive middle verbs acquired a mental 
meaning.. For  example, the original meaning of the verbs xexva^oum and urixavdoum 
probablyy was indirect reflexive 'make s.th. for  oneself by art' , construed with a concrete, 
physicall  direct object (e.g. rcAoia 'ships', Hdt. 1.94.6). Then, through metaphorical 
extension,, they were also used in the sense to 'contrive' , i.e. a purely mental activity with 
ann abstract direct object that only exists in the mental sphere, e.g., 

(39)) a a\)vf|8ei (...) xfrv yuvaiKa TOCUTTIV , (...), xa> jiaxpi xa> Tiu.exépq> Gavaxov \u\%av<Or 
uivnvv (papuxxKoic,, (...) (Antipho 1.9) 
(...)) who knew that this woman, (...) had been contriving death against our father by poison, (...) 

Otherr  examples of a semantic extension from indirect reflexive (concrete meaning) to 
mentall  activity (abstract) are: 

uixottiOeucuu xi 'change s.th. for oneself > fiexocxCGeum XTJV Sócjccv 'change one's opinion' > uxxcmGeum 
(abs.)) 'change one's mind'176 

ópi^oumm TI 'mark s.th. out for oneself > 'determine for oneself; define' (cf. K-G, I: 111) 
auvxiBeumm xi 'put s.th. together for oneself > 'agree on, conclude' 
a*uu,($dXXou.cuu xi 'bring s.th. together for oneself, contribute' > 'suppose, reckon' (K-G, I: 111) 

Ann example that shows an intermediate stage between indirect reflexive and mental 
activityy is: 

1755 Mental activity is similar to perception. Verbs designating visual perception tend to evolve into verbs 
off mental activity. Sweetser explains this phenomenon thus: "This metaphor is probably based on the strong 
connectionn between sight and knowledge, and also on the shared structural properties of the visual and the 
intellectuall domains - our ability to focus our mental and visual attentions, to monitor stimuli mentally and 
visually"" (1991: 33). She gives the following examples of verbs that either have a physical or a mental sense: 
looklook down on, look up to, look forward to, look back on, overlook, look after. Examples from Greek are 
Oectoucuu 'gaze at' and oicéjtxouai 'look at' which acquired a metaphorical sense 'contemplate' and 'consider, 
examine',, respectively. See also note 91. 

1766 The simple verb xOn,ui is more frequently used in the middle when it is used 'in reference to a 
mentall action', as LSJ notes (under B II). The image of putting something in some place (at one's own 
disposal,, cf. the middle voice) is metaphorically employed in a meaning 'assess', e.g. etc xouxwv xa Siicaia 
xiGevxouu (Dem. 8.8) ('they assess justice on these grounds'). The frequent construction of this metaphorical 
usee of xiOrini with local adverbials (e.g. xi0T|ui/-uat xi è'v xivi 'regard s.th. as s.th.') shows that the concrete 
meaningg put something somewhere still shines through the metaphorical meaning. 
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(40)) aXAo Öé xoi épéco, a\) 5' èvi «ppeal pdXAeo opai (A 297, et al.). 
Andd another thing I will tell you, and do you lay it to heart. 

Thee mind is metaphorically conceptualized as a container, in which one can store things to 
remember.1777 This is an intermediate case because the subject (ot>) can be equally 
viewedd as a beneficiary and as an experiencer. The subject is a beneficiary since he has 
thee items that are stored in the container of his memory readily at his disposal; the subject 
iss an experiencer in that he is mentally affected as a result of the event. These semantic 
roless are, however, related.178 

2.1.100 Speech Act Middl e 

Thee speech act middle involves a subject that is involved in the speech act in a special 
way.. Since speech acts are volitional the subject can be considered an agent. In addition, 
thee subject can be interpreted as a beneficiary or an experiencer. Examples of middles 
designatingg speech acts are:179 

dyopdoumm 'speak in the assembly, speak' (MT) 
dpdoucuu 'pray' (MT) 
drcoAovéoumm 'speak in defense' (MT) 
HctvTEUopxiii 'devine, prophesy' (MT) 
uA>9éoumm 'speak, say' (MT) 
7ipo<paa(£ouaii 'allege as an excuse' (MT) 
<p6éYYou,cuu 'utter a sound or voice; speak loud and clear' (MT) 
\|/E\)5outtii 'cheat by lies, speak false' 

VerbsVerbs of emotional speech 
ocmdoucnn 'accuse' (MT) 
dvoctvoucuu 'refuse, reject' (MT) 
dpveouctii 'refuse, deny' (MT) 
XoiSopeouaii 'revile, rebuke' 
uiu,<pou,ccii 'rebuke' (MT) 
irupoumm 'lament' 
uüjuiouccii 'blame' 
oSupojiocii 'lament' (MT) 
óXo(pt>po|iaii 'lament' (MT) 

AA very common metaphor (see Lakoff 1987: 450). 

17RR More examples of this type of metaphorical shift can be found in Kiihner-Gerth (I: 111-2). Note that 
Langackerr treats beneficiaries and experiences as manifestations of one archetypal role experiencer 
(Langackerr 1991a: 327-9), see also section 1.1.2. 

I7yy Most of the speech act middles have a sigmatic middle aorist, e.g. fyvopr)adu.T|v, fjiiaaduxiv. A 
numberr of them also have a passive variant form with identical meaning, e.g. dneXoynGriv, fipvf|6r|v, 
5ieXéxÖTyv,, èXoiöo priori v. Aeou.ai only has a passive form, è8ef|0r|v. There is, however, a semantic 
distinctionn between the variant formations è|i£UA|/dux|v 'I blamed, rebuked' vs. èuiu.<p9r|v 'I became angry 
with',, and eye\jodur|v 'I lied' vs. e\j/et>o6r|v 'I made a mistake'. In these oppositional pairs, the passive 
aoristt forms do not denote speech acts, but mental processes. I will elaborate on the issues of (aorist) 
morphologyy in ch. 3. 
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VerbsVerbs of promising 
e\>XOumm 'vow, pray, boast,*180 (MT) 
axeOxaii (Horn.) 'promise, boast' (MT) 
\>7tiaxvéo|iaii 'promise' (MT) 

 ' i ,191 

wpiOTOtumm promise 

VerbsVerbs of commanding 
èqueuxxii 'command' 
èvïéXko\ia\èvïéXko\ia\ 'command' 
KcAoumm 'command' (MT) 

VerbsVerbs of asking and answering 
du^ifiouaii 'answer' 
i>7to-/djcoKpivo|xaii 'answer'l82 

öéoumm 'beg' (MT) 
TipófiTivv (aor.) 'ask (information)'183 

Aiaaoumm 'beg, pray' (MT) 
nwOdvoumm 'ask (information)' (MT) 

Mostt  middle verbs of speech are media tantum. If they do have an active form, there is 
nott  always a clearly detectable semantic distinction (e.g. EVTEXXO) - èvxéAXoum, AmÖopéco 
-- ^oi5opéo(j.ai).184 If there is a clear  semantic distinction, it is not predictable, as in 
au.eipcuu 'exchange' vs. a(iei(3o(j.ai 'answer' (see below), and ecpvnui 'send' vs. èqueu-cu 
'command''  (original meaning 'send s.o. for  oneself'?). In these cases, the meaning of the 
middlee verb has drifted away from its active counterpart. 

Mostt  middle verbs of speech are rather  specific with respect to their  lexical 
meaning.. It appears that verbs with a general, more neutral meaning lik e 'speak, say*  tend 
too be active: ayopevco 'speak', a\>8do) 'speak, say', eïpco 'speak, say' (Horn.), KocAico 'call 
(byy name)', Xérf(o 'speak, say', and cpriui 'say'.185 In Homer, however, we also find 
middlee forms of q>T|ui (cpdxo), and the general verb iru6éo|iai 'speak, say', which appear 
too be semantically neutral.186 These middles are possibly the result of semantic 

mm Probably a very old medium tantum, cf. Skt. óhate 'speak solemnly'. 

1811 'Y<p-iOTau,cu literally means 'stand under s.th. (as support)' which acquired a metaphorical sense 'take 
uponupon oneself, submit to, promise'. Similarly, urciaxvéoum (epic and Ionic variant wcioxoum) literally means 
'takee upon oneself. 

1822 The active form drcoKpivco means 'separate, select, choose'. 

1833 In Classical Greek, this form functions as a suppletive aorist to the active present èpcDtdo). In Homer, 
theree is still a corresponding present form e'ipoum 'ask'. 

1844 For a further discussion of this issue, see chapter 5. 

1855 For a study of the verbs of saying in Greek, see Fournier (1946). 

1866 Cf. also middle aöödoucu in classical poetry. According to Fournier, there is no semantic difference 
beteenn active e<pr| and middle (pdxo. In Homer, they are used as metrical alternatives (Fournier 1946: 34). 
Boederr (1961-2: 20-5, 74-6), however, claims that the middles (pdxo and |i\)0eoum are not semantically 
neutral.. Instead, according to Boeder, they involve a subject that has a special interest in the speech act in 
thatt he wishes to convey his point of view to the listener. The evidence in support of his claim, however, is 
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generalizationn (or  'bleaching'), i.e. their  original, more specific meaning underwent a 
processs of generalization.187 

Thee middle inflection of verbs of speech can be explained semantically in the 
followingg ways. Firstly , in many cases the subject intends to gain benefit from the speech 
act,, as in dpdoucti, zx>xo\iai, Aioooum. These middle verbs are similar  to indirect 
reflexivee middles in that the subject can be assigned the semantic role beneficiary. This 
probablyy also applies to verbs of commanding: the subject benefits in that an act is perfor-
medd according to his will . Also speech acts like dTioAayéoum, 7ipo<paa{£oum, ye\>5oum 
(andd aixidoutti?) wil l generally be profitabl e to the speaker. 

Secondly,, many middle verbs of speech imply a strong emotional - or  at least 
mentall  - involvement on the part of the speaker: ocmdouai, dvaivouxxi, dpveoum, Aiaao-
um,, toi8opéouxxi, ueuxpouai, nupouai, ua^éouai, ó8\>pouai, ótaxpupoum (also 
ye\>öoucci?).1888 The subject of verbs of emotive speech acts can be assigned the semantic 
rolee of experiencer. As for  imicxvéoum and {xpiaxajiai (and ex>xo\iai in the sense 'vow') 
thee consequence of the speech act is that the speaker  is bound by his promise, and as such 
s/hee is mentally affected by the speech act (similarly , Kemmer 1993: 141). 

Mor ee difficul t to account for, however, is the middle inflection of verbs of asking 
andd answering. The middles of asking jrovGdvoum, Öéoum, and aorist fipounv can be 
explainedd in various ways. The former  two imply that the asker wil l get, as a result of the 
speechh act, the information s/he asked for. In this way, the speaker-subject can be 
consideredd an experiencer. The semantic development of TtuvGdvoucii makes this point 
clear.. In Homer the verb has the meaning 'hear  that, learn that'  (a mental process middle). 
Thee subject undergoes a cognitive change of state. This is still the central meaning in the 
Classicall  language (especially in the aorist stem). In Classical Greek, however, it acquired 
ann additional meaning 'ask' (especially in the present stem), which can be paraphrased by 
trytry to acquire information™. In a similar  way, the middle inflection of the aorist 
TipóuT|vv might be explained by the fact that the subject acquires information as a result of 
thee question.190 

Aeouctii  (+ gen. + gen.) 'beg s.th. of s.o.'  is a semantic extension of the original 
meaningg 'lack, need, want', which pertains purely to a passive emotional or  physical 

inconclusive. . 

1877 As for (paxo (cf. Lat. fan 'say'), this process was as follows: the root *bheh2- originally had a more 
concretee meaning 'shine, be bright', e.g. Skt. bhü-ti 'shine' (which corresponds with Greek <pr|ai). Thus, the 
originall meaning of the middle may have been 'make oneself clear', hence 'explain oneself, speak' (see 
Chantrainee 1968). 

mm The fact that many emotive speech acts are actives(-only) attests to the semantic unmarkedness of the 
activee endings (see chapter 1), e.g. aid^co 'to cry cciaï, wail', yodtü) 'wail', ypv>£co 'to say yp\>, grumble, 
mutter',, 0pr)veo) 'wail, mourn', KXCCUO 'weep, wail' (also idociouou in poetry, perhaps modelled after future 
Ktaxvaoucti),, oiutó^cü 'to cry oïuot, wail'. See for the issue of active and middle (quasi-)synonyms chapter 5. 

1899 Note that the new meaning 'ask' probably developed from the conative use of the present stem. 

1900 An intriguing question is why the present form èpcotdco is active, but the aorist form fipóujiv is 
middlee (although the expected form ripartrjaa also occurs). In my view, the answer must be sought in the 
semanticc unmarkedness of the active (see chapter 1). In chapter 5, the issue of active and middle (quasi-
synonymouss verbs will be dealt with. 
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affectedness.. This mental and physical affectedness is still present in the meaning *beg 
for'. 1911 This can be nicely illustrated by contrasting 8éoum with active aixéco.192 

Comparee the following instances where both verbs are construed with an infinitive : 

(41)) [Adrastus] napekQcbv 8è omoq èq xa Kpoiaoi) oiida mxa vóuouc, xo\><; 
ini%Gip{ox>(;ini%Gip{ox>(; ica6apaiou èSéexo èrcucupfjaai (Hdt. 1.35.1). 
Thiss man came forward into the house of Croesus and begged to win purification of Croesus after the 
customss of that country. 

(42)) 6 Öe Kcóriq, old xe ot> xupavvô  5T|UÓXT|<; 8è èa>v, akéei Ma)xiA,Tivn<; xupavvEuaca 
(Hdt.. 5.11.2). 
Butt Coes, as he was not a ruler but an ordinary citizen, asked to become ruler of Mytilene. 

Inn (41), the subject (Adrastus) is in deep trouble, and the purificatio n he begs for  is his 
onlyy chance of salvation. In (42), on the other  hand, Darius allows Coes to propose a 
rewardd for  his good advice. Coes is clearly not in urgent need of the city of Mytilene 
whenn he asks for  the tyranny over  it. The semantic contrast between öéouou and oclxéco is 
alsoo reflected in the different case-markings of the object that is asked for. The genitive of 
5éoji.ai1933 can be interpreted as an ablatival genitive (i.e. expressing the idea of being 
separatedd from s.th.), or, alternatively, as a genitive of source (viz. of the emotion of 
desire).. Conversely, ocixecu can be construed with a double accusative - of the person asked 
andd of the thing being asked for. These accusative complements with ocixecu neutrally 
denotee the direct objects. Both the person and the thing can appear  as subject in a passive 
construction. . 

Thee last middle verb of asking to be discussed here is Aiaaouxxi (+ ace). The 
middlee voice can be explained by the emotional undertone of the act of begging, and by 
thee benefit that the subject hopes to receive as a result. Thus its subject can be interpreted 
bothh as an experiencer  and as a beneficiary. 

Verbss of answering, djmpoum and {mo-AxTroKpivoum , are more problematic with 
regardd to their  middle voice. The explanation may be found in the history of these verbs. 
Inn Homer, the middle d^ietpofiai means 'alternate with one another' (see section 2.1.6). 
Thiss reciprocal meaning shifted into the meaning 'answer'. An intermediate stage may 
havee been 'alternate with words', as in 

1911 This semantic change can be nicely explained as a generalized invited inference. For instance, an 
utterancee such as / need help pragmatically implies that one asks for help. That 8eojiai involves a high 
degreee of subject-affectedness is also shown by the fact that it has a passive aorist form èöef|0r|v. In ch. 3, I 
shalll argue that the passive aorist form expresses a high degree of subject-affectedness. 

1922 Marginally, also middle aheouou occurs, though apparently without distinct meaning. The middle 
formm may however emphasize that the subject profits or hopes to profit as a result of the request (see 
Rijksbaronn 1991: 59 [on E. Ba. 360]). 

1933 Both the person from whom something is asked, and the object that is asked for are marked by the 
genitive.. Both are illustrated by aéo 5éouai \n\ 5É£o6ai avóu,ü)v (Hdt. 1.8.4) ('I beg you not to request 
unlawfull things from me'). 
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(43)) ax; xd) p.ev xaX^Jtoïoiv dfiEipouivo) è7C££ocn 
ëaxaaavv (y 148) 
Soo these stood alternately retorting with harsh words. 

Ass for  drtOKpivou,ai , this verb appears to be an Atti c replacement (first occurrence in 
Thucydides)) of the older  (Homeric) verb ÜTcoKpivoum. In origin, simple KpCvojiai had an 
indirectt  reflexive meaning 'select (for  oneself), distinguish (for  oneself)'  (cf. active Kpivco 
'select,, distinguish'). This meaning is still well-attested (e.g. 8 408 èxotipouq 'select 
companions').. Subsequently, this meaning extended to the metaphorical meaning 'explain, 
interpret'. 1944 Both the simple verb and the compound {moKpivoum can have this mea-
ning.. For  example, 

(44)) dAA' aye uxn TÖV öveipov vrcÓKpivai rai aicouaov (x 535). 
Butt come now, hear this dream of mine, and interpret it for me. 

(45)) (...) 6 yepcov ÈKpivax' óveipovq (E 150) 
(...)) that old man interpreted dreams. 

Finally ,, the meaning 'explain, interpret '  developed into 'answer', probably because, in 
general,, giving an explanation occurs as an answer  to a question. 

Thee last issue I would like to discuss in this section concerns the pair  \j/e\)8a) -
yeooofiai.. The formal contrast between active ye\>8o) 'deceive' and middle yeóSouxxi 
'cheatt  by lies' (aor. è\|/ea)Gdu.rrv) can be explained adequately in terms of absence vs. 
presencee of subject-affectedness.195 The active appears to denote 'cheating, deceiving' in 
aa general sense, i.e. not necessarily by lying. This is shown by the occurrence of inanimate 
entitiess as subject. For  instance, 

(46)) a. aXka Jtiaxeuco (...) ufj  yevaew \ie xatncu; xaq dya9d<; èXnibac, (Xen. Cyr. 1.5.-
13) ) 
Butt I feel confident (...) that these sanguine hopes will not deceive me. 
b.. Nai xd) aid), d) 'Apyeïoi, yeuaeï v\ik xd aiyua xaüxa (Xen. HG 4.4.10) 
Byy the twin gods, Argives, these Sigmas will deceive you. 

Inn example (a.) the subject is èAjti5a<;, which makes it unlikely that yevaeiv refers to a 
speechh act. In example (b.) the subject is xd atyua, which refers to the sigmas written on 
thee shields of the Sicyonians. Pasimachos took these shields from the Sicyonians to 
deceivee the Argives. Again, written letters on shields cannot speak (in the literal sense). 
Thee construction allows a second complement in the genitive, expressing the thing with 
respectt  to which one is deceived. This (separative) genitive is probably related to the 
genitivall  complement with verbs of depriving. That this active construction has a causative 
meaningg is shown by the occurrence of corresponding intransitiv e mental processes like: 

1944 In this metaphor, explaining things is viewed as a process of taking something apart in order to 
understandd it better. A similar metaphor is found in English expressions such as analyse (from Greek 
dvaA,ucoo 'make loose, take apart'), explicate (from Latin explicare 'unfold'), unravel, and untangle. 

1955 There is also an intransitive mental process middle yeufioum 'be deceived' (with a passive aorist 
è\|/£"óa0T|v),, of which the active \|/et)Sto 'deceive' is the causative form. 
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(47)) cue, 8è vewjGfjvai xfiq ëkniboq, (...) (Hdt. 1.141.1). 
Whenn he was deceived in his hope, (...) 

Thee middle verb \j/e\>8op.ai (aor. è\j/£\)aau,riv) can be construed absolutely, or with 
ann object, for example, 

yevSonaii 'I lie' (absolute) 
Ve\>8o(iaii xoOxo 'I say that which is untrue' (cognate object) 
ye\)5ouaii otüxóv 'I deceive him by lying' (human object) 
yeuöoiiaii öpKia 'I belie the treaty' (inanimate object) 

Thee middle voice of yeuSoum can be explained in two ways that do not exclude each 
other.. First, the middle voice may express that the subject generally derives benefit from 
thee act of lying (i.e. the subject is beneficiary). Second, the middle may also express that 
thee subject is mentally involved to a greater extent (i.e. the subject is an experiencer), 
sincee the liar consciously utters words which he knows to be untrue. 

Inn sum, active \|fet>5o) 'deceive' is the causative counterpart of \|/e{)5o|xai 'be 
deceived'' (aor. è\|/E\)a6T|v). YeuÖco does not imply mental involvement of the subject. 
Middlee \|/e\>8ou.ai (aor. é\|/£"uaauT|v) 'lie, cheat by lies', on the other hand, is a speech act, 
andd it does imply that the subject is mentally affected. 

Too conclude, in this section I have offered a number of explanations for the 
occurrencee of the middle voice with speech act verbs. I have argued that in some cases the 
middlee voice marks that the subject benefits from the speech act (subject is beneficiary), 
andd that, in other cases, the subject is mentally (emotionally or cognitively) affected. 
Thesee different explanations do need necessarily exclude one another. There are, however, 
alsoo middle verbs whose middle endings do not appear to have a special semantic 
contributionn (e.g. cpdxo). These cases may be explained by semantic generalization (or 
'bleaching').. In the course of history, the middle endings lost their specific middle me
aning.196 6 

2.1.111 Indirect Reflexive Middl e 

Thee indirect reflexive middle involves transitive events performed by a volitional subject 
(ann agent). The subject is affected in that s/he derives benefit from the action performed, 
i.e.. the subject has the semantic role of beneficiary. It is, however, often quite difficult to 
distinguishh between the beneficiary-role and the recipient-role because the indirect 
reflexivee middle designates typically that the subject, like a recipient, has the effected or 

1966 A class of middle verbs that is related to the speech act middles are the media tantum that denote 
soundss made by animals, e.g. pAjixaoucu 'bleat', (Jpuxaoucu 'roar, bellow', uT|Kdoum 'bleat', |ruK<xou,cu 
'bellow',, and (pöéyyouai 'whinney, cry (of birds), speak (humans)'. Most of these verbs are onomatopoeic. 
Thee polysemous verb (pöéyyouai that can apply to animal sounds as well as to human speech shows that 
thesee classes are related. As with human speech, the middle voice of animals sounds may be explained by 
thee emotional affectedness of the subject: animals typically bleat/bellow/bark etc. when they are 
agitated/afraid/angry/hungry/needd to be milked, etc. There are, however, also active verbs of animal sounds: 
Yp\>̂ (oo 'grunt', ütaxtciéü) 'bark', and xpeM-E*^© 'whinney, neigh'. Mr|Kdoum and uui«iou.ai have active 
aorists,, EUOCKOV and eu\)KOV. As was argued in ch. 1, the active voice does not necessarily express absence of 
subject-affectedness.. Rather, it is neutral as to the semantic feature of affectedness. 
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affectedd object at his/her  disposal as a result of the event. Recipient-subjects, however, are 
onlyy found with media tantum.197 

AA typical example is (see also Cock 1981, Rijksbaron 19942: 144): 

(48)) a. (...), 5ocadu.£voi aïiov èv rjia i nóXiai oi daxoi ataupd te icai atapua èitoieuv 
navxec,navxec, kni urjvac, avyyoyx; (Hdt. 7.119.2) 
(...)) the citizens divided up corn in the cities and all of them for many months made wheaten and barley, 
b.. [The Egyptians] (...) anb oXvpi&v noAzbvtai aixia, (...) (Hdt. 2.36.2) 
(...)) they make their bread from spelt, (...). 

Inn example (a.), the corn is ground for  the Persian king, Xerxes, whereas in (b.) the 
Egyptianss themselves profi t from the food they prepare. 

Inn addition to indirect reflexive middles that contrast with active verbs198, there 
aree also a number  of media tantum:199 

1977 This means that verbs such as 5i6coui 'give' and Xévto 'say' do not have indirect reflexive middles 
5t5ou,ctii xi 'I give myself s.th.' or Aiyou.ai xi 'I say s.th. to myself. Because it is unusual to give or to say 
somethingg to oneself, the indirect reflexive is expressed by the pronoun èai>x(p (see also below). For an 
extensivee analysis of the indirect reflexive use of rcoiéoum, I refer to Cock (1981). 

1988 There are also a number of indirect reflexive middles whose meaning has drifted away from that of 
theirr active counterparts. E.g., aipéto 'take' vs. cdpéou.ai 'choose* (esp. in the aorist stem: eiXóu.T|v 'I 
chose').. In Homer, the middle cdpéo|iai still exhibits the regular meaning 'take for oneself; dnoöiöcoui 
'givee back' vs. &no5i5ou,cu 'sell' (< *give back with the aim of profit'). Other examples are cited by 
Rijksbaronn (19942: 147). 

1999 There is also a group of verbs that designate emotionally motivated actions that seem to be related to 
thee indirect reflexive middle. Often, the subject can also be said to benefit from the activity in that the 
subjectt tries to exercise power over the object through the activity. Examples are: cciid^onai 'maltreat', 
pia(Qojiaii 'press hard, wrong, ravish', 5r)Aiouai 'hurt, damage', 5(opéouoci (+ ace. + dat.) 'present s.o. with 
s.th.',, ku|iaivo|iai 'outrage, maltreat', (peiSopm (+ gen.) 'spare', (piAxxppovéoum 'treat kindly, show favour 
to',, xocpi^ouai (+ dat.) 'do s.th. favourable to s.o'. The subject is either ill-disposed or well-disposed towards 
thee object. Some of the verbs expressing violent actions ((}id(Qou.ai, öri^éoum) semantically shade into 
middle-onlyy verbs of plundering, like aivouai and A.T|i£on.oci, that can be classified as indirect reflexives. 
Likee the indirect reflexive middle, these verbs all have sigmatic middle aorists (e.g. éPiaad|iT|v, 
éxapiad|ir)v). . 
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dicéoumm 'heal, cure; mend, repair'200 

aïvuumm (Hom.) 'take, seize'20' 
apvuumm (Horn.) 'acquire' 
Séxouxxii 'receive, accept'202 

S i ^ u mm (Horn.) 'seek for' 
épyd^oumm 'work at, make, perform' 
idouxxii 'treat, heal, cure' 
icidouaii 'acquire'203 

XdCfi\LaiXdCfi\Lai (Horn.) 'take, seize* 
A,rj't£ouaii 'seize, carry off booty, plunder' 
puoumm 'protect, rescue' 
oivouxxii 'harm, plunder, waste' 
ovcEoumm 'feed on, eat' 
XEipóoumm 'master, subdue' 
covéoumm 'buy' (aor. enpiduriv 'I bought') 

Thee use of the indirect reflexive middle is an unemphatic way of expressing that 
thee subject is the beneficiary. If one wishes to emphasize that the subject benefits from the 
action,, the reflexive pronoun is used, and mostly with an active verb form (comparable to 
thee direct reflexive construction with reflexive pronoun, see 2.1.7). This can be seen as a 
formm of neutralization (see also section 1.1.4). An example is 

(49)) [Philip weakened Macedonia] (...), ex' èïua(paXeaxépotv r\ \)7tfjpxe qniaei 
KaxecnceuaKevv aina) (Dem. 2.15) 
[Philippus]] has rendered [Macedonia] for his own benefit even more insecure than it was by nature. 

However,, the (redundant) use of a middle form is another  option, e.g., 

2000 Assuming that the original meaning of dicEoum was 'mend, repair', the middle inflection can be 
explainedd by the fact that you generally repair something for your own benefit. The middle inflection of the 
near-synonymouss idoum may be analogous to dicéoum. If we do not accept the explanation of idouxxi as 
analogouss to ctKÉoum, the middle inflection becomes somewhat problematic since it is not clear how the 
meaningg 'heal' relates to middle semantics. Healing benefits the healed person, rather than the healer. Quite 
possibly,, the meaning 'heal' developed from an indirect middle meaning such as 'save someone/something 
(soo as to have him/her at one's disposal)', cf. the Homeric medium tantum pvouai 'rescue, protect'. 

2011 The active *ai'vuui must have existed in Mycaenean Greek where we find a passive perfect participle 
a-ja-me-noa-ja-me-no (dyotiuévoc,) 'be inlaid'. The active *aïvi)ui originally may have meant 'provide with'. The 
middlee aïvuuai, when it was still in opposition with the active form, must have meant 'provide oneself 
with'. . 

2022 Thematic öéxoucti is the successor to the older athematic verb *8éyjj,ai, of which forms such as 
èSévirnv,, öéyuevoc, survive in the Homeric language. This athematic medium tantum with e-vocalism in the 
stemm possibly belonged to the PIE class of stative middle verbs, cf. also eiuai 'be clad', KEIUOU 'lie'. 
Likewise,, *5ÉY|iai had a stative meaning 'wait for', e.g. dAA' aiei uva (pcoxa UEYOCV Kal Kokbv èSéyuriv/ 
èvGdS'' èA,et>aea6ai (i 513) ('But I always waited for a tall and handsome man to come here'). See also note 
118. . 

2033 The media tantum that have a meaning 'acquire' can be compared to the indirect reflexive middle 
rcopi^ouctircopi^oucti 'furnish oneself with' (cf. active rcopi^co 'furnish'). 
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(50)) Ti XTJV nóXw, AioxivT) , TcpoaqKe jcoieïv apxfiv Kal x\)pavv(5a xcov 'EWlfrvco v 
ópcbaavv èauxcp ieaxaoice\)a£óu£vov OiXucicov; (Dem. 18.66) 
Whatt should the city have done, Aischines, when she perceived that Philip was establishing for himself 
aa tyranny over the Greeks? 

Apartt  from the indirect reflexive middle with a reflexive pronoun in the dative, we also 
findd indirect reflexive middles in combination with an external (non-coreferential) indirect 
object.. Consider 

(51)) [Amasis to the Greeks] (...) e5o)Ke %a>po\)<; éviöpvaaaOai Pcopxrix; KCCI  xenevea 
6eoïai(Hdt.. 2.178.1) 
(...),, he gave lands where they might set up altars and sanctuaries to their gods. 

Thee primar y beneficiaries are the Greeks - the (unexpressed) subject of évi8p\>acto9ai - as 
theyy can directly and physically dispose of the altars and the cult-places. The gods are the 
beneficiariess of the cult-places in a more indirect way. Another  example of this type of 
expressionn is: 

(52)) [Megabazos leads his army through Thrace] (...), rcaactv noXiv Kai mv e9vo<; xa>v 
xa\)xrjj  oiicriuivcDV f]U£pot>u£vo<; paaiXii (Hdt. 5.2.2) 
(...)) subduing to the king every city and every nation that lived there. 

Again,, both the subject and the dative-constituent are beneficiaries of the event. The 
subjectt  of the middle verb T|p,epo\)ii£voc, (Megabazos) exercises an immediate, physical 
powerr  over  the cities he conquers, while the king is only indirectly , more distantly 
involved.. It is worthy of mention that this greater  distance on the semantic level is 
iconicallyy mirrore d by the morphological distance. The distal beneficiary is expressed by 
meanss of a separate dative-constituent, whereas the proximal beneficiary is coded by 
meanss of a bounded inflection.204 

Soo far  we have discussed the more typical indirect reflexive construction. Now I 
wishh to mention two additional construction-types that I regard to be subtypes of the 
indirectt  reflexive middle. First, the so-called causative middle and, secondly, what I would 
lik ee to call the perspective-shifting middle. 

Thee term 'causative middle'205 is a very unfortunate one. A typical example is: 

(53)) r\ o\)K &KT|Koa<; , öxi ÖeuiaxoKkfjc; K^eócpavxov xöv uiöv innea jièv è5i5d^axo 
ctyaeóv;;  (PI. Men. 93d) 
Havee you never heard how Themistocles had his son Cleophantus taught to be a good horseman? 

Thee subject, Themistocles, is not the actual performer  of the event. He is, rather, the 
initiato rr  of the event since he employs a professional teacher  to instruct his son. However, 

2044 Compare also uiéi 5è XnaprnSev 'AXÉKxopoq TIYETO ico-upiiv (8 10) ('but for his son he [= Menelaus] 
wass bringing to his home from Sparta the daughter of Alector'). Apparently, Menelaus, as the patriarch, is 
seenn as the primary beneficiary of the marriage; his son, the actual groom, is only the secondary beneficiary. 

2,155 See e.g. Goodwin (1895: 267), Stahl (1907: 54-5), Smyth-Messing (1920: 392). 
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ass K-G (I: 108) point out (see also Gildersleeve 1900-11: 67), the active verb can be used 
inn a similar  way. For  example, 

(54)) [Pericles had his sons taught] xot>xo\><; (...) innzac, uiv è5(5a^ev o\>5evö<; x£ip°i><; 
'AGnvaicov,, (...) (PL  Men. 94b) 
Hee had them taught to be the foremost horsemen of Athens, (...) 

Thee fact that both the middle and the active construction convey the same causative 
meaningg leads to the conclusion that the middle inflection itself does not express causativi-
ty.2066 In fact, any transitive verb can be interpreted as a causative, given the appropriate 
context.. For  instance,207 

(55)) Kupov 8*  a\)xov [= xóv 7capd5eiaov] Ê EKOV/ E m i xa JJaaitaia xaxeKavaev (Xen. 
An.An. 1.4.10) 
Butt Cyrus cut down the park and burned up the palace. 

Inn this type of expression, the intermediate agent that physically performs the action 
denotedd by the verb, is pragmatically irrelevant (non-topical). Its presence can only be 
inferredd on the basis of the hearer's world-knowledge, namely that the subject-referent 
himselff  would not perform the activity. Instead, an anonymous intermediary agent, usually 
aa professional, physically performs the activity.208 

Thee question now remains what the function of the middle inflection in this type of 
causativee clause is. Notice that, in (53), it is Themistocles' own son who is taught to be an 
excellentt  horseman. The subject, Themistocles, is therefore indirectly the beneficiary of 
thee event. For  this reason, the middle can be viewed as a subtype of the indirect reflexive 
middlee use. 

Thiss brings me to the second subtype of the indirect reflexive middle, which I 
wouldd like to call the perspective-changing middle. With this middle type, the selection of 
thee subject effects a change of perspective on the event described. For  example, 

(56)) a. (...) xöv 0paa\>ta>xov X<P KaXkinnco uaoOóxjai xfjv xpvnpapxiav emicev (...) 
(Dem.. 50.52) 
(...)) he induced Thrasylochus to let his trierarchy to Callipus. 
b.. (...) uxxpxupotq uuïv rcape^oum TüpóVcov \ièv xovq U£ îo6a>uévoi)q rcap' èuo\> xö 
Icptyrxoii  x<op(ov (...) (Lys. 17.8) 
(...)) I will produce to you as witnesses first those who have rented the land of Sphettos from me (...) 

Thee active verb uiaGóco 'let'  (example a.) is construed with an accusative object that 
denotess the thing let, and with a recipient-dative that denotes the person to whom 

2066 See also K-G, I: 108: "Im Medium an sich liegt der Kausativbegriff ebensowenig wie im Aktiv." 
Compare,, conversely, Goodwin's remark (1895: 267): "The middle sometimes has a causative meaning". 

2077 For more examples, see K-G, I: 99-100. 

2088 Thus, the intermediary agent can be compared to a mere instrument. Instruments, too, often remain 
unexpressed,, due to their pragmatic irrelevance. Consider an expression such as The police shot the burglar. 
Thee instrument (some kind of firearm) is not expressed here because it is inferrable on the basis of our 
world-knowledge,, and pragmatically unimportant. 
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somethingg is let. The subject of the middle uioöóoucii 'rent'  denotes the person that 
receivess the rented object. It corresponds with the dative in the active construction. 

Otherr  example of this middle type are (K-G, I: 109): 

Sotvei^coo 'lend' 5ccvei£oum 'borrow' 
KixpT||xii 'lend'209 idxpaum 'borrow' 
TWO)) 'pay' Twojim 'make s.o. pay, punish' 
Xpdcoo 'give an oracle*210 XP^ 0 ^ 1 'consult an oracle* 
cóvétoo (Cretan) 'sell' cbvéojiai 'buy' 

Thee lexical meaning of these verbs involves a transfer  of an object from one person to 
another.. The middle inflection marks that the subject is a recipient. This type of middle 
usee can, therefore, be considered a subtype of the indirect reflexive middle.211 

2099 The present K(XPTIUI is a late formation (first in Demosthenes). It was created as a present form of the 
olderr causative aorist exploot 'let s.o. use s.th.' and the middle aorist èxpT|cd(iT|v 'use s.th.', probably by 
analogyy with the pair ïarr|ui : ëarnaoc (see Chantraine 1968). 

21(11 Like KixpTiixi, the present xpdto was formed on the basis of the older aorist è'xprice - èxpr|adur|v. The 
originall meaning of the aorist middle was 'use', from which the more specific meaning developed 'use a 
god/ann oracle' > 'consult an oracle'. 

2111 Note that the middle verbs involving a change of perspective have a sigmatic middle aorist form, just 
likee the more typical indirect reflexive middles, e.g. èSaveiad^v, èn-iaöcöaduriv. 
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2.22 Semantic Feature Analysis 

Inn the previous sections, a classification of the middle usage type was set forth. In order to 
summarizee the description of the middle uses, it might be useful to present an analysis of 
thee essential semantic features that distinguish the middle uses from one another. These 
semanticc features all relate to the subject of the clause.212 

Tablee 3: The middle uses: semantic feature analysis 

2.II 2' 33 Passive 

2.1.22 Spontaneous Process 

2.1.33 Mental Process 

2.1.44 Body Motion 

2.1.55 Collective Motion 

2.1.66 Reciprocal 

2.1.77 Direct Reflexive 

2.1.88 Perception 

2.1.99 Mental Activit y 

2.1.100 Speech Act 

2.1.111 Indirect Reflexive 

Aoristt  form 

ejtoiT|0n.v v 

èTÓtxriv v 

èqK>f)r|6n.v v 

drniXXóxOri v v 

TiYépOnv v 

èuocxeodunv v 

ÈAowraiiTl v v 

évewjannv v 

èXoyiodjiri v v 

èXoiSopnaöuriv v 

èjiotrioduTi v v 

Subjectt  = 
Animate e 

+/--

--
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

-*--
+ + 

+ + 

Subjectt  = 
Agent t 

--
--

--
+ + 

+/--

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

Subjectt  = 
Beneficiary y 

--
--

--

--

--
--

--

--

--
+/--

+ + 

Subjectt  = 
Experiencer r 

--

--
+ + 

--

--
--

--
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

--

Subjectt  = 
Patient t 

+ + 

+ + 

--
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

--

--
--
--

Subject t 
undergoes s 
Changee of 
State e 

+/--

+ + 

+/--

+ + 

+ + 

--

--
--

--
--

--

2122 It must be noted that these semantic features relate to the typical examples of each middle use. There 
willl always be exceptions and boundary-cases. 

Thee numbers refer to the sections in which the uses were discussed. 
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2.33 The structur e of the network 

2.3.11 The Semantic map of the Middl e Voice 

Ann important aim of this chapter has been to investigate in which way the middle uses 
semanticallyy relate to one another. The result of this investigation can be represented by a 
networkk structure that consists of nodes representing the different middle uses and of links 
representingg the semantic interrelations. It is possible to represent this network structure 
graphically.. Consider figure 2. The boxes represent the various middle meanings; the lines 
connectingg the boxes represent the semantic relations between the middle meanings. The 
thicknesss of the boxes indicates the token-frequencies of the middle meanings (see also 
sectionn 2.3.2). Each middle meaning is typified by means of a number of distinguishing 
characteristics.. These essential semantic properties are also represented in table 3 above. 

Thee distinguishing features are distributed over the map of the network in the 
followingg way. The uses in which the subjects are agents are found on the left-hand region 
off the map. The uses with patient-subject are found in the lower region of the map. Note 
thatt there is a section where the two regions overlap. The experiencer-subjects cover the 
upper-middlee region of the map. Beneficiary-subjects are found in the upper-left region. 
Usess that involve a change of state can be found in the right-hand region of the map. 

Onee important element of the category is not depicted on the map of the semantic 
network:: the abstract schema. This is due to the two-dimensionality of the written 
medium.. The abstract schema can be thought of as floating above the plain of the various 
concretee middle meanings. The abstract schema embodies the semantic property that is 
commonn to all middle uses, which is subject-affectedness. The various middle uses are 
connectedd with the "node" of the abstract schema as elaborations of the schema. 

Fig.. 3: The Network of the Middle Voice: abstract schema and elaborations 

Abstractt Schema: 
Subject-Affectedness Subject-Affectedness 

Passive e Spontaneous s 
Process s 

Indirect t 
Reflexive e 

Forr the purpose of clarity, the semantic network as it was shown in Fig. 2 has been 
reducedd to a one-dimensional form. This form should be thought of as a side-view on the 
networkk of Fig. 2. Furthermore, not all middle uses have been depicted. The remaining 
middlee uses are represented in a reduced form by the boxes containing dots. The purpose 
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off this figure is to show that the complete semantic network of the middle voice has two 
levels.. The first level relates to the various middle uses and their interrelations; the 
abstractt schema, of which the middle uses are elaborations (represented by the arrows), 
constitutess the second level of the semantic network. 

2.3.22 The Category Prototype 

Inn the map as it was given above, all middle uses are regarded as equally important. 
However,, as was expounded in ch. 1, in prototype theory some category members are 
viewedd as * better' examples of the category than others. The other members are assimila
tedd to a category according to the degree to which they resemble these prototypes. 
Prototypicalityy must be thought of as a graded notion. With regard to prototypicality, a 
categoryy can be compared to a mountain range having summits of various heights. In this 
section,, I will try to assess which of the middle usage types can be considered prototypi
cal.. To establish the category prototype two criteria will be used. The first criterion relates 
too token-frequency. The higher a member's frequency of occurrence, the higher its 
cognitivee salience. The second criterion relates to the centrality of the member within the 
network.. The more relations a member has to other members, the more prototypical a 
memberr is. 

Thee token-frequency of the middle uses is given in the following table. 
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Tablee 4: Frequency of middle usage types21* 

Passive e 
Spontaneouss Process 
Mentall  Process 
Bodyy Motion 
Collectivee Motion 
Reciprocal l 
Directt  Reflexive 
Perception n 
Mentall  Activit y 
Speechh Act 
Indirectt  Reflexive 
8\>vauai i 

Total l 

244 (1) 
355 (14) 
633 (44) 
599 (26) 
111 (4) 
100 (10)215 

33 (0) 
33 (1) 
99 (5) 
199 (13) 
588 (21) 
66 (6) 

3000 (145) 

8.00 % (0.3 %) 
11.7%%  (4.7 %) 
21.0%%  (14.7%) 
19.77 % (8.7 %) 
3.77 % (1.3 %) 
3.33 % (3.3 %) 
1.0%%  (0.0%) 
1.0%%  (0.3 %) 
3.0%%  (1.7 %) 
6.33 % (4.3 %) 
19.33 % (7.0 %) 
2.00 % (2.0 %) 

1000 % (48.3 %) 

Wit hh regard to token-frequency, three middle uses clearly stand out as candidates for  the 
statuss of category prototype. These are the mental process middle, the body motion 
middle,, and the indirect reflexive middle. The frequency of the middle meanings is 
representedd in figure 2 by the thickness of the boxes. The second criterion relates to the 
centralityy of the middle use in the network. It can be seen in figure 2 that it is the mental 
processs middle that has the most connections within the network with other  middle uses. 
Especiallyy the fact that it is related to both the indirect reflexive middle and the passive 
middlee - which can be considered the two extreme poles of the category - is a strong 
argumentt  for  taking the mental process middle as the central member of the category. 

2144 A sample of 300 middle verbs from Homer, Herodotus and Aristophanes in order to have both 
narrativee and dialogical texts. From Iliad and Odyssey, of each book the two first occurring middles, of Iliad 
AA through A the first three were taken. Likewise, from Herodotus the 11 first occurring middles were taken 
fromm every book, plus one extra from book 1. From Aristophanes the first 100 occurring middles from the 
PlutusPlutus were taken. Only present stem middles were taken into account, in order to avoid morphological 
complicationss (passive aorists, perfects on -a, etc.). The bracketed numbers relate to the media tantum 
included.. Since the distinctions between the middle uses are gradient, it is not always easy to classify the 
occurrences.. However, I believe that my classification is fairly reliable as boundary-cases constituted only a 
smalll minority of the sample. Only the intriguing middle Svvaum I have not ventured to classify. It is not 
easyy to understand what exactly is the contribution of the middle inflection of 5v>vauai 'be able'. From a 
synchronicall perspective, it would seem that the middle endings have no meaning. C.J. Ruijgh suggests (pers. 
comm.)) to connect 5\>vccucci with 5(/:)r|v and 8(f)ripó<; (cf. Frisk 1973), and with Latin dürüs 'hard' and 
ddrdreddrdre 'continue, endure' (root *du(e)h2- 'hard'). Auvaum (with nasal infix *du-n-h2-)t then, originally 
meantt 'make oneself hard, become hard' > 'be hardened, be strong' > 'be able, can'. For other proposals, 
seee Frisk (1973), and Rix e.a. (1998). If the original meaning of 5waum would be 'become hard', then it 
couldd be classified as a spontaneous process middle. 

2155 The amount of reciprocals counted is probably not representative, considering that 5 out of 8 of the 
reciprocall middles counted were verbs of fighting found in the Iliad. 
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Noww if we combine the two criteri a it appears that it is, indeed, the mental process 
middlee that most deserves the predicate category prototype.216 The indirect reflexive 
middle,, the body motion middle, the spontaneous middle, and the passive middle can be 
thoughtt  of as secondary prototypes - lower  peaks in the mountain range.217 

2166 Sicking & Stork (1996), in their brief discussion of the meaning of the middle voice come to a 
similarr conclusion: "It seems, then, safe to conclude that the Middle Voice basically denotes one-place 
Situationss which typically lack the feature 'control' by a human Agent, such as uaivetai 'he is mad', 
eyeipeTcuu 'he wakes up', piVyvinoci 'it breaks'" (Sicking & Stork 1996: 136). However, they do not 
distinguishh between mental processes and spontanteous processes. For the middle voice in Modern Greek, 
Manneyy (2000: 65-7) regards the mental process type (called emotional response by Manney), and the 
spontaneouss process type (Manney's spontaneous change) as the category's prototypes. This confirms one of 
thee main assumptions of diachronic prototype semantics, that the category prototype will display the highest 
stabilityy through time, whereas most of the diachronic changes occur at the periphery of the category (see 
Geeraertss 1997). 

2177 It should be noted that the direct reflexive middle appears to be a rather peripheral member of the 
category.. In this respect, the Greek middle voice diverges from the reflexive systems as they are found in 
modernn European languages. In these languages, the direct reflexive type has a more central status within the 
category,, cf. also Kemmer (1993: 146): "The present analysis, (...), takes the spontaneous event type to be a 
deviationn from more basic middle situation types such as the grooming class, which involve volitional initi
ationn and, moreover, identity of Agent and Patient." The crucial difference, however, between the middle 
voicee category in Greek and the modern reflexive systems is the fact that the Greek middle voice also 
includess the canonical passive, whereas in the languages with reflexive system the canonical passive is 
mostlyy expressed by an auxiliary plus participle construction. As a consequence, the centre of gravity of the 
Greekk middle voice is located more in the direction of the passive. This difference between the Greek middle 
voicee and the modern reflexive systems also relates to the morphological status of the middle marker. As 
wass found out by Heine after a survey of African languages (Heine 2000: 5-6), there is a correlation between 
thee form of the middle marker and its meaning. Whereas clitic particles (such as Romance se) tend to 
expresss a reflexive meaning (e.g. He saw himself in the mirror), verbal suffixes (cf. Greek middle inflection) 
tendd to express meanings such as grooming, change of body posture, translational motion, emotion, 
cognition.. (These meanings are called middle by Heine (2000: 3-4), as opposed to reflexive, reciprocal and 
passive.) ) 
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CHAPTERR 3 

Thee Middl e and Passive Voices in the Aorist Stem 

3.00 Introductio n 

Undoubtedlyy one of the most intriguing features of ancient Greek is the complex voice 
morphologyy in the aorist stem. Besides a number of different active formations, we find 
thee middle root aorist, the middle thematic aorist, the middle sigmatic aorist, and the 
passivepassive aorists in -x\- and in -9ri- The aim of this chapter is to describe the distributional 
patternss of these various aorist formations, and the way in which these patterns have 
changedd from Homer to the Classical language. 

Thee distributional patterns of the aorist formations can be employed to corroborate 
thee structure of the network described in chapter 2. In chapter 2, the analysis of the 
structuree of the network was based chiefly on semantic criteria. A semantic relation 
betweenn two given middle uses was assumed if these middle uses had certain salient 
semanticc features in common. The aim of chapter 3 will be to find morphological and 
diachronicall evidence that supports the semantic analysis of chapter 2. In section 1.2.2, it 
hass been set out that this morphological and diachronical evidence hinges on two claims, 
namely: : 

(I)) A form will always cover  a connected region of variant middle uses in the 
semanticc network. 

(II )) A form will only spread from one variant use to another  if these uses are 
directlyy semanticatly related. 

II  stated that these claims can serve as an empirical tool to test the accuracy of our network 
structure.. Two predictions can be derived from these claims. First, every single aorist 
formationn should cover a contiguous region of middle uses in our network. Second, 
extensionss of the aorist forms should follow the connected paths through the semantic 
network. . 

Inn this chapter, I will focus on two morphological oppositions: (i) the opposition 
betweenn the passive aorist form in -T|- vs. the form in -ÖTJ- (section 3.1), and (ii) the 
oppositionn between the sigmatic middle aorist vs. the passive aorist forms in -TJ- and -0T|-
(sectionn 3.2). The distributions of the formations at issue will be described, both in Homer 
andd in Classical Greek. Special attention will be devoted to those verbs that exhibit a 
variationn between two (or more) aorist formations. Additionally, I will briefly discuss the 
roott and thematic aorist forms (3.2.4). Finally, an attempt will be made at a definition of 
thee abstract schema of the passive aorist form (3.3). 
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3.11 The Distributio n of -n- vs. -On-

3.1.11 The Distributio n of -n- vs. -Ön- in Homer 

Inn Homer, the passive aorist in -0n- occurs in the following meanings218: 

Passivee E.g. épXdcpöncocv219 'was hindered, harmed', pejtOév 'been done' 
Spontaneouss process aicraüönoccv 'disappeared', é̂ TipóvÖn. 'dried up', idvOn 'became warm' 
Mentall  process x°^^\ 'became angry', uvT|o0n>ai 'have remembered' 
Collectivee motion ayépOn. 'gathered (intr.)', doAAioOnaav 'gathered (intr.)', uixBn. 'mingled' 
Bodyy motion èiavr|önv 'moved', e\)vr|ön.v 'went to bed', êoxaön 'stood up'220, wpuTJÖn 'set 

off f 

Thee passive aorist in -T\- occurs in the following meanings: 221 1 

2,88 For an inventory of the attested forms in Homer, as well as in a number of classical authors, I refer to 
Prévott (1934). The strange form 5Tipiv6r|Tnv (n 756) is often interpreted as a passive aorist of Sriptoum 
(Chantrainee 1958: 404). If this is correct, it would be the only passive aorist form with reciprocal meaning. 
Furthermore,, the inserted -v- is problematic. Janko proposes to read oiipw 6rjxr|v (see Kirk e.a. 1985-93). 

219 9 Withh regard to Homer, only actually attested forms are cited. 

22,11 Two instances in Homer: (i) rcopcpvpeov 8' apa K%a TtepiaxdOn.. oüpeï loov (K 243) ('And the dark 
wavee stood about them like a mountain'); (ii) ö 6' èaxdOn. nuxe 7iéxpT|/ euneSov (p 463) ('But he stood firm 
ass a rock'). Ruijgh suggests that axaOn,- contains the extended root axa9-. This root is also found in axa-0-
epóc,, 'stable (adj.)' and oxoc-O-uóq 'standing place, dwelling, stable (noun)'. This root extension must be of a 
considerablee age, witness Latin stabilis 'stable (adj.)' and stabulum 'stable (noun)'. He further hypothesizes 
thatt the passive suffix -6TI- arose by metanalysis of this formation oxaG-n.- as axa-Gq- (see Ruijgh 1996: 
187n75). . 

2211 The attested forms are collected in Risch (1937: 220-1), and Van de Laar (2000: 413-5). 
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Passivee E.g. JIXTJYH 'was hit', èxvnr] 'was hit' 
Spontaneouss process è7iayr| 'got stuck', Tpa<pT| 'grew up (intr.)'222, <pavn, 'appeared'223 

Mentall  process èSómy 'learned', éTap7rryv 'enjoyed', èxapTj 'rejoiced' 
Collectivee motion éccXri224 'thronged together', xjiayev 'parted'225, t\iiyr\v 'mingled*226 

Bodyy Motion èóXri227 'crouched' 

Thee two passive forms occur  in the same meanings. There are, however, differences in 
frequency,, as we shall see below. The question is what factors may explain why some 
verbss have the aorist in -TJ- while others have the form in -6T|-.228 TO get an idea of the 
differentt  distribution s of the two forms, it is useful to consider  first  the following tables. 

222 2 Tpcupn,-- probably replaced the older intransitive thematic aorist ëtpcupov. 

2233 Possibly also Xkev (v.1. n 507) and Staxpucpév (T 363). Ruijgh (2000: 346) suggests that the 
anomalouss aorist pitovai may belong to this group: p\o>- < *gwiyö- < *gwihrehr. This analysis would also be 
inn harmony with its spontaneous process meaning which can be paraphrased as 'enter the state of being 
alive,, come alive'. Possibly also £cr(3r| 'was quenched, went out', originally a root aorist (*sgwës-t, see Risen 
1937:: 209), was felt to be a passive aorist form given its spontaneous process meaning. 

2244 From é'XAtü/ eiXéü), e.g. icéXeai «caxa aaru aX,T|uevai came, ióvtac, ( I 286) ('you ask us to go back 
andd throng together inside the city'), see also LfgE, s.v. eiXi© (I la). 

2255 E.g., T(D y' toe, pouXeuoav-ce h\ix\xw(Of (A 531) ('When the two had taken counsel in this way, they 
parted'). . 

2266 E.g., (bq tot report' èuiyriöocv èv 'Hcpaioioiot Sóuoiai (9 268) ('how first they layed together [lit. 
mingled]] in the house of Hephaestus'). 

2277 'EctA.T| (è'AAoo) is the only example that I am aware of. The verb i6Xr\ sometimes denotes a volitional 
actionn 'contract one's body, draw oneself together', e.g. coc, eirco>v 'AxiXfja &X,elc, uévev (4> 571) ('so saying 
hee crouched to await Achilles'), cf. also N 408, n 403, Y 168, Y 278, X 308 = co 538. However, the more 
frequentt meaning of èdXn. (and ëXAoucu) is 'throng together' (collective motion). 

2288 Prévot (1935) advocates an aspectual distinction between the two formations: "L'aoriste en -T|v 
exprimee une idéé générale d'état (aspect indéterminé). L'aoriste nouveau en -9r|v, d'un sens plus précis, 
exprimee la production du fait, 1'événement (aspect determine)" (Prévot 1935: 25). Since this definition of the 
allegedd distinction is rather vague, his analysis of the data remains far from convincing. Some critical 
remarkss can also be found in Rosen (1962: 132-4). 
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Tablee 1: The semantic distribution of the passive aorist in -Bri- and -r\- in Homer 

Passive e 

Spontaneouss process 

Mentall process 

Collectivee motion 

Bodyy motion 

Total l 

Bri i 

19 9 

10 0 

10 0 

6 6 

21 1 

66 6 

n n 
9 9 

14 4 

7 7 

4 4 

0 0 

34 4 

Tablee 2: The morphological distribution of the passive aorist in -0T|- and -r\- in Homer 

Polysyllabicc stem 

Stemm in vowel 

Stemm in -o 

Heavyy monosyllabic stem229 

e-vocalism m 

Stemss (C)CaC-, (C)CtC-, (C)CüC-

OT) ) 

41 1 

31 1 

9 9 

8 8 

5 5 

7 7 

n n 
0 0 

2 2 

I I 

6 6 

2 2 

24 4 

II have taken a sample of 100 tokens of aorist forms in -T|- and -9TJ-230, of which 66 
turnedd out to be in -Bri-, and 34 in -r\-. This set of 100 instances was analyzed with regard 
too their semantics, and a number of their morphological features.231 It should be noted 
thatt these features relate to the passive aorist stem allomorph. In other words, they relate 
too the stem variant after which the suffixes -r|- or -9T|- are placed.232 Now what can we 
learnn from these figures? With respect to their meaning (see table 1), it can be observed 
thatt the formation in -r|- prevails in the spontaneous use; in the body motion use the 

2299 With the term heavy is meant a syllable structure /(C)CVC/ or /(C)CVCC/. 

2300 From the first 4 books of the Iliad the first three occurring passive aorists were taken, from the 
remainingg books of the Iliad and Odyssee the first two occurring forms were taken. 

2311 Note that the figures in the vertical columns of Table 2 do not add up to 66 or 34. This arises from 
thee fact that most of the forms analyzed were dealt with more than once, as they possessed more than one of 
thee features. For example, KWT|-6n, has a stem which ends in a vowel, and which is polysyllabic. 

2322 For example, the form e-td-Griv has a passive stem allomorph TO:-. Neither the form of the present 
stemm tew-, nor the root xev- is relevant for my purposes. 
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formationn in -9T|- predominates (21 vs. 0). In the table that relates to morphological 
features,, a number of very strong tendencies can be seen. The formation in -6T|- tends to 
occurr with 

(i)) polysyllabic stems (41 : 0), e.g. 9<DpT|x0fivai, 7tT|̂ dv&n;233 

(ii)) stems in a vowel (31 : 2), e.g. öunöévxa, xaöe^;234 

(iii)) stems in -a- (9 : 1), e.g. vdaOri, 8a|ido6iiv.235 

Thee features heavy monosyllabic stem (e.g. JCAÓYXÖTI, XPW>ÖTI> jriixÖev236), and e-
vocalismvocalism (e.g. pexÖév, K£pvO&y$h\y axpe<p0ei<;) have, according to the table, a slight 
predilectionn for the aorists in -On.-. Many forms have both features, e.g. epxOeiq, Bé̂ xBri-
Itt must be noted, however, that the table regards token frequency. Qua types, this 
predilectionn is much stronger. There are only a few passive aorist forms with heavy stem 
syllabless or e-vocalism that have the suffix -T\-. These are Oepéco (subjunctive), xepor||xe-
vou,, Tdproin-ev, and nkf\yr\. Apart from nXiyft] (to be discussed below), these exceptions 
cann be explained easily by assuming an analogy with their present stems Gépojxai, xépao-
uxxii and xéprcoum. The original forms with zero-grade must have been *9ap-T|-237, 
*xpaa-T|-- and xpowt-ri- (cf. xparceionev). The former pair took the e-grade, the latter form 
tookk the position of the -p- from their presents. In sum, we can safely add two rules to 
thosee mentioned above. In Homer, the aorist in -9T|- occurs with 

(iv)) heavy monosyllabic stems, e.g. nXa.y$r\, xpUutfh\, wflxoev; 
(v)) stems with e-vocalism, e.g. pexÖév, mpuikeyfh], oxpecpGeic,. 

2333 Most polysyllabic stems are denominative verbs. For example, rnin-dv-On. (icmiaivco), derived from 
jniua.. There are no exceptions to the rule that polysyllabic stems have -On.- in Homer. In Classical Greek, 
onlyy (an)-<xkhxy-r\- occurs. 

2344 The few exceptions to this rule, codr), éicdri and pün,, can be explained historically. The former two 
originallyy had a consonant (*8ah-r|- and *Kaf-n.-), the latter probably had a phonetic glide (*sruw-ë-). 
Incidentally,, I would like to refer to a form nioc 'be defiled', a 3rd sg. subj. passive aorist, occurring in a 
Cyreneann inscription (see Buck 1955: 311). It could be an old form (*mih2-eh, > uict-), of which the original 
meaningg may have been *'become stained' (i.e. a spontaneous process). The form that is found elsewhere is 

e|iidv0n.v--

2355 The one form with stem in -a- and suffix -r|- is -cepa-ri-. It is probably based on an archaic form 
*Tpao-n-- (the e-vocalism is analogical). This would semantically fit in well since its original meaning 'dry 
up'' is a spontaneous physical process - the prototypical meaning of the formation in -r\-. The aorist forms 
withh stems in -a- include the verbs with roots in dentals (e.g. è(ppdc&n,). a n d the presents in -d^to, -i£co. A 
numberr of forms, such as 5aud-a-0riv, has an analogically inserted -o-. 

2366 Clearly a secondary form, analogically after nfiyvvui, 'êm\£p. and TÏT|KTÓ<;. Incidentally, nriYVuua and 
KTiKTÓq,, in their turn, are probably influenced by their antonyms prJYV\>u.i and pn,KTÓ<; (both regularly from 
zeroo degree *wrh2g-). Regular forms would be *jtdyv\>ui and Jtaictóq (preserved in TCOCKTÓÜ)). 

2377 *Oapr|- from *gwhrr-ë- (Lindeman's Law), cf. xap1!" ( s e e Ruijgh 1996: 366). 
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Ass to the stem with a phonological structure (C)CctC-, (C)CtC-, (C)C\)C-, a tendency can 
bee observed to occur with the suffix -T\- (24 : 7). This predominance of -TI- is partly due to 
thee following rule. In Homer, the formation in -T|- occurs with 

(vi)) stems of the structure (C)CaA,-, (C)Cau-, (C)Cap-.238 

Althoughh in Homer only the forms kóX% èdd\ir\ and exapr)239 occur, there is no eviden
cee against this rule. In Classical Greek, this rule is also operative (see below).240 

Above,, a number of morphological rules (i-vi) were formulated that determine the 
distributionn of the two passive aorist formations. However, there is a group of forms that 
cannott be explained by means of these morphological rules. These are the forms that 
possesss a stem with the structure (C)CctC-, (C)CiC-, and (C)C\iC-. The question remains 
too be answered as to what factors determine the aorist of these remaining stem forms. I 
wouldd suggest that these forms can be explained by a semantic factor. This semantic factor 
cann be summarized by two rules: 

(1)) Forms that denote a spontaneous process have -rj-241; 
(2)) Forms that have a passive meaning or denote body motion have -9T|-. 

Considerr the following table: 

2i2i**  One might hesitate to include stems -av- in this rule. The only example in Homer, <pavT|, can also be 
explainedd by semantic factors (spontaneous process; see below). A further reason not to include stems in -
av-- here might be that, in the Classical language, stems in -av- do not always take the passive form in -n.-, 
cf.. è(pdv0T|v, éppav0r)v (see next section). 

2399 'Exapr) has two alternative forms with, apparently, the same meaning, Kexotpovto and xripocto. The 
formerr may well be old; the latter is either analogically formed to present x«ipa> (cf. ÉKaOripa to KaGaipco), 
orr - more speculatively - a Mycaenean relic (cf. Arc. <p6r|pa> vs. Ion. (pGetpa)). The regular Ionic form should 
havee been *xépaaTO or *xe{pato. 

2400 An apparent exception is ap9ev (from apapicKco). However, there may have been a rule that stems 
withh the structure #VC- receive the suffix -On-- In Classical Greek, there are more examples that corroborate 
thiss rule (see below). 'ApÖeiq from ai'po) probably has a long vowel (< *ccf ep-). 

2411 The spontaneous process use can be considered the semantic prototype of the aorist in -rj-. Note that 
thiss was probably also the original meaning of the formation before it spread to the passive meaning and the 
bodyy motion meaning (in Homer only edAji). There is some controversy as to the meaning of the suffix -éhr 

/-h/-hrr in PIE. Was it stative or fientive! The alignment of the formation with the aorist stem in Greek argues 
inn favour of the latter option, as recently advocated by Haröarson (1998). According to Hardarson, the 
formationss with stative meaning found in the daughter-languages (e.g. Latin rub-ë-re 'be red') go back to a 
yod-presentt in *-(e)h,-yé/ó- that is derived from the aorist in -ehr. Ruijgh explains the suffix -TI- from a 
complexx suffix *-TI-Ö- (cf. the Hittite fientive formation in -ëss-), of which the -a- can be identified as the 
aoristt suffix. The combination *-r|-o- designated the transition to a state. The -a- disappeared after the 
reinterpretationn of 2nd sg. forms like Karf\\q (< *TtaY-T|0-o) as rcay-ri-q. This led, in turn, to the replacement of 
33rdrd sg. 7iayn.<; (*Ttay-r)G-T) by Tidyn. (see Ruijgh 1996: 187-9, 366-7). A comparable development is found in 
3rdd sg. o"Pn, which, according to Risch (1937: 209), must go back to *sgwes-t. 
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Spontaneouss Process 
èdynn 'broke (intr.)' 
ÈTidynn 'got stuck' 
-pdyn2422 'broke (intr.)' 
èm-nn 'burnt (intr.)' 
p\>T|| 'flew' 

aotTcfmii 'rotted' 
Tpdcprii 'grew up* 
<pdvTii 'appeared' 

Passive e 
(ppax6e(<;; (cppdaaco) 'be fenced' 
ètt>xÖT|| 'be done' 
Sptxpönn 'be scratched' 
Kp(v9T|| 'be chosen' 
KpixpOn.. 'be hidden* 

Bodyy Motion 
KAIVOIII 'bent aside' 
ipdcpOn.. (Tpércco) 'turned (intr.)'. 

Thesee forms are not determined by one of the morphological rules (i-vi). It can be 
observedd that forms that denote spontaneous processes have the suffix -r|-, whereas forms 
thatt are passive or denote body motion take the suffix -dr\-. The working of these semantic 
ruless can be illustrated by the stems in -ay- and -an-. The spontaneous process verbs have 
-ocy-T]-- (èdyn. êrcdyri, -pdyn), whereas the one form with passive meaning has the suffix -
On.-:: <ppax6ei<; (OCXOTJ- from ay© not attested in Homer). Likewise, the form aoc7i-r|-
designatess a spontaneous process, while Tpa(p-0rj- (Tpéjco) designates body motion (see for 
thiss form also section 3.2.1). These semantic rules are also reflected in the frequency 
figuress in Table 1. In the table, we can see that passives (19 : 9) and body motions (20 : 
0)) more often take the suffix -OTI-, whereas spontaneous processes prefer -r\- (14 : 10). 

Thee mental process meaning and the collective motion meaning have not yet been 
considered.. Mental processes can have both the suffixes -8T|- and -T|-. Most fall under the 
morphologicall rules (i-vi), e.g xotaöOrj [stem in vowel], ^vno0f]vai [stem in -a-]), and 
èxdpT|vv [stem in -ap-]. The two forms that cannot be explained by these morphological 
rules,, è8drjv and xdp7CT||iev, may predate the emergence of the aorist in -On-.243 As to 
thee collective motion verbs, it appears - though there are very few forms attested in 
Homerr - that they can have both the form in -T|- and in -0T|-. The only examples are 
euiyrivv and jj.vxBr| (or (left-?) 'I mingled', and Tudyn 'divide oneself, part'.244 

Itt is but a small number of verbs in Homer that cannot be explained by the 
morphologicall and semantic factors set forth above. Notable exceptions are the aorists in -

2422 The form -p&y-r|- (priyvuui) must have been adapted by analogy with (pjöty-n.- ((p)ayvuni). The 
regularr development would have been *(f)pT|Y-T)- from *wrh^-ehr. 

2433 In spite of their stem forms (ending in a vowel and a heavy syllable, respectively), they have the 
suffixx -rj-. Above, I gave a historical explanation: their original stems were *8aa-iv and *xpaic-Ti-. 
Alternativee middle forms to these passive formations exist, apparently with the same meaning (at least, a 
semanticc nuance is not distinguishable): 5eöccéa6ai (with active causative 5é5ae); xapTttö^eGa, Teiapjccó-
U£a6a,U£a6a, tepyajievo*;. The reduplicated formations are probably old. The sigmatic actives with causative 
meaningg are relatively recent, and so are the sigmatic middles that have been derived from them. The 
occurrencee of the suffix -r|- with verbs expressing mental events is probably old. Evidence is the formation 
PIEE *wid-éhr ('see'; hence 'have in mind, know') that can be reconstructed on the basis of Lat. videre 'see', 
OCS.. vidëti 'see', and perhaps Greek TjSeuev < *"n-piS-e-|xev < *-wid-hr (Ruijgh 1996: 194). Another very 
oldd formation might be PIE *mn-éh,- as in èuavT|v 'raged' (not attested in Homer), and OCS. 3 pi. m^ne-se 
'theyy believed' (see Rix e.a. 1998). 

2444 The form èotA,r| 'thronged together' cannot be used as evidence here, since it falls under the 
morphologicall rule (mentioned above) that stems in -ccA,- take the form in -r\-. 
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Ti-- that have a passive meaning, and do not fall under  the morphological rules (i-vi): 
epXapTjv,, ei\>jni, TcArnm, ctvappoxév. For  these cases, I would like to give a tentative 
explanation.. The passive forms epAópn., exuTcn and KXT\YI\ may have been formed by 
analogyy with verbs expressing violent, destructive events such as -potyn., 5ictTpuq>év, 
éSduTii  (cf. also post-Homeric ÈKÓTCTIV?) . The form nXr\y-T\ is exceptional in another 
respect.. After  all, one would expect a form in -On.- (e.g. nhxy)ftr\) for  heavy stem 
syllables.. Perhaps *ntóy-r\- (< *plh2g-) was influenced by the verbs with aorist stems in -
ay-,, e.g. éay-ri-, pay-T|-, jtay-n.-. Not surprisingly, in later  Greek the anomalous form 
nXr\y-T\-nXr\y-T\- is sometimes replaced by synchronically more regular  forms. Thus, the 
compoundss éKTtXccynvai and eK7cA,T|xOT|v<xi (only E. Tr. 183) occur, used in the special 
meaningg 'to be stricken with terror' . 

Theree are two variant forms: $Xa$i\- and pXcMpOn.-. The former  is probably older. 
Inn Homer, pXacpön.- is more frequent, but that could be due to the demands of the 
hexameter.. In Classical Greek it is somewhat less frequent. How can this alternation be 
explained?? I would suggest the following explanation. BAxxp-T|- might have orginally 
designatedd a spontaneous process 'got stuck, stumbled'. There are a number  of instances 
withh this meaning in Homer. For  example,245 

(1)) ai 8é nou a\)xo\) 
ëpXapevv év 7teÖ(cp, aï KEÏaé ye (pépxepai Jjaav OF 461) 
Andd the other [mares] have stumbled out there in the plain, they that were superior up to that point. 

Subsequently,, the Ptaxp-iv acquired a true passive meaning 'was hindered, harmed'. This, 
inn turn, led to the creation of the alternative form in -GT|-. Eventually, the semantic 
contrastt  became faint, and the two variants could be used both in the spontaneous meaning 
andd in the passive meaning. 

Thee following table roughly summarizes the distributio n of the forms in -r|- and -
9TJ-- in Homer: 

Tablee 3: The distribution of the passive aorists in -TJ- and -On.- in Homer 

Polysyllabicc stem 

Stemm in vowel 

Stemm in -a-

Heavyy monosyllabic stem 

e-vocalism m 

Stemss (C)Cm-, (C)Ca^-, (C)Cap-

Remainingg stems 
(C)CaC-,, (C)CIC-, (C)C\iC-

Spontaneouss Process 
Mentall Process 

en n 
en n 

% % 

©n n 

6n n 

n n 

n n 

Passive e 
Bodyy Motion 

Bn n 

en n 
en n 

en n 

en n 

n n 

en n 

Collectivee Motion 

en n 
en n 

en n 
--

en n 
• • 

n n 

n/Ön n 

Cf.. also V 545. 
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Inn this section, I have also discussed the exceptions (e.g. pXaP-ti-, nXr\y-r\-) to this 
distributiona ll  pattern. I tried to explain most of the exceptions either  by their  historical 
backgroundd or  by occasional analogical processes. 
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3.1.22 The Distributio n of -TI- VS. -On- in Classical Greek 

Inn the previous section, we have seen that distributions of the aorist in -r|- and the aorist in 
-9T|-- in Homer could be explained by a number of morphological rules, and a number of 
additionall semantic rules. To get an idea of the distribution of the two passive aorist 
formationss in Classical Greek, some figures may once again be helpful:246 

Tablee 4: The semantic distribution of the passive aorist in -Gr|- and -r\- in Classical Greek 

Passive e 

Spontaneouss Process 

Mentall Process 

Collectivee Motion 

Bodyy Motion 

Total l 

en n 
54 4 

6 6 

15 5 

6 6 

9 9 

90 0 

Tl l 

2 2 

5 5 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

10 0 

Thee token-frequency of the passive in -r|- has decreased clearly (10 : 90) compared to that 
inn Homer (34 : 66). As in Homer, the typical use of the formation in -TI- is the spontane
ouss use (5 instances out of 10). The formation in -0T|- is relatively infrequent in the 
spontaneouss use (6 out of 90). 

2466 The sample of 100 instances was taken from Herodotus: from the first book the 12 first occurring 
passivee aorists were taken, and from the remaining books the 11 first occurring instances. 
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Tablee 5: The morphological distribution of the passive aorist in -0r|- and -T|- in 
ClassicalClassical Greek 

Polysyllabicc stem 

Stemm in vowel 

Stemm in -a 

Heavyy monosyllabic stem 

e-vocalism m 

Stemm We

sternss (C)CdC-, (C)CïC-, (QCtiC-

6n n 
42 2 

31 1 

27 7 

22 2 

15 5 

8 8 

4 4 

T\ T\ 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

9 9 

AA number of morphological rules can be inferred from the figures. As in Homer, the aorist 
inn -Qr\- occurs with the following stems: 

(i)) polysyllabic stems; 
(ii )) stems in vowels; 
(iii)) stems in -a-; 
(iv)) heavy monosyllabic stems;247 

(v)) stems with e-vocalism.248 

Ass in Homer, there is a tendency for stems of the structure (C)CdC-, (C)CïC-, (C)C\>C- to 
occurr with the aorist in -T)-. AS in Homer, the form in -r|- occurs with 

(vi)) stems of the structure (C)CdA,-, (C)Caji-, (C)Cap-.249 

Forr example, èaxdXr|v (crcéAAco), èo<pd r̂|v (ccpdMxo), è5dur|v250 (5duvr|ui.), èÖdpr|v 
(5ép<ö),, èicdpr|v251 (Keipco), èrcdpr|v (Tceipco), éarcapriv (arceipco), è<p8dpr|v (cpGelpco). 

2477 E.g., av£(pxör|v, èXr|(p9nv/èAxxji(p9Tiv, and the novel form éxrixönv (Eur., PI.), formed under influence 
off the present and the active aorist forms. The form eTcXfYfnv is the only exception. 

2488 E.g., èöpé<f>0T|v (xpé(p(o), énAixOriv (TCXÉKÜ)), èoxpécpGriv (axpé<pco), èxpèVöny (xpé7tio). There are a 
feww exceptions: eXiynv (from Xtym 'gather'), èoxépnv, TiyyéXriv (E. IT 932). These forms are, however, less 
commonn than the variant forms in -0T|-, eAixOrjv, èaxepr|0Tiv, riYyéX&nv. 'E^eynv and fiyyéX,r|v are younger 
thann the variants in -on-. 

2499 The - at least partial - productivity of these rules is shown by the replacement of the old thematic 
aoristt CTxapov 'sneezed' (nxdpvuum) by the aorist in -r|- enxapriv (Arist. Pr. 887b35, Hippocr.) 

2500 'E5dur|v is Homeric and poetic. Attic prose has e5auxxo0T|v (Xen., Isocr.). 

2511 The form icepGeic, (with -e- from KEipco, eKeipa or older £KEpaa) is found at Pi. P. 4.82 (cf. rule v). 
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Tablee 6: The distribution of the passive aorists in -r\- and -GTJ- in Classical Greek 

Polysyllabicc stem 

Stemm in vowel 

Stemm in -a-

Heavyy monosyllabic stem 

e-vocalism m 

Stemss W e 

sternss (C)Cd&-, (C)Cötn-, (C)C&p-

Stemss (C)CöcK-, (C)CÖCTC-, (QC&cp-

Remainingg stems 
(C)CötC-,, (C)CïC-, (C)CuC-

Spontaneouss Process 
Mentall process 

on n 
On n 

On n 

On n 
0n n 

&n n 

n n 

n n 

n n 

Passive e 
Bodyy Motion 

On n 
on n 

en n 
en n 
en n 

en n 

n n 

n n 

en n 

Collectivee Motion 

en n 

en n 

en n 
--

en n 
--

--

--

n/en n 

AA number of exceptions to this pattern have already been discussed in this section. In the 
nextt section, I will discuss those verbs that show a variation between the two aorist forms. 

3.1.33 Morphological variation 

Inn the previous section I have set forth the morphological and semantic principles that 
determinee the distribution between the aorist in -r|- and the aorist in -Qi\-. However, the 
boundaryy between the two formations is not entirely clear-cut. Many verbs exhibit a 
variationn between the two forms. The aim of this section is to take a closer look at those 
variantt forms that are not covered by the mophological and semantic rules that were 
proposedd in the previous section.262 In most cases, the variation can be attributed to a 
conflictt between the morphological rules and the semantic rules. Generally, the alternative 
formm that is not expected on the basis of the aforementioned rules occurs less frequently, 
orr even only sporadically. Additionally, stylistic factors may be relevant. In comedy there 
iss a statistical preference for the form in -r|- for verbs that show variant aorists, while 
tragedyy prefers the forms in -0r|-.263 Here follows an inventory of the verbs that display 
morphologicall variation.264 

2622 In other words, variant forms such as èo"Tpé(pÖr|v vs. eatpdctpTiv will not be discussed since they can 
bee explained by rule (v) and rule (vii), respectively. 

2633 This can be concluded from the figures given by Lautensach (1911: 228). He collected the forms that 
occurr in a metrically equivalent environment. With the stems in labials and gutturals, the ratios are as 
follows:: -T\- tragedy 58x, comedy 29x vs. -Qr\- tragedy 69x, comedy 13x. 

2644 The verbs are collected by Prévot (1934: 24 [Homer/Herodotusl, 45-6 [drama], 63 [Plato]). 
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diCTiAAxxyn vv vs. am\Xkó.yj^r\v (drcaAAdxxco). Since these forms have polysyllabic 
stems,, and the meaning of these forms is 'depart'  (body motion) or  'be removed' 
(passive),, the passive aorist form in -9T|- is to be expected according to our  rules. 
However,, in Atti c several stems in -ay- show morphological variation, for  example, 
dtTctiXAdynv ,, eudyriv (only in Plato), èa<pdyr|v, and ètayr|v (once in the comic 
Phrynichus.. The regular  form is exdx0T|v). Outside Atti c we find forms in -ör|-. 
Thus,, cwrr|XXdx6nv is the commonest form in Herodotus (Did he take d7niAAaYTi-
vaii  (8.84.1) and anaXkawoeoQai (2.120.3), from Attic?); éa<pd%9r|v is found in 
Herodotus,, Pindar, and Euripides (once, at IT  177 [iyr.]) . 

èpdqnjvv vs. èfkx<p6r|v (Pdrcxo)). According to the rule stating that stems in -cwp- take 
aa passive in -rt- , epdq>T|v is the regular  form (vii) . Ba<p-0T|- only occurs at Ar . Fr. 
4166 [dTcepdtpGri] , and might be explained by the strong association of passive 
meaningg with the form in -Grj - (see table 4: 54x -9T|- vs. 2x -x\-). There may also 
havee been an analogy with pXdjcxa) : èpXd(p9r|v = pdrcxco : X. 

è^oynvv vs. e£e\>xfriv (££\>YVU|II) . The latter  form is regular  because it has a stem 
withh a heavy syllable. It occurs more frequently. However, it does not occur  in 
comedy,, which may suggest that e£e\>x6r|v is of a higher  register  (cf. Lautensach 
1911::  255). 'E£t>Yr|v was probably formed by analogy with \iziyvv\ii : éu£i%9r|v : 
èuiyrivv = £E\>YVI)UI  : è£e\>xöiiv : X (= è£t>Yrrv). 

èGXiprj vv vs. éOXupOnv (0A,ipa)). Since these forms have a passive meaning 'was 
squeezed,, compressed', the latter  form is in accordance with the semantic tendency. 
Itt  is attested slightly earlier  (in Plato, whereas the former  appears in Aristotle). The 
aoristt  in -T|- was probably formed by analogy with èxpCprrv: êxpi(p9r|v, which is 
bothh phonologically and semantically similar.265 

èicdTivv vs. éravÖriv (ra{a>). After  the disappearance of the p, the stem ended in a 
vowel.. 'EKCI\)9T) V was formed in accordance with the rule which states that stems 
inn vowels get the -Grj - form. However, the older  variant did not disappear. 

-EKAivrr vv vs. eKX.{(v)9nv (KX(VO>) . The passive form is either  volitional 'li e down' 
orr  passive 'be lain down', so the suffix -6T|- is regular. Originally , -ÈKA,{VT[ V (only 
inn compounds) was probably a somewhat colloquial variant (as mentioned above, 
thee comics prefer  the variant form in -r|-) since it is attested first in Aristophanes 
andd Pherecrates, then also Plato. Elsewhere the older  eK {̂(v)0T|v occurs. The more 
recentt  variant is possibly formed by analogy with forms like ecpriva : è(pdvr|v = 
ëicA.ïvaa : X (= èicA,tvr|v). 

èKÓirrr vv vs. £KÓ<p9ryv (KÓTCXCO). The passive meaning favours the latter  form. 
'EKO(p0r|vv however, is post-Classical. 'EKÓTTH V may have been created by analogy 
withh the synonymous forms èrcX.f|Yr|v and èx\)7tr|v (see section 3.1.1). Furthermore, 

2655 In the same way, ecpXifVnv in Hippocrates can be explained analogically to étpifkiv and e9^(pr|v. 
*'E(pX,{(pBt|vv is unattested. 
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itt  is possible that the rule which states that stems in -an- take -T\- (rule vii ) spread 
incidentallyy to this stem in -OTI-, 

EKprxpii vv vs. eicp\)<p8nv266 (KpuTcxco). The former  occurs only at S. AL 1145, 
whereass the latter  is highly common (Horn., Aesch., Soph., Hdt., Eur., Th., Ar.) ! 
andd it is also the form we would expect considering its passive meaning. The 
occurrencee of ÈKpucjmv is possibly due to an analogy with the verbs with passive 
aoristt  stems in -cup-, e.g. pdnxG) : èppdqniv. 

èfiaynvv vs. e\iajfti\v (udxxco). The former  occurs once in Plato (Tht. 191d), the 
latterr  is post-Classical. On the basis of their  passive meaning ('was kneaded*), the 
latterr  is to be expected, but see under  dTrnMxxyri v above. 

ènAxxicnvv vs. enXéjfir\\ (nXtKco). Although the latter  is attested earlier, in Homer, it 
iss probably more recent, considering its E-vocalism (which, in turn, explains the 
suffixx -0T|- (rule v)). Both variant forms can have a passive meaning 'be entangled, 
intertwined' ,, as well as a volitional meaning 'entangle oneself, embrace' (body 
motionn or  collective motion?). 'ETrAdicn v may be absent from Homer because it 
onlyy fit s into the hexameter  with difficulty . In Classical Greek, it is more frequent 
thann ènXèxfrxV' T n e e-vocalism of ercAixonv must have been introduced under  the 
influencee of TÎ ÉKQ ) or  'énXe^a. 

epptqmvv vs. epptq>8iiv (ptrcxco). A priori , one would expect the form to be in -9r|-
sincee the verb stem is heavy. However, both forms are found and roughly with the 
samee frequency. The secondary -<p- of èppixpriv, which was taken from eppi<p9r|v 
(Duhouxx 2000: 381n3), or  from perfect eppupGai (CJ. Ruijgh, pers. comm.), is an 
indicationn that it is more recent. It is possible that the verb was influenced by the 
verbss having passive aorist stems in -ctcp-r}-. This rule might also be responsible for 
thee highly marginal aorist form fiA,iqm- (only once, in PL  Phdr. 258b; f̂ eupOri v 
firstt  attested in Aeschylus). Further, an analogy with the pair  pdrcxco : èppd(pr[v 
couldd have played a role. 

èarépT|vv vs. èarEpf|9T|v (oxepéco). The former  only appears in Euripides, and is 
possiblyy a backformation of the regularly formed futur e axepriaojiai. According to 
Ruijghh (1991: 119n32), this might be an old form, evolved from *strhréhr. 

èacpdynvv vs. èoxpdxönv (a(pd^co). The former  occurs in Aeschylus and Euripides. 
Consideringg the passive meaning of the forms, èacpdxÖ-nv is to be expected. See 
furtherr  under  the heading anr{k\ayx\v above. 

èxdynvv vs. èxdxfrnv (xdxxco). The former  is attested only once, namely in the comic 
poett  Phrynichus, whilst the latter  form shows a high frequency. Above, it has been 

2666 'EKpvpnv is late, though mss. Eur. Supp. 543 have Kp\)pr|aouai, also printed by Diggle. The increase 
off passive forms with stems in velar and labial voiced stops is a typical post-classical phenomenon (see 
Blass-Debrunner-Rehkopff 197915: 60, Ruijgh 1991: 480n8), e.g. éÖpupnv, Eii/vynv. 
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notedd that in comedy a tendency exist to use the forms in -r\-. See further  under 
0LKr\XkjOLyr\v0LKr\XkjOLyr\v  above. 

•• èrdcpT|v vs. è6dq>6r|v (Gdrcxco). The latter form violates the rule which states that 
stemss in -cccp- have aorists in -r\- (vii). It occurs only very infrequently and is 
clearlyy more recent, considering the absence of aspirate dissimilation ('Gras-
smann*).. It was probably created by analogy with èpd<pr|v : èpdcpGiyv, or with 
pXdïtxo)) : èpAxxtpBnv. 

•• èiptpr|v vs. èrpttpOrvv (xptp©). We would expect the latter form since the stem is 
heavyy (cf. xptpco). *ExpTpr|v, however, occurs more frequently and is probably 
olderr (see Ruijgh 1991: 480). Possibly, expipn,v originally referred to a spontane
ouss process 'waste away, wear out (intr.)\ whereas expupGnv has a strictly passive 
meaningg 'be rubbed, be worn out'. In historical Greek, however, this semantic 
distinctionn had disappeared. The -ï- must be analogical, possibly by analogy with 
verbss like *X(XKG> : èxaicnv = xptpco : X ( » expiprrv). 

•• i\yyzki\v vs. fiTyéAönv (ayyekfao). The former occurs only at E. IT  932, and in an 
inscriptionn (I3. 78.19 [ca. 422 BC.?], see Threatte 1996: 557), whereas Tn7ÉA0nv is 
veryy common, and regular - it is polysyllabic (rule i) and it has e-vocalism (rule v). 
'HyyéX.r|vv may have been formed under influence of the stem in -aX- such as 
axéXAö)) : èaxdA,r|v. 

•• f|Ai<pnv vs. fiXeupOnv (dXeitpco), see èppiqmv above. 

•• ot)VEAiyr|v vs. <rov£kèxfh\v (auAXéyco). In Attic, auveXeynv is more frequent than 
ovvtXéx&W-ovvtXéx&W- This form, in turn, is preferred by Herodotus. The occurrence of the 
suffixx -r|- with this verb could be the result of one of several factors: (a) the need 
too bring about a contrast with èAixOnv, passive of Xéyco 'say*; (b) the influence of 
synonymouss (GUV)£|UYT|V; or conversely, (c) there might have been some influence 
off the stems in -ay- that have -r|-, e.g. djiTiAAdyriv, èjidynv. 

•• èy\>x9nv vs. è^uxnv (viröxco). The former is the oldest (e.g. K 575), and it is also 
thee expected form since the verb stem is long (cf. vjröxoo). In the creation of 
è\j/ÏL>3CT|v,, its meaning 'grow cold' (a spontaneous process, e.g. Ar. Nu. 151, PI. 
Phdr.Phdr. 242a) may have played a role.267 

Too conclude, in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 I argued that the distribution of the aorists in -r|-
andd -0T1- can be explained primarily by means of a number of morphological rules. With a 
numberr of stems, however, a semantic tendency appeared to be relevant to the distribution 
off the two variant suffixes. In section 3.1.3, verbs were discussed that possess both variant 
aoristt forms. For each individual verb, the specific morphological and semantic factors 
weree analyzed that may have motivated the emergence of the variant forms. 

'Exj/vyrivv is post-Classical. 
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3.22 The Distributio n of the Sigmatic Middl e vs. the Passive Aorist Form 

Inn the course of the history of the Greek language, a gradual expansion of the passive 
aoristt form can be observed. This expansion take place mainly at the cost of the sigmatic 
middlee aorist. As a result, in the modern Greek language the sigmatic middle aorist form 
hass disappeared completely. In section (3.0), this expansion of the passive aorist form was 
presentedd as a test-case of our semantic network. This was built on the assumption that the 
extensionn of the aorist form follows the connected paths through the semantic network. In 
thee following sections, this assumption will be tested through analysis of Homeric and of 
Classicall Greek. 

3.2.11 Sigmatic Middl e vs. Passive Aorist Form in Homer 

Inn the previous section, the distribution of the passives in -9r|- was contrasted with that of 
passivess in -r\-. The focus of this section concerns the distribution of the passive in -(0)T|-
ass compared to that of the sigmatic middle aorist. The uses of the aorist in -(6)T|- have 
alreadyy been discussed above. The Homeric uses of the sigmatic middle aorist are the 
following: : 

Indirec tt  Reflexive E.g. èXvooto, èxi^TJa(xo6e; media tantum: èöé^axo, EKTrjaato; 
Mentall  Activit y povtóoorro, ujiaato, UTITIOGCVTO; 

Speechh Act navtewato, \L\&r\aato, «pöéy^ato; 
Perceptionn Y ^ ^ 0 ^ 0 1 » ÖnriCKno; 
Directt  Reflexive iceipaoOai, c&etyaTo; 
Reciprocall  SripiaccvTO, uaxfaaxo; 
Bodyy Motion d)pur|aaTot icA.tvdji£vo<;; 
Collectivee Motion Ai^aaGai268; 
Mentall Process aaaotjiTjv, Tipaadjrpv, fiSéaaxo, èxókóoaxo. 

Thee sigmatic middle never occurs with the spontaneous middle nor with the passive 
meaning.2699 Notice, further, that all sigmatic middle aorists have an animate subject, and 
thatt most of them are volitional (with the exception of the mental processes, e.g. 

2688 I know of only one example: Tpoxxt; uiv ^é^ocoöai êipéaxioi Öoaoi eaaiv (B 125) ('and the Trojans 
shouldd gather, all those who dwell in the city'). 

2699 Sigmatic middle aorists with passive meaning do not exist in historical Greek. The places that are 
oftenn mentioned as examples of a passive meaning such as KpwaoGtov (0 35), èné^at' ó Kpióc, (Simon. Fr. 
22D)) and aTe<pav(ooau£vov (Pi. O. 7.15) are at least open to considerable doubt. K-G (I: 118-9) rightly 
explainss the former as an indirect reflexive 'soil man sich (sibi) auswahlen', and the latter two as direct 
reflexives.. Thus, axecpocvuxjdnevov is paraphrased by K-G as 'der sich den Kranz aufs Haupt gesetzt hat'. 
Ass to the Simonides line, Koniaris (1986: 347) convincingly argues that Simonides plays with the athlete's 
name,, using the verb TteKoum. When referring to people the verb means 'to comb'; in reference to animals, 
thee verb means 'to shear'. Using rcéicoum instead of Ketpoum, the athlete is presented as a semi-human, in 
accordancee with his name Kpióq ('Ram'). Thus we can render the verse as 'Ram had himself sheared'. By 
switchingg to a passive xov Kpiov ÜX; ÈTtéxörj (Ar. Nu. 1356), Aristophanes goes even further, according to 
Koniaris.. By saying that Kpio<; "is shorn", he is presented as a "ram" tout court. For a discussion of the 
problem,, I refer to Bers (1984: 103) and Molyneux (1992). 
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èxotabaaio).. Recall that, in Homer, the passive aorist form has a passive use, a sponta-
neouss process use, a mental process use, a collective motion use, and a body motion use 
(seee 3.1.1). The mapping of the sigmatic middle and the passive aorists in -TI- and -8r|-
ontoo the usage types is shown in Fig. 1 (p. 110). Again, we can observe that the validit y 
off  the first principl e of section (3.0) is confirmed. Both the aorist in -(9)r|- and the 
sigmaticc middle aorist cover  a connected region of middle meanings in the semantic 
network.. In the mental process use, the body motion use, and the collective motion use, an 
overlapp can be observed between the distributio n of the sigmatic middle and that of the 
aoristt  in -9r|-. From here on, this overlap wil l be the focus of our  interest. 

Onee of the remarkable features of Homeric verbal morphology is the alternation of 
passivee aorist form and middle sigmatic aorist with verbs of motion and mental process 
verbss (generalizing, in the intransitiv e middles with animate subjects). Consider  the 
followingg examples: 

(2)) a. TOX) 8' '05\)ae\)<; \iaXa Ovuov arcoKxauévoio xoXa>9r| (A 494) 
Forr his slaying was Odysseus mightily angered at heart. 
b.. xöv 8' 'C -̂uacuq èxapoio xoAxoaaufvoc, pctXe SoDpi (A 501) 
Himm Odysseus, angered for his comrade's sake, struck with his spear (...)• 

Inn both lines, Odysseus is furious about the killin g of his comrade Leucus, and both verbs 
referr  to the same event. Quite a number  of verbs have this formal contrast, as it appears, 
withoutt  showing a difference in meaning. Inventories of alternating aorist forms are given 
byy K-G (I: 118), Schwyzer  (I: 760-1), and Chantraine (1958: 405-7). The semantic 
classificationn is mine. 

Mentall  processes 
daodu.nvv - adaOnv 'was mistaken' (ddco) 
pSéaaxoo - od'SeaOev 'respected' (ai5(é)ojiai) 
Koijiriaatoo - KOIUTIÖTIHEV 'fell asleep, went to bed'2™ (icoiuda)) 
èicopéaaotTOO - Kopéa0r|v 'was satisfied' (no present in Homer) 
euvTiaotToo - fxvT|G0fivai 'remembered' (niuvT|aic(D) 
vEu.eoT|oeTaii - ve(xeaoTj6n 'became angry' (ve^eodco) 
tepydiievoc,, - ÈxépcpBrixE, éxdpcpOri. xdprcTiiiEv, xpajiEtojiEv 'enjoy' (xépTiü)) 
èxoA^aaxoo - xoA*óÖT| 'became angry' (xoXóco) 
otaactxoo - ano6r|v 'thought, suspected' (otoum) 
rceipTiaocTorceipTiaocTo - Jieipf|GT| 'tested, tried, experienced' (rceipdoum)271 

9pdoaxoo - Ê9pda0T|c, 'notice, understand' ((ppd^co) 

Bodyy motion 
di^aoOaii - T|'IX6T| 'darted' (diooco) 
rtpeicccxoo - f|peiaörj 'leaned on' (èpei6(o) 
icA.ivd[iEvo<;; - eKX,i(v)0r|v 'lay down' (KA,(V(D) 

voa<piodu.r(vv - vooqnaöeic, 'retired, left' (voaqn^oum) 
(bpuiiaaxoo - ó)pux|ÖT) 'set off (ópu.d(o) 
xavuaadfievot;; - xavuoOeic, 'stretched out' (xccvixo) 

2700 The verb involves physical motion 'lying down', cf. KAAVOUOII. 

2711 Admittedly, TtEipdoum 'test, try, experience' is not a true mental process. Yet, in ch. 5 it will be 
arguedd that the middle inflection expresses an element of cognitive involvement of the subject (which is 
absentt in semantics of the active itEipdoo): the subject acquires information as a result of the event. 
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Suii  generis372 

È5\>vT|aaT00 - èSvvdaÖri 'was able, could' (Svvccuai) 

Thiss list can be extended with the following verbs. Again, the variant formations are used 
withh apparently identical meanings. Both the sigmatic middle and the passive aorist forms 
designatee volitional actions. 

kXit,a\i£voc,kXit,a\i£voc, - èA,ix0évE<Dv 'went to and fro, turned around quickly' (èAiaaco) 

(3)) a. KeicXexo 8è Tpcóeaciv eXî dfievoc, KOC8' opitav (M 467) 
Andd he went about in the throng, and called to the Trojans (...). 
b.. o\>icéx' (...) oico o\>5' ayyeXov djcovéeaOai 
(...)) kXijfiévxwv im' 'AXCXICD V (M 74) 
(...),, I think that not one man will return back as a messenger (...), before the Achaeans when they turn 
around. . 

ekeXi^d\iE}/oqekeXi^d\iE}/oq - èXekijfiix 'id. '  (èXeXiC,®)2™ 

(4)) a. [snake] xfjv 8' êXeXî du^voc; niepvyoq Xdpev duxpiaxuiav (B 316) 
Butt he coiled himself and caught her by the wing as she screamed at him. 

b.. artyc'  eXeXixQevxex;, KCCI  du\>vexe VTjXeèc, Tjnap (A 588) 

Turnn around and stand, and ward off the pitiless day (...). 

Tpeyd|iEvoii  - xpaq>9f\vai 'turned' (xpéjtü)) 

(5)) a. ot 8*  eiq ópXTiaxvv xe Kal i^epóeaaav doiöfjv 
xpéyau^voii  xéprcovxo (a 422 = a 305) 
Butt they turned to dance and heart-stirring song, and made merry, 
b.. ei 8' éOéXeiq xpaq^vai dv' 'EAAdSa (o 80) 
Andd if you wish to make a tour through Hellas, (...). 

Thee question remains as to how we can account for  this remarkable alternation. To 
whatt  extent can the demands of the hexameter  be held responsible for  this variation? In 
orderr  to provide an answer  to these questions, it is insightful to examine the sigmatic 
middlee and passive aorist forms that are metrically equivalent. In the following, I wil l 
arguee that, on the basis of these metrically equivalent forms, one can conclude that the 
sigmaticc middle variants belong to an older  stage of the epic tradition . 

Formss that are metrically equivalent are 

•• 2nd pi. indicative, imperative: -actoGe/ -9T|X£; 

•• 3rd sg. and pi imperative: -aaaOco(v)/ -Or|xco(v); 
•• 2nd/3rd dual primary and secondary: -aaaOov, -adaOrjv/ -Grjxov, -Ofixrjv; 
•• infinitive:  -aaaöai/ -Ofjvai. 

Seee section 2.3.2. note 216. 

'EXeXi^ww is used as an equivalent to kXiaaca. 
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Thee occurrences of the sigmatic middle and passive aorist forms of those verbs that have 
bothh forms are shown in the following table: 

Tablee 7: Occurrences of sigmatic middle and passive aorist forms 

Total l 

Off which metrically equivalent 

Excluding g 

-Ga\vr\v -Ga\vr\v 

111 1 

18 8 

33 (=11.1 %) 

-Gnv v 

88 8 

33 3 

244 (=88.9 %) 

Thee overall occurrence of sigmatic middles of the verbs that have the alternation is higher 
(1111 : 88). However, if we exclude the forms that are not metrically equivalent we get 
anotherr  picture. From the metrical equivalents, Homer uses the sigmatic middle aorist 18 
times,, and the passive aorist form (n. and Br\) 33 times.274 Of these 18 instances of 
sigmaticc middle forms, 15 are forms of the aorists èuvrjaduri v (13x) and £7ieipT|aduT|v 
(2x).. These two forms may belong to Homer's Ionic dialect since these verbs also exhibit 
ann alternation in Classical Ionic.275 This leaves us with only three cases in which the 
poett  used the sigmatic aorist (di^aoOai X 195, ¥ 773, KoiurjaaaGe I 705) instead of the 
possiblee passive aorist form. Conversely, in contexts where he was free to choose, he used 
thee passive aorist form 24 times. This is best illustrated by the forms d)pfiTj8r|TT) v and 
opu.T|9fjvai.. Although Homer could have employed the metrically equivalent forms 
opuT|aaa9ee and opur|oaa0ai, he only used the passive aorist forms (two and six times, 
respectively).. On the other  hand, sigmatic middle forms such as d>puT|aaTO, which is 
metricallyy different from <bpuT|0Tiv, were preserved for  reasons of metrical conveniency. 

Wee may conclude that the sigmatic middle forms designating mental processes and 
bodyy motions (apart from èuvncauTiv and imipr\aa\n\v) can be considered a relic of an 
earlierr  language stage, preserved by Homer as metrical alternatives to the passive forms. 
Thiss would mean that, in this respect, the poet's own language was not very different from 
Classicall  Greek. 

Inn the earlier  stage of the language, in which the passive form was restricted to 
thee passive and spontaneous meaning, the morphological opposition between sigmatic 
middlee and passive form probably implied a semantic distinction. For  instance, ETpéyannv 
(xpÉTtto)) may have had the volitional, reflexive-like meaning 'I  turned myself', whereas 

2744 The forms found were: (sigmatic middle [18x]) ott^aoGai X 195, 4* 773, KoiUT|aaa0£ I 705, 
uvriaaaGee Z 112, H 371, 0 174, A 287, O 487, 662, 734, n 270, n 185, I 299, uvtiodaOco n 67l! 
uvriaaoöaii n. 217, A, 71, neipr|aaa6e Ö 18, 9 135; (passive form [33x]) aiSéoörixe fJ 65, dïxör|Tnv ^ 97, 
dïx6f|vaii E 854, KXVV0T|TTIV K 350, K^ivOfjvai H* 335, KOI^0T|TCO I 427, icoiur|0fjvai B 355, n 343, 0 295, £ 
411,, 525, uvT|o0fïvcci S 118, vEjiEaar|0n.Te n 544, P 64, 98, <bpur|0T|TTiv E 12, fl 530, opur|0fjvai N 559, S 
313,, I 282, u 126, Tieipriönjov K 444, 7ieipTi6f|no *F 553, 0 205, rceipnOrjvai E 220, Y 349, O 225, ¥ 804, 
coo 240, èiépcpGTiTe p 174, xaprif^vai \|/ 212, èTap7cr|Tr|v y 300, xpa(p6f)vai o 80. 

2755 Cf. Herodotus: èuvT|aönv (e.g. 2.20.1), èuvTiadur|v (e.g. 7.39.1); e7ieipf]6r|v (1.206.2), èïteipTiaduTiv 
(e.g.. 1.84.2). 
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ètpowpOtivv must have been strictly passive 'I was turned'276. Likewise, èrepyauriv 
(tepTCüo)) might have had a reflexive-like meaning 'I amused myself277, whereas exdp-
(p9nvv was passive *I was amused'. It is quite conceiveable that the form in -n.- designated 
aa spontaneous event 'I became amused'. These fine semantic distinctions disappeared by 
thee expansion of the passive form in -J\- and -0t|- to the body motion and mental process 
middle. . 

Inn Fig. 1 (on p. 110), the extensions of the aorist in -(6)n.- to the body motion use, 
thee mental process use, and the collective motion use that took place in the course of the 
epicc tradition are indicated by the thick arrows. It can be observed that the form in 
—(6)TI—— spreads to uses that have a direct semantic relation within the network. 

3.2.22 Sigmatic Middl e vs. Passive Aorist Form in Classical Greek 

Inn this section, I will treat the two passive aorist forms (in -r|- and -6n.-) as one formation, 
since,, in Classical Greek, they are essentially equivalent with respect to their semantics. 
Forr Classical Greek, we can discern - roughly - the following distributional pattern.278 

Thee sigmatic middle is used in the meanings: 

Indirectt Reflexive E.g. eitouioduTiv; (media tantum) fipyaaduTiv, è5e£duTiv, èicrnaduTiv 
Speechh Act (mostly media tantum) fixuxodunv, èAoiSopnaduiiv, napeice^euaduTiv 
Perceptionn (mostly media tantum) évevoduTiv, éOeotoduriv, eaKeyduriv 
Mentall Activity (mostly media tantum) éfJovteoadutiv, èXoYiadjinv, exexvaadunv 
Reciprocall (mostly media tantum) éuaxeod^nv, fiycoviadunv279 

Directt Reflexive ÈK£ipduT|v, éXowjdur|v, ïtapeaiceuaaduTjv 

2766 There is also a thematic middle form expdrcexo, which is probably older than expeyduTiv and 
èxpd(p8nv.. The thematic aorist can be used both in a volitional meaning (body motion) (e.g. x 389), and in 
non-volitionall meaning, e.g. èxpdïtex' aixiiri (A 237); rcaai 6' dpa X P ^ éxpdrcexo (q> 413). 

2777 There is also a reduplicated middle aorist xexdpicexo. This middle form is probably based on a 
causativee reduplicated form *xéxaprcov 'I amused'. This causative was replaced by the sigmatic form 
exepya.. As a decausative, xexdprcexo denotes a change of state of the subject 'became amused'. 

2788 The verb Ttetpdoum has a complex semantics and is therefore hard to classify. In ch. 5, I will argue 
that,, at least in Homer, its middle voice expresses an element of cognition. Furthermore, also the fact that the 
verbb has two aorist forms, eneipaaduTiv and èneipdOnv, constitutes a problem. In Herodotus, as in Homer, 
thee two forms seem to be used indiscriminately (e.g., in 3.152 and in 7.135.3). In Thucydides, however, it 
appearss that the sigmatic middle occurs with the meaning 'experience, get acquainted with', construed with a 
genitivee complement (2.44.2, 2.85.2, 4.114.4) or absolutely (5.69.1, 4.117.1), whereas the passive aorist has 
thee meaning 'try', and is construed with an infinitive (2.5.5, 6.92.4) or absolutely (2.33.2). Once it is the 
passivee of the verb Jieipdco 'seduce' (6.54.4). There is one single exception to this pattern in 4.60.2. Here, 
rceipdaccoOctirceipdaccoOcti [v.1. -oeoOav] occurs in the meaning 'try', construed with an infinitive. 

2799 The verb duiAAdouai 'compete, strive for, race, hurry' deviates from the typical reciprocal since it 
doess not necessarily involve a sense of rivalry. It may indeed only imply that the subject makes great 
physicall effort - typically in order to move forward, e.g, m i utjv yépovxi 5eup' duiAXdxai 7co5i (E. Or. 
456)) ('Lo, hither straineth on with aged feet'). The verb has thus become similar to a body motion verb. 
Thiss semantic shift may explain why the verb usually has a passive aorist form f|n.iMr|Briv. The sigmatic 
middlee fiuiXXriadurjv occurs twice only in Euripides (Hei 1471 è^-, Fr. 764), and late. 
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Thee passive aorist form is used in the following meanings: 

Bodyy Motion E.g. anr\XKa.yr\v, <bpnT|9nv, èicAAvÖnv 
Mentall Process eiivriaOnv, èpopfjOnv, T}O6T|V, èxapiiv 
Collectivee Motion fiyépOny, èn(e){x0Tiv/è|iiYnv, auveAixOnv/auveXeYnv 
Spontaneouss Process iK<xvdi\v, wfyfav, ÈTcdYnv; (media tantum) éyEvf|6nv280 

Passivee èrcoif|8nv, ÈTUTCTIV 

Thiss distributional pattern is represented in Fig. 2 below. Once again, it can be observed 
thatt the two aorist formations cover connected regions on the semantic map (cf. principle 
(I)) in section 3.0). The picture suggests that there is a sharp division between the two 
regionss of distribution. In reality, however, the boundary is somewhat fuzzy; quite a 
numberr of verbs exhibit morphological variation. Another reason, as we have seen above, 
iss that the passive aorist form shows a tendency to expand its territory. Notice, furthermo
re,, that all sigmatic middle aorists have volitional subjects. This property is, however, not 
exclusivee to the sigmatic middles since the body motion verbs, too, are volitional (e.g. 
am^kXay^v,am^kXay^v, Ü>PUT|9T|V). The subjects of the passive aorist forms, on the other hand, are 
moree patient-like. The abstract meanings of these two aorist formations will be discussed 
inn more detail in section 3.3. 

Inn the 4th C. BC, this form emerges; the older form èyevó^Tiv, however, does not disappear. 
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3.2.33 Morphological Variation 

3.2.3.11 Between Body Motion and Direct Reflexive 

Thee verb a\>A,i£onai has both the sigmatic middle form Tfutaadiinv and the passive form 
T|\)Xia0T|v.. Both designate the volitional intransitive event 'to camp, bivouac*. The passive 
formm occurs in Hipponax, Sophocles, Euripides, Herodotus and Xenophon; the middle 
formm in Thucydides and in Herodotus. No transitive active forms are attested. The actives 
inn S. Ph. 33 and E. Ion 493 are intransitive (i.e. synonymous with the middles). Consider 
thee following examples: 

(6)) a. èv Tavdypp 5è VÜKTOC èva\>Xiaa\i£voq (Hdt. 9.15.1) 
Havingg camped in Tanagra for the night, (...). 
b.. (...) èviKot rqv fjuipriv £KeivT|v amov ÊWGCVTOGC; TE Kal a\»Xio6évtaq, 
M-exETCEiTaa (...) rcopeueaÖai (...) (Hdt. 8.9) 
(...)) the opinion prevailed that they should abide and encamp where they were for that day, and therafter 
(...)) put to sea (...). 

Inn both instances the clausal subject appears to be an agent, no external agent is implied. 
Thatt the passive form does not necessarily express passive meaning is proven by the 
existencee of the passive imperative vo>v \ikv KatavXioOnTe (E. Rh. 518).281 

Thee explanation of this morphological variation is that the verb possesses semantic 
featuress of both the direct reflexive use and the body motion use. On the one hand, the 
verbb implies that the subject ceases to travel, and settles down for the night. As such it 
resembless middles of motion such as urcaum, icAivouxxi. On the other hand however, the 
verbb is similar to the direct reflexives in that it implies that the subject-referent prepares 

2811 Schwyzer's assertion that the passive imperative in -Onri is 'kaum je rein passiv' is correct 
(Schwyzer-Debrunner,, I: 760n6). Possible passive cases are E. Ba. 914, PL Phdr. 236b, and Ar. Ach. 408. 
Thee Euripidean line runs as follows: ë^iGi rcapoiGe StouaTöv, öcpÖrixi urn ('Come before the palace, show 
yourselff to me'; lit.: 'be seen by me'). The presence of a dative complement suggests that the expression is 
influencedd by the comparable expression <pdvn0{ um (which at 914 was metrically possible as well). In later 
Greek,, the passive imperative ö(p9t|Ti is used in the Septuagint, and elsewhere (for papyri, see Mayser 1926-
34,, II1: 122). This intransitive use of ó(p0f)vai + dat. is comparable to the use of yvcoaOfivai with dative 
'becomee known' (e.g. E. Cyc. 567 and Xen. Cyr. 7.1.44). In the Septuagint the influence of the Hebrew 
sourcee is probably relevant, too. For instance, in öcpÖrjn m Axaap (Reg. Ill 18.1), the Hebrew text has the 
nifal-formnifal-form of ra'a, which has a passive use 'to be seen', as well as a middle intransitive one 'to appear'. As 
forr the case found in Plato, Phaedrus tells Socrates that, if he can make a speech more valuable and 
convincingg than that of Lysias, he deserves a statue in Olympia: Jiapot TO KuyeAaScov a<p\)pf|Xaxoq ev 
'OA/uuTuaa oxaOriTi ('have yourself set up in hammered gold beside the offering of the Cypselids in 
Olympia').. In prose, the aorist eata0T|v is used only with passive meaning with subjects like statues and 
steles.. However, it is possible that Plato also hints at the agentive use of ècTdÖrrv (equivalent to eaxriv) as it 
iss found in poetry (e.g. A. Th. 33). The place may, therefore, also be interpreted as '(go and) stand in 
wroughtt gold'. Finally, sometimes èKK~uK r̂|9T|x'(i) at Ar. Ach. 408 is also taken as a passive (cf. translation 
byy Sommerstein 'have yourself wheeled out'). Alternatively, the form might be interpreted as an agentive 
bodyy motion verb, i.e. 'wheel yourself out'. 
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him/herselfhim/herself (for the night), i.e. performing an action external to the body. As such auM£o-
umm is comparable to verbs like nocpaoKEtxx^oum. 

3.2.3.22 Between Perception and Mental Process 

Inn chapter 2, I have argued that the mental process middle and the perception middle are 
semanticallyy adjacent. Formally, the two types are clearly distinguishable. The middles of 
perceptionn have a sigmatic middle aorist, whereas the mental process middles have a 
passivee aorist form. Thematic middles occur in both meanings. 

PerceptionPerception (volitional) 
(ixy<ppóuT|vv 'I  smelled' 
èyevodurivv 'I  tasted' 
éGeaadurivv 'I  gazed at' 
T)Kpoaa&|iT|vv 'I  listened' 
èoKEXirairn vv 'I  looked at' 

MentalMental (cognitive) process (non-volitional): 
énuGóurivv 'I  learned/heard that' 
(èic)eXa9ó v̂v 'I  forgot'282 

6ievor|6r)vv 'I  thought, intended' 
i\Lvr\<&r\vi\Lvr\<&r\v  'I  remembered' 
eppdaOqvv 'I  observed, thought, understood' 
èy£\)o6r|vv 'I  erred, was mistaken' 

Theree are, however, a number of isolated passive forms that denote perception. Besides the 
usuall forms üxjcppóuriv and ëöpaicov, we also find the variant forms è5paicrrv, E5EPX6TIV, 
andd uKKppavOrjv, be it sporadically.283 The passive forms è8paicnv and èÖépxönv are 
foundd in Pindar (P. 2.20, N. 7.3), and in tragedy, respectively (A. Pr. 93 (lyr.), 547 (lyr.), 
S.. Aj. 425 (lyr.), Fr. 837). The verb 8épKO|iou had probably disappeared from the spoken 
language,, since it does not occur in Classical prose until its reappearance in Aristotle. The 
verbb is used as a poetic alternative to opdo). Formally, èöpaicriv could have been formed 
byy analogy with the pair ëxpCKpov = ÈTpdcprjv. However, this does not explain the 
appearancee of the passive aorist from a semantic point of view. The semantic motivation 
mightt be that the verb in Classical Greek, contrary to the other middles of perception, is 
typicallyy non-volitional (see 2.1.8), i.e. it means 'see', and not the volitional 'fix one's 
eyess on, look at' (as in Homer). For example, 

2822 In Theocr. 2.46, we also find an isolated novel passive aorist Axxa0fju£v 'to have forgotten'. 

2833 It is not surprising that the anomalous active aorist eSpaicov was replaced, yet one would perhaps 
expectt a sigmatic middle èöep^dunv. This form, indeed, appears once, in the AP (16.166 [Evenus]), and is 
probablyy an artificial formation. An alternative form that eliminates the irregularity is middle eSpcucouryv, 
whichh is also found only once; again in the AP (7.224 [Anon.]). The form (bo-q>pr|adur|v is found in Aratus 
(ann artificial creation?), and in late Greek. 
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(7)) [No longer  shall you look upon a man] 
oiovv oakiva 
Tpcolaa CTipaxoó) 
Sépxönn X^ovcx; UO^ÓVT ' ctjcö 
'EUaviSoqq (S. Aj. 425) 
(...)) such as no other of the army that Troy has seen come from the land of Hellas! 

Wit hh regard to non-volitionality , èSpdicnv and è5épxönv ('I  saw') resemble the verbs of 
cognitivee mental processes more closely than other  middle verbs of perception (e.g. 
cncéTtToucci).. It is therefore more likely that SépKouou adopted the passive aorist form from 
thee verbs of cognitive processes (e.g. ecppdaOnv 'I  perceived, noticed, understood'). The 
sigmaticc middle aorist is a less likely candidate because the sigmatic middle in Classical 
Greekk always denotes volitional events (see also 3.3). 

Thee form d>a(ppdv0T|v appears relatively late in Classical Greek, namely in 
Aristotl ee {de An. 424b4,7; Pr. 887M0). For  instance, 

(8)) &rcopf|G£ie 8' av TIC; ei KCSOI dv TI  wc' óajifjt ; TÖ dSuvaTov ooxppavOfivai, î  vito 
XpcbuxxToqq TO \ir\  Suvdjievov iöeïv (Arist . de An. 424b4) 
Thee problem might be raised: Can what cannot smell be said to be affected by smell or what cannot see 
byy colours (...) [transl. Barnes 1995]. 

Ass in the case of èöpdicriv/ éSépxörtv, óacppaivo îai probably adopted the passive aorist 
formm rather  than the sigmatic middle aorist because it typically has a non-volitional 
meaning,, in which respect the verb resembles the mental process verbs. 

Concluding,, the cases of è8pdicr|v/ è8épx6nv and ©a<ppdvör|v demonstrate that the 
passivee aorist form only extends gradually through the network, moving from one meaning 
too an adjacent one. 

3.2.3.33 Between Speech Act and Mental Process 

Ass I have argued in chapter  2, there is a semantic relation between the middle of mental 
processess and the speech act middle. As a rule, speech act middles have a sigmatic middle 
aorist,, whereas mental process middles have passive aorist forms. A good example of this 
contrastt  is the pair  èu/£\)aduT|v 'I  lied' (speech act) vs. e\|/et)a0T)v 'I  erred'. Consider  also 
thee following verbs: 

SpeechSpeech acts (volitional): 
vv 'I reproached' 

fivr|vdun.vv 'I denied, refused' 
TituxoauTivv 'I accused' 
r|ï)i;(i|in,vv 'I prayed, vowed' 
G)8\)pctuT|vv 'I lamented' 
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MentalMental processes (non-volitional): 
èA-ujcnOrivv 'I got angry' 
eTteioOnvv 'I believed, obeyed' 
Tia0nvv 'I enjoyed' 
u>pv{o0n,vv *I became angry'284 

Thee formal distinction between speech act and mental process middles can also be 
discernedd within the verbal paradigm of fi£H(poum. The verb has both a sigmatic middle 
aoristt  è|i£|j.y<x|j.T|v and a passive aorist k\ii\H$T)v. The opposition between the two aorists 
off  uiuxponou is found in Pindar, Euripides, Herodotus and Thucydides. Elsewhere only the 
sigmaticc middle form appears. There appears to be a semantic distinction. Compare the 
followingg examples: 

(9)) öéoitoiv', E%ei<; fxèv xctjid u£u.\|rao6ai Kam (E. Hipp. 695) 
Mistress,, you can, to be sure, censure the troubles I have caused you, (...). 

(10)) Tiufj q euejx(p0T|, aanppovovvci 6' ffaOexo (E. Hipp. 1402) 
Shee was wroth about (the slight to) her honour, and she hated your chastity. 

Inn (9), the construction with ex© 'be able' indicates that the action is controllable. In lines 
682-94,, Phaedra rebukes the nurse because she had been indiscrete to Hippolytus. The 
nursee admits that there is reason enough to do so (695), but adds that she can answer 
back::  ë%o) 5è rayd) npcx; xad\ ei 8é^p, Xèyeiv (697) ('But if you will listen, I too have 
somethingg to say in reply') . It is clear  that uiuAj/aoOou at 695 denotes an (agentive) speech 
actionn 'censure, reproach'. The accusative object expresses the thing that is censured. In 
thiss manner, the verb can be compared to (near-)synonymous verbs (with sigmatic middle 
aorists)) such as uxüuiojiai , Amöopéoum. In example (10) however, the verb does not 
expresss a speech act. Rather, Artemis reveals to Hippolytus Aphrodite' s motive for  ruinin g 
him::  she had been dissatisfied with the (lack of) honour  bestowed on her  (see also Barrett 
1964,, ad loc.). Here, passive éuiu<p6r| expresses an emotion (cf. also TJXOETO) and the 
genitive-complementt  expresses the source of her  anger. The passive euificpOTj  can thus be 
comparedd to emotional verbs with passive aorist forms such as opyî ouxxt. 

Furtherr  examples illustratin g the semantic distinction are:285 

2844 In Classical Greek, aiöéouxxi has both f|8eadnr|v and fi5éoÖn.v - as in Homer. However, the sigmatic 
middlee only occurs in tragedy, and in Demosthenes (23.72 [corrupt], 37.59, 38.22, 43.57). Here, it has the 
speciall meaning 'pardon an unintentional homicide'. The occurrences in tragedy (A. Ch. 108, S. Ai. 506, E. 
Fr.Fr. 109) are best explained as archaisms, preserved in poetry as an alternative to TjöéoOnv. Likewise, UAUVTI-

CKOnctii has ènvT|aauT|v and euvrioOTiv (as in Homer). The sigmatic middle aorist, however, only occurs 
sporadicallyy in tragedy, once in comedy (Eupolis, Fr. 413.1), and once in Herodotus (at 7.39.1, against 21x 
èu,vn,o6T|v).. The instances in Thucydides (3.104.4, 3.104.5) and Plato (Lg. 629a, 660e) are quotations from 
Homerr and Tyrtaeus, respectively. Again, it appears that the sigmatic middle is a poetic alternative to 
ènvr|a9r|v. . 

2855 I have examined the occurrences of the aorist of uiu.<po|iai only in those three authors in which both 
formss are found. The instances are; Euripides: (middle) Hec. 1184, El. 903, IA. 1020, Hipp. 695, Fr. 282.13; 
(passive)) Hel. 463, 637, Hipp. 1402, Hel. 31, Fr. 18.2 (Antiop.), Fr. 199.2; Herodotus: (middle) 2.24.1; 
(passive)) 1.77.Ibis, 3.13.4, 7.146.2, 4.180.5; Pindar: (passive) /. 2.20, N. 11.30; Thucydides: (middle) 
1.143.3,, 2.64.4, 3.37.4, 3.61.1, 8.109.1; (passive) 4.85.2. 
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(11)) (...) 7iope\)eo6ai öievoeïxo npbq amoxx; ènï %ox> 'EKfa\onóv%ox>, CMWÖC, uiuYnxai xe 
xa>vv Tcepi rqv "AvxavSpov yeyevTiiiévcov (Th. 8.109.1) 
(...)) he determined to go to the Hellespont and see them, that he might rebuke them for what had 
happenedd at Antandros (...) 

(12)) (...) döuvaxcóxepot 5è xov KOLXGX; EITIÓVTOC, (lÉjiyaoOai Xóyov (...) (Th. 3.37.4) 
(...)) less competent to criticize the words of an able speaker, (...) 

Observee that the final Ö7cox;-clause in (11), and &5i>vaxcöxepoi in (12) indicate volition. 

(13)) "Hpa 5e |I£|I<P8EICT' OVVEK' o\> v im öedq, 
è^T|vé(X(öa££ xau.' 'AXe^dv5pa) Xéx1! (E. Hel. 31) 
Butt Hera, annoyed that she did not defeat the other goddesses, made Alexandres' union with me as vain 
ass the wind (...). 

Heraa acts out of resentment because she didn't prevail in Paris' judgement. There is no 
questionn of verbal castigation (an interpretation 'after she had chided (...)' is implausible). 

(14)) Eipfy]c, 5e <bq knvdtxo xauxa, u^utpOeic; xcov oxpaxriycov XTJV yvcóuTiv TréjLiTcei xcov 
xivac;; öopDcpópcov (Hdt. 7.146.2) 
Butt when Xerxes heard of it, he got angry about the judgement of the generals, and sent some of his 
guardss (...). 

Xerxess was displeased with the generals' decision. As the generals are not present at that 
moment,, the interpretation Verbally censure' is rather unlikely. Instead, it is Xerxes* 
emotionall attitude that is important here. The contrast with the meaning of the sigmatic 
middlee becomes apparent when we compare the following example, in which the object is 
alsoo yvcouT|: 

(15)) ei 8e Set u£UA|rdii£vov yvcóuai; xdq jipoKeiuévaq auxöv rcepi xcov &q>avécov yv<£>\n\v 
ct7co5é^aaöai,, 9pdaco (...) (Hdt. 2.24.1) 
If,, having condemned the opinions proposed, I must now set forth what I myself think about these 
matters,, I will show (...). 

Afterr having verbally refuted the aforementioned ideas, Herodotus now intends to put forth 
hiss own opinion on the matter. 

(16)) Kpoiooq 8e fieuxpGeiq mxd xo 7rAfj6o<; xó èoyuxou axpdxev\ia (rjv ydp ó 
cru|ipaA.d)vv axpaxöq TCOAXOV èXdaacöv r\ b Kupou), xovxo jxejj.<pGe:i<;, (...), 
OLKekavveOLKekavve ziq xdq Idpöiq (Hdt. 1.77.1) 
Croesuss was not content with the number of his force (for his army which had fought was by far smaller 
thann that of Cyrus); therefore, (...), he marched away to Sardis (...). 

Here,, too, an interpretation of verbal reproach is improbable, as the army itself is not to 
blamee for being too small. Instead, the verb expresses Croesus motivation (his discontent 
withh the size of his army) for returning to Sardis. Finally, consider 

(17)) (...), m i UAV u£iiq>ÖEÏadv xi xa> Tiaxpl 8ot>vai euruxTiv xco An (Hdt. 4.180.5) 
(...)) and being for some cause wroth with her father, she gave herself to Zeus (...). 
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Becausee she was angry with her  real father  Poseidon, Athena gave herself to Zeus. 
Summarily,, the passive aorist èuimpönv can be considered an emotional (mental 

process)) middle; the sigmatic middle è|i.euA|/duriv, on the other  hand, denotes an emotional 
speechh act.286 The passive form denotes a mental change of state in the subject, and is 
non-volitional. . 

Hitherto ,, we have seen that speech act middles normally have a sigmatic middle 
aorist.. However, there are also a number  of passive aorist forms that designate speech 
acts: : 

anzKpiQryvanzKpiQryv 'I answered'287 

anEkoyr\Qr\vanEkoyr\Qr\v 'I defended myself288 

éppujplörivv 'I roared'289 

e8er|0r|vv 'I asked, begged' 
éXoi5opT|0r|vv 'I reproached'290 

éjivTJo6r|vv 'I mentioned' 
f|Hei<p6rivv 'I answered'291 

2866 Also in authors that do not use éuiu<pör|v, the form è\ie\i\ya\v(\v appears to designate a speech act, 
ratherr than a mental process, e.g., S. OT 337, Ant. 1157; PI. R. 487a, Phdr. 234b; Isocr. 15.87, 16.19. 

2877 The passive form does not yet occur in Classical Attic, and is condemned by Phrynichus (78 
[Fischer]).. Its first appearance is in the comic Pherecrates, and in the Koine. In Xen. An. 2.1.22, there is a 
variantt reading örceicpivaTO. 

2888 The passive aorist form is only attested in those tetralogies of Antiphon (3.1.7, 3.1.9, 3.2.5, 4.3.2) that 
displayy many unattic features - the court-speeches always have d7teXoyncdfiT|v. There is controversy as to 
theirr authorship. Gagarin (1997: 32-3), however, seeks to explain this variation by assuming a difference in 
purposee and occasion of the speeches. Furthermore, a decade or two may separate the composition of the 
speeches.. In Xen. Hell. 1.4.13, the passive an£hrfi)Qr\ ox; is probably a gloss. 

2899 The sole instance of this form is S. OT 1265: 6 8'dx; ópa viv, 6eivd ppuxiiöelc, xafoxc/ x«^« 
KpeuaaTTjvv apidvriv ('And when he saw her, with a fearful roar, poor man, he untied the knot from which 
shee hung'). It is hard to say whether the passive aorist was the regular form or not. The sigmatic middle, too, 
occurss only once in classical Greek: dva[3pux"no(*U£VOc; m Plato (Phd. 117d). Later, we Find it in Apollonius 
off Rhodes, Dio Cassius and Nonnus. 

2900 'EtanSopTioduiiv is by far the form that occurs more frequently. The passive aorist occurs in Plato 
andd Aristotle with passive meaning. In Demosthenes, however, the passive form is used with an 'active' 
meaning,, i.e. equivalently to the middle (cf. Dem. 9.3.5, 21.86, 132, 54.5). 

2911 The normal and oldest aorist of d|ieiPouai is the sigmatic aorist (Hom., S., Hdt., Aristot.). The 
passivee form is found three times: Pi. P. 4.102, Xen. An. 2.5.15 (an-), Theocr. 7.27. 
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Contraryy to Homer, in Classical Greek there is also evidence for  the following 
morphologicall  rule: the form in -T|- also occurs with 

(vii )) stems of the structur e (C)CCCK-, (C)Carc-, (C)Caq>-. 

Exampless are: (-aic-) erctaxicrtv (nAiicm), exdienv (TTIKO)) 252; (-an-) eicXaTuriv253 (KXZ-

ttxco),, éXa7CT|v (Xércco), èadjrr|v (af|7C(o), èxpairriv (xpÉTtco); (-a(p-) êpdcprrv (Pdicxco), 
éypdqynvv (ypdcpcö), èppd<pr|v (pdrcxa)), èamcpTiv (aranx©), èaxpdcpT|v (axpécpoo), èxd<priv 
(Gdrcxco),, èxpd<pnv254 (xpecpco).255 As for  stems of the structure (C)CCCK- and (C)Ctiup-
forr  lack of evidence we cannot be certain whether  this morphological rule already applied 
forr  Homeric Greek. In the case of stems of the structure (C)Carc-, however, it can be seen 
thatt  the rule probably did not exist in the Homeric language. In Homer, we find the form 
xpowpGfjvaii  (xpénd)), whereas in Classical Greek the normal form is éxpdjrr|v . 

Above,, it was stated that stems of the structure (C)Cö&-, (C)Cau-, (C)Cap-, (C)-
CötK-,, (C)Can-, (C)Cacp- receive the suffix -T|-. This implies that this rule only applies to 
stemss that begin with a consonant. In other  words, the passive in -OTJ- occurs with 

(viii )) stems of the structur e #VC-. 

Exampless are: dp-0T|- (dpapioKco), dcp-Bn.- (drcxco), dx-On.- (dyco), óp-On.- (öpvuua; Corinna 
1.21),, ócp-Bri- (ópdco). There are no counter-examples to this rule. Especially dp-On.- (from 
dpapiGKco)) and dcp-Ör|- are significant, as you would normally expect forms in -r|- with 
stemss in -ctp- and -aq>- (e.g. èÖdpriv, eypdcpriv).256 

Soo far, the distributio n of the two aorist forms has been explained by means of a 
numberr  of morphological rules. However, there is a group of forms, that is not covered by 
thesee morphological rules. These remaining forms possess a stem with the structures 
(C)CaC-,, (C)CïC-, or  (C)Ci3C-. With these stems, the following semantic tendency can be 
observed: : 

(1)) Forms that denote a spontaneous process or  a mental process have -r)-; 
(2)) Forms that have a passive meaning, or  denote body motion have -Grj- . 

2522 In Pindar, we find the novel form Öpaiceiq, aorist of 5épK0^uxi. 

2533 Also eicAicpOnv occurs (Eur., Hdt.), cf. rule (v). The e-vocalism is probably adopted from Kkinxoi or 

2544 There is also a variant form expe(p9riv, an analogical (t-vocalism taken from present stem), and 
youngerr (no deaspiration) formation. The suffix -On.- is due to the e-vocalism (rule v). It occurs only 
marginally,, and is especially used in poetry (for metrical reasons?). 

2555 Exceptions to the rule are èpa90T|v, èypaipGriv (once in a Milesian inscription, 5th c. BC, SIG 57,5, 
andd post-Classical), and éGdcpGiiv (see also section 3.1.3). These forms, however, occur only marginally. 
Manyy verbs have variants in -on,- with an e-vocalism in the stem (cf. rule v) which is probably introduced by 
analogyy with the present stem (e.g. KAintw) or the active sigmatic aorist (e.g. ëicXeya): èKA.é<p6rrv, 
ènXixöriv,, èaxpécpÖnv, èTt|xön.v, èTpépöriv. 

2566 This rule might be explained by the intransparancy of forms as *r\yr\  (ötyco), *fj(pT| (anxco), *ómr| 
(ópdü)). . 
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Ass for  collective motion verbs, both aorist forms occur. Take, for  instance, euaynv vs. -
è î(e)ixÖtiv,, and -eAiynv vs. -èXé)tfh\v. 

Thee best example of this semantic tendency is the pair  ècpdvny vs. ê<pdvQr|v;  t n e 

formerr  expressing a spontaneous process 'appeared', the latter  a true passive 'was shown, 
wass discovered'257. Other  examples of verbs with monosyllabic aorist stems in -av- are 
eu,dvnvv (jiaivouxxi) , which is a mental process (rule (1)); passives are èicpdvGrtv 'was 
accomplished''  (Kpouvco), èppdvOnv 'was sprinkled' (paivoo), èxpdvÖnv 'was defiled' 
(Xpccivcö)) (rule (2)). The semantic tendency can also be discerned with the stems in -ay-. 
Thee forms in -rj - denote spontaneous processes: èppdyrrv, èrcdynv, èdynv258, whereas the 
formss in -On- denote passives: éa<pdxBTiv (acpdxxo), èxdxBriv259 (xdxxa>), èq>pdxÖnv 
((ppdxx©).2600 Compare, finally , the following stems in -\><p-: èxücpnv (röcp©) 'smoked 
(intr.) ,, smouldered' (e.g Ar. Lys. 221) denotes a spontaneous process, while EKP^OTIV 

'wass hidden' is passive.261 

Thee following table sketches the distributio n of the forms in -r\- and -9T|- in 
Classicall  Greek: 

2577 In tragedy, the form èq>dvör| seems to be used sporadically as an intransitive 'appear' (cf. also the 
intransitivee use of éaxdÖnv in Homer and tragedy). The strongest case in point is S. Ant. 103 (lyr.): CLKXIC, 

aeXio\),aeXio\), TO KOK-/X\ÖXO\ knvanvXty (pavèv/ 0T|j3a xa>v rcpoxépcov <pdo<;,/ é<pdv9T|q rcox' ei) %p\)aéa<^ auipa<; 
(ÏAicpapovv ('Beam of the sun, fairer than all that have shone before for seven-gated Thebes, finally you 
shonee forth, eye of golden day, (...)')• Note the correspondence with q>ocvév in vs. 101. However, even this 
casee can be interpreted as passive: 'you [the beam] have been shown forth [namely, by the sun]'. As to the 
otherr cases of è<pdvöriv» one can likewise hesitate between an intransitive interpretation 'appear', and a 
passivee 'be revealed'. I prefer to take them as passives where possible: S. OT 525, 1485, S. Tr. 743, E. HF 
8044 (lyr.); A. Pers. 264 (lyr.) may be intransitive. 

2588 In Attic, the compound Kaxayfivai is the usual form: a contraction of *Kaxa-payfivai. The long a 
alsoo spread to the augmented forms, e.g. KaTeaynv. 

2599 'ExdxOnv d° e s n o t n a v e an agentive use 'to post oneself, as this notion is expressed by the form 
èxa£duT|v. . 

2600 Some of these verbs, however, have variant forms in -r\-: ia<payr\v (a<pd£(ü), ejidynv (ndxxo)), and 
éxdyrjvv (xdxxco). These variants occur less frequently than their counterparts in -6T|-. The latter two are 
attestedd only once in Classical Greek. 'E(ppdvr|v, furthermore, is post-Classical. I will return to this 
morphologicall variation below (3.3). 

2fill Also the form è7rviyr)v (rcvïYeo) can be explained by its meaning 'choke, drown (intr.)' (e.g. Ar. Nu. 
1504,, Dem. 32.6), which is a spontaneous process. 
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TJPVTJOTI VV 'I  denied, refused' 

o>\o<p\>p8nvv *lament' 

Thee forms éöer|9riv, èuvricGriv, fipvf|0T|v are quite frequent. The remaining forms occur 
highlyy marginally, and in some cases just once. Yet the occurrence of these passive forms 
iss a clear  indication that the speech act middle is adjacent to the domain of the passive 
aoristt  form. In chapter 2 it was argued that the speech act middle neighbours on the 
mentall  process middle. It is therefore likely that the passive aorist form extended from this 
latterr  use to the speech act use. In the cases of è5ef|0r|v and èuvrioönv this extension is 
evidentt  since their  central use still involves a mental process (respectively 'be in need of, 
want**  and 'remember'), from which the speech act use is a secondary semantic extension. 
Ass for  Pp-uxaonai, Ax>i5opéou<xt, óAxxpupoum, an emotional involvement is prominently 
presentt  in their  lexical meaning. This salient feature brings about a link between these 
verbss and emotional mental process verbs - that have passive aorist forms - like èXvitï]-
e^v,, cbpYioO^v. 

Thee remaining passive aorist forms mentioned above are somewhat harder to deal 
with.. Conspicuously, four of them either  have the meaning 'to answer' (dp.e{pofiai, 
arcoKpivoum)) or  a related meaning 'refuse, deny' (dpveouxxi), 'defend oneself 
(anoXoyioiiai).(anoXoyioiiai). It is hard to assume that these verbs influenced one another as they each 
occurr  sporadically (with the exception of ripvf|0Tiv) , at different times, and in different 
authors.. It is unclear  why precisely these verbs received a passive aorist form. Perhaps, 
Tipvfi9r| vv was formed under the influence of the mental process verbs. Its meaning 
'refusing''  can be paraphrased by 'do not want' (thus comparable to O\)K èPo\>Ar|6r|v) or 
'doo not obey' (compare O\>K  ETceiaÖTiv), and 'deny' with 'do not think ' (compare OX>K 

a)T|0r|v).. Another  possibility is that drceKpiOTtv, a7ceXoyf|8r|v, fjjieicp&riv , ripvrjëiry v were 
createdd after  the example of é6er|8r|v 'I  asked for, begged'. 

Inn conclusion, we have seen that a number of speech act verbs in Classical Greek 
adoptedd the passive aorist form. Some of these cases can be explained by their  relation to 
thee mental process verbs. Either  their  central use designates a mental proces (EÖETIGTIV , 

èuvTioOriv),, or  they received the passive aorist form due to their  subject's strong emotional 
involvementt  (pp-u^doum, Xoiöopéoum, ótaxpupoum). Both processes attest to the 
semanticc adjacency of the speech act middle and the mental process middle. As for  the 
speechh act middles dp.eipop.ai, dnoKpivop-ai, dTtoXoyeop-ai, apveoum, a tentative 
explanationn was given for  the occasional occurrence of the passive aorist form. 

2922 The sigmatic middle occurs in epic, in Ionic and occasionally in Attic (Eur. Ix, Aeschin. 2x, Hyper, 
lx,, Aristot. 4x). The passive aorist is the most common form in Attic. 

2933 The passive óXucpupGelq is found only once, in Thucydides (6.78.3): xoi<; orutou Kotjcoïc, oAocpupGeic 
('evenn when he laments his own ills (...)'). Here, the verb seems to be used very much like a mental process 
verb,, witness the unusual dative complement that could be taken as a dative of cause (cf. fiöoum xivi, 
uéuxponaii TIVI etc.). Elsewhere (even in Thucydides four times), the sigmatic middle is found: Homer, 
Aeschylus,, Lysias, Andocides, Plato, and Xenophon. 
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3.2.3.44 Between Mental Activit y and Mental Process 

Inn chapter 2 it was argued that the mental activity and mental process middle are closely 
related.. The distinctive feature is volition. In principle, the former has the sigmatic middle 
aoristt form, while the latter has a passive aorist form, that is, in Classical Greek.294 

MentalMental activity (volitional): 
e|3o\)Xeuadur|vv 'I considered, resolved' 
èXoyiodp.T|vv *I reckoned, considered' 
e\ir\xavr\Ga\ir\ve\ir\xavr\Ga\ir\v 'I  contrived'. 

MentalMental (cognitive) process (non-volitional): 
SievoTJÖnvv *I thought, intended' 
eu,VTJo0nvv 'I remembered' 
è<ppdaOnvv 'I observed, thought, understood'295 

e\|fe\>o0nvv 'I erred, was mistaken'. 

Nevertheless,, two isolated cases of extension of the passive form to mental activity verbs 
showw that the two meanings are related. The first case is the following: 

2944 How subtle the transition between mental process and mental activity is, can be illustrated by the pair 
f|yéoum,, with a sigmatic middle f|yr|aduT|v, and oi'oum, with a passive aorist qxn0T\v. To fiyéopm ('believe, 
holdd that') a certain degree of agentivity can be ascribed. The verb denotes that the subject conceives an 
opinionn as a result of a process of reasoning, of an assessment of the facts. The subject is thus more actively 
involved.. Conversely, oi'oum designates that the subject conceives an opinion that has sprung from his/her 
internall (emotional) disposition, especially in Homer. Compare Schmidt (1967-9, I: 335): "Hiernach bedeuten 
diee Verben (...) vou,i£eiv und fiyeïoöai einen objektiven, auf Erwagung und Vergleichung der Tatsachen 
beruhendenn Glauben, der nicht aus einem inneren unbestimmten Gefuhle erwachst. (...). Die Verben (...) 
oïeo0cu,, ÖOKeïv und 5ol;d£eiv, bedeuten ein subjektives Urteil. (...) es erwachst aber aus der Tendenz des 
eignenn Geistes, aus einer Stimmung und Neigung und aus einer Betrachtung der Gegenstande namentlich der 
Beziehungg nach, die sie zu uns selbst haben". The more active involvement of the subject of r\yio\iai 
('believe')) is apparent when one considers that this meaning is a semantic extension of the meaning 'lead the 
way'.. This extension may be compared to the one found in ayco, e.g. TiuitÓTepóv te ayoiev amóv (Th. 
8.81.2)) ('(...) and that they should hold him in greater honour'). Cf. also Latin dücö 'consider s.o. s.th'. 

2955 Opd^oum occurs especially in epic and Ionic. In Herodotus, as in Homer, we occasionally find the 
sigmaticc middle è(ppaodur|v besides the common écppdaörjv. Once (ppdaaaoöai occurs in an oracle 
(3.57.4):: clearly an epic-poetic form (cf. -oo-). However, in the two other instances of the sigmatic middle 
(Hdt.. 1.48.2, 5.9), there may be a semantic distinction. Cf. ÖKOX; 8è oüxoi Mf|5cov anoiKOi yeyóvaci, éyó) 
uèvv o\)K ëxoi ènicppdoaaOai (Hdt. 5.9) ('How they have come to be colonists of the Medes I myself cannot 
accountt for'), and (...) Topyü) ürcéOexo èmcppaoöevaa ctx>xr\, xö KT|pov ÈKKVÓXV KEXSWUGOC (...) (Hdt. 7.239.5) 
('(...)) Gorgo noticed it herself, and suggested to scrape off the wax (...)'). In Hdt. 5.9, the verb seems to 
implyy an active process of reasoning (i.e. a mental activity), while in 7.239.5, Gorgo discovers the trick only 
byy accident (mental process). 
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(18)) -rpö' èniXexQei^96 

'Ayauxuvoviocvv eivai \L'  aXoxov (A. Ag. 1498 [anap.]) 
Havingg thus considered that I am the wife of Agamemnon. 

'ErciXeyoiia ii  normally has a volitional meaning 'think about, consider, read', and it has a 
sigmaticc middle aorist èrceta£auT|v (e.g. Hdt. 3.65.3). Possibly, the passive aorist form 
expressess that the element of volition is irrelevant here. In this way the verb may be 
comparedd with <OT|9T|V 'I  thought'. 

Thee second case of an extension of the passive aorist form to the mental activity 
verbss is the following: 

(19)) cbtavxa yap 7r,poaK£\|/du,Evoi m i èrciXoyioOévTec, öxi oiSxe nXr\dei ë^ovai xpaaOai 
oii  pdppapoi OVXE ITCTCOI  (...) (Hdt. 7.177) 
Forr they examined all in advance and came to the conclusion that the barbarians would not be able here 
too use their numbers or their cavalry (...). 

Thee normal aorist of Xoyî ouoti is eXoyiaduriv (e.g. Hdt. 7.46). Again, we are dealing 
withh an occasional spread of the passive form to a mental activity verb.297 

3.2.3.55 Between Reciprocality and Collective Motion 

Wee have seen above that reciprocal verbs have sigmatic middle aorists (èfiaxeaduriv, 
fiycoviadfinv),, whereas collective motion verbs have passive aorist forms (nyepOnv, 
é(i(e){xönv/è^iiynv,, ovvzXkx^vf<ruvEk&Yï\v). The verb SiaXiyouai 'converse with' , 
however,, appears to violate this rule. Its aorist form in Classical Greek is 8ieXéx0r|v. In 
Homer,, the form öieXé^axo is found in the formula aXka X(TJ HOI xccuxot ^ikoq biekefyxxo 
8i)u,ó<;;  (A 407 e.a.) ('But why does my heart consider  these things?'). This formula is 
alwayss used after  the speaker  has been considering two possibilities. The meaning 
'consider''  may have developed from the original meaning 'select for  oneself or 
'enumeratee for  oneself'. Aéyco 'speak' does not yet occur  in Homer. The contribution of 
thee preposition 8io> may be the idea that the objects under  consideration are set apart 
fromm one another  in order  to be able to view them better. Since 8ieXé£ccxo denotes a 
mentall  activity ('consider') the sigmatic middle is as one would expect. However, it is not 
certainn whether  this verb is the direct predecessor  of the Classical ÖtaXéyoum 'converse 
with ''  since the latter  is most commonly considered a reciprocal (K-G, I: 89, Gildersleeve 
1900-11::  66, Schwyzer-Debrunner, II : 233, Martinez Vazquez e.a. 1999: 250). This would 
meann that we are dealing with a compound of the verb êyoo 'speak'. The middle ending 

2966 This is the text from the OCT (Page). Groeneboom (1944), however, follows the codices and reads 
[ir\[ir\  5 ' éTtiA^xöfk ('do not consider me the wife of Agamemnon'). 

2977 Another case of the passive -eAxyyloBriv used as the middle might be present at PI. R. 53 ld: Öïu.ai 5é 
ye,, r|v 8' èycó, Kal r\ TOIJTCOV TKXVTWV GOV 5ieA,r|^v0a(iev néOoöoq éav u£v ènl irrv aAAr|taov Koivtoviav 
a(piicr|Taii m l auyYEveiav, Kal o\>AAoYia0fi xaOxa f| èoxlv akki]koi<; oiKeïa (...) ('Moreover, I take it that, 
iff inquiry into all subjects we have mentioned brings out their association and relationship with one another 
andd draws conclusions about their kinship (...)'). 
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expressess reciprocity ('speak to one another*), and the preposition 8ia- possibly conveys 
thee notion of disagreement and mutuality.298 

Thee question remains why biaXhfo\iai, contrary to other  reciprocal verbs, has a 
passivee aorist form. A tentative explanation may be that the verb Siakéyouai became 
associatedd formally , and perhaps also semantically, with (ovX)Xéyo\ia\ 'gather  (intr.) ' 
(collectivee motion). AiaXeyouai 'converse' implies, and ox>XXérfo\iai 'gather  (intr.) ' 
denotess that two or  more individuals come together. As a consequence of this formal and 
semanticc association, SiaAiyoum adopted the passive aorist form SieAixörjv from 
(cvX)Xeyo\iai(cvX)Xeyo\iai - (o\>v)£Ai%6r|v 'I  gathered'. A strong indication in support of the associati-
onn of SiaAiyouai 'discuss' with (a\>X)Xhfo\iai 'gather  (intr.) '  is the anomalous perfect 
formm bi-eïke?f\iai that diaXhfo\iax has in common with avXXhfoiiai (aw-Ei^e/urn) . It is 
probablee that &i-EiXer(\ia\  was created after  the example of auv-eiA,eYuoti. In the same 
fashion,, the more recent aorist passive form 5ieAiyr|v (first in Aristotle) was probably 
createdd by analogy with cx>XXéyo\iai : avveXéynv.299 

Inn the sections above (3.2.3.1-5), we have seen that the passive form extended sporadically 
too four  verb classes, these being the perception verbs (e.g. cbocppdvGriv), speech act verbs 
(e.g.. èAxHÖopfjOrrv) , mental activity verbs (e.g. kneXoyia&i\\), and reciprocal verbs 
(6t£Ai%0T|v).. These sporadical extensions are represented by dashed arrows in Fig. 2. Once 
more,, it can be observed that the passive aorist form extends to immediately adjacent mea-
nings.300 0 

2988 Cf. SiotKovu^oum (+ dat.) 'contend with others at throwing the javelin' vs. CCKOVTÂ Ü) 'hurl a 
javelin'. . 

2999 Note that Xiy40 'speak' has the passive aorist èXéxÖrjv (or éppr|9r|v) and the middle-passive perfect 

3000 The expansion of the passive aorist form continues after the Classical era. For example, a passive 
formm with reciprocal meaning uaxéo"9r|Ti 'fight' occurs in Epictetus (Diss. 4.9.11). Eventually, the sigmatic 
middlee form disappeared completely. Thus, in Modern Greek we only find 'passive' aorist forms, as for 
instance,, 5ÉXTT|KO: 'I accepted' (cf. Classical Greek È5e2;(xuT|v), e\>xr|ÖT|Ka 'I wished' (cf. ri\)^au,r|v), 
7tX.v)6r|Kaa 'I washed myself, aK£<pTr|ica 'I considered' (cf. èaKeyduTiv), auupOüXeuöriKo: 'I got s.o.'s 
advise'' (cf. ouvePoukeuoauriv). The Modern Greek aorist Sixteen may be a descendant of the isolated 
formm vmo5ex6ei<; at E. Held. 757. Remarkably, the sigmatic middle form has been preserved in the singular 
middlee imperative form, e.g. 6etopr|ao\> 'be considered, consider yourself (= Classical Greek Getopriaai). 
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3.2.44 Root and thematic aorist 

Soo far, the passive aorist in -r\- and -9TJ-, and the sigmatic middle aorist have been 
discussed.. In this section, the root and thematic aorist middle forms will looked at briefly. 
Here,, once again, the gradual expansion of the passive aorists in -rj- and -GT|- can be 
observed. . 

Contraryy to the sigmatic middle aorist, in Homer the root and thematic aorists do 
occurr with a passive meaning. Take, for example, pArjio, cwriicraTo, ëaxexo, (cwt)(öXónT|v 
(Schwyzer,, I: 97). The first two are replaced by èpAriOnv (Classical Greek) and èKtdOriv 
(alreadyy in Homer); the latter two forms even survived through the Classical age.301 

Thesee middle verbs are relics of an older pattern, going back to Proto-Indo-European, in 
whichh middle aorists (including the sigmatic middle aorist) could be used in a passive 
meaning.3022 This pattern was altered by the spread of the passive aorists in -T|- and -9rj-. 

Thee middle root aorist occurs in almost all middle meanings. However, after 
Homerr many root aorists disappeared:303 

Passivee E.g. eVrato (Horn.) 'was killed', pXnxo (Horn.) 'was hit' 
Spontaneouss process n\r\xo 'became filled', (pGiuriv (Horn.) 'perished' 
Mentall  process oivnTO 'benefitted from, enjoyed', ïxXr\v 'I endured, dared' 
Bodyy motion akxo (Horn.) 'jumped', EOOUTO (Hom.) 'moved (intr.)\ copxo (Horn.) 'rose up' 
Collectivee motion ^\)^Xr\xo (Horn.) 'met with', Xmo (Horn.) 'dissolved (intr.)' 
Speechh act EUKTO (Thebais) 'boasted, prayed' 
Indirectt  reflexive eto 'sent s.o./s.th. for oneself, ëöeto 'put s.o./s.th. for onself, -5oxo 'give away 

(forr oneself)' 

Thee thematic middle aorist occurs practically in all middle usage types, in Homeric 
ass well as in Classical Greek:304 

3011 The passive form ÉGXÉGTIV appears only late (Arrian). 

3022 In Indo-Arian, middle j-aorists with passive meaning are found, e.g. Skt. dsrodhvam, Av. asrüzdüm 
'youu have been heard' (see Thumb-Hauschild 1959: 305, Reichelt 1978: 298). 

3033 See Risch (1937: 207-10), Van de Laar (2000: 378-84). 

34)44 See Risch (1937: 210-6), Van de Laar (2000: 385-93). 
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Passivee E.g. iax6\a\v 'I  was held' 
Spontaneouss process cóXóur)v 'I perished, died', èvEvópiiv 'I was born, became'30* 
Mentall  process rrypóuriv *J w o j c e u p ' f êXaOónr|v 'I forgot', è*i9ónr|v *I believed, obeyed', invQó-

\IT]V\IT]V  'I learned, heard' 
Bodyy motion CKpiKÓnnv 'I arrived', eTpowtouTiv 'I turned', wpexo (Hom.) 'arose', 

ÈKXÓ\LX\VÈKXÓ\LX\V 'I flew' 
Collectivee motion r\ypó[i£&a. 'we gathered (intr.)' 
Perceptionn fla6óu.r|v 'I perceived', (i>o<ppou,r|v 'I smetled' 
Speechh act fipojrnv 'I asked', XiTÓnr|v 'I begged' 
Indirec tt  reflexive fvyayóiiTiv 'I led away for myself, <xpóur|v (Hom.) 'I acquired' (apvouoii) 

Thee thematic middle, however, does not occur  with verbs of mental activity nor  with 
directt  reflexives. With the passive and intransitiv e middle uses the thematic middles were 
oftenn replaced by passive aorist forms. In the following, I wil l discuss a number  of verbs 
thatt  show an alternation in the aorist stem between the passive form and the root or 
thematicc form. 

T\ypó\Li\vT\ypó\Li\v vs. f|yép6ïiv (èyeipoM-ai) 
Bothh the thematic middle aorist and the passive aorist form occur  frequently. Both are 
alreadyy to be found in Homer, though the - older  - thematic formation more frequently. A 
patternn of distributio n is hard to discern. In Atti c (as in epic), there is a preference for  the 
thematicc middle, whereas Herodotus and Xenophon (possibly one of his unattic features) 
alwayss have the passive form. 

èkinó\n\vèkinó\n\v vs. èX£i<pGT|v (keino\iai) 
AA prior i one could interpret Xeino\iai without an object either  as an intransitiv e middle 
'stayy behind', or  as a passive 'be left behind'. Unambiguous examples of the passive 
meaning,, however, are extremely rare. In fact, the only example I am aware of is Kccta-
taupGévTeqtaupGévTeq hub Aape(o\) (Hdt. 5.1.1). In other  words, it is safe to interpret instances of 
Xeinoumm as intransitiv e middles, unless the passive meaning is expressed explicitly (e.g. 
byy an agent-phrase). 

Thee aorist formations È̂ ITIÓUTI V and eXeiq>0T|v are distributed according to a fairl y 
clear-cutt  pattern. In Homer, only the thematic middle aorist is found. The passive form 
doess not appear  until Pindar. In Classical Greek the thematic middle and the passive aorist 
formss are divided along semantic lines. The thematic form is used as an indirect reflexive 
'leavee behind for  onself (Euripides, Herodotus, Thucydides, Antiphon, Plato, Demosthe-
nes;;  not attested in Homer), while the passive form is used in the intransitiv e meaning 
'stayy behind'. 

ETUQÓUTÏVV  vs. èjceloÖTvv (TtEiBoum) 
Inn Homer, only the thematic aorist occurs; £7ue{a9r|v, which is clearly young considering 
itss e-vocalism, first appears in Aeschylus. Besides in poetry, the thematic form rarely 
occurs.. In Herodotus, è7ii8óur|v occurs three times, two of which are uncertain (6.80 and 
6.140.2),, and the thir d is from an oracle. 'ErceiaOriv, on the other  hand, is used twice. 

3055 In Doric (Epicharmus [5th c. BC], Archytas [4th c. BC]), and late in Attic (Philemo, 4ül/3rd c. BC), a 
passivee form èyevfiOriv appears. However, if the passive future yevr|6riaoum in Plato (Prm. 141) is sound, it 
mustt have existed earlier in Attic. 
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Further ,, ÈTCOOVTO occurs in a decree from 387/6 BC (IG II 2 29.14).306 It appears that, in 
Classicall  prose, erceiof0r|v has replaced èrciGóuTiv in the meaning 'obey, believe'. However, 
itt  is quite possible that the opposition between middle erciOouriv and passive èrceioöriv was 
veryy much alive in more colloquial Attic . In Aristophanes, EJU6ÓUT|V is used in the 
meaningg 'obey, believe' (e.g., Nu. 73, 119, Eq. 962, V. 573), whereas ETH-ioOnv has the 
strictl yy passive meaning: 'be persuaded' (e.g., Nu 866, PL 507 [dva-]).307 

érpa7i;óuT|vv vs. èxpamiv/èxpEfpOnv/èxpdfpBnv (xpéjcojxai) 
Certainlyy one of the most complex verbal paradigms is that of xpércoum. In Classical 
Greek,, five different middle and passive aorist forms occur: éxp£\|/dur|v, èxpctTcóuriv, éxpd-
Trnv,, expécpOrrv, and èxpdcpörrv. The sigmatic middle is only used in the indirect reflexive 
meaningg (e.g. Hdt. 7.225.1 'rout') . The thematic and passive formations have the same 
meaning,, this being, in most eases, intransitiv e 'turn' . There are no certain instances of 
xpercouxxii  with a passive meaning. The single instance that actually is mentioned by LSJ 
andd Kühner-Blass, II : 554-5 is: 

(20)) "A xé Tco-ü exi £COVTI  SuaxuxTinaxa éyévexo noXka m i Seivd, GOV KOCI XEAOC, fj 
7iaxpi<;;  a\)xo£ 6Xr[ dvexpdrcexo (...) (PI. Cra. 395d) 
Thee many terrible misfortunes that happened happened to him in his life, the last of which was that his 
countryy was completely overthrown. 

Sincee there is no agent in the context, the middle could well be interpreted as an intrans-
itiv ee middle, i.e. 'turned over, fell over', instead of 'be turned upside down be over-
thrown'. 308 8 

'Expd(pÖT|vv appears to be restricted to Homer (o 80) and Herodotus (4.12.3, 9.56.2 
['turn ,, make one's way'] ; 1.7.4 [ém-: 'be entrusted with']) . In Herodotus, the form could 
bee a special Homeric feature since the form that is used most commonly in Herodotus is 
èxparcóuiivv ('turn') . It should be noted, however, that Herodotus shows a variant present 
formm xpdrcco. Therefore, it is often unclear  whether  one is dealing with a form of the 
presentt  stem or  with one of the aorist stem. In 4.12.3 and 9.56.2, the reading is uncertain 
(att  the former  Rosen's Teubner  edition print s axpacpévxeq). In Attic , the common form is 
èxpoi7EÓUT|v.. The passive aorist forms èxpé<p9riv and expdrcr|v are clearly marginal. 
'Expe(p0T|vv cannot be old (cf. e-vocalism); it occurs in Antiphon (3x érci-), Euripides (lx), 
andd Xenophon (4x). 'Expdrcri v occurs mainly in drama, probably as a metric alternative to 
èxparcóuT|v,, and further  in Plato (lx) and Xenophon (2x). 

Too conclude, there is a tendency for  thematic middle aorists to be replaced by passive 
aoristt  forms. This tendency can be observed in two instances: in the case of èmGóuTiv, the 

3066 In Gorgias' Helen (/•>. 11.76), Blass conjectured TtiGéoGcu, probably because of the coordinated aorist 
infinitivee cruvocivécm. The mss. have TteiGeoOcu. Blass's conjecture is not very attractive since it would 
constitutee the sole instance of the thematic aorist in Attic prose. 

3077 This semantic opposition is also found in the future stem. Middle rceiaoncci means *I will obey, 
believe',, whereas iteia0r|aou.ca is strictly passive 'be persuaded' (see also ch. 4). 

3088 The passive of the compound è7tixpé7tto 'to entrust s.th. to s.o.1 (+ dat. and ace.) is always expressed 
byy a passive aorist form, never by a thematic middle, e.g. Hdt. 1.7.4, Antipho 4.(i.4, 4.y.5, 4.5.3. 
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commonn form in Homer, that is replaced by èrcetoOnv, the common form in Classical 
Greek,, and with intransitiv e ikinó\ir\v  (Homer), which is replaced by èXeupBrjv (Classical). 
Remarkably,, this tendency is not general since r\ypó\n}v and èxparcójiriv do not appear  to 
givee way to i\yip$r\v and èxpa7CT|v/èxpd(p9T|v/èip£(p9Tiv. Language change, as we know, is 
unpredictable. . 

3.33 The Abstract Meaning of the Passive and the Sigmatic Middl e Aorist 

Inn the previous sections, the polysemous ('low-level') structure of the passive aorist was 
dealtt  with. The question remains to be answered whether  or  not it is possible to formulate 
aa more abstract ('high-level') characterization of the meaning of the passive aorist form. In 
traditiona ll  Greek grammars, no attempts have been made to pin down the meaning of the 
passivee aorist form. Schwyzer  (I: 756) only notes that there is no sharp division between 
thee passive use of the aorist in -r|- (e.g. èypd(pri) and the original intransitiv e use (e.g. 
èppvrj),, and that the aorist in -9T|-, too, has both an intransitiv e and a passive meaning. 
Whatt  these two meanings have in common exactly is given no further  elaboration. 
Additionally ,, in what respect the passive aorist differs semantically from the sigmatic 
middlee aorist also remains unclear. The aim of this section wil l be to try to fil l the gap left 
byy the Greek grammars to date in that I will try to establish the abstract meaning (or  in 
Langacker'ss terms abstract schema) of the passive aorists in -(Ö)T|-. Naturally , the sigmatic 
middlee aorist form will also be dealt with, since the passive aorist is in complementary 
oppositionn to the sigmatic middle aorist.309 

Inn section 1.3.1, it was argued that the passive aorist form cannot be explained as a 
detransitivizingg strategy, mainly because many passive aorists do not have active transitive 
counterpartss (sometimes called 'passiva tantum'). Therefore, I have opted for  a purely 
semanticc explanation that is independent of the existence of an active form. Now let us 
firstfirst  consider  the state of affairs in Homer. 

Inn section 3.1.1, it was shown that the aorists in -(9)T|- occur  in the following 
meanings::  passive, spontaneous process, the mental process meaning, the body motion, 
andd the collective motion. The question, subsequently, arises as to how the abstract 
schemaa subsuming these meanings should be defined. I would like to suggest that the 
abstractt  meaning of the passive in -(0)TJ- can best be characterized in relation to the notion 
off  prototypical patient. In section 1.1.2, the prototypical patient was defined, citing 
Langackerr  1991: 285, as "an inanimate object that absorbs the energy transmitted via 
externallyy initiated physical contact and thereby undergoes an internal change of state". In 
otherr  words, the essential properties of the prototypical patient are: 

•• Inanimacy 
•• Non-volitionality 
•• Presence of an external initiator 
•• Internal change of state. 

3099 I will not go into the abstract meanings of the root and thematic aorists. As we have seen in section 
3.2.4,, unlike the sigmatic middle and passive aorists, they can be used in all meanings. In this respect they 
aree no different from the middle voice of the present stem. Hence, the abstract meaning of the middle voice 
inn the present stem and the middle root and thematic aorist are identical, this being subject-affectedness. 
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Noww consider  the following table (from section 2.2): 

Tablee 3: The middle uses: semantic feature analysis 

Passive e 

Spontaneouss Process 

Mentall  Process 

Collectivee Motion 

Bodyy Motion 

Reciprocal l 

Directt  Reflexive 

Perception n 

Mentall  Activit y 

Speechh Act 

Indirectt  Reflexive 

Aoristt  form 

èiroiTJOri v v 

ètdienv v 

ècpopTJOiiv v 

fnrépönv v 

(üpjif|6r| v v 

èiiaxeoauny y 

èXouaaunv v 

èyeuoauiiv v 

èXoYiadunv v 

èXoi5opTiadu.Tiv v 

È7toir)aajiT|v v 

Subjectt  = 
Animate e 

+/--

--
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

Subjectt  = 
Volitional l 

--

--
--
+/--

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

Subjectt  = 
Benefi--
ciary y 

--

--
--

--

--

--

--

--
--
+/--

+ + 

Subjectt  = 
Experien--
cer r 

--

--
+ + 

--
--

--
--
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

• • 

Subjectt  = 
Patient t 

+ + 

+ + 

--
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

--
--

--
--

Subject t 
undergoes s 
Changee of 
State e 

+/-+/-

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

--

--
--

--
--

--

Inn the table it can be observed that the passive forms have subjects which are prototypical 
patients,, or  which have a semantic feature in common with the prototypical patient. 
Especiallyy the subjects of passives and the spontaneous processes are, or  are at least 
similarr  to, prototypical patients. Their  subjects are non-volitional and, in most cases, 
physicallyphysically affected. Spontaneous processes always involve an internal change of state; the 
passivee may, but need not, involve a change of state.310 Furthermore, the passive has an 
externall  initiator  and the spontaneous process meaning typically has an inanimate subject. 
Recalll  that, in section 3.2.1, I claimed that, in an earlier  stage of the language, the 
formationn in -Gr|- only occurred in the passive meaning and the spontaneous process 
meaning.. These meanings can, therefore, be considered the source uses of the catego-
ry.3111 The remaining meanings of the passive form have subjects that diverge from the 
prototypicall  patient. Nevertheless, they have one or  more semantic properties in common 
withh the prototypical patient. The mental process meaning is non-volitional, and the 
collectivee motion middle has a reduced volitionality . With the exception of certain 
passives,, the one feature which their  subjects all have in common with the prototypical 
patientt  is that they undergo a change of state (see table above).312 

3100 E.g., èxaicri denotes a change of state: 'melted (intr.)' (spontaneous process) or 'be melted' (passive). 
Onn the other hand, the passive W(pon,v 'I was seen' does not denote a change of state of the subject. 

3111 However, the notion of prototypical patient remains highly important to the semantic organization of 
thee aorist in -0r|- considering the enormous preponderance of the tokens with passive meaning in the 
frequencyy figures. Out of 90 occurrences of the aorist in -On,-, 54 had a true passive meaning (see Table 4). 
Itt is therefore justified to consider the passive as the prototypical meaning of the category. 

3,22 It should be noted that, in the present stem, mental process middles denote a (transitory) state, e.g. 
(popéouatt 'I am afraid'. In de aorist stem, however, these verbs designate a change of state, e.g., e<pofiT|0r|v 
'II became afraid'. 
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Noww whereas the various meanings of the passive aorist cluster  around the 
prototypicall  patient, the sigmatic middle aorists are oriented towards the other  extreme: the 
prototypicall  agent. In Homer, the subjects of the various sigmatic middle aorists were all 
animatee and volitional with the exception of mental processes such as xotaoocrco 'became 
angry'.. In Classical Greek, however, sigmatic middle aorist are volitional without 
exceptionn (cf. also Rijksbaron 19942: 141, 144, 155).313 

II  would like to address one final issue here. The intriguin g question remains to be 
answeredd why the active-middle-passive trichotomy is restricted to the aorist stem. I would 
suggestt  that the prototypical transitive model can provide us with an explanation. One of 
thee crucial features of the prototypical transitive is telicity (Hopper  &  Thompson 1980, 
andd see section 1.1.1). Telicity - here viewed as a semantic property of the entire clause -
enhancess the cognitive saliency of the action. This enhanced saliency is to be explained in 
theww following manner: 

(21)) Affectedness of the patient'. "Th e more completed an event is, the more likely it is 
thatt  the patient in fact registers to the full the effects of the action"  (Givón 1984: 
157) ) 

Inn other  words, telicity increases the degree of affectedness of the patient. The present 
stemm is, therefore, associated with a relatively low degree of affectedness, due to its non-
completedd (imperfective) semantics, whereas the aorist stem involves a high degree of 
affectednesss as it involves a completed event. Above, I argued that the passive aorist in -
(0)r|-- marked that the subject is, or  is at least very similar  to, a prototypical patient. This 
explainss why the passive form occurs exclusively in the aorist stem rather  than in the 
presentt  stem. The meaning of the passive forms in -On.- (resemblance of subject to 
prototypicall  patient), and the meaning of the aorist (completedness of event), are strongly 
associated.. For  example, 

MiddleMiddle Present: éxftKETO 'it was melting' (non-completed change of state) 
PassivePassive Aorist: ÊTaien. 'it melted' (completed change of state: high subject-affectedness) 

MiddleMiddle Present: è<po$zó\ir\v 'I was afraid' (mental state) 
PassivePassive Aorist: è<poPT|ör|V 'I became afraid' (completed change of state: high subject-affectedness) 

Inn these examples, the subjects of the passive aorists are more highly affected than those 
off  the middle presents because they refer  to a completed change of state. 

Inn this section, I have explained the abstract meaning of the various aorist 
formationss with reference to the notion of prototypical patient. It was argued that the 
subjectt  of the formations in -T|- and -Orj - shared one or  more - depending on the historical 
stagee - crucial semantic feature with the prototypical patient. The occurrence of the 
passivee form in the aorist stem was explained by stating that the completedness of the 
eventt  increases the degree of subject-affectedness. 

3133 Note that, with regard to body motion verbs such as £K^(v9r|v 'I lay down' and <bpuT|9T|v 'I started 
offf the patient aspect is apparently construed as being more salient than the agent aspect, considering that 
theyy have a passive aorist form. 
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CHAPTERR 4 

Thee Middl e and Passive Voices in the Future Stem 

4.00 Introductio n 

Thee co-existence of middle and passive forms in the future stem has been an issue among 
classicall linguists ever since the 18th century. The controversy focuses on the question of 
whetherr or not a semantic distinction between the two exists, and, if so, what exactly the 
characterr of this distinction might be.314 One of the most important hypotheses claims 
thatt the formal contrast between middle and passive in the future stem corresponds with 
thee contrast between present stem and aorist stem. The most prominent advocate of this 
theoryy was Friedrich Blass (1892), but before his time it had already been defended by G. 
Hermannn and G. Stallbaum. The hypothesis amounts to the following: the middle future 
expressess a continuing action (Aktion der Dauer, as Blass (1892: 290) calls it), whereas 
thee passive future expresses a completed event (Aktion der Vollendung). To demonstrate 
thiss distinction, Blass takes the pair (pavouum : (pavf|oo^iai (by far the most frequent 
middle-passivee future forms). As illustrative examples he cites (among others): 

(1)) (...) otic, [= iai<; cruv9r|Kaic,] ó uèv AeÓKCOV èunévcov qxxveïxai (Dem. 20.37) 
Andd it will be clear (time and again) that Leucon observes them [the covenants]. 
(mann wird sehen, daB L. stets dem Vertrag treu bleibt [transl. Wackernagel 1920: 202]) 

(2)) [Leucon] (...) oiSxoq, av aKOTtfjie, <pavf|aerai crovex&c, TIUOK; EV rcoicüv (Dem. 
20.30) ) 
(...)) he will be found, if you will consider it, to be a perpetual benefactor. 
(wennn ihr genau seht, wird sich herausstellen dass er euch gutes erweist [transl. Wackernagel 1920: 
202]) ) 

Accordingg to Blass, the first example involves a continuing appearance ("Dauernden 
Anschein").. The pillars are mentioned that declare the covenant between Athens and 
Leucon.. The idea is that as long as these pillars remain, it will be clear whether each one 
off the parties keeps the covenant (Blass 1892: 269). The second example denotes a 
punctuall event. While one is considering the matter (present stem aK07rpxe), it will 
becomee clear at once (cf. Blass: "Ergebnis der Prüfung"). The semantic contrast between 
middlee and passive future is further illustrated by the classic example from Plato's 
Republic: Republic: 

3144 Another interesting issue is the occurrence of middle future forms of - mostly intransitive - active 
presentss (eiui - eaouxxi). From a synchronical point of view, the middle inflection of these futures can be 
explainedd by their semantics. All verbs in question involve a physical or mental affectedness of the subject, 
e.g.. perception atcoijaouai, motion |3r|aou.ai, receiving A,TJyou.ai, change of state Oavovjiai. "Eaouxxi 
appearss to be the only exception. Historically, these middle futures may be explained as former desideratives. 
Thee middle voice, then, expressed the mental involvement of the subject. For further details, I refer to 
Rijksbaronn (2002: 156). 
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(3)) (...) ó 6iKaio<; liaoTiyaKiexai, oxpepXóoexai, 8e6f|aetai, eKKoroOfjoexai 
xdKp6aA,utü,, xe^evxcov rcdvxa Kam rcaOaw avaoxivfofeuOfjacxai (...) (PI. R. 
361e). . 
(...)) a just person will be whipped, stretched on a rack, chained, blinded with fire, and, at the end, when 
hee has suffered every kind of evil, he'll be impaled (...).ÏI5 

Heree the alternation of middles and passives is explained by Blass as follows: the former 
twoo actions (uaaxiyooaexai, axpePAxoaexcti) are necessarily repeated, whereas the latter 
twoo (èiocauOfiOExai, dvaaxiv8\)A£D0r|cexai) can only be performed once (Blass 1892: 
273-4). . 

Besidess the pair <pavou|iai : q>avf|aoiiai, Blass discusses almost all other futures 
withh alternating middle and passive forms in defence of his aspectual approach. Finally, he 
comess to the conclusion that the schema of the verbal paradigm as it was printed in 
Kühner-Blasss - for which he was co-responsible as reviser of the first volume - must be 
altered.. The essence of the alteration is that the future is not treated as a distinct stem on a 
parr with the present stem, aorist stem and perfect stem. Instead, it is partly subsumed 
underr the present stem, partly under the aorist stem, and partly under the perfect stem. In 
otherr words, middle future rcoir|ao|iai is considered the future form corresponding with 
presentt notouum and imperfect ercoio-ouriv; no\rfiT\ao\iai is the future of the aorist stem 
(cf.. ènoiT|ör|v); 7te7r.oiT|aou.(xi is the future of the passive perfect Tcercovniiai and the 
pluperfectt e7i£7coif|UT|v (Blass 1892: 290). 

Blass'' aspectual hypothesis is adopted by Gerth, who formulates it thus: 

(4)(4) "(•••) dass das a uf dem passiven Aorist auf -rjv, -Onv gebildete Futur auf -riaoum, -
6r|ao|iaii die zukünftige Handlung in aoristischem Sinne also momentan, eintretend, 
einmaligg bezeichnet, dagegen das an dem Prasensstamm sich anschliessende Futur 
auff -oouoci in prasentischem Sinne als dauernd, sich entwickelnd, sich wieder-
holend"" (K-G, I: 114). 

Inn his Vorlesungen iiber Syntax, Wackernagel (1920: 202-4) qualifies the aspect-
hypothesiss in some respects. He argues that (pavouuxn can also be used in an ingressive-
aoristicc meaning, and <pavriaou,ai also in a durative meaning.316 In alliance with Stahl 
(1907)) he states that the "treibende Moment" behind the creation of the morphological 
distinctionn middle vs. passive future is the need for specific (semantically unambiguous) 
middlee and passive forms. The aspectual distinction, according to Wackernagel, could have 
playedd a secondary role in the development of the distinction. In the process of the 
developmentt of the passive future form, Wackernagel distinguishes four stages (1920: 
203). . 

3,55 The translations of Plato in this chapter are derived, sometimes adjusted, from Cooper (1997). 

3166 Ingressive-aoristic and durative are Wackernagel's terms. These correspond with the current terms 
perfectiveperfective and imperfective, respectively. 
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Stagee (i): The formation <pavf|aouai did not yet exist. <t>avo\>^at could be used both with a durative 
aspectt and an aoristic aspect. 

Stagee (ii) : Beside the older form (pccvouuai, expressing both aspects317, 9ocvf|oouai is created, 
whichh specifically expresses aoristic aspect. 

Stagee (iii) : The aspectual contrast between the two forms fades away, ^avfjaouai is used increasingly 
too express durative aspect as well. 

Stagee (iv): The middle future is no longer used in an intransitive or passive meaning. 

Inn sum, according to Wackernagel the aspectual distinction only existed in stage (ii) . 
Moreover,, according to Wackernagel, this distinction was not complete since the middle 
futur ee form could be used in both meanings.318 Or, to put it in somewhat anachronistic 
terms,, the middle futur e is the unmarked member in a privativ e opposition. This stage 
lasted,, according to Wackernagel, from Homer until the 5th century BC. 

Noww let us consider  the state of affairs in Homer. In Homer, only two verbs have a 
passivee futur e formation: Öariaecci en uiyr|aea9ai. Both future formations appear  to 
expresss ingressive meaning, and can therefore be regarded as futures of the aorist stem: 

(5)) a. ooact 5' évi ^eydpoiai KaOfmevot; fmexépoiai 
7t£\>Go|iai,, r\ QÉ\i\q èaxl, 5ctT|a£ai, o\)5é ae KEVOCO (y 187) 

Butt what tidings I have heard as I abide in our halls you shall hear, as is right, nor will I hide it for you. 
b.. TCCCX; yap e\iex> cru, ^eïve, Safjaeai, ei (...) (x 325) 
Forr how shall you learn of me, stranger, whether (...). 
c.. <xAV öxe 8fi xdx' ejieXXe \iiyi\oeaQai qmAxxiceaai (K 365)319 

Butt when he was going to mingle with the sentinels (...). 

However,, the middle future, too, could express ingressive meaning. Consider  the following 
example: : 

(6)) ©<; '06\)ae\)q Kot)ppaiv ei)7c^oKctuoiaiv e\iekXe 
ui^eaOai,, yuuvóq Tiep écóv (C, 136) 

Evenn so Odysseus was going to mingle with the fair-tressed maidens, naked though he was. 

Further ,, the middle form jii^ouc u could also be used in an iterative sense (i.e. 'presentie'). 

(7)) 9\)uö<; 8' ëxt vcoiv è&Xmi 
(iî ecrÖaii  ^evir | f̂ 5*  ayhxa 8a>pa öiöcóaeiv (a> 314) 
Andd our hearts hoped that we should yet meet as host and guest and give one another glorious gifts. 

Noticee the coordination with the anomalous future of the present stem 6i5cóaeiv. It can be 
concludedd that, as Wackernagel claimed, the middle future is aspectually neutral in 

3177 The one instance in Homer seems to confirm this: ëvGev ydp uiv eSéyuxiv npana. (paveïoOai/ 
IKTJMJIVV (U 230) ('For from there I expected that Scylla would first appear'); cpavoftuoci here is used with 
ann ingressive ('aoristic') meaning. 

3188 Wackernagel summarizes it thus: "Also nur bei (pavrioexai und nur ganz vorübergehend, bei den 
ersten,, die die Form brauchten, ist eine Spezialbedeutung nachweisbar: darauf reduziert sich in diesem Fall 
Blassenss Theorie" (Wackernagel 1920: 203). 

3199 Note that Iliad K (the Doloneia) might be an interpolated episode. 
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Homer.. Note that, from a morphological point of view, the middle formation |x(^op.ai is 
alsoo neutral since it neither  possesses the present morpheme -07- (< *-y-aK-) , nor  the 
passivee aorist morpheme -n.-.320 

Wackernagell  states that the distinction was already fading away in Plato (stage iii) . 
Too support this claim he cites the following instances: 

(8)) aXk' kyco 5ia Tiavxcx; xo\> fKoi) 5r|u.oa{a TE eï nov xi ETtpâ a TOIOVTOC, flpavovjiai, 
m ii  iSia ó ambc, oSxoq (...) (PI. Ap. 33a) 
Throughoutt my life, in any public activity I may have engaged in, I will be found to be the same man as 
II am in private life (...)• 

(9)) a. T\ TOÖTO u£v ox>, OLVTOV oe xpE<pou.EVOt GOV £CDVTO<; péXxiov OpéVovtai Kai 
7cai5euaovxai,, pj.fi ^vóvxoq GOV ai>xoï<; (PL  Cri. 54a) 
Orr perhaps you will not do that, but if they are brought up here while you are living, will they be better 
broughtt up and educated if you are not with them? 

b.. Gpéyovxai 6è br\ r\\ilv  o-uxot Kai 7tai5ei>0r|aovxai xiva xpónov; (PL  R. 376c) 
Howw will they be brought up and educated by us? 

Wackernagell  paraphrases example (8) by Mes wird sich an mir  herausstellen", thus 
interpretin gg it as ingressive. However, a perfect alternative would be to interpret cpavoüfiai 
ass an event taking place repeatedly, i.e, "each time, I wil l be found to be, etc.". As for  the 
latterr  instances, in (9a) 0pe\|fovxai corresponds with the present participl e xpe(póu.evoi. In 
otherr  words, both Gpéyovxai and jiaiÖEvaoum designate non-completed events. As for 
(9b),, it is conceivable that 0pé\|/ovxai relates to growing up as an ongoing process, while 
7cai5E0>6f|aovxaii  relates to the completion of the education.321 In sum, it is possible that 
thee aspectual distinction was still present in the 4th century. In the next section (4.1), I wil l 
arguee that it did indeed exist. 

Firstt  I would like to note that the aspect hypothesis was not accepted by everyone 
however.. Stahl (1907: 83-7) rejects it, and advocates a diathetical distinction instead: "DaB 
ess sich bei den Futura dieser  Art eher  um ein Vorwiegen passiver  oder  medialer  Bedeu-
tungg als um eine Zeitart handelt, zeigt sich auch bei anakhxcGeaQai" (Stahl 1907: 
85).3222 Stahl renders passive dTca^XaynaEoÖai with 'befreit werden, etwas los werden' 
(ass examples he cites Hdt. 2.120.3, Th. 4.28.5, PL  R. 445b, Dem. 22.37), and middle 
anaXkd^EGdaianaXkd^EGdai with 'loskommen, sich einer  Sache erledigen' (Th. 4.128.5, 8.2.1, PL 
Euthphr.Euthphr. 15e, R. 465d). In other  words, middle ctTcaMxx^ouai is volitional, whereas 

Inn Homer, we also find a contrast between the active future forms ê co and axf\0(a. The former 
correspondss with the present stem èx-, and means, according to Chantraine (1958: 446) 'avoir, garder' (e.g. P 
232,, I 274, £ 281). The latter corresponds with the aorist stem ox-, and means 'arrêter, contenir, suspendre' 
(e.f.. A 820, N 151, E 100, P 182, Q 670, x 70, 248). 

3211 In connection with this example, Kiihner-Gerth (I: 117n2) plead in defense of the aspect theory: 
"Wennn in einzelnen Fallen, z. B. PI. civ. 376, c GpévpovTCu Kal Ttaiöe-üOrjaoviai der Bedeutungsunterschied 
derr beiden Futura nicht klar zu Tage tritt, so ist zu bedenken, dass auch die entsprechenden Tempora der 
Vergangenheit,, Imperfekt und Aorist, mannigfache zweifelhafte Grenzfalle aufzuweisen haben." 

3222 Magnien (1912: 279-80), in his monograph on the Greek future, allies with Stahl. For a rejection of 
Blass'' hypothesis, see also Hartmann (1935). 
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passivee dtTca^Aaynao^ai is non-volitional. I will return to Stahl's view at the end of this 
chapter. . 

Accordingg to Schwyzer-Debrunner  (E: 265-6), the outcome of the debate seems to 
bee beyond any doubt. They consider  the aspectual hypothesis untenable.323 Amongst 
others,, Wackernagel and Chantraine are mentioned as adversaries of the aspect hypothesis. 
However,, as we have seen above, Wackernagel has a finely tuned judgement on the 
matter.. Chantraine, too, takes an intermediate position (1928: 13-4). Chantraine admits that 
thee passages cited by Blass are not very convincing, but he concludes, "(...) Demosthène 
n'emploiee pas tpavoöum et <pavr|ao|j,ai sans nuance de sens. (...) q>avf|aoum indique un 
résultatt  obtenu, une conclusion qui apparatt après examen."  Schwyzer-Debrunner  do not 
doo justice to this intermediate position. Instead, they adduce alternative factors that may 
explainn the choice between the middle and passive futur e form as, for  example, the length 
off  the verb stem (following, in this respect, Wackernagel, who mentions it as a secondary 
factor),, and word rhythm (following Hartmann 1935: 128). Schwyzer-Debrunner  do not 
referr  to a diathetical distinction between the two futur e forms. Could it be that Schwyzer-
Debrunnerr  tacitly presuppose the validity of this explanation, and that they use the length 
off  the stem and word rhythm only as secondary explanations? In any event, Schwyzer-
Debrunner'ss treatment of the matter  is highly unsatisfactory. When we overlook the 
battlefield,, an analogy with the battle for  Thyrea, as described by Herodotus, forces itself 
ontoo us. Lik e Alcenor  and Chromios, Schwyzer-Debrunner  claim victory prematurely. The 
aspectuall  hypothesis has been rejected before it has been refuted adequately. 

Beforee going into the aspect hypothesis any further , I would like to make some 
remarkss on the morphological aspect of the hypothesis. It is obvious that the passive 
futur ee form is connected to the passive aorist form since both are formed with a stem in 
—(6)r|—.. Conversely, the morphological relationship between the middle futur e and the 
presentt  stem is tenuous. With regard to a large number  of verbs, the present and the futur e 
stemss are different. For  example, (paivoum contains the stem cpaiv- (< *(pav-ye/o-), 
whereass futur e cpavouuai is formed with the stem cpav(e)- (< *<pave-ae/o-). This 
differencee in stem form applies to almost all original yod-presents (i.e. also to verbs in -
d£coo en -i£o)). A difference in stem form is also found with most reduplicated presents 
(ÖISCÖUI,, xiGrmi) 324, nasal presents (SEIKVUUI , XanPdvco, léuvcü), presents in -GK-

(e-upiaKco),, and suppletive verbs (opdco vs. ctyoiiai). In other  words, it is not self-evident 
too assume a connection between the future middle and the present. It is impossible to 
determinee whether  the futur e stem is derived from the present stem or  from the verbal root 
forr  thematic presents such as Kaibzxxa (without yod, -OK-, etc.) only, because the two are 
identical.325 5 

233 Cf. also Moorhouse (1982: 176-7), who denies the existence of an aspectual distinction in Sophocles. 

3244 Interestingly, in Homer the future formation SiScóoouev (v 358), StÖcóaeiv (co 314) occurs (see also 
examplee (7)), formed on the present stem of 5i8ü)ui. This future form has an iterative ('presentie') meaning. 
Thee formation can be regarded as a parallel to the future that is based on the aorist stem, cf. 5ar|aeai (y 
187,, T 325), uiyriaeaöai (K 365). The future of the present stem probably vanished, contrary to the thriving 
'aorist'' future, because it could only yield morphologically transparent forms with few present types (namely 
thee reduplicated present, and potentially also the nasal present). 

Fromm a synchronical point of view, the future morpheme -ae/o- is both related to the present 
morphemee -e/o- and to the aorist morpheme -c(a)~. 
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Withh respect to the morphological relationship between the future stem and the 
presentt and aorist stems one can take two alternative positions: (1) It can be assumed that 
thee middle future has specialized to a 'presentie' meaning under the influence of the 
semanticc opposition with the 'aoristic* passive future, or (2) one might assume a privative 
opposition.. In other words, the middle future is semantically neutral, whereas the passive 
futuree is semantically marked with a feature + perfective. This is approximately Wacker-
nagel'ss (1920) view, as we have seen above. Notice that this semantic analysis is reflected 
inn the morphological system in a very natural fashion. The semantically neutral <pavo£|iai 
iss neither formed with the present stem (paw-, nor with the aorist stems q>T|va- (active and 
middle)) or <pocvTi- (passive), but, instead, it contains a separate stem <pav(e)-. Conversely, 
thee *aoristic' future (pavf|aoum contains the aorist stem q>ocvri-. 

Inn the next section, the oppositional pair cpotvovum and (pavf|aouxxi will be 
discussed,, and it will be investigated if they, as Blass contends, express an aspectual 
contrast.. In section 4.2, the question will be raised whether this aspectual contrast also 
occurss with other verbs. Finally, in section 4.3 I will argue that Stahl was not entirely 
incorrectt in his claim that the middle and passive future form expressed middle and 
passivee meaning. 

4.11 Aspect Revisited: the case of qxxvouum vs. <pocvT|aoum 

Thee aim of this section will be to revive Blass' aspectual hypothesis. Following Blass, I 
willl start my investigation with the most frequent pair of middle and passive future forms, 
thesee being cpavouum and (pavriooum. 

Ann interesting feature of (paivoum is that there appears to be a correlation between 
tensee stem (present - aorist) and syntactic complement (infinitive - participle). This 
correlationn is shown in the following Table 1. The instances of the 3rd person singular 
secondaryy indicative (i.e. è(paivexo and e<pdvr|) were counted in Sophocles, Euripides, 
Herodotus,, Thucydides, and Plato. 

Tablee 1: 'Etpawexo and é<pdvT|: frequency figures of constructions 

èpaivexo o 

è(pdvr| | 

++ inf. 

222 (28.2%) 

33 (2.7%) 

++ part. 

100 (12.8%) 

288 (24.8%) 

ellipsis/abs. . 

466 (59.0%) 

811 (72.6%) 

total l 

788 (100%) 

1133 (100%) 

++ dat.326 

344 (43.6%) 

222 (19.5%) 

Itt is clear from the figures in the table that the imperfect form è(pcuveto is construed more 
frequentlyy with an infinitive complement, whereas eqwxvri prefers the construction with the 
participle.. This distribution can be explained by the semantics of the two alternative 
constructions.. The construction with infinitive involves a subjective view. The state of 
affairss denoted by the infinitive seems to be true to (a) particular person(s), whereas the 
speakerr is not certain about its truth. In other words, the state of affairs expressed by the 
infinitivee is non-factive. For our present purposes, it is important to note that this subjecti-

3266 The dative complements occurring with all constructions are counted: infinitive, participle, ellipsis and 
absolute. . 
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vee view ('seem to*) is inherently stative. The construction with a participle-complement, 
onn the other  hand, involves an objective view. The state of affairs expressed by the 
participl ee is considered to be true by the speaker  (factive value).327 Additionally , the 
differencee with the former  construction is that a change is involved: (pouvouat construed 
withh a participl e refers typically to the moment at which a particular  state of affairs is 
recognizedd as being objectively true. Since the construction with a participl e ('be found 
outt  to*) involves a change of state, it inherently has a telic aspect. 

Thee objective versus subjective contrast also has consequences for  the frequency of 
aa dative constituent. Dative constitutents occur  more often with the infinitiv e construction 
since,, in general, it is of more importance who is the particular  holder  of the subjective 
vieww (e.g. When I was younger, the world seemed to me a happy place). The subject of an 
objectivee view is more often generic or  easily understood on the basis of the context (e.g. 
OedipusOedipus turned out to be his wife's son). 

Thiss difference in inherent aspect between the two constructions explains the diffe-

rentt  frequencies of present and aorist stem. Telic cpaivofiai cum participl e tends to occur 

inn the aorist stem, whereas stative (atelic) (paCvouai with an infinitiv e prefers the present 

stem.. Now, consider  the following table-

Tablee 2: Octvovum and cpavf|aou,ai: frequency figures of constructions 

(pavoöjiai i 

9avT|ao|xai i 

++ inf. 

22 (2.7%) 

00 (0%) 

++ part. 

99 (12.3%) 

88 (21.6%) 

eI177 abs.328 

622 (84.9%) 

299 (78.4%) 

total l 

733 (100%) 

377 (100%) 

++ dat. 

166 (21.9%) 

55 (13.5%) 

Inn the table above I have collected all instances of middle and passive futures occurring in 
thee same authors as those of the previous table. A notable difference between the figures 
off  the two tables is the lower  frequency of the construction with an infinitive . From this 
wee may infer  that it is generally more relevant for  something to be found to be the truth at 
somee time in the future, than that something will seem to be so. There are, however, also 
somee important similarities between the two tables. First, (pavovu.ai occurs more often 
withh the infinitiv e construction than (pocvriaoum does (2.7% vs. 0%), although, obviously, 
thesee low numbers do not provide definite proof. Second, <pctvf|ao|iai more often occurs 
withh the participle-construction than cpavouum does. The percentages, furthermore, are 
veryy similar  to those of ecpotivexo and é(pdvr|v: 12.3% vs. 12.8%, and 21.6% vs. 25.0%. 
Thee thir d and final similarit y is that dative constituents occur  more often with <pavot>uai 
thann with cpavriao îai (likewise £9a{vexo vs. è(pdvr|). These three similarities suggest that 
<pavoï>umm corresponds with ècpcdvexo, whereas (potvf|aoum corresponds with è<pavT\. 

3277 For an analysis of the factive and non-factive values of the respective constructions with participles 
andd infinitives, see Rijksbaron (1986). 

3288 When no predicative noun is present, it is hard to distinguish the auxiliary (pocivoum with ellipsis of 
thee participle or the infinitive from the non-auxiliary usage of cpaivoum ('become visible'). When the subject 
iss a concrete noun, an interpretation 'become visible, appear' is more likely. In the case of an impersonal 
subject,, ellipsis of participle or infinitive is the more probable interpretation ('it appears that'). The cases 
withh an abstract noun are highly ambiguous, e.g. E. Ion 1063 èXrciq (Hope will  appear vs. There will  appear 
toto be hope), Th. 3.20.1 ocotripia. The same holds for metaphorically used nouns, e.g. Hdt. 3.156.2 rcópoc,. 
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Inn the following section I will corroborate the evidence provided by these figures 
byy an examination of a number  of passages, taken from Sophocles, Euripides and Plato. 
Noo orators were chosen because, as will be shown below, they have an overwhelming 
preferencee for  the passive future. Apparently, the passive futur e form was selected by 
themm in a more or  less routinized manner. This can be considered an indication that, at 
leastt  in oratorical prose, the semantic contrast between the middle and the passive futur e 
wass already fading away in the 4th century. 

Lett  us first  consider  some typical instances of <pavf|cou,oti in the meaning 'be 
found,, turn out'. Oedipus wil l be found out to be a born Theban and, moreover, the 
brotherr  of his own children. 

(10)) eixa 5' èyyevriq 
(pavqaeraii  0Ti|3aïo<; (S. OT 453) 
Butt later he will turn out to be a native Theban (...). 

(11)) <povf|aexai 8è Tcaici xoïq cruxoi) £UVG)V 

a&efapbqa&efapbq ocuxóq mi 7taxr|p (S. OT 457) 
Andd he will turn out to live together with his own children, as both a brother and a father (...). 

Inn Plato, (pavriaoum is often used in anticipation of the conclusion of an argument. 
Inn Lg. 892c, for  example, the Athenian anticipates the final conclusion that the soul is one 
off  the first  creations. As an intermediate step in the argument it must be proven that the 
soull  is older  than matter  (o%ia). This is the starting-point of the investigation. 

(3)) A0. (...) ei 8è «pavnfiaeTai y\>x*\ npcoxov, o\> jrii p o\>8è af|p, ywff\ 8' èv npénoiq 
yeYevrtnivri ,, OXE8ÖV ópöóxaxa Aiyoix' av eivai 8ia<pepóvxu)c, qróaei. Taftx' ea9' 
oiSxcoc,, ëxovxa, av XITDXTI V xiq eniSet^ri rcpeapuxepav ouaav acuuaxoq, otAAax; 8è 
ovSauxbq. . 
KA.. 'AA,n6éaxaxa A,éyei<;. 
A0.. OuKovv xa |iExa xavxa ETC' a\>xo 8TI  XOVXO axeA,̂ îEGa; (PI. Lg. 892c) 
ATHENIAN:: If it will be found that soul came first, not fire or air, and it was one of the first things to 
bee created, it will be quite correct to say that soul is preeminently natural. This is true provided you can 
demonstratee that soul is older than matter, but not otherwise. 
CLINIAS:: Very true 
ATHENIAN:: So this is precisely the point we have to tackle next? 

Eventually,, in 896b Clinias concludes that the soul is indeed the oldest thing there is. 
Besidess the construction, the semantic property of iterativity or  genericity is 

relevantt  to the distributio n of the futur e forms at issue. Iterativit y and genericity may be 
indicatedd by the nature of the subject of the clause. In Sophocles, Euripides and Plato, 
theree are 6 instances of cpavoftuai with a clausal subject which point to an iterative or 
genericc interpretation, these being öaxiq ëax' dvrj p %pr[G%óq (S. Ant 662), rcdvxa dvSpa 
(PI.. Lg. 738e), xiq eicaaxoq (PI. R. 537b), öaoi ... 7iavxe<; (PI. Tht. 206e), rcdvxa (PI. 
Chrm.Chrm. 172b), and dAAoc \ivpia (PI. Sph. 245e). Significantly, no subjects of this type were 
foundd in combination with the passive form (pavf|aoum. In two cases {Lg. 738e, Chrm. 
172b),, (pavovuai has the subjective meaning 'seem'; the three other  instances involve 
(pouvoumm in the objective meaning 'tur n out, be found'. For  example, 
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(12)) èv xoïq yótp oiKeioiaiv Öaxic, eax' dvnp 
XpTiaxóc;,, qxxveïxai rav nóXei Öixaio<; oSv (S. Ant. 662) 
Thee man who acts rightly in family matters will be seen to be righteous in the city also. 

(13)) m i omax; öaoi xi ópÖöv 8o£d£o\)ai, Ttdvieq ai)xo |i£xd Xóyoi) 9ocvowrai exovxet; 
(...)) (PI. Tht. 206e) 
Andd that being so, anyone at all who makes a correct judgement will turn out to have it 'together with 
ann account' (...). 

Ass was mentioned aboved, in general, q>a(vouxxi construed with a participl e ('be found 
out' )) tends to have a passive futur e (pavpaouai. In these generic contexts, however, 
cpavo\>p.aii  is found. We may conclude that the 'presentie' futur e (pavo\iu,ai can also be 
usedd to express the meaning 'wil l be repeatedly/always found out'  {objective plus iterati-
ve/genericve/generic meaning). 

Otherr  indications of iterativit y or  genericity are the use of particular  adverbs or  the 
occurrencee of a negation. In our  corpus, (pavovum occurs 4 times accompanied by an 
adverbb with iterative or  generic value. These are dei [2x] (PL  R. 59Id, Lg. 871a), 
emaxoxee (PI. Lg. 689e), and xoxe uiv ... xoxè Öé (PI. Lg. 860b). The former  three cases 
involvee the objective cpaivoum 'tur n out, be found*.329 For  example, 

(14)) ó ydp vóu.o<; d7cayope\)ei icai anayopexKav vnep Tidariq xfjq KÓXeoaq dei (paivexai 
Kaii  <paveixai (PI. Lg. 871a) 
Thee reason is that the law itself makes the proclamation, and it is always seen to make a proclamation 
onn behalf of the state, and it will always be. 

Oncee again, even though we are dealing with the objective meaning of (pa(vou.ai (cf. part. 
d7cayope\)a)v),, we find the futur e form <paveïxai due to its iterative/generic meaning (dei). 
Noticee also the correspondence with the present «paivexat. 

AA typical kind of generic expression are Yva>|iai. The following one is from 
Heraclitus,, quoted by Plato: 

(15)) dvGpomcov ó oxxpoVcatoc; rcpoq 8eov 7U9T|KO<; cpaveïxai Kai ao<pia Kai KdAAei Kai 
xoïc;;  ixXkoiq rcaaiv (PI. Hi. Ma. 289b) 
Thee wisest of men will be seen to be a monkey compared to god in wisdom and fineness and everything 
else. . 

Heree too, it can be seen that the 'presentie' future form occurs with a generic value.330 

Theree appears to be a tendency for  negations to occur  with cpavoftum, rather  than 
withh {pavriaoum. Of all the instances with a negation, 13 occur  with <pavoï>|iai, whereas 4 

3299 These kind of adverbs are not found in combination with (pavTioouai. The occurrence in the Republic 
(59Id)) will be discussed below. 

3300 For use of the future tense in gnomic expressions, see Magnien (1912: 169-70). One of his examples 
corroboratess our point: pioco 7ioA,iTT|v Öanc, öxpe^eiv naxpav/ ppa5\)C, cpavevtai ueydXa 8e pAarcxeiv TOCXUC, 

(Ar.. Ra. 1427) ('I hate any citizens who will turn out to be slow to aid, and swift to hurt, his town'). There 
is,, however, for (paveltai a variant reading 7té(p\)KE. 
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occurr  with qxxvfiaoum.331 This tendency can be explained by the link between negation 
andd iterativity. 332 Furthermore, in a number  of instances of cpavoupm, the negation is 
combinedd with the adverb noxi, which reinforces the iterative or  generic interpretation 
meaningg (cf. its positive counterpart ae().333 

<I>aivo(iaii  can also have the (original) concrete meaning 'become visible, appear' (without 
complement).. Here, the 'aoristic'  passive futur e form predominates. It occurs 8 times in 
ourr  corpus; the middle futur e is used only twice. This can be explained by the inherent 
telicc aspect of (pcuvoum in the meaning 'become visible, appear' (an accomplish-
ment).3344 For  example,335 

(16)) <pavTjaoum yap (...) 
5o\>Xiic,, 7coÖöv JidpouSev EV KADSCOVIG) (E. Hec. 47) 
II shall appear (...) in the sea swell before the feet of a slave girl. 

(17)) r) ydp TIC, apornp fj  TIC, OIKÉTIC , ywn 
(pavfiaeraii  vcpv (...) (E. El. 105) 
Somee fanner or slave woman will appear to us (...). 

(18)) KOUTOI  èyü) cpuTiv èvtauOd nov <pavTJa£o6ai xi\v kniöri\\ix\\ t r\v 5f| naXai 
^nxoüuevv (PlEuthd. 289d) 
Andd yet it was in this connection that I expected that the knowledge we have been seeking all this time 
wouldd appear. 

3311 The instances of «potvoOuxxi with negation are the following: S. OC 51, 804; E. Heracl. 769, Ph. 1623 
[JITII,, Hipp. 332; PL Lg. 738e [UT|], 744a, 770d [uf|], Hi. Ma. 289b, 291d [uf|], Prm. 131d, 132a, Ale. 1 109a, 
Sph.Sph. 245b; (pavrjooucu with negation: PI. R. 479a, Tht. 190e [UT|], Sph. 216b, Mx. 248a. 

3322 The phenomenon that the presence of a negation may bring about an iterative interpretation has also 
beenn noted by Rijksbaron (19942: 15). An illustrative example is: èctv y&P t i oe (pavS KCCKOV TienoiTiKax;, 
öuoXoy©© a5iKEÏv éav p.évxoi p.n,Sèv (pa(vtou,ai KOKÖV rcercoiriKüx; ^ir|8è po\>A.r|9£i<;, o\) Kal ai) aï> 
OM-oXoYnaen;; (ir|5èv \>n' i\iox> d8iKeïo6ai; (Xen. Cyr. 5.5.13) ('If it will be found that I have done you 
harm,, I confess that I am in the wrong; but if it turns out that I have done you no harm and I intended none, 
willl you then on your part confess that you have suffered no wrong at my hands?'). The aorist (pav© denotes 
aa punctual event, whereas the present stem pouvoauai in combination with the negation (uriöèv) denotes an 
iterativee event ('it will turn out, time and again, that ...) 

3333 These instances are: S. OC 804, E. Heracl. 769, PI. Lg. 738e, Hi. Ma. 29Id. There is, however, one 
exception:: iced 7iépac, (...) ouSèv (pavT|oexa{ TCOTE (PI. Sph. 261b) ('And no limit (...) will ever appear'). 

3344 As might be expected, <paivouai in the meaning 'become visible' occurs more frequently in the aorist 
stemm than in the present stem. Of instances of the 3rd sg. imperfect ècpouvexo counted in Table 1, there were 
noo cases with the meaning 'become visible', except when a negation was present. In this case, the clause 
oftenn has an iterative interpretation (cf. Rijksbaron 1994: 15), for example, Hdt. 2.118.17, 3.156.11, e.a.; Th. 
5.7.5,, 8.8.4. Furthermore, it is significant that the compound ctvacpawofiai, which is mostly used in the 
concretee meaning 'become visible', shows a clear preference for the passive future form (see Blass 1892: 
271). . 

3355 Other examples are E. Supp. 605, Hipp. 479, Phaëth. 275, PI. Pit. 209b, Sph. 261b. Exceptions are: S. 
El.El. 1155, Ph. 1064. 
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Too sum up the discussion so far, it is possible to schematize the main features of 
thee distribution of cpocvouum and «pavfiaojxai as follows: 

Tablee 3: Distribution of (pavovum and <pavf|aoum 

iterative/generic c 

non-iterative/generic c 

abs.// + part. 
'becomee visible, become clear' 

<pccvotinai i 

<pavrJ0Oiiai i 

++ inf. 
'seem' ' 

9avo\>um m 

<pavo\3um m 

Inn order to verify the conclusions stated above, I will now discuss, in more detail, the nine 
casess (I-X) of the middle and passive futures (pavouucti [4x] and (pavfiaouat [5x] that 
occurr in Plato's Republic. The first instance is: 

(I)) vvv 8é y\ Ecpnv, £Ï7cep aoqua xe Kal apexr) èaxw Simiocruvri, paöiax; oïuai 
<pavf|aeTaii m i iax^póxepov aSiidaq (...) (PL R. 351a) 
But,, now, if justice is indeed wisdom and virtue, it will easily be shown to be stronger than injustice 

Thee previous step in the argument is recapitulated in the ei-clause preceding the main 
clause.. The future (pavfjaexai 'will be shown' introduces the issue that is to be dealt with 
next,, which results finally in the conclusion in 352b: öxi ulv yap m i aocparcepoi m i 
aneivo-uqq m i Öuvaxonepoi rcpaxxeiv oi 5{mioi (paivovxai (...) ('Now that the just are 
foundd to be wiser and better and more capable of doing things (...)'). 

(II)) Touxcov yap 5fi, co apiaxe, <pf|aonev, xcbv no\X&v mAxbv n©v xi ëaxiv o OÜK 
aiaxpovv <pavf|oexai; (...). 

OÜK,, aXk' dvdyKri, ë(pr|, m i KaAxx KG>C, avxa Kai aiaxpa (pavflvai (...) (PI. 
/?.. 479a) 
SOCRATES:: "My dear fellow", we'll say, "of all the many beautiful things, is there one that will not 
alsoo be found to be ugly? (...)" 
GLAUCON:: There isn't one, for it is necessary that they are found to be beautiful in a way and also 
uglyy in a way (...). 

Socratess presupposes the truth of the idea that all beautiful things are, in a way, also ugly. 
Onn closer inspection, the beautiful things will indeed be found to be ugly. Thus, (pavr|-
aexaii is used here in the objective sense 'be found'. Glaucon then confirms Socrates' 
licbv-question.. Note that the aorist tpavflvai in Glaucon's answer corresponds with the 
passivee future in the question. It is worthy to note that the future tense is used here in a 
speciall sense. It does not refer to an event in the future. Rather, it appears to have a 
modal,, or more specifically, an epistemic value (see Palmer 1986: 61-2). By using the 
future,, the speaker asserts that the truth of the proposition at issue is the logical conse
quencee of an hypothesis that has been accepted earlier in the discourse.336 The future 

3366 This special use of the future tense has noticed been observed by Magnien (1912, II: 168-169). For a 
recentt discussion of this special future type, see Bakker (2002). This use of the future tense in Greek may be 
comparedd to the use of the auxiliary will  in English as in That'll be the postman. According to Langacker, 
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tense,, used thus, occurs quite frequently in Plato*s dialogues (see also examples in , VII , 
andd DC below). 

(IE)) oine ydp nov GKOxcuÖéaxEpa \ri\  övxoc; rcpöq TO u.aAAov \ir\  eivai qxxvfjaetai, oiSxe 
cpavóxEpaa övxoc; npbc, to uaAAov eivai (PI. R. 479d) 
Surely,, they will not be found to be more than what is or not be more than what is not, for apparently 
nothingg is darker than what is not, or clearer than what is. 

Itt  is appropriate, according to Socrates, to place the beautiful things (as well as other 
things)) intermediate between being and not being (479c). To support this claim, he puts 
forwardd the argument that is cited here (OUXE yap KTX. ) as he considers it a self-evident 
truth .. Thus, (pavfjaeiai can here be interpreted as 'be found1 (objective meaning). As in 
examplee (II) , the futur e tense is used with an epistemic value. 

(IV )) Aoc(k>u xotvuv, r\v 8*  èycu, öXoi) oc\>xov óp9a><;, m i ooi EÜSTJAÓV TE qxxvEtxai Kal 
o\)KK  axorca 8ó^Et xa JipoEipT|uiva TtEpl a\>T(ov (PI. R. 491c) 
Iff you correctly grasp the general point I'm after, it will be clear to you, and what I've said before won't 
seemm so strange. 

Socratess suggests that if Adimantus grasps the point wholly and in the right fashion the 
issuee will indeed become clear  (not: seem clear) to him. OOCVEIXOCI  is used here in the 
objectivee meaning. The question now is why the 'presentie'  middle future occurs as, after 
all,, we are not dealing with an iterative or  generic meaning. I would suggest that the 
explanationn may be found in the immediative meaning of cpavEixai.337 The case wil l 
immediatelyimmediately become clear  to Adimantus once he looks into it in the right manner. The 
firstt  event is presented as a necessary condition for  the realization of the second. The use 
off  Kcu expresses the continuity between the two events (taxpou AND cpotvEixat 'grasp and 
itt  will be clear  straight away'). A comparable turn is found at S. OC 51: 

(19)) ariuaivE, KO\)K axiuo<; EK y'  i\iov «pavp (S. OC 51) 
Telll me what it is, and no refusal shall come from me. 

theree is difference between this use of will  and the use of must. Whereas must conveys a sense of epistemic 
immediacy,, will  suggests a certain epistemic distance: "(...) will  implies that confirmation requires a non-
negligiblee expansion of present knowledge (so that new information might alter the prediction), wheras must 
(...)) indicates that confirmation is regarded as virtually inevitable" (Langacker 1991a: 280). This semantic 
distinctionn explains the following judgments: (a) They {wilU*must} quite possibly be there now.; (b) Since 
youyou saw it with your own eyes, it {must/*willj exist. This subtle distinction may also be detectable in our 
examplee (II). Socrates, by using the future, leaves open - or pretends to leave open - the possibility that his 
logicall conclusion might be altered by new information or a new argument from Glaucon. In this way, he 
involvess Glaucon in his argument. Glaucon, subsequently, confirms that Socrates' conclusion is inevitable by 
usingg the word dvdyicri. 

3377 For a description of the immediative use of the present stem I refer to Ruijgh 1996: 535-95 (who uses 
thee term inceptive), and Rijksbaron (20023: 17f.). 
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Again,, the middle futur e appears to have an immediative value. 

(V)) Kal duct uia Kal a\Sxr| xa>v Paadvcov O\>K  èXa%ioxr\, xiq ëraaxoc; èv xoï<; 
yuuvaaioic;;  qwxveïxai (PL  R. 537b) 
Att the same time, this is also not the least of the tests, how each one of them turns out to be in this 
physicall training. 

Socratess is speaking about the nature of one of the tests by means of which futur e 
philosopherss can be selected. Oaveixai can be interpreted as iterative-distributiv e (cf. 
ëKOCGTOt;). . 

(VI )) TAp' o\)v, rjv 5' èyw, oq otv (paivrixai 7tovT|póxaxo<;, m l d0A,icbxaxo<; qxxvTJaerai; 
m ii  oq otv TCA^IOXOV  xpóvov Kai udtaaxa xvpavvevcrrj, \1aX1cxd xe Kal rctaïaxov 
Xpóvovv xoiovxoq yeyovax; xr\ dXT|6e{a; (PI. R. 576c) 
Well,, then, I said, won't the man who will be clearly most vicious, also turn out to be most wretched? 
Andd won't the one who for the longest time has been most of all a tyrant, turn out to be most wretched 
forr the longest time? 

Wit hh the predicative construction d0A,icuxaxo<; <pavr|aexai a participl e can be understood -
comparee yeyovax; in the next sentence. As stated before, the objective meaning favours the 
usee of the 'aoristic'  passive futur e form. The present stem of (paivrixai in the relative 
clausee can be interpreted as expressing a state ('will  be clearly'), or, alternatively, as 
iterativ ee ('tim e and again wil l be found to be'). The 'aoristic'  value of (pavpaexai 
expressess that, while the state of being vicious lasts (present stem (paivrixai) , it will , at a 
certainn point in time, become clear  ('aoristic'  (pavr|aexai) that he is also wretched. 

(VII )) (...) dXV del xr|v év xa> acóuxxxi dpuoviav xfj<; èv xp yx>%r[ ëvem avuxpcoviaq 
appioxxoM-evoc;;  «pavetxai (PI. R. 59Id) 
Ratherr he will always be found to cultivate the harmony of his body for the sake of the consonance in 
hiss soul. 

<I>aveïxaii  can be interpreted generically (cf. del). Here, the issue is the appropriate way of 
livin gg of ó votiv ê cov - a generic subject. 

(VIII/IX )) Md Ai' , r\ 8' ö<;, O\>K dpa rcdvöeivov cpaveïxai TI  döiKia, ei Oavdmuov 
ëaxaii  xco Xxxupdvovxi • d7iaA,A,ayr| ydp dv eÏT| KaKcov • dA,X̂ t \iaXkov oium 
a\)xfjvv «pavfiaeaOai rcav xovvavxiov xovc, aMxnx; drcoKxeivaiaav (...) (PI. 
R.R. 610d) 
Byy god, if injustice were actually fatal to those who contracted it, it wouldn't seem so terrible, 
forr it would be an escape from their troubles. But I rather think that it will be found to be quite 
thee opposite, something that kills other people (...). 

3388 Another example of the immediative use (cf. comica) of the middle future (pavouum is cue 
KaxaXe{v|/o(iévv nvaq f||icov amcov <p{iA«Ka<; éitl Toiq ecp' *h.uiv yvyvouivoiq, comica ovSeuaav iax'bv 
ê'xovxec,, ava(pavo{>^eöa (Xen. Cyr. 4.5.15). ('and if we leave some of our own men to guard what falls into 
ourr possession, it will immediately be found out that we have no strength'). Although the verb has the 
objectivee meaning 'be found' (cf. the participle) the middle future form is used with an immediative value. 
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Inn this passage, the semantic contrast between <pavo$um and (pavTjaojiai becomes 
especiallyy clear. Socrates postulates, for  the sake of the argument, that injustice is as 
deadlyy to unjust people as a disease (610c). Glaucon's exclamation \ia Ai*  ... O\>K apcc 
rcdv5eivovrcdv5eivov (pavevcai f| aSiida is the surprising (apa) conclusion that would have to be 
drawn339,, if indeed it were the case that injustice is fatal to those who contract it. Note 
thatt  the future tense in the protasis (eaxai) appears to convey Glaucon's scepticism 
regardingg the truth of the condition. In fact, according to Glaucon, the opposite is true 
(<pccvT|aea6aii  rcav xovvavciov).340 The subjective view ('injustice seems not so terrible' ) 
andd the objective view ('the opposite, however, is true') are also contrasted by the use of 
ÓLXXÓL. ÓLXXÓL. 

II would like to discuss one final issue here. As was set forth in section 4.0, 
Wackemagell maintained that the aspectual distinction existed during a particular stage in 
thee history of Greek. This stage lasted from Homer to the 5th century. We have seen above 
that,, in Homer, the semantically neutral middle future could express both aspects. In this 
section,, it was argued that, in Sophocles, Euripides and Plato, (pavovum had an 
imperfectivee value, whereas (pavfiaoum had a perfective ('aoristic') value. As the 
aspectuall distinction can also be found in Plato, Wackernagefs boundary cannot be 
entirelyy correct. The question is now whether or not we can determine more precisely in 
whichh classical authors the aspectual distinction can be found. A glance at the frequency 
withh which the two future forms occur in a larger corpus might be enlightening. 

Tablee 4: Oavovuxxi vs. <pavf)aou<xi: frequency of occurrence**1 

Aeschylus s 
Sophocles s 
Euripides s 
Herodotus s 
Thucydides s 
Lysias s 
Aristophanes s 
Isocrates s 
Xenophon n 
Plato o 
Aeschines s 
Demosthenes s 

(potvovuxxi i 

2 2 
17 7 
12 2 
2 2 
5 5 
1 1 
8 8 
3 3 
6 6 
42 2 
1 1 
17 7 

<pavT|aou.cu u 

1 1 
4 4 
9 9 
6 6 
1 1 
10 0 
5 5 
43 3 
3 3 
30 0 
6 6 
62 2 

Thee authors are set in order of their (assumed) date of birth. It can be observed that no 
significantt shift takes place during the 5th and 4th centuries. Rather, there appears to be a 

3399 Note the epistemic use of the future (paveixai. 

3400 By the epistemic use of the future (pavfiaeaGai, the statement is presented as a reasonable conclusion. 

3411 The data are derived from the TLG on CD-ROM, and from Magnien (1912, I: 281, 342). Included are 
thee compounds of <pocvov>um and (pavr|aou.ou. Not included are the instances of <pavo\ium (esp. in the 
compoundd ano-) with an indirect reflexive meaning. 
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divisionn according to genre. In the orators Lysias, Isocrates, Aeschines and Demosthenes 
thee use of the passive form predominates overwhelmingly, whereas in the remaining 
authorss the middle form is preferred. Only Herodotus shows a different picture. This may, 
however,, not be significant due to the low numbers. It may be concluded from these 
figuress that the orators selected the passive form more automatically than the other 
authors.3422 This would mean that, in the orators, the semantic distinction between the 
twoo forms began to fade away.343 It appears that, in this respect, the language of the 
oratorss was less conservative than the language of the other authors.344 

Inn conclusion, in this section I have attempted to revive Blass' hypothesis by 
arguingg that the middle future form cpavouum differs from the passive future form 
<pavf|aoumm with regard to aspect. Oocvouum, like the present stem, has an imperfective 
meaning,, whereas (pavriaouai, like the aorist stem, has a perfective meaning. In practice, 
cpavoftjiaii has the stative meaning 'seem' (subjective view), and (pavriaoum the telic 
meaningg 'turn out, be found, become clear' (objective view). Oavovjiai may also express 
thee iterative or generic meaning 'be found repeatedly/generally found to be'. Finally, we 
saww that this semantic contrast may have been fading away in the language of the orators. 

4.22 Other  Verbs with an Aspectual Distinction 

Thee question now remains whether the distinction between (pavouuai and (pocvT|aoum can 
alsoo be found with other verbs. There is a large number of verbs that show a 

II have found the same general tendency with the other verbs that have an opposition between middle 
andd passive future that is similar to (pocvoïtuai vs. 9avf|oouai (e.g. ketyoum - XeupOriaonai). Again, the 
oratorss show a general preference for the passive future: Lys. 24x [passive] : 4x [middle], Isocr, 57x [p]: 9x 
[m],, Aeschin. 21x [p] : 4x [m], Dem. 92x [p] : 47x [m]. Note that Demosthenes - as in the case of <pocvoO(iai 
:: <pavr|aou.ai - uses the middle forms relatively often. The 'non-orators', conversely, have a predilection for 
thee middle future form: A. l lx [m] : 4x [p], S. 29x [m] : 10 [p], E. 37x [m] : 24x [p], Hdt. 39x [m] : l lx 
[p],, Th. 30x [m] : 23x [p], Ar. 20x [m] : 15x [p], Xen. 59x [m] : 16x [p], PL 101 x [m] : 82x [p]. 

3433 Only Demosthenes has a considerable number of middle future forms (17x). Possibly, he still knew 
thee semantic distinction. An interesting passage can be found at Dem. 20.80-1: (...) TCCCVO' \mèp tiuöv 
(pavTjaetaii npd^aq XafJpiac, (...). a^iov (...) GKorceiv, onax; \ir\  <pavo\)U£0a pauXócepoi Xicov Tcepi towq 
£\>epyéTa<;; YEYEVT|UÉVOI. (...) ei (...) TCOV (...) TI 8o6évxo)v acprjpriuivoi (pavT|OEo0e. ('It will be seen that 
Chabriass did everything on your behalf (...). It is worth while to see that we do not prove to be less generous 
thann the Chians with regard to our benefactors. If (...) we turn out to rob him of part of the reward (...).') 
Evenn Blass (1892: 269) admits, be it reluctantly, that Demosthenes employs the middle and the passive form 
withoutt semantic distinction, for the sake of variation. However, I would maintain that there is a semantic 
differencee since (pavo\iue8a is used in a generic sense, whereas the two passive futures refer to single 
events.. Furthermore, in this speech Demosthenes uses comparable phrases twice: ÓKpp.p'n.uivoi cpavoujieöa 
(20.46),, and ct(pTipr)uivoi (pavetoOe (20.120). Contrary to aq^priuivoi (pavriaeaöe in the passage above, 
thesee two middle cases can be interpreted as iterative (cf. the plural 7tai5aq at 20.46), and as generic 
(20.120). . 

3444 Note that in the Koine, which stems from vernacular Attic, the use of the middle forms almost 
completelyy disappeared. Thus, in Polybius and the papyri, there are no more verbs that have both the middle 
formm and the passive form with passive meaning (see Mayser 1926-34, II1: 212, Blass & Debrunner 197915: 
62).. By contrast, in the highly conservative epic language only middle futures occur. Thus, Hesiod, the 
Homericc hymns, Apollonius Rhodius, Theocritus, Babrius, Oppian, Quintus Smyrnaeus, Colluthus, 
Tryphiodorus,, and Nonnus only use the middle future forms. 
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morphologicall contrast in the future stem that is similar to the contrast between cpavovuxxi 
andd (pavfiaoum.345 An example is KIVECD, which has the passive aorist form EKivfiGryv 'I 
movedd (intr.), I was moved (pass.)', but two variant future forms, Kivfiaojiai 'I will move, 
II will be moved' and KIVT|6TIOX>UXXI 'id.'. Again, at first glance, there seems to be no 
semanticc distinction between the middle and the passive future forms. However, the two 
variantt future forms may differ in aspect. Consider the following examples: 

(20)) Ift. KiveiToci m i pet, cSq (pate, xd rcdvxa; r\ yap; 
6E0.. Nai. 
Z£l.Z£l. OuKofcv duxpoxépaq ixq 5iEiXóu£0a KivfjaEu;, <pEpóu£va te Kal 
dAAoioujieva; ; 
6E0.. Flax; 8' o\S; eïrcep ye dr\ xe^éax; Kivqaexai (PI. Tht 182c) 
SOCRATES:: According to you, all things move and flow; isn't that so? 
THEODORUS:: Yes. 
SOCRATES:: And they have both the motions that we distinguished, that is to say, they both move and 
alter? ? 
THEODORUS:: That must be so, if they are to be wholly and completely in motion. 

(21)) HE. K.(vT|ai<; xe OTTjOExai m i axdaic; a\> Kivq0f|a£Tai- TCEpi yap duxpóxEpa 
ÖdxEpovv ÓTtoxEpovovv yiyvóu,Evov airuoïv dvayicdaEi n.Exa(3dAAEiv a\> ÖdxEpov 
ETcii xoüvavxiov xf\q a'uxov (pvaEcoq, axe jiExaaxov xox) èvaviiov (PI. Sph. 255a) 
VISITOR:: Then change would rest and rest would change. In both cases, if either change or rest comes 
too be either the same or different, then it will force the other to change to the contrary of its own nature, 
sincee it will share in its contrary. 

Inn (20), the middle future KW|aExai is imperfective. All things are in constant motion 
(comparee present stem KWEixai ... xd rcdvxa). In (21), however, the transition from rest to 
motionn is meant. This can be inferred from the coordination of KivT|Gf|aExai with its 
oppositee axf|aExai 'will stand still, halt'. This means that KivTi9f|aExai has an ingressive 
(i.e.. 'aoristic') value. It can be concluded that the aspectual contrast of the type cpavovum 
vs.. cpavfiaouxxi may also be found with other verbs.346 

4.33 Middl e is Middl e and Passive is Passive 

Recalll that, according to Stahl, the middle future form has a middle meaning, and the 
passivee future form has a passive meaning. In other words, he advocated a diathetical 
view.. Does this consequently lead us to the conclusion that Stahl was simply wrong? The 
situationn appears to be more complicated than that. With many verbs, the middle future 
does,, indeed, have a middle meaning, whereas the passive future has a passive meaning. 
Thee opposition is therefore comparable to the opposition between the sigmatic middle 
aoristt and the passive aorist form. This situation is presented in the following schema: 

Thee verbs that display this type of contrast are enumerated and discussed by Blass (1892: 273ff.). 

Comparee also examples (3), (5), (6), (7), (9), given in section 4.0. 
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Tablee 5: Middle and passive aorists and futures: O*Ü)£CÖ and -aKevd^co 

Activee transitive 

Indirectt reflexive 

Directt reflexive 

Bodyy Motion 

Passive e 

Aorist t 

-eoKeuocaa a 

-eaicevaadnTiv v 

-eoKE-uaadjrnv v 

--

-EaKE\>da0nv v 

Eocooa a 

eaaxrdiinv v 

--

EacoOnv v 

èoióönv v 

Future e 

-OKEvdoxo o 

-atcEudaouai i 

-OKE\)daou,ai i 

--

-aKei>ao0r|CTOuixi i 

acoaco o 

acóaoum m 

--

owOfiooum m 

acoftnaoum m 

Heree we can observe a neat pattern. The middle futur e forms correspond with sigmatic 
middlee aorist forms, and the passive futur e forms correspond with passive aorist forms.-
3488 In other  words, this system of diathetical distinctions leaves no room for  an aspectual 
distinction.. The importance of diathetical distinctions is even clear  in a form like 
(pocvouuaii  since it can also be used as an indirect reflexive (albeit only in the compound 
&JT.O-).. In sum, both aspectual and diathetical distinctions are relevant to the middle-passive 
future.. Blass and Stahl, we have to conclude, were both correct in their  assertions.349 

Thee contrast between the middle and the passive futur e is to be explained differently for 
eachh individual verb. The contrast may involve an aspectual distinction, as in the case of 
KivT|aouotii  vs. KivTi9r|aoum, or  it may involve a diathetical distinction, as in -aiceudaouai 
vs.. -aKeDaaGriaoM-ai.350 The contrast between «pavoftum and (pavTjaouxn has elements 

W77 This verb only occurs in the compounds KarocaicEud^a) and napotoKeud^G). 

3488 In some cases, the opposition between middle and passive future forms does not correspond with that 
inn the aorist stem completely. For instance, the passive aorist ÈTieioÖnv *I was persuaded' corresponds, as we 
wouldd expect, with the passive future form jieioOnoouai 'I will be persuaded'. However, the form ETteioOnv 
inn the meaning 'I obeyed, believed' corresponds with the middle future form neiaouxxi 'I will obey, believe'. 
Thiss pattern probably reflects an earlier stage of the language, in which éneioOnv and 7tEio0r|ooaav were 
onlyy used with a passive meaning, whereas èiuOóunv and rceiaoucti had an intransitive meaning. This older 
patternn was disturbed by the replacement of the thematic aorist by the passive aorist form (see section 3.2.4). 
AA similar mismatch between future and aorist is exhibited by the pair (iotArjaouai vs. épVuJlriönv (fJouXn-
Grioouaii appears late). 

3499 Recall that Stahl mentioned dnaA.AdTTOu.ai as an example of a diathetical contrast. According to 
Stahl,, drtaXXd^ETai had a volitional, middle meaning 'loskommen, sich einer Sache erledigen', whereas 
dTtaAAaynaouaii had a non-volitional, passive-like meaning 'befreit werden, etwas los werden'. Stahl's 
distinctionn is probably correct. However, it is remarkable that he did not take into consideration the more 
frequentt meaning 'depart' since it appears to confirm Stahl's claim. The middle dTcccAAd^oum is used 11 
timess with the volitional meaning 'depart' (Hdt. 5.67.2, 7.222, E. Ion 524, Hel. 437, Th. 8.83.3, PI. R. 496e; 
Xen.. An. 5.1.15, 7.1.4, 7.1.6, 7.6.2, Dem. 24.85), whereas passive future dTtaAAaYnoouai/-x9r|ao)iai occurs 
onlyy 2 times with this meaning (Ar. Av. 940, PI. Lg. 642e). The metaphorical sense 'depart from life' is not 
takenn into account here since it is non-volitional (E. Ion 847, E. Hipp. 356, Med. 878). 

35<>> Derived verbs in -d^co, -i^co, -vvco almost never have middle future forms with passive or intransitive 
meaning.. The reason for this rule may be that the so-called 'Attic futures' are morphologically less 
transparent.. There are only three exceptions (out of several dozens of instances): dvaoKoAxmiouuai (Hdt. 
3.132.2,, 4.43.2), and ovEi5iovuai (S. OT 1500). Of the verbs in -aivio, however, both -avoöuai (5 tokens) 
andd -ocv&naonai (9 tokens) occur. In some cases, word length might be a factor that determines the 
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off  both since <pavo$u.at can express the indirect reflexive meaning - which is never 
expressedd by «pocvfiaonoci -, and it can have an imperfective intransitiv e meaning. These 
twoo meanings differ  from the perfective intransitiv e (pavt|aojiai with regard to diathesis, 
andd with regard to aspect, respectively. 

occurrencee of -ooucu and -Oriaouoci (Wackernagel 1920: 204, Hartmann 1935: 128). Forms with 
monosyllabicc stems such as 5o6r|aouo:i, , pnOriaoum do not have middle variants with passive 
meaning,, whereas polysyllabic stems such as aSucnaoum, (5oviX.evoop.ai, Tiopevtao^ai, (pvXd^opai do not 
havee variant forms in -Onöoum. For a collection of data, I refer to Magnien (1912), and Hauri (1975). 
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CHAPTERR 5 

55 'Synonymous' Active and Middl e Verbs 

5.00 Introductio n 

Onee of the problems that might puzzle students of the Greek middle voice is the co
existencee of active and middle verbs that are (near-)synonyms. Well-known examples are: 

OfOf different verbal stems: 
éöéXxDD - fiouAoum 
Xaiptoo - fj6o(xai 

ff " 351 

ei|iii - epxoum 
IKOVO),, I'KG) - iicvéoM-ai 
aKoXouöécoo - ETIOUÖI352 

TCTiSdo)TCTiSdo) - a^Aoum 
aKonéo)) - oKércTopm 
9at)|i.a^(oo - Gedouai 

OfOf the same verbal stem: 
ópiiaaa (intr.) - ópndop.ai 
icetpaoo - rceipdoum 
KoXizextatKoXizextat - rcoXiteijoum 

Thee first, unavoidable point that must be made is that absolute synonymy is a very rare 
phenomenonn - if it exists at all (see e.g. Lyons 1996: 67-8, Cruse 2000: 156). In 
languages,, it runs against the principle of economy to have two different expressions for 
onlyy one meaning. The force of economy shows a strong tendency to maintain (or to 
achieve)) a division of semantic (or pragmatic) labour between two 'synonymous' expressi
ons,, at least to some extent. This tendency is sometimes referred to as synonymophobia. 

Thee question now is how to deal with the 'synonymous' active - middle pairs 
above.. The most obvious explanation for the existence of these pairs would be to state 
simplyy that the active verb does not involve subject-affectedness, while the middle verb 
does.. This explanation is a priori possible, but not very likely. If the difference between 
thee active and the middle member of these pairs would be a question of absence vs. 
presencee of subject-affectedness, it would have been hard to conceive of them as (near-
synonyms.. In other words, the semantic distinction between the 'synonymous' pairs is 
probablyy more subtle than that. Take, for instance, the pair po\>Ax)um and è6éAxo (to which 

3511 Létoublon (1985: 71) observes a difference in inherent aspect between iévai and epxeoOai, especially 
inn the non-indicative moods. The former is unmarked as to inherent aspect, while the latter often has a 
durativee or iterative value. How this distinction relates to their different voices I cannot exlain. 

3522 Notice that dKota>u0éü> 'follow' is a denominative verb (from dicóAouÖoc, 'follower, attendant'), cf. 
alsoo GKOTcéco from cncojcóc, 'watcher'. The active voice of these verbs may reflect their original stative 
meaning,, which may be rendered by 'be a follower' and 'be a watcher' respectively. 
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II will return later). One cannot simply state: ÈÖéXcD is active - therefore it lacks subject-
affectedness,affectedness, since it is clear that èBéAxo, like povtaum, implies an element of mental 
involvementt on the part of the subject. The conclusion is that we have to consider other 
typess of explanations for our 'synonymous' pairs. 

Thee question I would like to tackle in this section is whether or not the active and 
middlee endings of these pairs contribute to the over-all verb meaning. In principle, one can 
thinkk of three possible scenarios that could apply to each of these 'synonymous' pairs: 

(i)) Neither  verb of the pair  involves subject-affectedness, i.e. the middle ending of 
thee middle member is lexicalized and meaningless, possibly a relic of an older 
meaningg of the verb. 

Inn the section on the status of the media tantum (1.3.1), I have argued against this type of 
explanation.. One of the central objectives of the present study is to aim for a unified 
accountt of all types of middle verbs: oppositional middles as well as media tantum. As a 
matterr of principle, in my view, the burden of proof lies on those who would claim that 
thesee two types of middles should be treated separately. In the section on media tantum, I 
havee also shown that most media tantum belong to a restricted number of semantic clas
ses,, and that in all these classes subject-affectedness is an element of their meaning. Now 
iff we look at the verbs enumerated above, we can observe that they are either verbs of 
motion,, or verbs of mental processes.353 Both semantic verb-classes involve subject-
affectedness.. The subject undergoes a change of location, or a change of mental state, 
respectively.. Although one cannot rule out the possibility that, as a result of a radical 
semanticc change, the original middle meaning of a particular middle verb has disappeared 
withoutt a trace, one should consider such an explanation only as a last resort. In many 
casess it is possible to discern a subtle semantic distinction between active and middle 
'synonyms',, involving a difference in degree of subject-affectedness. This bring us to 
scenarioo (ii): 

(ii)) Both 'synonymous' verbs inherently involve subject-affectedness. However, the 
aspectt  of subject-affectedness is emphasized by means of the middle inflection. 

Too illustrate this scenario, consider the pairs puppy vs. puppy dog, and oak vs. oak tree 
(fromm Langacker 1987: 294-7). The lexical items puppy and puppy dog do not differ in 
truth-conditionall content. The two expressions are semantically very similar since the 
meaningg component 'dog' is already inherent in the lexical item puppy. In the expression 
puppypuppy dog, the meaning of dog is included in the lexical meaning of puppy. The same 
holdss for oak vs. oak tree. Nevertheless, although the 'objective', truth-conditional content 
off the two expressions may be identical, there is a conceptual difference. By using an 
analyticc expression like puppy dog or oak tree the semantic facets dog and tree are 

rioX,iT£i)oncuu is the odd one out here. I will return to this interesting verb below. 
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highlighted,, i.e. the status of the designated entities as members of the category dog and 
tree?* tree?* 

AA similar relation may hold for 'synonymous* pairs of active and middle verbs: 
bothh expressions imply subject-affectedness since this is an inherent feature of the lexical 
semantics.. However, the semantic facet of subject-affectedness is highlighted by the 
middlee ending. Consequently, there is a subtle difference between the active verb - of 
whichh subject-affectedness is an implicit facet of the lexical meaning - and the middle 
verbb - in which subject-affectedness is made more salient by means of the middle 
ending.3555 An example of this type of subtle contrast is the active-middle pair iÖeïv -
iÖéoOai,, of which the middle variant conveys the notion that a lasting mental impression 
iss left on the subject (see section 2.1.8). In other words, the middle inflection emphasizes 
thee subject-affectedness inherent in the lexical meaning. As I will argue below, the pair 
povAououu - èöéXco can also be accounted for by means of this scenario. While both verbs 
involvee a degree of mental affectedness in their lexical meaning, this element is emphasi-
zedzed in the case of pov>Ax>u.ai by means of the middle ending of the verb. 

Finally,, we come to scenario (iii): 

(iii)) Both verbs of the pair  involve subject-affectedness. The affectedness of the 
subjectt  of the active verbs is inherent in the lexical meaning of the verb. There 
iss no demonstrable semantic difference between the active and the middle 
verb. . 

Thiss is a scenario I deem very plausible since it is in harmony with the claim that the 
activee voice is the unmarked member of the opposition, neutral with respect to subject-
affectedness.. It is possible that, historically, there had been a semantic distinction (as in 
scenarioo (ii)) which had disappeared in the course of time.356 In other words, for this 
typee of active-middle pairs, semantic factors do not determine the distribution of the active 
andd the middle verb. We have a strong indication that semantic factors are irrelevant if we 
cann point to other factors that adequately explain the distribution of the 'synonymous' 
activee and middle verb. Other important factors might be diachronical factors, genre-

3544 In the verbal domain, examples would be: English rise up (the adverb emphasizes the upward 
movementt already inherent in the lexical item rise), and the auxiliary do as in You DID see it!  and Did you 
seesee it?. The auxiliary can be analyzed as designating a maximally schematic state of affairs (cf. Langacker 
1991:: 205). Therefore, using the auxiliary do emphasizes the abstract element of the actual occurrence of the 
statee of affairs - which is also inherent in the lexical semantics of every verbal predicate. 

3555 Within the Greek verbal system, a comparable phenomenon is found in the perfects that are formed 
fromm inherently stative verbs, the so-called intensive perfects (see e.g. Rijksbaron 19942: 36, Ruijgh 1996: 
670).. E.g., the perfect form aeaiiimriica 'maintain complete silence' (from stative aitonda) 'be silent') 
emphasizess the stative aspect that is already inherent in the lexical meaning of the verb. Maldonado (1999) 
describess a comparable phenomenon in relation to Spanish se. E.g., (i) La maestra captó la voluntad de los 
alumnosalumnos ('The teacher captured the student's good will') vs. Es un maestro que se capta la voluntad de los 
alumnosalumnos ('He is a teacher that captures [for himself] the student's good will'). The lexical semantics of 
capturarcapturar 'capture' inherently implies that the event is beneficial to the subject. The clitic se is used to 
highlighthighlight the benefit implied by the verb (see Maldonado 1999: 167-8). 

3566 It can never be excluded that a speaker of Ancient Greek still felt a subtle semantic nuance 
(consciouslyy or not) which cannot be detected anymore for lack of native speakers. 
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factors,, and stylistic factors. There is a number  of phenomena that might be explained in a 
thiss way. 

Thee first case of active-middle pairs without detectable semantic distinction 
concernss the following verbs (see also Kiihner-Gerth , I: 102; Chantraine 1927; Schwyzer-
Debrunner,, II : 232-3): 

ÓLKO\)(ÜÓLKO\)(Ü (prose/poetry) - otKOuoum (poetry) 'hear' 
oc\>5ao>> (poetry) - av>5do|xai (poetry) 'speak' 
ppéntoo (poetry) - Ppeuoum (poetry) 'roar' 
Scocpuo)) (prose/poetry) - 5aKpóoum (poetry) 'cry' 
5ia>KQ>> (prose/poetry) - 8ia>Koum (poetry) 'pursue' 
5a)pécoo (poetry) - öcopéoucci (prose/poetry) 'give, present' 
iueipooo (esp, poetry) - ijieipo^ai (poetry/Ion. prose) 'desire' 
KXaicoo (prose/poetry) - KAmopcu (poetry) 'lament' 
Aaujccoo (prose/poetry) - Aaunoum (poetry) 'shine' 
uiXnojj (poetry) - piA-noum (poetry) 'celebrate with song and dance' 
VTJXioo (poetry) - vfixouxxi (poetry) 'swim' 
oicoo (poetry) - oiouai/oïoum (prose/poetry) 'think' 
nzkxanzkxa (poetry) - rc&ouai (poetry) 'become, be'357 

GTtépxa)) (prose/poetry) - anépxoum (poetry) 'haste' 
G7ie\)6(oo (prose/poetry) - arceuSopm (poetry) 'speed' 
<pr||itt (prose/poetry) - ëq>otTo (esp. poetry) ' s ay ' 

Off  these verbs, either  one of the variants is restricted to poetry (mostly the middle variant, 
e.g.. (XKOVCO - ctKox>ouai), or  both variants occur  only in poetry (e.g. a\>8do) - auOaoum). 
Inn sum, oppositions between the active and the middle variant of these verbs is only found 
inn poetry. An example may be illustrative: 

(1)) a. cevrap èya> ye 
vqxóu£vo<;;  xó8e AXXÏTUI X 5iéTfiayov (r\ 276) 
Butt by swimming I made my way through this great gulf of the sea here (...). 
b.. aXX' ctvaxaaad[i.£vo<; VT̂XOV ndXiv Cn 280) 
(...)) but I retreated, and swam back (...). 

Withi nn a short passage the poet uses the verb twice; once in the middle voice, once in the 
active.. There are no indications of a semantic difference. 

Wit hh Schwyzer-Debrunner  (II : 232), I assume that the coexistence of the active and 
thee middle verbs in poetry is a matter  of metrical convenience, and that the variants are 
usedd indistinctly.358 However, this assumption does not imply that, in these verbs, the 

3577 Neuberger-Donath (1980) argues, against Schwyzer, that there is a semantic distinction between néXaj 
andd itéta>nca. This distinction, according to Neuberger-Donath, is in harmony with the general definition of 
thee middle: néXo) expresses a static event and is 'extroverted' (related to eiui), whereas rcéXouai is dynamic 
andd 'introverted' (related to y{yvouai). 

3588 A different position is often taken by Boeder (1961-2). Wit regard to many of the active-middle pairs 
att issue, he claims that there is a semantic distinction. According to Boeder (p. 78), the middle 8cDpéouoci 
involvess a degree of generosity on the part of the subject; as to oito - oioum, the middle conveys a (more 
subjective)) suspicion, whereas the active expresses "die Feststellung einer Meinung, fast eine Behauptung" 
(p.. 130); ip.eipou.ca, against ijieipo), expresses the desire as a reaction to a stimulus (p. 131). Cf. further 
5uoK(o/-opcuu (p. 135-6); ni)uo/-o\iai (p. 163-8). 
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usee of voice is completely arbitrar y from a semantic point of view. On closer  inspection of 
thee list above, it can be observed that the verbs almost all belong to a restricted number  of 
semanticc classes: verbs of motion, verbs of perception, (emotional) speech act verbs, and 
verbss of mental (emotional) processes. In other  words, all verbs inherently involve subject-
affectedness.3599 This inherent subject-affectedness motivates the presence of the 
(semanticallyy redundant, cf. Schwyzer-Debrunner's "Doppelcharakterisierung" ) middle 
inflection.. The active inflection can be used in these verbs since it is, as I have argued, 
unspecifiedd as to the feature of subject-affectedness. 

Thee second case concerns verbs that have different voices in different aspect stems, 
e.g.: : 

Middl ee present • active aorist 
OXIGKOUXXII - èdXcDv 'be caught' 
öépicoumm - ë8pctKOv 'look' 
5\>ouaii - e8\)V 'enter, plunge into' 
t a i aumm - e'oxT|v 'stand still, stand up' 
TtépSououu - ercapSov 'break wind' 
Tttdpvuuaii - Ëïixapov 'sneeze' 
tpecpouaii - etpacpov (Hom.) 'grow up' 
(piL>ou.att - e<pt)v 'grow; become'360 

Activee present - passive aorist 
XOtipcoo - ex<xpr|v 'enjoy' 

Thee explanation of this remarkable active - middle pattern probably lies in the pre-history 
off Greek.361 It is clear that the middle forms have a middle meaning. They all expres 

35VV Aau.7tta/-oum can be semantically compared to <paivouai 'become visible', both denoting a 
spontaneouss internal affection. 

3600 Other possible examples are: Steum - 5£ov (X 251); èpeiicóuevoc, (N 441) - fjpuce (P 595); epeircouai 
-- fipirtov; epevyoucci - ripuyov; Xd^oum [Horn.] - e'Mxxpov; uuicdouai (K 413) - EUUKOV; Kivuum - ëiaov 
[Hom.1.. Note, further, that most of these verbs have an active perfectum, e.g. èdXcom, SéSopKcc, ÖÉÖUKCC, 

ëarnKct,, Ktnopba, xéxpocpa, and rcétpuica. 

3611 Though Gonda (1979: 90) notes that in Sanskrit the active voice predominates in the root aorist, there 
iss no clear evidence that this pattern was inhereted from PIE - unless one counts as evidence the Sanskrit 
middlee pardate 'breaks wind' (corresponding with rcépSeTai) and the uncertain Late Avestan active aorist 
formm pdrd&dn (V. 3.32) 'they broke wind' (corresponding with e'nap5ov). In the remaining cases the present 
middlee appears to be a Greek innovation. Thus, ïcrcaum and nxapvo\La\ correspond respectively with the 
activee presents Skt. tisthati 'stand', Lat. sistö 'stand', and Lat. sternuö 'sneeze'. As to 5épicouxxi and (puouxxt, 
thesee verbs probably did not have a present form in PIE, given that in Sanskrit only the aorist formations 
seemm to be old: darsam 'I see' (cf. (ë-)SpocKOv) and dbhüt 'has become' (cf. e<p\>). As an explanation of the 
occurrencee of an active aorist (and perfect) vs. a middle present, I tentatively suggest the following process: 
(1)) In opposition to the intransitive active aorists (e.g. eaxriv, k'xpacpov), sigmatic aorists with causative 
meaningg were created (e.g. eatnaa, eSpeya); (2) This led to the creation of corresponding causative active 
presentpresent formations (ÏGTTIUI, Tpécpto), or, alternatively, the already existing active formation acquired a 
causativee meaning (e.g. iotriui *'stand still' > 'make stand' (3) Then, intransitive middle presents (i'o"Tau,ai, 
Tpé<ponai)) were formed. This analogical process is not implausible, since an almost identical analogical 
processs led to the formation of the sigmatic aorist eioa 'I made sit down' (in opposition to the intransitive 
middlee aorist è£óun.v 'I sat down'), which, in turn, brought about that active present ï^to acquired a causative 
meaningg 'make sit down', in addition to its original intransitive meaning 'sit down' (cf. Lat. -sido 'sit 
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mentall  or  physical affectedness. The active aorists (or  active present, in the case of 
%a{pco),, however, do not seem to express a lower  degree of affectedness.362 The subject-
affectedness,, therefore, must be an inherent property of the lexical meaning of the verb 
root.. The unmarked active voice can be used since the subject-affectedness is already 
presentt  in the context (in this case the verb root). This phenomenon may be compared to 
thee use of the active arcoGvfiaKcu (\)TCÓ) 'be killed by*  as the suppletive passive of KTECVCO 

'kill ''  (see section 1.1.4). The subject-affectedness is an inherent property of the lexical 
meaningg of anoOvfiaKco. 

Inn the two cases I have discussed above, there was no indication that any semantic 
distinctionn existed between active and middle verbs. This phenomenon was explained by 
meanss of the neutral value of the active voice, and the inherent lexical middle semantics 
off  the verbs concerned. In the first case mentioned above (type CCKOVQ) - ctKovopxxi), the 
distributio nn between active and middle form was explained by genre-factors (the need of 
metricall  alternatives in poetry). The second case of active-middle pairs (ceAiaicoucti -
edXa>v)) was explained by the pre-history of the Greek language. 

down').. Now, as a result of the analogical process, we find oppositions such as ïaTccu.at/Tpé<pou.ai vs. 
ëaxriv/ëTpacpov.. These pairs may have constituted a precedent for the formation of other verbs, e.g., etpacpov 
:: tpétpouou = eSpaicov : » 5épicouai (also influenced by OKÉTITOUCU?). The active %aip(o is probably old, 
witnesss Skt. hdryati. The form èxapn.v was probably created when the T|-aorist formation did not yet strictly 
belongg to the verbal conjugational system, and could also be derived from verb roots with active presents, cf. 
alsoo pew 'stream', aor. eppw|v. 

3622 We cannot exclude (nor prove) that a speaker of Ancient Greek experienced a subtle semantic nuance 
betweenn the middle voice of 5épKouai and the active voice of ë5paicov. However, then the question arises 
ass to why the present stem would involve a affectedness, whereas the aorist stem would not. 
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5.11 Some Active and Middl e 'Synonyms' 

Inn the previous section three possible scenarios that might hold for active - middle 
'synonymous'' pairs were discussed. In this section, a number of case-studies will be 
presented.. Of five of the active - middle pairs, I will try to analyze the factors that explain 
theirr distribution. These may be semantic factors, but also diachronical or stylistic factors. 
Threee of the pairs concerned are built on the same lexical stem: opu,da> - ópudojiai 
(5.1.1),, rceipdco - rceipdoum (5.1.2), noXixevm - TioXixevoum (5.1.3).363 The two remai
ningg pairs are from different stems: aXXo\La\ - m\dd(o (5.1.4) and |k>\>Ax>u,ai - eOéAxo 
(5.1.5).. After a discussion of these pairs I will devote some attention to the domain of the 
verbss of motion (section 5.2). It will be argued that it is possible to discern a tendency 
behindd the distribution of active and middle verbs of motion. 

5.1.11 6pu.dco vs. ópuaoum 

Thee first near-synonymous pair to be discussed, consisting of an active intransitive and a 
middlee intransitive verb, is ópudco 'rush, set off (intr.)' and opudou.cu 'set off.364 In 
Homer,, the two verbs seem to be used without a clear distinction in meaning. Compare 
thee two following examples: 

(2)) corcoc, 8' ax; x' i'pr|£ coicujtxepoc; copxo TtexeaGca, 
öc,, pd x' an' aiyiXiicoq nëzpT\<; 7cepiur|K£o<; dpBeiq 
ópuJioTii  7ce8ioio Sianceiv öpveov aXkjo (N 64) 
Andd he himself, just as a hawk, swift of flight, rises to fly, and poising himself aloft above a high sheer 
rock,, darts over the plain to chase some other bird. 

(3)) Xcayripd 8è youvax' évcouxx 
(peuyéuxvaii • xoi 8' ai\|/a SICÜKEIV a>puT|9r|Gav (K 359) 
(...)) and he [Diomedes] plied his limbs swiftly in flight, and they speedily set out in pursuit. 

'OpuJiorii is the sigmatic aorist of ópuxxco; ópur|0iiaav is the aorist of ópudonca. In both 
examples,, the subjects set off in pursuit (Sicmceiv). The two forms appear to be used 

3633 Other examples are ftouXcuco - Poutauoum and npEG$zv<a - JtpEofteuouai. The distribution of the 
activee and middle forms of these verbs is not entirely clear. The active Jtpeo(te\)ü) is used in two ways (i) 'be 
eldest,, be first, be ambassador' (stative), and (ii) 'place as oldest/first, pay special honour to' (transitive 
causative).. The active voice can be explained by the stative and causative meanings, respectively. The middle 
iss mostly used in the meaning 'send ambassadors'. Here, the middle voice can be explained as an indirect 
reflexivee since a leader usually sends ambassadors for his own benefit. However, the problem is that 
rcpeaPeviouGurcpeaPeviouGu is also used in the meaning 'serve as an ambassador'. Here, the middle voice may be 
interpretedd as a passive 'be sent as an ambassador', which implies that one serves as an ambassador. For 
f}o\)teijco/-ouxxii see section 2.1.9. 

3644 Corresponding to the middle intransitive ópudonoci, there is a causative transitive active ópfidü) 'urge, 
dispatch'.. Judged on the basis of its frequency, the active transitive verb is clearly of secondary importance. 
E.g.,, in Herodotus the active transitive occurs only twice, whereas the intransitive middle occurs 67 times. 
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withoutt  semantic distinction. In the next pair  of examples, the subjects rush up to an 
enemy: : 

(4)) ëaxaoav, onnóiE nvpyoq 'Axaicov aXkoq èneABoov 
Tpaxovv ópiiTjaeiE m i ap^Eiav TcoXiuoio (A 335) 
(...)) and they waited until some other detachment of the Achaeans should advance to set on the Trojans, 
andd begin the battle. 

(5)) nnvé^eco 8è \iaXiaxa Sauppovi BDUÖV öpivev • 
a)p|ifiÖnn 8' 'AicdpavTot; (E 488) 
[Acamas]] (...) and beyond all did he stir the heart of battle-minded Peneleos. He rushed on Acamas. 

Itt appears that, in Homer, both the intransitive active opudco (occurs 5x365) and the 
intransitivee middle opuxxoum (occurs 55x, including aorists in -O -̂) designate setting off 
atat a high speed. The distribution between intransitive ópjidco and op|idon,ai is not easily 
explainedd by metrical factors. Note, for instance, that in example (2) above the passive 
aoristt ópurjöfi would also have been possible. Furthermore, metrically equivalent forms 
suchh as -ópuTJoaq/ 6pu.T|6ei<; and -óppriaaaa/ -ópuTtOeiaa occur. 

Inn Classical Greek, however, it appears that there is a division of labour between 
thee two verbs. Intransitive active ópjxdco emphasizes the speed or force of the motion (i.e. 
motionn of high intensity), whereas ópudoucci focusses on the transition into motion, i.e. 
'sett oneself in motion, depart*, being neutral as to the speed/force of the motion. This 
semanticc distinction seems also to have been discerned by Powell (1938). He renders 
intransitivee oppdo) with 'set off, rush', and "passive" (= middle intransitive) óppdou,cu 
withh 'set off. In Herodotus, intransitive opudco is only used in contexts of battle, either 
forr an army rushing up to the enemy (adequately translated as 'storm, assail*), or for an 
armyy taking to flight. In both cases, the element of speed and/or force is obviously of the 
utmostt importance. In some cases, however, intransitive opudco has the special meaning of 
'marchh against'. Although here the element of speed is backgrounded, the idea of force is 
stilll prominent. 

Thee 7 occurrences of intransitive opudco in Herodotus may illustrate the point 
made: : 

(6)) KOU iox>q Ooivimc; öiaKeta-uoauivotx; ópu-TJaai ETC' oruxdc; (Hdt. 1.1.4) 
(...)) the Phoenicians heartened each other to the deed, and rushed to them. 

Thee Phoenicians made for the Greek women, who escaped or were carried off. 

(7)) [The Greeks] Ttpo'iSovxe*; 8È ovtoi xctq véa<; TCOV [3appdp(ov £<; qmyriv ©puriaav 
(Hdt.. 7.179) 
These,, when they sighted the foreigner's ships, took to flight. 

(8)) [Demaratus to the Persians] "HKo-uaccq fièv Kal icpóxepóv u£\), E\>TE 6pp.oou.Ev ETU 

TTIVV 'EUd8a (...) (Hdt. 7.209.2) 
II have told you already (...) when we were marching off to Hellas. 

3655 The places are A 335, N 64, <D 265, X 194, (i 221. It is worthy of mention that the optative op^r|oeie 
occurss three times. In addition, the transitive active ópu,dto occurs 4 times in Homer. 
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(9)) £K uxv bx\ xr\<; dvxui<; rcpoaTcAieiv oiS KO> a<pi è5ÓK££ xcbvSe eiveica, u,f| KOX; 
t5óvx&;;  oi "EXXTIVCC , rcpoanXéovxes b; qwynv oppxiceiav (...) (Hdt. 8.6.2) 
Noww they were not yet minded to make an onfall front to front, for fear lest the Greeks should see them 
comingg and take to flight (...). 

(10)) [Pausanias to the Athenians about the Persian cavalry] 
eii  \xiv v\>v è<; uuicu; a>pUT|a£ dpxriv Tl wcnoq (...) (Hdt. 9.60.2) 
Iff the cavalry would have rushed up to you first (...). 

Twice,, the verb is construed with an infinitive. 366 In both cases, we are dealing 
withh armies marching (cf. é£eAtt\)VEiv and axpaxeueoOai). 

(11)) [Cyrus] itpiv Öè é^eXavveiv ópuf|aai TÖV axpaxov, néiiyaq icf|pa>Ka<; Èc; xo\)<; 
"Icovou;;  ÈTiEipaxó acpeaq duo Kpoiaou aTuaxdvai (Hdt. 1.76.3) 
Butt before marching off in order to lead out the army, he sent heralds to the lonians to try to draw them 
awayy from Croesus. 

(12)) Ëaxi 5E aA^oc; Xóyoq (...) ax; Hép r̂iq ETCEUAJ/E Kfip-ur a è<; "Apyoq rcpóxepov f) mp 
6p|if|aaii  axpaxE-ÓEoGai ETU XTJV 'EXfaxba (Hdt. 7.150.1) 
(...)) but there is another story told in Hellas: That before Xerxes set out to march against Hellas, he sent 
aa herald to Argos (...). 

Inn 4 of the instances cited above, the speed of the movement is essential, either  in attack 
((6)) and (10)) or  in flight ((7) and (9)). In the remaining 3 instances ((8), (10), and (12)) 
thee verb means 'march, advance (against)'. In these cases, speed may not be important. 
Instead,, the element of (military ) force is relevant.367 

Thatt  speed is often essential to the semantics of ópuxxco may also be illustrated by 
twoo examples from Thucydides, where opuda» is modified by the adverbs u&AAov and 
u.dA,iaxa,, thereby showing its gradable character. This would be impossible if the verb 
wouldd merely mean 'set off, start' . 

(13)) [Brasidas] xem&v 8è r\v m i \>7iÉv£i<pEV r\ m l fidXXov cópuriae (...) (Th. 4.103.2) 
Thee weather was bad and somewhat snowy, and for this reason he made the more haste (...). 

(14)) [of ships] cd [LEV ud îaxoc ópuriaaaai xpeïq 8iaq>9£(povxai (Th. 8.34) 
Thee three that had pursued most hotly were wretched. 

Lett  us now turn to intransitiv e óppxxouxn. As I claimed above, its meaning is 
neutrall  as to speed and/or  force. Instead, it focusses on the onset of the motion. To 
supportt  this claim - without going through all 67 instances in Herodotus - I would like to 
pointt  out that it is highly significant that ópudoum, 59 times out of 67, is accompanied by 
ann adverbial phrase with EK or  and, expressing the starting point of the motion (cf. Powell 

3666 The infinitive may be interpreted as an optional final infinitive, or as a complement depending on a 
semanticc element of volition present in the verb ópudoo, cf. Homeric ïeum 'rush', but with inf. 'wish, be 
eagerr to'. 

3677 Possibly, the military meaning 'march, advance', which is neutral as to speed, has developed from the 
meaningg 'storm, assail' which implies both speed and force. 
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1938).. Furthermore, it is not surprising that the concrete spatial meaning 'set off, start'  has 
beenn extended to the metaphorical meaning 'begin to', which is construed with an 
infinitiva ll  complement. To illustrat e how different opuaouai is from ópudco, the first three 
instancess of ópudouoti occurring in Herodotus may suffice: 

(15)) [Arion ; passage in ace. plus inf.] ópuaoöai uiv vov EK Tdpavxoc,, (...), uaaöcóaa-
o6aii  nXoiov dv5pa>v Kopiv6{oov (Hdt. 1.24.2) 
Hee set off from Tarentum and (...) he hired a ship of men of Corinth. 

Arionn leaves to return to Corinth. Since he is in no particular  rush óppdu) would not have 
beenn appropriate. 

(16)) [Croesus to Adrastus] (...) <pt>taxKa rcai5o<; ae xou Èuov XP1!^® yevéoGai kq aypr|v 
opjiaHievot)) (...) (Hdt. 1.41.2) 
(...)) I ask you to watch over my son as he goes out to the chase (...). 

Croesus''  son goes out hunting. No rush nor  force involved. 

(17)) [Croesus sends out the Lydians to consult the oracles] èvxeiXd|xevo<; 5è xoïai 
A\)5oïaii  xd8e (...) arc' f|<; av f|uipr|<; ópp.T|6éGXJi EK XapÖtcov, anb xa\roi<; 
fipEpoAoyéovxâ ^  xöv Axnrcöv xpóvov ÉKaxoaxp fipipT i xPa<J6ai toïai xpiiaxrtpioi m 
(...)) (Hdt. 1.47.1) 
Andd (...) he gave the Lydians this charge: they were to keep count of the time from the day of their 
leavingg Sardis, and on the hundredth day inquire of the oracles (...). 

Thee messengers leave Sardis. There is clearly no speed involved since they are ordered to 
questionn the oracles only on the hundredth day after  departure. 

Too conclude the discussion on the 'synonymous' pair  opiidco - óp|idop.ai, consider 
thee following example from Xenophon that illustrates the semantic contrast nicely: 

(18)) [Cyaxares leaves to make a charge on the people carrying off the spoil] 
Oüxcoo 8f| ó Kva^dprj q Axxpcbv xcov èppoauivoov ÏTCTCCOV XE m i dvSpcov TipoaetaxirvEi. 
icaii  ó Kftpoq ax; EIÖÊV ópuxDuivoix;, è^op îa, Kal a\)xö<; npcoxoc; fiyEÏxo xaxéco<;, 
Kaii  ó Kva^dpri q uévxoi ècpEiKExo (...) (Xen.Cyr. 1.4.20) 
Soo when Cyaxares had taken some of the most powerful horses and men he advanced. And when Cyrus 
saww them leaving, he rushed off and soon took the lead, while Cyaxares followed after (...) 

Cyruss sees Cyaxares and his men leaving (opudouai), and speeds away (ópudco) in order 
too outstrip them. 

Too summarize, ópuuco can be adequately rendered by 'rush (up to)'  or  'march 
(against)';;  opudouai can be rendered by 'start off, leave'.368 The question remains how 

3688 It is noteworthy that the semantic distinction between ópudco and ópuaoum appears to be a reflection 
off the semantics of the noun ópuri from which both verbs are derived. In LSJ, we find the following 
meaningss of 6pjir|: (I) rapid motion forwards, onrush, onset, assault; (II) impulse to do a thing, effort; (III) 
settingsetting onself in motion, start. 'Opp.T| (I) corresponds with the ópuxico 'rush; march against'; opu.f| (III) 
correspondss to the middle ópuctojiai 'start off; ópuri (II) is of a more metaphorical nature, and corresponds -
thoughh I have not elaborated on this point - largely to the middle ópu-doum. Incidentally, there seems to be 

ann interesting distinction between ditaXXdcTxojiai and ópudoum. Though they both denote the departure 
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thesee semantic differences between the two verbs relate to their respective voice markings. 
Myy explanation runs as follows: the inherent lexical semantics of both active ópuaco and 
middlee opuxxouxxi implies the affectedness of the subject, since in both cases the subject 
undergoess the effect of the action, viz. a change of location. However, in the case of 
opuxxopmm the subject-affectedness is conceptualized as stronger: the verb focusses on the 
momentt in time at which the subject undergoes a change from a stationary position into 
motion.. Thus, opuxxoum is a punctual verb. This change is cognitively more salient than 
thatt expressed by opu-dco, that focusses on the ongoing (and essentially unchanging) 
motionn at high speed (atelic/durative Aktionsart). In sum, the middle inflection of 
bp\ido\iaibp\ido\iai highlights the relatively salient change undergone by the subject. As a 
consequence,, scenario (ii) above is applicable: both verbs involve a degree of subject-
affectedness,, but in the case of middle opuxxoucti, the affectedness of the subject is 
emphasized. . 

5.1.22 Tceipaco vs. neipaoum 

II will continue now with a discussion of the pair rceipdcü - Tteipdoum. In Homer, the 
activee occurs 10 times, against 66 instances of the middle (including éjceipT|aduT|v and 
è7ieipr|8T|v).. It is possible to distinguish a number of different meanings of Homeric 
Tceipdcoo - TiEipdoum. As we shall see, the active and middle verbs are, to some extent, 
distributedd differently with respect to the variant meanings. 

Thee active verb Tteipdo) exhibits three meanings in Homer ('A' as in 'Al' stands 
forr 'Active'): 

Al.. make an attempt on by words (+ gen, fhumanl) T2x1 

(19)) |xf| |ie\) ïceipdxco e\> eiöóxoq. o\)8é jie jcelcei (I 345) 
[7ieipdo0coo metrically equivalent] 
Lett him not tempt me who know it well; he will not persuade me. 

Cf.. also: I 181. 

fromm some starting point, the difference lies in the nature of the starting point and the goal of the movement. 
Thatt is, a.naXXa.xio\iai seems to designate going away from a place where something has happened or 
somethingg is done by the person who leaves (e.g. leave after battle), whereas opuaoum implies that the 
subjectt leaves with the intention of achieving a specific goal elsewhere (e.g leave to go to battle). This may 
explainn why ópudouou has developed the metaphorical, psychological sense of 'be eager to, be minded to' 
(oftenn in the perfect stem), which focusses on the intention of the subject while backgrounding the element 
off spatial motion. 
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A2.. try by force (+ inf./+ (bc/+ (fccac-clause369) f6x1 

(20)) [Telemachus to suitors] 
iteipf\a<oiteipf\a<o (óq K' x>\i\ii  Kamq kni KT̂ paq if|Axo (($ 316) 
(...)) I will try to send upon you fates of evil death (...)• 

Cf.. also: A 66=71, 0 8 [mipaxco; rceipdaöco metr. equiv.], T 30, 8 545 [rceipa; neiptb 
metricallyy equivalent]. 

A3,, make an attempt on by force3 (+ gen, [animal]) [2x1 

(21)) KéXeiai 5é k Gvuoc; dynvcop 
\ri\faov\ri\faov netpTJaovta icai kq ÏTOKIVÓV ÖÓUOV éXÖeïv (M 301= £ 134) 

Andd his proud spirit tells him to go even into the well-built fold to make an attempt on the flocks. 

Noww the middle variant jteipdouai shows five meaning variants: 

Ml.. try (mostly by force) (+ inf./+ <bc-clause/ellips) f8x1 

Thiss meaning is similar to (A2). 

(22)) [Trojans at the gates of the Greek camp] 
xoll 8è KCCT' a\>xd<; 

iardjiÊVott jceipébvxo (3tr| pfî avxec; èaeXÖeïv (M 341) 
Andd before them stood the foe, and tried to break them by force and enter in. 

Also:: A 5371, E 279 [abs.], Z 435 [abs.], N 457 [abs.], O 459 [rceipa; Jteipac; metr. 
equiv.],, X 381 [abs.], 8 417 [sc. akv^ai] 

M2.. make an attempt on by words (+ gen, [human!) [lxl 

Thiss meaning is similar to (Al). 

mm It is hard to tell whether the (bc/Ö7tG)crclause is a complement or an optional satellite. The fact that 
rceipdcorceipdco does not occur with ïvoc nor o<ppa (introducing optional final clauses) may be an indication that the 
Ö7tüx;-clausee is complementary. 

3700 Probably, this meaning comes closest to what must have been the original meaning of rceipaco. The 
nounn rceipot (< *per-yh2) is built on the root *per- 'penetrate'. Hence, the original meaning of the noun must 
havee been something like 'penetration (through some barrier) by force'. Yet, the extended meaning 'test, 
experience'' may also be quite old, witness Latin experior 'test, experience'. 

3711 A 5: comic' èïteipaxo KpovfSrjc, èpeöi^éuev "Hpnv/ Kepxouioic, ènéeooi ('And immediately the son 
off Cronos attempted to provoke Hera with mocking words'). Although no physical force is involved, 
rceipdoumrceipdoum here still appears to have an aggressive and hostile nuance. 
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(23)) neipa ep.eio, yepaié, veooxépov, o\>8é |xe neicreu; (Cl 433) 
Youu make trial of me, old sir, a younger man than you; but you will not persuade me. 

M3.. test, try (mostly by force) (+ gen, rhumanl/ellips) T24x1 

(24)) [Zeus challenges the gods to a tug-of-war] 
yva>aex'' £7cei6' öaov eiua 9ea>v rapxiaxo; drcavxcov. 
eii 8' aye iceipTiaaoÖE, 0eo(, ïva eïöexe KÓLVTEC, (0 18) 
[se.. |xe\)?] 
Thenn you will recognize how far the mightiest am I of all gods. But come on, just try it, you gods, so 
thatt you all may know. 

Thatt the action has the character of a test (the subject desires to know whether the 
genitivall object is capable of something, cf. English try me), is shown by the many cases 
inn which the implicit question underlying the test is made explicit. In the example above, 
Zeuss trusts that the trial of strength will reveal his superiority to the gods (yvaxrex' ejceiG' 
.... and ïva ei'8exe ...). Other examples are: 

(25)) [Achilles challenges Agamemnon to take away his gifts] 
eii 8* dye \ii\v neipriaai, ïva yvcbooai m i oi'Se-
aiyctt TOI aiu.a KeXaivöv époyf|aei rcepi 8o\)pi (A 302) 
Comee on, just try it, so these men here also may know: at once your dark blood will spurt around my 
spear. . 

Heree the expected 'test-result' (Yva yvaxDai Kai oi'8e) is made explicit in the next line 
(aïyaa ... Kepi 8oi)p(). 

(26)) ö<pp' ëxi Kai Tpaxov rceipriooum dvxiov éXBtóv, 
aïï K' èOéAxoa* èni vtyoaiv iat>eiv (T 70) 
(...)) so that I may go out against the Tojans and make trial of them yet again, whether they are minded 
too spend the night by the ships. 

Thee question to be answered is at K' éOétaoö' km vryuciv iavetv.372 

(27)) rcdvxri 8' duxpi <pdA,ayya<; èneipaxo TcponoSî cov, 
eïï Tcax; oi eï^eiav (N 806) 
Andd everywhere he made trial of the battalions, moving forward step by step, to see if they would 
perhapss give way before him. 

Inn this example, the added indirect question (ei + oblique optative) shows that this 
meaningg is related to that of (M5) question?17. Other examples with explicit 'test-result' 
aree K 444, O 225, V 804, n 305, co 216. 

3722 It is also possible to interpret the ei-clause, not as an indirect question 'in order to see whether ...', 
butt as a conditional clause: 'I will test the Trojans, if they will wish, etc.'. 

3733 In many cases, ei-clauses combined with neipdouou are ambiguous. They can be interpreted both as a 
finall clause ('in the hope that') and as an indirect question (see Wakker 1994: 370-1). 
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Inn many cases the test-character  of the action is not explicitly expressed. However, 
inn these cases, too, we can assume that middle rceipdoum conveys (albeit implicitly ) this 
semanticc nuance. E.g.: 

(28)) mi ÈKXEXEOEIE V aéötaix; 
rtoAAovq,rtoAAovq,  xoxtc, &OLU\K&;  èJcetpT|aavT, 'Oöaxriioi ; (6 22-3) 
[xouq::  internal accusative] 
(...)) and that he might accomplish the many feats in which the Phaeacians made trial of Odysseus. 

Cf.. also: B 73 [sc. ma>v 'AXCCIGÜV] , B 193 [sc. \>ia>v 'Axai&v] , E 129 [sc. aev], E 220 [sa 
Diomedes],, A 386 [sc. \ux>], n 590 [abs.], Y 349, Y 352 [= T 70], 0 580, V 553, 6 120 
[sc.. one another], 9 126, 9 205 [sc. net)], 9 213 [sc. everyone], 9 377 [abs.]. 

M4.. try , test, investigate (+ inanimate gen.) [23x] 

(29)) Ötppa |ie9' i)uiv 
XEipcbvv m i o9éveo<; neipriaoum, fj  UOI  EX' EGXW 

ïq,, OITJ Teapot; EOKEV évi yvaiiTcxoiai uiXEaaiv, 
r\r\  Y[bT\ uoi ö^eaaev aAri x'  &Kouaax(r | xe (<p 282) 
(...)) that in your midst I may prove my hands and strength, whether I have still vigour such as was 
formerlyy in my supple limbs, or whether by now my wandering and lack of food have destroyed it. 

Thee disjunctive indirect question expresses the question that is to be answered by the test. 
Thee genitival complement can express the particular  quality of the subject that is 

testedd (as in <p 282 above: XEipó>v KOt l O9EVEO<;), or  it can express the test-object by means 
off  which one tries one's powers, e.g. xo\i xo^ov in: 

(30)) m i 8É KEV a\>xo<; EYCO TOX> XO^OU 7ceipTiaa{u.T|v • 
eii 5é KEV èvxavvatö StoiaxEuaco xe ai8r|pou (<p 113) 
Andd I too myself might make trial of that bow. If I shall string it and shoot an arrow through the iron 
(...). . 

Again,, the question that is to be answered by the test is expressed explicitly (ei Öé KEV 
évxavóacö). . 

Cf.. also: O 359, I 601374, T 384, ¥ 432, ¥ 707=753=831, £ 126 [7tEipr,aouai TI8E 
iScojiai;; sc. the unknown people], 9 100, 9 145, 9 149 [sc. aéBAiov], 9 184, a 369, <p 135, 
<pp 159 [cf. £ 159], cp 180=268, <p 184 [sc. èvxavuaai?], cp 394, cp 410. 

3744 At I 601 rceipdouai seems to be construed with an accusative object: (bq oxe xic, xpoxov apuevov ev 
TtctAduriGiv// e^ouevoc, Kepauxvq neiprioexai, a ï KG Gériaiv. It is, however, preferrable to interpret the 
accusativee as a thematic object in a proleptic construction or as an anacoluthon in which èv nakaiv^mv è'xcov 
iss to be understood. 
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M5.. test by guestionin2 (+ gen./ellips) T8xl 

(31)) èX9a)v xa>v8' dv5pcov 7i£ipf|ao^ai, 01 xivéc, eiaiv (i 174) 
II will go and make trial of these men, to learn who they are (...). 

Also:: Q 390, 8 119 [sc. Telemachus] = <a 238 [sc. Laertes], v 336, x 215, y 181, oo 240 
[sc.. Laertes]. 

M6.. experience (+ gen.) T2x] 

(32)) loi 8' aAAoi KOIXTIC, ëvxooöe <papexpr|c, 
KECOCXO,, xa>v xdx' ep-eAAov 'Axatoi 7ceipT|aea0ai (cp 418) 
Butt the others [arrows] were stored within the hollow quiver, those of which the Achaeans were soon to 
getget experience. 

Also:: Y 23 [abs.; perfect: 'be experienced'; frequent in Classical Greek]. 

Thee different meanings of jceipdco and ïïeipdouoci are summarized in the table 
below.. We may observe that some meanings occur exclusively with one particular form, 
andd that there is an overlap in the meaning try (by means of force). 

Tablee 1: Different meanings of rceipdco and neipdouxxi in Homer 

A3,, make an attempt on by force (+ gen. [animal]) 

A2/M1.. tr y (mostly by force) (+ inf/+ óx/+ ÖTCÜX;) 

A1/M2.. make an attempt on by words (+ gen. [human]) 

M3.. test (mostly by force) (+ gen. [human]) 

M4.. try , test, investigate (+ gen. [inanimate]) 

M5.. test by questioning 

M6.. experience 

netpacoo [lOx] 

2 2 

6 6 

2 2 

— — 

— — 

— — 

— — 

Tteipaoumm [66x] 

— — 

8 8 

1 1 

24 4 

23 3 

8 8 

2 2 

Noww what can we learn from the table? First, the meanings test (+ gen), test by questio-
ning,ning, experience are exclusively expressed by the middle verb. The active form, on the 
otherr hand, occurs exclusively in the meaning: make an attempt on by force (be it only in 
twoo identical lines).375 Subsequently, the question arises as to the rationale behind this 

3755 The question may arise whether it is justified to distinguish the meanings neipaco + gen. [animal] 
'makee an attempt on X by force' from rceipao^oci + gen. [human] 'test X' (mostly by means of force). Do 
theyy not rather, although they differ in voice, express the same meaning? My answer would be negative. It is 
significantt that in the sole instance of the active form construed with a genitive complement, this comple
mentt is non-human: urjtaov (M 301 = £ 134), whereas in the 23 instances of the middle verb with a genitive 
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distribution .. I would like to suggest that there is indeed one: the meanings that are 
exclusivelyy expressed by the middle form each involve an element of cognition, i.e. the 
subjectt  acquires information as a result of the event, either  by testing or  by questioning 
thee object. Or  the subject may acquire information about the object in a non-volitional 
way.. Conversely, the active voice seems to be neutral as to the aspect of cognition. 

Ass was noted above, both the active and the middle voice occur  in the meaning try 
(by(by means of force) to X (+ inf/+ a>c/+ ön(Qc/ellipsis). It is possible, though hard to prove, 
thatt  the middle voice conveys the semantic nuance that the subject acquires knowledge as 
aa result of the attempt, which then can be considered as a trial of strength. In this case, the 
meaningg of Jieipdouai (+ inf./+ ÓK/+ önax^ellipsis) can contain the same element of 
cognitionn as the meanings (M3) and (M4) test (by means of force) somebody/something. 
Thus,, in example (22), tol 8è KOCT' avxacj iaidu£voi jceipcovto pip pf|£ccvTE<; èaeXÖeïv 
(MM  341), the middle may express that the Greeks, as a result of the attack, know whether 
orr  not they are strong enough to break in. Furthermore, the availability of two variant 
forms,, active and middle, to express the frequently occurring meaning 'tr y to' is obviously 
convenientt  for  metrical purposes. 

II  will not go into the opposition between rceipdco and jceipdouai in Classical Greek 
inn much detail, since the middle rceipdoum has almost been completely generalized at the 
costt  of the active verb (e.g. Herodotus: 3x rceipdco vs. 88x jceipdoum). Instead, I will 
briefl yy discuss Thucydides, the only classical author  in which the opposition is still alive. 
Inn Thucydides, too, it appears that the element of cognition is relevant to the distributio n 
off  Tceipdco and rceipdouai. Thucydides consistently uses the middle form to express the 
meaningg 'experience', where the element of cognition is apparent.376 On the other  hand, 
hee uses the active verb to express the cognition-neutral meanings: (i) 'seduce'377; (ii ) 'tr y 
something'378;;  (iii ) 'make an attempt on something by force'379. Further, he uses the 
activee Tieipdco with an infinitive-complement, always with the special nuance 'tr y to V by 
meansmeans of force'?m Conversely, the middle Tceipdoum plus infinitiv e 'tr y to V' is neutral 
ass to the element of force, for  example, (...) xoïq 8e cptXtav icai £uuu.axiav rceipcoueGa 
noieïaSaii  (Th. 6.34.1) ('(...) and to endeavour  to make friendship with others').381 

öajidaaexai,, r\ KEV eya) xóv ["EKTOpi to be construed with dvTipinv] ('And to make trial, man to man with 
Hector,, whether he will slay me or I him'). 

""E.g.,, Th. 2.44.2, 2.85.2,4.108.6,4.114.4,5.111.1. 

3777 Only Th. 6.54.3; in fact a passive aorist to JtEipdco. 

3788 With internal accusative: naaav iSéccv (2.19), noXkd (6.38.2). 

3799 With genitival object: Th. 4.25.10, 6.63.2, 7.37.3, 4.100.1, 2.77.2. 

3800 E.g., neipdaavxeq ïcaTataxpeïv xr\v nókiv (Th. 2.5.5) ('having tried to seize the city'). Cf. also 
2.72.2,, 4.128.1, 4.9.2, 4.102.1, 7.32. 

3811 The other instances of rceipdouai + inf. (37) : 1.25.1, 1.71.7, 1.81.3, 1.143.1, 1.144.4, 2.33, 2.35.3, 
2.65.1,, 3.38.2, 3.39.1, 3.54.1, 3.63.1, 4.15.2, 4.41.3, 4.49.4, 4.60.2, 4.61.2, 4.66.4, 4.92.4, 4.92.7, 4.117.1, 
4.126,, 5.35.5, 5.69.1(bis), 5.112.2, 6.18.6, 6.34.1, 6.38.4, 6.40.6, 6.48, 6.87.3, 6.88.7, 6.89, 8.3.5, 8.63.3, 
8.76.6.. The fact that the middle TCEipdoucu + inf. is neutral with respect to the element of (military) force 
doess not exclude the verb being used in a context in which force is involved. These cases resemble the use 
off the active form, e.g., dcpucóuevoi 8è urix«vd<; te xfj rioTeiScaa npooe<pepov KOU rcavxi xpónw érceipövTO 
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Clearly,, in the case of Tueipdoucti + inf. in the neutral meaning 'tr y to V' , the semantic 
elementt  of cognition is somewhat diluted. It may, however, still be present, since in 
attemptingg to do something, the person who makes the attempt wil l always be curious as 
too the outcome. 

Too conclude our  discussion of rceipdco/rceipdouai, the semantic distinction we have 
foundd between active TtEipdo) and middle rceipdouca - the semantic element of cognition -
cann conveniently be connected with the general meaning of the active and middle voices. 
Middl ee Keipdouai expresses that the subject-referent is affected in that he undergoes a 
mentall  change. In this manner, the verb is semantically related to cognition-verbs like 
jruvGdvou mm 'hear/learn that; ask' and cciaBdvonou 'perceive*. Conversely, the active 
7ceipdcoo is neutral with respect to subject-affectedness.382 

5.1.33 rcoAriTEUG)  vs. TcoXiteuouai 

Accordingg to Kiihner-Gerth , the active noXneixa means 'bin noXkT\q\ whereas the middle 
meanss 'verwalte den Staat', and the passive 'lebe unter  einer  Verfassung, in e. Staate' (I2: 
525).. In the aorist stem, the three forms are, indeed, neatly distinguished: enoXix£\>aa, 
e7ioXixe\)ad^r|v,, ETEoXvceuGriv383. However, the semantic distinction between active 
noXiTExxanoXiTExxa (SLOT. enoXixevaa) and middle noXixe\)o\iai (aor. ènoXvzzvod[n\v) is not as cut-
and-dryy as Kiihner-Gerth' s remark suggests. In fact, the opposition appears to have a very 
marginall  existence. Only Xenophon uses both the active (6 times) and the middle form 
withh middle meaning (about 10 times). Apart from Thucydides, no other  classical authors 
usee the active verb. Thucydides, on the other  hand, only uses active noXxxzvGi 'be/act as a 
citizen''  (17 times), and never  the middle form. Only the passive aorist (with passive 
meaning)) occurs once. This situation is summarized in the following table: 

èXeïvv (Th. 2.58.1) ('And on their arrival they brought siege-engines to bear upon Potidaea, and tried in every 
wayy to take it'). 

3822 The semantic distinction between neipdw and Jteipdoum seems to be a reflection of the semantics of 
thee noun nevpa from which both verbs are derived. In LSJ we find the following meanings: (I 1) trial, 
attemptattempt and experience; (I 2) experiment; (II) attempt on or against one and (abs.) attempt, enterprise. It 
appearss that rceïpa (I) corresponds roughly with the middle verb, while ïteipa (II) corresponds with the 
activee verb. Note further that the semantic distinction between TtEipdco and Tteipdoum resembles the 
distinctionn between iSeïv and iSéoGou as demonstrated by Bechert (1964): middle ISéoÖai expresses that a 
lastingg mental impression is made on the subject. 

3833 Passive noXuetiouai may be compared to PocoiA^onca 'be ruled by a king' (to paaiXeiia) + gen. 
'bee king of) and ccpxoucu 'be ruled' (to apx<o + gen. 'rule'). Cf. also ÖTiuoKpaxéoum (aor. 
È5Ti|aoKpaTT|0T|v)) 'be governed democratically'. 
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Tablee 2: The occurrence ofnoXixexxo and rcoXixevoum 

Xenophon n 

Thucydides s 

Others s 

ACTIV E E 
noXixzxxo noXixzxxo 
(knoXixzvaa) (knoXixzvaa) 

+ + 

+ + 

--

MIDDL E E 
rcoXixeuouxxi rcoXixeuouxxi 
(knoXixex>cd\ir\v) (knoXixex>cd\ir\v) 

+ + 

--

+ + 

PASSIVE E 
rcoXixeuoum rcoXixeuoum 
(knoXnevQixv) (knoXnevQixv) 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

Ass was noted above, the semantic distinction between active noXixexxa 'bin KOXIXT)C;' 

(stative)) and middle 7coXixE\)oum 'verwalte den Staat'  (activity) is not as clear  as Kiihner -
Gerthh take it to be. Thucydides uses the active form with the meaning 'be a citizen' 
(stative),, but also in a more active sense 'function as a citizen, act politically' . E.g. stative 
'bee a citizen': 

(33)) (...) ó Bpaai5a<; xoïq U£v fiexa xcbv 'AOrivaicov Topoovcuoicj  Kaxanecpevyóai 
\d\pvy\La\d\pvy\La ertovnactTO xöv pouXou.evov èni xa èauxov èaeXöóvxa OC5ECÖ<; noXixedeiv 
(...)) (Th. 4.114.1) 
(...)) Brasidas made proclamation to the Toronaeans who had taken refuge with the Athenians, that 
whoeverr wished might return to his property and be a citizen without fear; (...) 

ActivityActivity 'act politically' , e.g.: 

(34)) oi 8e xavxa xe rcavxa e<; xot>vavx(ov ërcpa^av Kal aMxx efya xov noXe\io\) 
SoKouvxaa eivai mxa xac; iÖ(a<; quXoxiuaaq Kal Ï8ia Kép5r| KaKcoc; eq xe acpaq 
auxoix;;  Kal xoxx; auuiiaxotx; è7K>Aix£vaav (...) (Th. 2.65.7) 
Butt they acted not only contrary to his advice in all these things, but also in matters that apparently had 
noo connection with the war they were led by private ambition and private greed to adopt policies which 
provedd injurious both to themselves and their allies (...). 

Thesee people are not just in a state of being citizens. The active èjtoA,(xei)aav must refer 
too an active political behaviour  (cf. also ërcpa^av before), namely a behaviour  that aims at 
thee benefit of their  allies and of themselves. In a comparable expression, Lysias uses the 
middlee verb: 

(35)) [subject: those that beat the phalluses off the Hermes-statues] 
(...)) Kal eic; arcaaav xf|v TIOA.I V f|uapxr|Kaaiv, d8{Koo<; Kal jcapavójxax; Kal 7ipö<; 
xo\)<;;  aXXoxic, 7coA,ixei)óu,evoi Kal Tipöq acpaq auxoix; 5iaKeiU£voi (...) (Lys. 14.42) 
(...)) and they committed offences against the wole city, showing injustice and illegality alike in their 
publicc treatment of their fellow-men and in their behaviour to each other (...). 

Itt  appears that Thucydides uses the active voice both in the stative meaning 'be a citizen' 
andd in the activity-meaning 'act politically' . This observation is, of course, in keeping with 
thee fact that Thucydides does not use the middle verb (save with a passive meaning). 
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Inn Xenophon, who as we have seen is the only author  using both noXvzexxo and 
TCOXIXEVOUXX II  (with middle meaning), it is unclear  what factor  determines the choice of 
eitherr  of the verbs. This obscure situation may well be caused by the circumstance that, in 
thee real world, being a citizen usually implies that one governs the state (esp. in Athens) 
and/orr  lives under  a certain constitution, and vice versa. In this fashion the contrast 
betweenn the neutral active on the one hand, and the middle/passive on the other, may 
easilyy become blurred. Illustrativ e examples of this confusion are the following: 

(36)) E8O£E xq> &r\\iq>  xpidicovxa av8pa<; ÉXéaOai, ot xoxtc, naxpiovq vouxnx; avrypa-
\|/o"oat,, Ka6'  ox><; icoXvteuaouai (Xen. HG 2.3.2) 
Itt was voted by the people to choose thirty men to frame the ancient laws into a constitution under 
whichh to conduct the government. 

(37)) ctipeGévxec; 5è è<p'  COTE avYypdyai vóuoax;, KOC9' oiSaxivac, TCOXITEWTOIVT O (Xen. 
HGHG 2.3.11) 
(...);; although chosen for the purpose of framing a constitution under which to conduct the government 

(38)) ërceixa 5è vóuxmc, Geïvou, Kaf}'  oxx; TuoAaxEuaoivxo (Xen. HG 5.3.25) 
Secondly,, they should draw up a constitution under which to conduct government. 

Thee active and the two middles refer  to the same state of affairs in reality. I fail to notice 
anyy semantic nuance.384 In the following example, Xenophon uses the active verb in a 
comparablee context as Thucydides above (34): 

(39)) [Alcibiades] (...) èjupouta-uOeit; 8è vnb xcov EXOCXXOV EKEWOU 5\)vauivcov 
HoxÖTtpóxEpdd XE tayóvxcüv rai npbq xö avxcbv ï8iov KÉpSoc, noXixeuóvxcov, 
ÈKEivoi)) &EI  xö KOIVÖ V aü^ovxoq (...) (Xen. HG 1.4.13) 
(...)) but rather because he was plotted against by those who had less power than he and spoke less well 
andd ordered their political doings with a view of their own private gain, whereas he was always 
advancingg the common wheal (...). 

Ass in Thucydides' examples above, the active TCOAAXEUCO appears to refer  to political 
activity,activity, rather  than to a state. 

Too all appearances, Xenophon does not use the active and middle with any 
semanticc distinction. The question now remains how we must account for  the occurrence 
off  both the active and the middle verb. Tentatively, I would suggest that there is a stylistic 
difference::  7toXix£\)0|iai is the normal form, in Atti c as well as elsewhere, whereas 
7co\ix£\)coo is restricted to Thucydides. In other  words, my guess is that in using the active 
verb,, Xenophon - consciously or  not - commits a Thucydideanism. It is, in any case, 
significantt  that 5 of the 6 instances of active noXixevm (also once in the Anabasis) occur 
inn the Hellenica, which is Xenophon's sequel to Thucydides'  Histories. The consequence 
off  the absence of a semantic distinction between 7T.OAAXE\)CO and 7coA.iXE"óoum (with non-

Itt can, however, not be excluded that the latter two examples must be interpreted as passives: 
'accordingg to which they would be governed'. 
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passivee meaning) is that scenario (iii ) above applies: both verbs imply subject-affected-
ness,, and the active inflection is neutral wit respect to subject-affectedness. 

Ann interesting additional question might be how 7ioA,iTe\>op.ai is to be classified as 
too middle usage type. YIOXITEX>O\LOLI  is often mentioned as the prime example of a dynamic 
middle.middle. Schwyzer-Debrunner  (II : 232) describes the dynamic middle thus: 

(40)) "Di e gefühlsmaBige Beteiligung des Subjektes am Verbalinhalt , die das Medium 
gegeniiberr  dem Akti v zunachst ausdriickt, wirk t sich teilweise durch Steigerung des 
Verbalinhaltess aus: intensives (oder  dynamisches) Medium." 

Inn other  words, the dynamic middle heightens the intensity of the lexical verbal content. 
Thee problem with such a definition is that it is rather  unspecific (not to say vague), and ad 
hoc.. Gildersleeve, in his review-article on Stahl's syntax, rightly  puts it as follows: 

(41)) "An d now we have come to what I would fain call the drip-pan middle, the rcavSé-
KTnq-middle,, the middle that is put at the bottom to catch the drippings of the other 
usess as the ablative is put to catch the drippings of the other  cases. It is called the 
intensivee middle, the dynamic middle"  (Gildersleeve 1908: 277) 

Indeed,, Gildersleeve's sarcasm is justified if we consider  Stahl's inventory. His enumerati-
onn of 'dynamic' middles constitutes quite a mixed bag. Consider, for  example, Jiape%e-
aOai,, oxpaxe\»ea8ai, XapeaGai, noXixeveodoLi, £7t£o9ai, iöéoGai, and jceipaoGai (Stahl 
1907::  57-62). How should this group of verbs be dealt with then? They should not, in my 
view,, be lumped together. For  each of these verbs, the middle voice can be explained 
differently .. I shall confine myself to the examples I mentioned above, (i) ITapéxeoOai can 
bee taken as a indirect reflexive. The subject maintains control over  the things he contribu-
tes,, and so the subject can still benefit from it. The active form napex» lacks this 
implication,, (ii ) ZxpaxeveoGai can be considered a body motion middle since it is very 
oftenn combined with an expression of the goal (e.g. km or  èc,). With (iii ) Axxp.pdvojJ.ai, 
Stahll  probably refers to the special use of the verb with a genitive complement 'hold on to 
s.th.'.. In chapter  2, I have explained this middle as a special type of body motion middle 
(seee section 2.1.4). (iv) The middle inflection of ercopou 'follow' can best be explained by 
thee fact that the verb denotes a change of location (cf. the body motion middle). In 
addition,, the middle form may express a passive element, considering that following 
impliess that one responds to a more actively involved, initiatin g participant that leads the 
way.. (iv) The use of iÖéaGou has been investigated thoroughly by Bechert (1964). He 
concludess that the middle form expresses that the perceived object leaves a strong 
impressionn on the subject (see also section 2.1.8). In other  words, the middle endings of 
iSeaOaii  have a fairl y specific function, that is, to express that the subject is mentally 
affected,, (vi) Above, the middle voice of rceipaaOoti was explained as expressing a notion 
off  cognition. We may conclude that in the above cases it is not necessary to invoke a 
speciall  dynamic or  intensive meaning of the middle form.385 

Too return to Tco îxe\)op.ai, the verb that is often cited as the best example of the 
dynamicc middle, it has been concluded above that the middle 7toXiT£t)0(xai appears to have 

3R55 Also Wackernagel (1926-8: 127) and Marguliés (1930: 117-8) doubt the existence of a distinct 
dynamicc middle type. 
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thee same meaning as the active TcoXixró©. This means that the middle form cannot have a 
dynamicc or intensive meaning - assumed that it existed - in opposition to the active form. 
Onee question, however, is still to be dealt with: how can noXixt<)o\iai then be classified as 
aa middle? What is the precise character of the affectedness of the subject? I would suggest 
thatt noXiXEvo\iai should be classed as an indirect reflexive middle. When a (Greek) 
citizenn acts politically, he benefits - or at least intends to benefit - from his actions. 

5.1.44 aAAoum and icqSda) 

Unlikee the verbs discussed above, aAAoum and 7ir|8da) are not built on the same lexical 
stem.. Again, we may pose the question whether or not a semantic distinction is can be 
discerned.. It will be argued here that in the case of aA^oum and 7rn5dco the answer is 
negative.. The difference between the two verbs is mainly one of register, at least as far as 
Atticc prose is concerned. This point may be illustrated by the distribution of the two verbs 
(includingg their compounds) over different authors and different genres: 

Tablee 3: Frequencies of aXXo[iai and 7rr|6aco 

Homer r 
Aeschylus s 
Sophocles s 
Euripides s 
Herodotus s 
Thucydides s 
Aristophanes s 
Plato o 
Xenophon n 
Demosthenes s 

aXko\L(xi aXko\L(xi 

58 8 
3 3 
4 4 
3 3 
1 1 
1 1 
8 8 
6 6 
19 9 
1 1 

TcriSdcD D 

4 4 
1 1 
5 5 
20 0 
6 6 
0 0 
19 9 
22 2 
52 2 
14 4 

Itt can be observed that, in Homer, dAAouai is far more frequent than 7rn.5dco. We may 
concludee that aXAouou is the older word for 'jump' (probably already PIE, cf. Lat, salio 
'jump';; from the same yod-present *sh2l-ye/o- ), while 7CT|5do) has become more frequent 
inn Attic.387 

Thee two verbs exhibit the same usages. Compare the following examples from 
Herodotus,, where cats and frogs jump into a fire and a pool, respectively: 

(42)) oi 6e aiéXovpoi 5ia8"uvovT£<; m l vTrepGpcoaKovxec; xo'uc; dvGpamoix; èadXAovxai 
è<;; -co Ttup (Hdt. 2.66.3) 
Butt the cats slip through or leap over the men and spring into the fire. 

Otherr (quasi-)synonymous verbs such as BpcpGKO), ópoua), and GKipida) are not taken into 
considerationn here, since these verbs are clearly belong to the poetic vocabulary. 

3877 The formation Ttr|8dcD seems to be connected to the word *ped-s 'foot'. 
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(43)) (...) r\ paxpaxoi yevousvoi èc, xac, Xi\ivaq ÈoTur\br\GJ\iE (...) (Hdt. 4.132.3) 
(...)) or become frogs and jump into lakes (...) 

Twoo comparable examples from Homer: 

(44)) XElP°S «no axipapfiq aXiov 7rn5f|aai aicovxa (5 455) 
(...)) from the stout hand the spear has not leapt in vain (...). 

(45)) vEupti 8è uiy' ïaxev, &Xxo 8'  oïcxbc, 
ó \̂)PeX,f)(;,, Ka0' ojiiXov èniJCxéaGai M-EVECUVGOV (A 125) 
(...)) and the string sang aloud, and the sharp arrow leapt, eager to wing its way through the throng. 

Inn both instances, an inanimate object (spear  and arrow, resp.) 'jumps* away. 
Thee following two examples from Euripides refer  to the same event. 

(46)) [Prologue: Electra tells how Orestes is terrorized by the Eumenids] 
rcoxèrcoxè Sè SEUVICOV ano 

m\dam\da Spojxaïoq, TEGDAXX; coq \mö £uyo\> (E. Or. 45) 
(...)) while at other times he leaps from the bedding and runs about like an unyoked colt. 

Thee present stem TCTJÖOC here expresses iterativity . 

(47)) [Orestes, in a frenzy:] 
nott  nol 7to9' fiXau£o6a 5EM.VICÖV arco; (E. Or. 278) 
Wheree ever have I leapt to from my bed? 

Thee aorist stem designates a single event. 
Next,Next, consider  the following passage from Xenophon. 

(48)) [a raw horse] (...) akX' r\v uóvov i'8ri Ö7tio6év uva ETCEABÓVXO:, aXetxai. èn£t8av 
8èè oóSxco 5ia7CTi8av è9ia(Hi (...) (Xen. Eq. 8.4-5) 
(...)) for if he merely sees a man approaching behind him, he will leap. As soon as he has grown 
accustomedd to leap in the way (...). 

Theree does not appear  to be a semantic motivation for  first using aAAoum and conse-
quentlyy 7tT|8dco. The alternation between the two verbs is probably due to a striving for 
variatio?**variatio?**  Another  example is 

(49)) 7TT|ÖTi|j.a KOÏKpov ÈK VEGÜC; dq>f|Axxxo (A. Pers. 305) 
Hee jumped a light leap from the ship. 

Here,, the action noun 7rn.8r|uxx is used as an internal object to ct(pT|Xaxo. From these 
examples,, it can be concluded that aAXoum and 7rn.8&a) are semantically identical. The 
questionn then remains as to what factors determine the use of the two verbs. Let us first 
examinee the distributio n in poetry. As was noted above, Homer strongly prefers ocAAaum, 
whichh may indicate the antiquity of the verb, as compared to 7rn.Sdco. In classical poetry 

AA similar case can be found in Xen. Eq. 3.7 and Eq. Mag. 8.3, 
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thee situation is different. The tragedians prefer  jrnSdoo, which probably reflects the 
contemporaryy Atti c usage. In tragedy, a^Aouai appears to be used under  specific conditi-
ons,, as can be seen in table 4, which depicts the occurrences of the two verbs (and their 
compounds)) in Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes (fragments excluded): 

Tablee 4: Occurrences of aXkjo\ia\ and TurjÖdcü in Attic drama: 

bXkjQ\ia.\ bXkjQ\ia.\ 

7rT|8d(o o 

PRESENT T 

2 2 

34 4 

AORIST T 

16 6 

15 5 

Wee can observe that the Atti c dramatists exhibit a fairl y clear  tendency to use aAAoum in 
thee aorist stem389, and 7r.rj5dco in the present stem. This tendency is not descernible in 
prose::  in Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato, and Demosthenes akh>\iai occurs 28 
times,, of which 21 x present, and only 3x aorist.390 The distributio n of 7rr|öd(u and r\hx-
\a\vfi\kb\n\v\a\vfi\kb\n\v in drama is, one may conclude, not determined semantically. A possible 
alternativee explanation is that metrical factors are relevant. Assuming that 7tr|6dco is used 
ass the unmarked default-option in drama as it is in Atti c prose, the poet wil l encounter 
difficultie ss when tryin g to fit the aorist forms of ïrnÖdco in the iambic metre, e.g. 
èrcf|8r|aa,, e7tfi5r|aa<;, è7rr|ÖTiae, etc.391 In such cases, he will have to take recourse to the 
synonymouss aorist forms of ctA,Ax>uai. This mechanism would explain why dAAoum is 
virtuall yy confined to the aorist stem.392 

Noww let us turn to the use of the verbs in prose. In prose, the choice of aXXonou 
appearss to be a matter  of register. "AAAoum , as I wil l argue, belongs to an elevated, more 
poetic,, register, whereas 7m.8dco is neutral from a stylistic point of view. This is especially 
supportedd by the use of aXko[iai in Plato. "AAAou m appears six times in the works of 
Plato.. In all six cases, we are dealing with a stylistically marked context. The clearest 
example,, in this respect, is Ion 535b which clearly refers to the Odyssey (% 2). 

3899 "AXXoucu has two aorist forms: thematic nAóunv and pseudo-sigmatic TjXdur|v. At A. Pers. 516 (see 
comm.. Groeneboom), Eu. 372, and Soph. OT 1311 (see comm. Jebb), there is some doubt between 
imperfectss r\k\o/e- and thematic aorists fiWe-. The thematic aorist, however, is semantically and textually 
preferablee in every case. 

3900 The future occurs once. Excluded from these numbers are three cases in Xenophon, where the mss. 
varyy between present and thematic aorist: HG 4.4.11, 4.5.7, An. 4.2.17. 

3911 Indeed, these forms do not occur in drama, unless with elision (e.g. aveTtTiÖTia'). 

3922 It should be noted that, from a semantic point of view, one would expect a preponderance of aorist 
forms,, given the punctual aspect of the lexical meaning. In Homer, indeed, the aorist occurs 56 times, the 
presentt only twice. Furthermore, the formation also points to a punctual (or at least telic) Aktionsart, since 
thee root aorist formation aXzo is morphologically unmarked, as opposed to yod-present o&Aoum (< *s(h2)l-
yo-).yo-). The two exceptional cases of aXAx)um in drama used in the present stem (both cases with iterative 
meaning)) are found at Ar. Nu. 145 (Socrates asks Chaerephon about a flea: önócoxiq ixXXouo xo\>q a\>-n\c, 
ïióSaqq 'how many of its own feet a flea could jump'), and at Lys. 83 (the Spartan girl Lampito asserts: 
yuuva56ouaii yap KOU Ttoxl Tivyav aXXouai ('At any rate I do gymnastics and jump heel-to-buttocks'). 
Aristophaness may have used the more elevated aXAoucu here to a comical effect. 
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(50)) (...) ii xöv 'OSvacéa oxav èjci xöv o\>8ov èipaAAójiEvov aSp̂  (...) (PI. Ion 535b) 
(...)) either  when you sing of Odysseus - when he sprang to the threshold (...) 

Comparee Homer: 

(51)) aXxo 8'  ETC! néyav o\>8öv ëxcov piöv T)8è (papéxpT|v (x 2) 
Hee sprang to the broad threshold with the bow and the quiver  (...). 

Platoo uses the verb aA.Xou.oci in order  to remain close to the original wording of Homer. 
Noticee that he also employs the Homeric form oi)8ov, instead of Atti c Ó8óv. 

Likewise,, the case of Lg. 653e xd u£v dXAdjieva KOU CKipxcovxa - about the 
inclinationn of young beings to move around and cry out - has a poetic ring to it. This may 
bee inferred from its occurrence in the hendiadys, and from the fact that aKipxdcö is a verb 
thatt  is typically used in poetry.393 

Next,Next, consider  Phdr. 255c: 

(52)) iced oiov 7cvei)ua fj  xi<; fix<» OCTCO taiaw xe Kal axepecov aAXouivn rcdXiv  o9ev 
Ó)P(IT|9T|| (pépexai, omco xö xox> K6X%OM<  ̂ pet>u.a ndXiv eiq xöv mAx>v 8id xa>v 
onudxcovv ióv, (...) (PI. Phdr, 255c) 
Andd just as the wind or an echo rebounds from smooth, hard surfaces and returns whence it came, so 
thee stream of beauty passes back into the beautiful one through the eyes, (...). 

Thee use of ccAAoum is in accordance with the exalted style of this simile (cf. also the use 
off  the poetic word oujia). 

Inn the next case in Plato, Cra. 413b, -ojcèp xct èamuuivoc dAAeaÖai ('to jump over 
thee trenches'), we are dealing with a proverbial expression originating from the language 
off  athletics, which conveys the idea "going too far" . It is a common phenomenon that 
proverbiall  expressions exhibit a somewhat conservative wording. Hence, the occurrence of 
aXKeodaiaXKeodai here, instead of 7rn.8dv, is not surprising. 

Thee last two cases of dAAou.ai in Plato are related somehow, if however  in an 
unclearr  manner. Both cases concern a combination of the verbs 0eiv m i aA,A,eo6ou: 

(53)) 0eïv 8è m i aXXcoOai KOU xd xo\> acouxxxoc; diravxa ëpya, oi) xd (lèv ö^éax; Kal 
xax"t)) yiyvóneva xd xov ratatt)  èaxiv, (...) (PI. Chrm. 159c) 
Andd with running and jumping and all the movements of the body, aren't the ones that are performed 

brisklyy and quickly the admirable ones? 

(54)) [etymology of the word GdXXeiv] 
oióvTcepp o\iv u£|ii|ir|xai xco óvóumi, auvapuóaaq anb xov 0eïv Kai dXAtaGai xö 
b'vouaa (PI. Cra. 414b) 
Somethingg of that sort the namegiver has reproduced in the name, which he compounded of Geiv (run) 
aXXeaöaii (jump). 

mm At Lg. 672c, likewise referring to young beings, Plato writes dxaKiox; ecu nr|5ot. Again, the difference 
betweenn aXko\iai and nT|8da> appears to be stylistic (cf. also the absence of the hendiadys in 672c), not 
semantic.. In the same manner, our example from Herodotus (2.66.3) can be explained by stylistic factors. 
Thiss may also be inferred from the appearence of (\)Jiep)9p(óoK(ö in the same sentence, a verb that almost 
exclusivelyy occurs in poetry. 
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Ass regards their  content, there is no relation between the two passages. In the context of 
thee Charmides, Socrates is dealing with the question of whether  certain activities like 
playingg the lyre and wrestling are more admirable when performed quickly or  quietly. 
Likewise,, he asks whether  running and jumping are considered more admirable when they 
aree performed quickly. There is no reason to assume that aAAoum is preferred to 7cr|5da> 
duee to the elevated tone of the passage. In fact, the subject-matter  is quite colloquial: 
boxing,, wrestling, etc. How then can the use of aAAoum be explained? Although I did not 
encounterr  additional instances in the TLG, the reappearance of the identical combination 
9eïvv ra! aAAeoÖai in the Cratylus suggests that we are dealing with a fixed expression 
thatt  conveys the general idea of vehement movement. As in the example of Cra. 413b, in 
fixedd expressions the occurrence of less colloquial words such as aAAouai is not 
surprising. . 

Too conclude our  discussion of akXo\iai in Plato, it appears that the verb is used in 
markedd contexts, either  involving a higher, more poetic register  (Ion 535b, Lg. 653e, Phdr. 
255c),, or  involving fixed expressions (Cra. 413b, 414b, Chrm. 159c). 

Theree is also some evidence that Xenophon used aAAouai as a more elevated al-
ternativee for  7rn.8dü). 

Tablee 5: Occurrences of aXXo\iai and 7iT|5da) in the works of Xenophon: 

Hellenica a 
Anabasis s 
Cyropaedia a 
dee Equitandi Ratione 
dee Equitum Magistro 
Memorabili a a 
Cynegeticus s 

aXko\iaiaXko\iai (19) 

66 (40.0 %) 
44 (36.4 %) 
44 (25.0 %) 
33 (20.0 %) 
11 (25.0 %) 
11 (50.0 %) 
00 (0.0 %) 

7tT|8da>> (50) 

99 (60.0 %) 
77 (63.6 %) 
122 (75.0 %) 
122 (80.0 %) 
33 (75.0 %) 
11 (50.0 %) 
66 (100 %) 

Itt  can be seen that, of Xenophon's works, the Hellenica and the Anabasis have the highest 
ratioss of aXXo\iai as compared to 7rn.8do) (40.0 % and 36.4 %). This may be due to the 
militar yy subject-matter  of these works. Especially in contexts of battles, Xenophon seems 
too be inclined to use dA,ta>uai: soldiers jumping on and off walls, horses, chariots, etc. 
Thee fact that Homer, too, mostly uses dAAouai in this type of context may have 
influencedd Xenophon's usage of the verb. Through the use of aAXouai, Xenophon's 
descriptionss of militar y events may have evoked an association with Homer's battle 
scenes.. By comparison, in the more technical works the occurrence of dAAouai is less 
frequentt (cf. de Equitandi Ratione, de Equitum Magistro, Cynegeticus). 

Too conclude, in this section I have argued that there is no semantic distinction 
betweenn dX^ouai and 7rr[6dü> (cf. scenario (iii)) . Both verbs are verbs of body motion, 
bothh verbs imply subject-affectedness. Distributional differences must be explained by 
stylisticc or, in the case of Atti c drama, by metrical factors. In section 5.2 below, the 
generall  class of motion verbs will be dealt with in relation to their  voice marking. 
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5.1.55 PouXofiou vs. éOéXoo 

Onee of the first  issues that will pop up in any Greek linguist's mind when thinkin g about 
thee Greek middle voice is probably the contrast between middle po"óXou.ai and active 
EGEXCO.. Why do these verbs have different voice-markings, even though semantically they 
aree closely related? There have been a number  of studies describing the semantic differen-
cess between the verbs, e.g. Fox (1917), Rodiger  (1917), Wifstrand (1942), Madden (1975). 
However,, none of these studies deals with the difference in voice. The aim of this section, 
therefore,, is to analyze the relation between the semantics of the two verbs and their 
respectivee voices. 

Inn Homer, the meanings of the two verbs are clearly distinct (see LfgEm). 
Bo£A£>u,oti,, according to LfgE, means: "  (...) eine spontane, intuit . Regung, die dem den 
Vorzugg gibt, was sich als vorziiglicher  anbietet (...) oder  als das geringere Übel erscheint". 
Thee verb is often modified by noXv or  occurs with the comparative particle -p. In other 
words,, pov^oum can be rendered by 'prefer' . As for  éGéAxo, LfgE observes that its 
meaningg can be characterized as a spectrum between two extremes: "(1) Verlangen haben, 
etw.. zu tun od. geschehen zu lassen (Impuls kommt in erster  Lini e vom Subj.) u. (2) 
bereit,bereit, willig sein, etw. zu tun oder  geschehen zu lassen (Verhalten ist vor  allem Reaktion 
auff  von auBen kommenden Impuls)" . Thus, èQého can be rendered by (1) 'wish, want'  or 
(2)) 'be willing' . Further, the meaning of PovAouxxt 'prefer' 395 is more specific - since it 
impliess the existence of an alternative choice - than that of èGÉXco which has a more 
general,, neutral sense 'wish, want'. This semantic difference correlates with their 
frequenciess in Homer: pouXouxxi 38 occurrences, against èGéAio 292. 

Inn Classical Greek, the boundary between Po\>Aou.ai and e&eho has gradually 
becomee fuzzier  in comparison to the situation in Homer. This development is mainly due 
too a broadening of the meaning of $oi)%o\iai: the verb extended from the specific meaning 
'prefer ''  to a more neutral meaning 'wish, want'.396 As a consequence, eBzfaa lost 
semanticc 'ground' in favour  of po\>Aou.ai. This development is reflected in the frequencies 
off  the verbs. 

3944 Under poutaum we find: "Den Bereich von èGéXeiv (s.d.) beriihrt p\ nur an den untyp. Stt. A 67, 8 
353,, (...)". 

3955 Cf. Neuberger-Donath (1975), who renders Homeric pouXoum by Latin malle. 

3966 Thus, POTJXOUOCI did not lose its meaning 'prefer' in the Classical language. In many instances of 
pouAxDuaii an alternative choice is still implied. However, the verb met with competition from the (post-
Homeric)) middle verb rcpoctipotium 'prefer'. 
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Tablee 6: Frequencies of povXoum and èGéXoo 

Homer r 
Aeschylus s 
Sophocles s 
Euripides s 
Herodotus s 
Aristophanes s 
Thucydides s 
Xenophon n 
Plato o 
Demosthenes s 

pot>Xop.ai i 

38 8 
3 3 
38 8 
170 0 
256 6 
193 3 
369 9 
788 8 
976 6 
757 7 

èBeXxo èBeXxo 

292 2 
68 8 
102 2 
288 8 
188 8 
93 3 
70 0 
292 2 
527 7 
269 9 

Thee preponderance of èGéXto in the Attic tragedians must be taken as a feature of the 
poeticc vocabulary. In the Attic prose-authors, éÖéXco is almost entirely reduced to the 
meaningg 'be willing' ('bereit sein, geneigt sein', cf. Rödiger 1917: 14, Wifstrand 1942: 
17).. In Herodotus and in poetry, éBétaö has partly preserved its broader use 'wish, intend', 
cf.. Wifstrand (1942: 29) 'wunschen, beabsichtigen'.398 An example which neatly illustra
tess the semantic contrast between the two verbs is the following: 

(55)) ei be fk>\>Axi, aol èyd), <bq TO\»TO oikax; £%ei, èOélo) Xóyov Xêfyti (PI. Grg. 522e) 
Iff you like, I'm willing to give you an account showing that this is so. 

Inn this example, poutai represents the mental state of wishing that exists autonomously in 
thee subject-referent. 'EGétao denotes that the subject only acts in compliance with the will 
off the other person. This example also shows another important feature of the semantics of 
thee two verbs. In this example, the subject-referent of postal is not in control to bring 
aboutt the state of affairs that is wished for. 'E0etao, however, does imply that the subject 
iss in control and also has the intention of carrying out the event designated by the 
infinitive. . 

AA strong indication of éGéXco's more restricted use in Classical Greek prose as 
comparedd to Homer is the fact that it has almost lost the possibility to be construed with 
ann accusative plus infinitive, a construction which is fairly common in Homer.399 This 
meanss that eGetao requires that the subject of the main clause is coreferential with the 

3977 The data is drawn from the LfgE [Homer], Powell (1938) [Herodotus], Rödiger (1917) [others]. 

39RR It is a remarkable fact that in post-Classical Greek {i)Qiha regained the ground it had lost to Posta
nal.. In the New Testament GéXta is the general word for 'wish, want', cf. Modern Greek 9éA*o. Wifstrand 
(1942:: 31-2) explains this fact by assuming that éGéAxo preserved its original, more extensive, use in 
vernacularvernacular Attic (as it had in Ionic), i.e., the temporary success of PouAxjucu may have been restricted to the 
literaryy Attic language. 

3<ww E.g., in Herodotus 2 times out of 188 occurrences (1.1 %), whereas fiouA-ouxu occurs 16 times out of 
2566 with ace. c. inf. (6.3 %). 
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(unexpressed)) subject of the infinitive . In other  words, è&êho implies that the subject-
referentt  performs the event himself. In the exceptional cases of èöéAxo + ace. c. inf., 
althoughh the subject of the main clause and the infinitiva l subject are not coreferential, the 
subjectt  of the main clause may still be involved in the event expressed by the infinitive . 
E.g.: : 

(56)) [Alexandras hears the story of the rape of Medea] 8e\>xépp 8è Aiyouai yevefl ueta 
xamaxama 'AAi£av8pov xöv npiauou ctKT|KOÓta xaaka EGEXTIGCU oi EK  tfj q 'EMxx8o<; 
ÖYY apTtayn^  yEvèoQai yuvaïm, (...) (Hdt. 1.3.1) 
Thenn (so they say) in the second generation after this Alexandras son of Priam, having heard this tale, 
intendedd to win himself a wife out of Hellas by ravishment. 

Thoughh the subject of the subordinate clause is yuvaiKcc, and therefore different from the 
subjectt  in the superordinate clause ('AXé^avSpov), the state of affairs described in the 
subordinatee clause clearly implies an action and a degree of control on the part of 
Alexandras.4000 And, indeed, immediately after  this, Herodotus describes Alexandras' 
rapee of Helen (1.3.2). In other  words, è6eA,f|aai does not merely express - as |3o\)ta>|iai 
wouldd - Alexandras' wish tout sec, but it implies the intention of the subject to realize the 
eventt  denoted by the infinitive. 401 Furthermore, the subject-referent of the main clause is 
involvedd through its role of beneficiary/recipient in the subordinate clause (oi).402 

4000 The feature of control exercized by the matrix subject may also be relevant to the tendency of eGeXco 
too occur with divine subject-referents, e.g. Dem. 2.20: (...), av oï xe 0eoi OéXoxn icai VUEIC, PoufoiaOe. For a 
similarr case of contrast, cf. PI. Ale. 1 135d. Expressions like êctv Geöc, (éjöéfoi (9eoi (é)0éAxDai) are 
frequentlyy occurring formulas. Note that the alliteration may also have contributed to the success of these 
formulas. . 

4011 Note that èGeX,f|oa( oi (...) yeveoöai yuvaiKa is practically equivalent to tBékx\<jai axeiv yvvaiKa 
withh a coreferential subject. 

4022 The other instance of an ace. c. inf. from Herodotus is: (...) yivexai um avayKaióxaxov èvxéAXeaÖat 
Taa Qifaa u,oi yevéoOai xeXeuxcibv xöv piov (Hdt. 3.65.6) ('(...) necessity constrains me to charge you with 
whatt I want to be done for me as I now am dying'). While dying, Cambyses beseeches the Persian nobles 
neverr to let the empire devolve to the Medes. One may wonder whether GéXto implies control on the part of 
Cambyses,, since he is dying. But, perhaps he - as Great King of the Persians - presents the situation as if he 
weree still in control. Further, Cambyses is involved as a beneficiary (uoi) in the embedded event. Besides the 
twoo instances I have discussed hitherto (Hdt. 1.3.1 [ex. (56)], 3.65.6), I am only aware of two additional 
instancess of èBéAxo + ace. c. inf. in Classical Greek (see also Wifstrand 1942: 24): PI. Lg. 628c (a peculiar 
casecase where èöéXto appears to mean 'prefer', i.e. as an equivalent of pouXouai), and Xen. Cyr. 3.1.43 (where 
thee matrix subject has control). Another instance of èÖéAxo construed with an ace. plus inf. is cited by Fox 
(1917:: 636): (...) ènei avxwv ye Kal nóöac, Kal xe^Pa<; è8é>x>uaiv ctïtoxéuveoöai ol otvBpcorcoi, èav avxoic, 
8oKfii xa èa\)Ta>v rcovripa etvai (PI. Smp. 205e) ('For men are prepared to have their own feet and hands cut 
offf if they feel these belongings to be harmful'). Fox takes Kal rcóSac, Kal XEipctq as accusative subject. 
However,, as CJ. Ruijgh pointed out to me, it is better to take ol avBpcorcoi as the subject of the infinitive 
Ö7toxéuv£G9ai,, which should be taken as a permissive passive ('to let themselves be cut off as to feet and 
hands').. The accusative Kal rcó5ac, Kal xe^Pa^» t n e n ' is to be interpreted as an accusative of the affected 
bodyy part. 
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Thee syntactico-semantic property of subject-coreferentiality approximates èBêfaa to 
thee class of auxiliaries (e.g. 8i>vau.ai, \iéXXxüm). It is well known that equi-subject 
constructionss are the main diachronic source of grammaticalized auxiliaries such as tense-
aspect-modalityy markers (see e.g. Givón 2001b: 79-80). It is therefore no surprise that the 
verbb eventually developed into the futur e particle 6a in Modern Greek, e.g. Oct ypdcpco 'I 
wil ll  be writing' . This indeclinable cliti c particle finds its origin in the syntagm ééfao ïvct 
'II  want that' , after  a typical process of grammaticalization, viz. coalescence and attrition . 
Inn this manner, we can follow the development from èGéAxo as a verb of full semantic 
contentt  in Homer to a content verb with auxiliary-lik e properties in Classical Greek, and 
eventuallyy into a futur e marking cliti c particle in Modern Greek. This diachronic pathway 
fullfull  verb > auxiliary > clitic is one that is typically found in language-change (see e.g. 
Hopperr  &  Traugott 1993: 108).404 

Myy last remark on the semantics of po\>ta>um and èOéAxo concerns their  use with 
inanimatee subjects. The use of èÖéXco with an inanimate subject is more frequent than that 
off  Po\>Xo|ioti, and there are considerable semantic differences between the two. In cases in 
whichh Po\)Xoum has an inanimate subject, the subject typically refers to entities like 
UA)6O<;,, tepaq, and the infinitive s are verbs like crrmaiveiv, Xeyziv.405 Though pot>ta)|iai 
heree has an inanimate subject, the verb still implies a mental involvement of some kind, 
namelyy that of the human that wanted to convey something by means of the word or  sign. 
Wordss can be identified metonymically with the human mind that produced them. 

NowNow the use of èGéAxo with an inanimate subject is strikingl y different. Unlike 
(3o\>Xoum,, èOéXxo with inanimate subject does not involve the (implicit ) presence of a 
mentall  entity. Rather  than to human intentionality , èGéXo) seems to refer  to the momentum 
thatt  is inherent in the normal course of events. 

(57)) [Harpagus is deliberating whether  he should kil l Astyages*  infant son] 
eii  5' è9eA,f|aei TOUTOU lekevx^oavxoc, e<; xr\v Gvyaxepa Totvmv avapfjvai r\ 
tupavvtc;;  (...) (Hdt. 1.109.4) 
Iff after his death the sovereignty should pass to this daughter of his (...). 

Thee construction èOeAiioei dvapfjvai is practically equivalent to a futur e ctvaPf|aeiat. 
'EGéAxoo here contributes the idea of the force that is inherent in the natural course of 
eventss which brings about the transition of the tyranny. Here, as often, èGéXco implies that, 

4033 That [kruAflfiai, eQekcn, ueAAto, and 5v>vauca are semantically closely related is also shown by the 
spreadd of the remarkable augment f|-. This augment was a product of reanalysis of the pair Qêha (from 
èGéXxoo by aphaeresis) and the augmented form f|6e>»ov. This novel augment TJ- then spread through a process 
off analogy, e.g. GeXco : fjBeXov = uéAAü) : X (= %eXXov). In the same fashion, Ti5\)vdu.r|v and fipVoXóuriv 
weree created (see Debrunner 1954). 

4044 'E0eWs development can be compared to that of English will, which originally meant 'want' (cf. be 
willing,willing, and Dutch willen 'want'), and now functions as a temporal auxiliary. 

4055 In cases where the infinitive is absent, such verbs can be understood. Then, poij^ojiai is usually 
translatedd by 'mean', e.g. PI. Tht. 156c: T{ TIUIV [ k n ^ i a i oitxoc, 6 jivGoq; (...) Boutatoti yap 6r\ Xiyew ax; 
(...)) ('Now what does this tale mean? (...) For what it means to say is that (...)'). To complicate matters, 
Herodotuss appears to use éÖéXtü in this type of context consistently (e.g. 2.13.3). However, Herodotus' use 
off eQekia seems to be generally more extensive than that of the Attic authors. This is also shown by the 
frequency-figuress above. 
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unlesss it is blocked by an unforeseen force, the course of events will lead to the 
occurrencee of the event expressed by the infinitive. Consider further: 

(58)) oiKÓxa uiv vuv pov^euouévoiai avGpamoiai a><; to kninav éfiétai YIVEOGOCI eu 
(Hdt.. 8.60.y). 
Successs tends to come most often to men that make reasonable designs. 

Inn such contexts, EGEAXO can be rendered by 'be wont'. Here, once again, ÈGéW06 refers 
too the force that resides in the natural course of events. 

Ourr main question now still remains, namely: what is the relation between the 
semanticss of êGéAxö and po\>Ax>«iai and their respective voices? My claim is that there is 
indeedd such a relation. In general, povAoucu implies a higher degree of mental involve
mentt than ÈGÉAXO. The former verb implies a positive choice, by which the subject actively 
andd autonomously prefers one alternative to another. The latter verb typically denotes an 
intentionn that emerges under the influence of the will of another person. In making up 
one'ss mind (pot>ta)um), a person is psychologically involved to a greater extent than in 
complyingg to someone's request (EGEX*»). Also the special use of EGEAXÜ 'be wont', and its 
eventuall development into a temporal auxiliary shows that the mental aspect of its lexical 
meaningg may be somewhat backgrounded. Summarizing, the pair po\>?Loum and èGétao 
cann be regarded as a case of scenario (ii) above. Although in the lexical semantics of both 
verbss an element of mental affectedness is present, this inherent element is emphasized by 
meanss of the middle voice ending in the case of PouXoum. As for EÖEAXÜ, the active 
ending,, being neutral as to subject-affectedness, does not contribute to the lexical meaning 
off the verb. 

5.22 Active and Middl e Body Motion Verbs 

Inn this chapter, I have already discussed two active-middle pairs of body motion verbs, 
ópuxxcDD - ópuaojiai and 7rr|6aco - aAAou.ai. For these two pairs, I have tried to pin down 
thee factors that determine the distribution of the active and the middle member of the pair. 
Inn this section, the general class of body motion verbs will be addresses. What makes this 
classs of verbs interesting for our purpose is the fact that it is relatively numerous, and that 
itt consists of both active and middle verbs. These include activa tantum (e.g. paw©), 
mediamedia tantum (e.g. iKvéoucti), and oppositional middles (e.g. Kivéouxxi - KIVEG>). To all 
appearances,, there is no pattern that explains why one verb is active and the other middle. 
However,, in this section I will argue that a number of general tendencies can be discerned 
withinn this class of verbs. To this purpose, consider the following synoptical table of body 
motionn verbs:407 

4066 Interestingly, the verb <piAico seems to have undergone a similar semantic shift from a verb 
designatingg an affection 'love' to an auxiliary meaning 'to be wont'. The change can be explained as 
follows:: 'she (always) wants/loves to speak the truth' pragmatically implies 'she is wont to speak the truth'. 

44)77 An exhaustive inventory and discussion of the semantics of the media tantum of motion in Homer can 
bee found in Boeder (1961-2: 33-63). For a study of the verbs of motion in Homer, I refer to Kurz (1966). 
Recalll that the term translational motion refers to motion along one dimension in space; non-translational 
motionmotion refers to motion that is neither translational, nor involves a change in body posture. 
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Tablee 7: Verbs of body motion 

Translations!! Motion 

Mannerr of Motion 

Activaa Tantum 
Pa5(£o>> 'walk, proceed' 
5i5pdoKCi)) 'run1 

ëpittüü 'creep1 

QttaQtta 'run' 
BpaxTKO)) (poetry) 'jump' 
vetoo 'swim' 
itaxecoo 'walk' 
jrnSdo)) 'jump' 
itAicoo 'sail, float' 
ateix©© 'march straightforward'** 
Tpéxcoo 'run' 

Otherr actives 
vrixo)) (poetry) 'swim*409 

ópuctci)) 'rush (intr.)'410 

Mediaa Tantum 
aXXonatt 'jump* 
itÉtououu 'fly' 

Otherr middles 
vTJxonaii (poetry) 'swim' 

Manner-neutrall Motion 

Activaa Tantum 
fkcivo)) 'go'4" 
PXaxnccoo (Hom.) 'come' 
eljiii 'go' (aor. T)X8ov i came')412 

f|KQ)/LK(00 'come, have come' 
itcóvcöö (Hom.)41J 

VOOTÉCOO 'return' 

Xtopécoo 'yield, go' 

Mediaa Tantum 
epxouaii 'go, come' 
iicvéouaii 'reach' 
véoumm 'return (home), go' 
ot'xoumm 'depart, be away' 
xa^oumm 'draw back' 

Oppositionall Middles 
anaAAaTtouaii 'depart' 
5uoumm 'enter, plunge into' 
ïaxaumm 'stand soil, stand up' 
tcivéououu 'move (intr.)' 
Koui^oumm 'travel' 
ópuaouaii 'start off (intr.)' 
opvuumm (Horn.) 'arise' 
rcopevouaii 'go, walk' 
oteAAouaii 'set out, journey 

Non-Translation*!! Motion and 
Changee in Body Posture 

Activaa Tantum 
icóina>> 'bend forward, stoop* 

Otherr actives 
ï£aii (HomTIon.) 'sit down (intr.)' 

Oppositionall Middles 
epeiSouxxii (Horn.) 'lean on' 
(KaB)i^ofiaii 'sit down' 
ïoTauaii 'stand still, stand up' 
KXIVOUXZII 'lean, lie down' 
ópéyvuuaii 'stretch oneself out' 
oxpopouaii 'turn around (intr.)' 
totvuouaii 'stretch oneself out' 
xeivoumm 'stretch oneself out' 
xpéjtouaii 'turn around (intr.)' 

Thee first tendency that can be observed in the table concerns the verbs of manner of 
motion:motion: the majority of these verbs are actives, e.g. (3aöi£co 'walk, 5i5pdaKco 'run'. There 

4088 According to Létoublon (1985: 166-77), the original meaning of oxeixco was 'marcher droit, en ligne', 
whichh bleached to 'go*. A similar semantic bleaching can be observed in Öaivco 'make a step' > 'go'; epjico 
'creep'' > 'go' (in some dialects); véouxxi 'return' > 'go'; x^péo) 'yield' > 'go'. 

4099 In section 5.0 it was argued that there was no discernable semantic distinction between vrixw and 
vT|%ouai. . 

4100 'Op|idco designates motion at high speed (see 5.1.1). With some hesitation, I would regard it therefore 
ass a manner of motion verb. 'Opiiaoum, on the other hand, is neutral with respect to the manner of motion. 

4111 Baivco originally meant 'make a step', and thus belonged to the class of manner of motion verbs. 
Ba5i£coo can be considered the successor to paivco in Attic. 

4122 For the semantic distinction between present ei|ii ('centrifuge') and aorist fjABov ('centripète'), see 
Létoublonn (1985: 27ff.). 

4133 In Homer, the middle variant iicdvou.ai (probably formed after Ltcvéouai) also occurs. 
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aree a few exceptions (e.g. aAAouxxi). From this preponderance of actives, one may assume 
thatt this class of verbs involves a low degree of subject-affectedness. I would argue that 
thiss is indeed the case: verbs denoting manner of motion inherently involve a lower degree 
off subject-affectedness than the other verbs of body motion. Since these verbs focus on the 
mannermanner in which the change of location takes place, the element of change (of location) 
undergonee by the subject is backgrounded. Therefore, most manner of motion verbs are 
atelicc (durative) as to their inherent lexical meaning.414 They denote an event that is 
viewedd as unchanging through time, without an inherent endpoint.415 For example, the 
subjectt of an atelic event like tpexco may be viewed as less affected than the subject of a 
verbb like iKvéoum, which denotes an event that focusses on the endpoint, and hence on 
thee change of location which the subject undergoes.416 

Thee second tendency that can be observed in the table involves the verbs denoting 
non-translationalnon-translational motion (mostly verbs denoting change in body posture, e.g. KaOi^opm). 
Verbss designating non-translational motion tend to be oppositional middles. A priori, one 
cann assume that these verbs involve a higher degree of subject-affectedness. This may be 
explainedd by the salience of the element of change (mostly change in body posture), that 
iss inherent in the meaning of these verbs. This salient conception of change implies an 
increasedd subject-affectedness. It must be noted, furthermore, that the middle voice 
inflection,, of course, has the additional advantage that it enables an opposition with an 
activee causative verb (e.g. ïcxaum - ïarnm). This factor alone, however, is not sufficient 
meanss to explain why the non-translational motion verbs show a tendency to be middles. 

Thee two tendencies discussed above can be considered as manifestations of a 
semanticc scale within the class of motion verbs. 

(59)) Motion verbs: Scale of Subject-affectedness: 

LOWW Subject-affectedness HIGH Subject-affectedness 
<< > 

Mannerr  of Motion < Neutral Translational Motion < Non-Translational Motion 

4144 Clear exceptions are verbs of 'jumping': aXko\ia\.y Gptpaicco, and TtrjSaco (see section 5.1.4). 

4133 There is some evidence from other languages that telicity in the domain of body motion is connected 
too middle marking. For example, French s'en voler 'fly away' focuses on the fact that the flying entity 
departss from its initial stationary position, whereas voler refers to the fact of flying without specific reference 
too a change of state, nor to the beginning or endpoint (Kemmer 1993: 157). Klaiman (1991: 58) makes a 
similarr observation in relation to Fula, a Niger-Congo language with a middle voice system. Atelic verbs of 
physicall motion are active tantum, e.g. war- 'come', yah- 'walk', dill-  'go', dogg- 'run', whereas telic verbs 
aree media tantum, e.g. yott- 'arrive', ma'y'y- 'climb, mount'. 

4166 The telic Aktionsart of iicvéouai is also reflected in its morphology: the unmarked formation is found 
inn the aorist stem (ÏK-ÓUT|V), whereas the present stem is marked (iK-vé-oum). Notice further that there are 
noo contrastive middle verbs denoting manner of motion. This may explained thus: the active causative verbs 
wouldd express that a person makes another person move in a certain manner (cf. active causative I'OTT|UI 

meanss to make (mostly command) somebody stand still/up). However, in practice when a person X makes 
(commands)) a person Y to move, the manner of this motion is generally irrelevant. Therefore, the concept of 
makemake somebody move in a certain manner is not often lexicalized (e.g. **CCAAXD 'make jump'). Rather, this 
meaningg is expressed by a lexical causative verb (e.g. by means of noiéco). 
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Att  the left extreme of the scale, verbs tend to be active; at the right  extreme, verbs tend to 
bee middles. The manner-neutral translational verbs located in between do not exhibit a 
preferencee for  either  of the voices. 

Althoughh in this section we are not dealing with a pair of verbs, but with a whole 
classs of semantically related verbs, it is interesting to see whether  one of the scenarios 
appliess to the distributio n of the active and middle voice within the class of verbs of 
motion.. It appears that scenario (ii ) accounts for  the distributional pattern best. That is to 
say,, all verbs of motion - actives and middles alike - inherently involve a degree of 
subject-affectedness::  in all cases, the subject changes location or  body posture. However, 
thee function of the middle voice marking is to emphasize the element of subject-affected-
ness.. In sum, although both active xpe t̂o and middle KGc9i£ouai involve, to a certain 
degree,, subject-affectedness, the middle ending of the latter  makes the element of subject-
affectednesss more salient as compared to xpéx<D. 

5.33 Conclusion 

Inn a number  of semantic studies on (near-)synonymous active and middle pairs, we have 
seenn that very often one can discern a semantic distinction between active and middle 
near-synonymouss verbs, namely in the cases of ópuxxo) - ópudofiou, icEipdco - rcetpdoum, 
PouAoumm - èOétao. In these cases, the lexical semantics of the active and middle verb 
alikee involve, to some extent, an element of subject-affectedness. The middle ending 
makess this inherent element conceptually more salient, whereas the active ending - being 
neutrall  as to subject-affectedness - does not contribute to the meaning of the verb 
(scenarioo (ii)) . In two other  cases, jtoA.ixe\>co - Tcotaxevouai and aAAoum - TcnSd©, I 
arguedd that there is no discernable semantic distinction. In these cases, too, the lexical 
meaningg of both the active and the middle verb involves an inherent element of subject-
affectedness.. The middle voice redundantly codes this inherent subject-affectedness 
(scenarioo (iii)) . 
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CHAPTERR 6 

Generall  Conclusion 

Inn this dissertation, an analysis was given of the meaning of the middle voice in Ancient 
Greek.. In section 1.1, I have argued that the notion of prototypical transivity is crucial to 
ann understanding of the semantics of the middle voice. The notion of prototypical 
transitivee event was described with reference to Langacker's Billiard-ball Model. The 
prototypicall transitive event is coded by the unmarked active voice. I have argued that the 
middlee voice can be defined as a marked coding of a departure from the prototypical 
transitivee event. Contrary to the prototypical transitive, the middle voice codes that the 
subjectsubject is affected by the event. In other words, the subject, in some way or other, 
undergoess an effect of the event. That the middle voice is marked can be shown by means 
off a number of markedness-criteria. These criteria pertain to aspects of phonological and 
morphologicall structure, distributional behaviour, and frequency. It was argued that, in 
Ancientt Greek, the middle voice is the marked member in a privative opposition with the 
activee voice. In sum, the middle voice expresses the presence of the semantic property of 
subject-affectedness.subject-affectedness. The active voice, on the other hand, is neutral with respect to subject-
affectedness.. In section 1.2, it was argued that the middle voice can be analyzed in
sightfullyy within the framework of Langacker's Complex Network Category Model. 
Essentiall  notions of this model are abstract schema, elaboration, prototype, and extension. 
Followingg this model, the middle voice can be described as a complex, polysemous 
networkk of interrelated middle uses. The semantic property of subject-affectedness can be 
consideredd the abstract schema of the Ancient Greek middle voice. The various middle 
usess can be seen as elaborations of this schema. The structure of the semantic relations 
amongg the various middle uses can be shown in a semantic map. This semantic map, in 
turn,, can serve as a basis for two predictions: (I) A form will always cover a connected 
regionn of variant middle uses in the semantic network, and (II) a form will only spread 
fromm one variant use to another if these uses are directly semantically related. Next, I 
discussedd Kemmer's typological study The Middle Voice. A number of central notions in 
herr  book, such as semantic map, Initiator  and Endpoint, and relative distinguishability of 
participantsparticipants were shown to be relevant to the Ancient Greek middle voice. The middle 
voicee in Ancient Greek can be said to mark that the subject is the Endpoint of the event. 
Twoo general issues concerning the middle voice were addressed in section 1.3. Firstly, it 
wass argued that the media tantum (middle-only verbs) should be integrated into the 
polysemouss structure of the middle voice. Secondly, I put forward a number of objections 
againstt the valency reduction approach to the function of the middle voice. 

Inn chapter 2, the various middle uses and the relations among these middle uses 
weree analyzed in detail. Eleven middle uses were distinguished: passive middle, spontane-
ousous process middle, mental process middle, body motion middle, collective motion middle, 
reciprocalreciprocal middle, direct reflexive middle, perception middle, mental activity middle, 
speechspeech act middle, and indirect reflexive middle. This semantic analysis resulted in a 
semanticc map of the middle voice in Ancient Greek. This map depicts the network that 
consistss of the different middle uses and the semantic relations among them. Finally, it 
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wass argued that the mental process middle can be considered the category prototype. The 
bodyy motion middle, spontaneous process middle, and indirect reflexive middle can be 
viewedd as secondary prototypes. 

Chapterr  3 deals with the middle and passive forms in the aorist stem. In section 
3.1,, I have argued that the distributio n of the two variant passive forms in -TI- and -6T|-
cann be explained by a number  of morphological rules, and a number  of additional 
semanticc rules. Subsequently, I have tried to account for  each of the verbs that possess 
bothh passive aorist formations. In section 3.2, the distributio n of the sigmatic middle aorist 
andd the passive aorist was discussed. It can be observed that the sigmatic middle aorist 
andd the passive aorist cover  a connected region of middle uses in the semantic network 
(cf.. prediction (I) above). It was argued that, in Homer, the occurrence of sigmatic middle 
aoristss designating mental processes, body motion, and collective motion is a relic of an 
earlierr  language stage, preserved as metrical alternatives to the passive aorist forms. In this 
earlierr  stage of the language the passive aorist form in -On.- was only used with passive 
andd spontaneous process meaning. The passive aorist in -8r|-, subsequently, extended to 
thee mental process meaning, the body motion meaning, and the collective motion meaning. 
Inn Classical Greek, the passive aorist formation is still expanding, albeit in a more 
sporadicall  fashion. It was shown that, in Classical Greek, the passive formation 
sporadicallyy extends to verbs of perception, verbs of speech, verbs of mental activities, 
andd reciprocal verbs. It can be observed that, throughout the history of Greek, the passive 
aoristt  form always spreads through the semantic network from one related use to another 
(cf.. prediction (II ) above). In section 3.3, I proposed a definition of the abstract meaning 
off  the passive aorist and the sigmatic middle aorist formations. I claimed that the passive 
aoristt  marks that the subject is, or  is at least similar  to, a prototypical patient. By contrast, 
thee subject of the sigmatic middle aorist is similar  to a prototypical agent. Finally, I made 
ann attempt to account for  the fact that there is a distinct passive form in the aorist stem, as 
opposedd to the present stem. This phenomenon was explained by the relation between the 
completednesss of the event and the degree of affectedness of the subject. 

Inn chapter  4, the middle and passive voices in the future stem were analyzed. I 
argued,, reviving a theory of Friedrich Blass, that middle cpavouum and passive (pavf|ao-
umm express different aspects. Oavouuai expresses a 'presentie' (imperfective) aspect, 
whereass <pocvr|oofjuxi expresses an 'aoristic'  (perfective aspect). This semantic contrast may 
alsoo be relevant to other  middle and passive future forms. There are also verbs, however, 
thatt  do not have this aspectual distinction. Of these verbs, the middle futur e form simply 
hass a middle meaning, and the passive futur e a passive meaning. 

Chapterr  5 was devoted to the issue of 'synonymous' active and middle verbs. 
Threee possible scenarios were sketched that may be applicable to each of the individual 
active-middlee pairs. Subsequently, five case-studies of 'synonymous' active-middle pairs 
weree presented. Of each of these pairs, I have tried to determine whether  the distribution s 
off  the active and the middle verb in question could be explained by a semantic distinction, 
orr  by other  factors, such as diachrony, genre, and register. In the last section of this 
chapter,, I have tried to account for  the occurrence of active and middle verbs in the class 
off  motion verbs. I argued that a tendency can be detected for  manner  of motion verbs to 
bee active, and for  non-translational motion verbs and change in body posture verbs to be 
middle.. These tendencies were explained by differences in the degree of affectedness of 
thee subjects. 
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Samenvatting g 

Inn dit proefschrift heb ik getracht een beschrijving te maken van de betekenis van de 
grammaticalee categorie het medium in het Oud-Grieks. De drie cruciale vragen die aan het 
onderzoekk ten grondslag liggen zijn de volgende: (I) Is er een semantisch element 
aanwijsbaarr dat alle mediale gebruikswijzen gemeen hebben? (II) Op welke wijze zijn de 
verschillendee gebruikswijzen van het medium aan elkaar gerelateerd? (III) Op welke wijze 
kunnenn de verschillen in aoristusformatie (i.e. mediale en passieve aoristus) verklaard 
worden? ? 

Inn paragraaf 1.1 betoog ik dat het begrip prototypische transitiviteit van eminent 
belangg is voor de semantiek van het medium. Het begrip prototypische transitiviteit 
beschrijff ik in het kader van het Billiard-ball Model van Langacker. De prototypische 
transitievee gebeurtenis (Eng. event) wordt uitgedrukt door de ongemarkeerde actieve vorm. 
Hett medium is een gemarkeerde vorm die uitdrukt dat er sprake is van een afwijking van 
dee prototypische transitieve gebeurtenis. In afwijking van de prototypische transitieve 
gebeurteniss drukt het gemarkeerde medium uit dat het subject van de zin 'aangedaan' 
(Eng.. 'affected') is als gevolg van de gebeurtenis. Dit wil zeggen dat het subject op een of 
anderee wijze een effect ondergaat van de gebeurtenis. De gemarkeerdheid van het medium 
kann aan de hand van een aantal criteria worden aangetoond. Deze criteria hebben 
betrekkingg op fonologische en morfologische eigenschappen, op de distributie en op de 
frequentiee van de mediale vorm. Het medium kan worden beschouwd als het gemarkeerde 
lidd in een privatieve oppositie met het activum. De mediale vorm drukt de aanwezigheid 
vann subjectsaffectie (subject-affectedness) uit. De actieve vorm is neutraal ten aanzien van 
subjectsaffectie. . 

Inn paragraaf 1.2 wordt betoogd dat het Griekse medium zich adequaat laat 
beschrijvenn aan de hand van het Complex Network Category Model van Langacker. 
Belangrijkee begrippen in dit theoretische model zijn abstract schema, uitwerking (elabora
tion),, prototype en uitbreiding (extension). Aan de hand van Langackers model kan de 
grammaticalee categorie medium beschreven worden als een complex, polysemisch netwerk 
vann gebruikswijzen. Het betekeniselement subjectsaffectie vormt het abstracte schema van 
dede categorie. De verschillende gebruikswijzen vormen de uitwerkingen van dit abstracte 
schema.. De structuur van de semantische verwantschappen tussen de mediale gebruikswij
zenn kan worden weergegeven in een semantische 'landkaart' (semantic map). Op basis van 
dezee 'landkaart' kunnen twee voorspellingen worden gedaan: (I) een gegeven vorm 
bestrijktt altijd een aaneengesloten gebied, bestaande uit aan elkaar verwante gebruikswij
zen,, in het semantische netwerk; (II) een gegeven vorm verspreid zich alleen van de ene 
betekeniss naar de andere, indien beide betekenissen aan elkaar verwant zijn. 

Hiernaa volgt een bespreking van de belangwekkende typologische studie The 
MiddleMiddle Voice (1994) van Kemmer. Een aantal centrale begrippen in haar boek blijken 
relevantt te zijn voor het medium in het Oud-Grieks. Hierbij kan worden gedacht aan de 
semantischee 'landkaart' , de Initiator  en Endpointy en relative distinguishability of 
participants.participants. Met het laatste wordt bedoeld de graad waarin de verschillende participanten 
inn de gebeurtenis van elkaar kunnen worden onderscheiden. Met behulp van het begrip 
EndpointEndpoint kan de betekenis van het medium in het Oud-Grieks op een andere wijze dan in 
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termenn van subjectsaffectie geformuleerd worden: het Oud-Griekse medium markeert dat 
hett  subject van de zin het Endpoint van de gebeurtenis is. 

Vervolgenss stel ik in paragraaf 1.3 twee belangrijke onderwerpen van algemene 
aardd aan de orde. Allereerst betoog ik dat de media tantum dienen te worden geïntegreerd 
inn de polysemische structuur  van het medium. Vervolgens breng ik een aantal bezwaren 
naarr  voren tegen de opvatting dat de functie van het medium te verklaren is aan de hand 
vann valentie-reductie. 

Inn hoofdstuk 2 worden de onderscheiden mediale gebruikswijzen en hun onderlinge 
verwantschappenn uitgebreider  beschreven. De onderscheid elf verschillende gebruikswijzen: 
hett  passieve medium (passive middle), het medium van spontane processen (spontaneous 
processs middle), van mentale processen (mental process middle), het van lichaams-
bewegingg (body motion middle), van collectieve beweging (collective motion middle), het 
reciprokee medium (reciprocal middle), het direct reflexieve medium (direct reflexive 
middle),, het medium van perceptie (perception middle), van mentale activiteiten (mental 
activityy middle), van taaluitingen (speech act middle) en het indirect reflexieve medium 
(indirectt  reflexive middle). Deze semantische analyse resulteert in een semantische 
'landkaart ''  van het Oud-Griekse medium, volgens de principes uiteengezet in paragraaf 
1.2.. Deze 'landkaart '  geeft het netwerk weer  dat bestaat uit de onderscheiden mediale 
gebruikswijzenn en hun onderlinge verwantschappen. Als laatste punt in dit hoofdstuk 
betoogg ik dat het medium van mentale processen als het prototype van de categorie kan 
wordenn beschouwd. Het medium van lichaamsbewegingen, van spontane processen en het 
indirectt  reflexieve medium zijn prototypes van secundaire aard. 

Inn hoofdstuk 3 komen de mediale en passieve aoristusformaties aan de orde. In 3.1 
wordtt  de distributi e van de twee passieve aoristi op -r\- en -Qr\- verklaard aan de hand van 
eenn aantal morfologische regels, aangevuld met een aantal semantische regels. Verder 
behandell  ik de afzonderlijke werkwoorden die beide aoristusvarianten hebben. Paragraaf 
3.22 heeft betrekking op de distributi e van de sigmatische mediale aoristus en de passieve 
aoristusvorm.. Vastgesteld kan worden dat de sigmatische mediale aoristus en de passieve 
aoristusvormm een aaneengesloten gebied van gebruikswijzen beslaan in het semantische 
netwerkk (vgl. voorspelling (I) hierboven). Voorts betoog ik dat het voorkomen van de 
sigmatischee mediale aoristus bij  mentale processen, lichaamsbewegingen en collectieve 
bewegingenn in Homerus een relict is van een ouder  taaistadium. Deze relicten zijn 
bewaardd gebleven in de taal van Homerus als metrische alternatieven voor  de passieve 
aoristuss vormen. In het oudere taaistadium werd de passieve aoristus alleen gebruikt in de 
spontanee proces-betekenis en de passieve betekenis. Vervolgens heeft de passieve vorm 
zichh uitgebreid naar  mental processen, lichaamsbewegingen en collectieve bewegingen. In 
hett  Klassieke Grieks breidt de passieve vorm zich sporadisch nog steeds uit: naar  verba 
vann perceptie, van spreken, van mentale activiteit en reciproke verba. We kunnen 
vaststellenn dat de passieve aoristusvorm zich door  de geschiedenis van het Grieks heen 
altij dd van de ene betekenis naar  een verwante andere heeft uitgebreid (vgl. voorspelling 
(II)) .. In 3.3 stel ik voor  de definitie van de abstracte betekenis van de passieve aoristus-
vormm als volgt te formuleren: de passieve aoristusvorm markeert dat het zinssubject een 
prototypischee patiens is, dan wel één of meer  saillante eigenschappen met de prototypische 
patienss gemeen heeft. Het subject van de sigmatische aoristus daarentegen lijk t op een 
prototypischee agens. Tot slot doe ik een poging om te verklaren waarom er, in tegenstel-
lingg tot de praesensstam, juist in de aoristusstam een aparte passieve vorm bestaat. Dit 
verschijnsell  verklaar  ik door  een relatie aan te nemen tussen de afgeslotenheid van de 
gebeurteniss de graad van affectie van het subject. 
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Inn hoofdstuk 4 stel ik dat het mediale futurum qxxvovnai en het passieve futuru m 
q>avf|aoumm een aspectdistinctie uitdrukken . Daarbij  bouw ik voort op een theorie van 
Friedrichh Blass. Octvouuai drukt een 'praesentisch' (imperfectief) aspect uit; <pavT|aoum 
daarentegenn drukt een 'aoristisch' (perfectief) aspect uit. Het is mogelijk dat een dergelijke 
distinctiee ook bij  andere mediale en passieve futurumvormen bestaat. Er  bestaan echter 
ookk werkwoorden waarbij  aspect geen rol lijk t te spelen. Bij  deze werkwoorden heeft de 
medialee vorm een mediale betekenis en de passieve futuru m vorm een passieve betekenis. 

Hoofdstukk 5 snijdt het probleem aan van de 'synonieme' actieve en mediale 
werkwoorden.. Ik schets drie verschillende scenario's die van toepassing kunnen zijn op elk 
vann de afzonderlijke activum-medium-paren. Vervolgens presenteer  ik vij f case studies van 
saillantee activum-medium-paren. In elk van deze vij f gevallen probeer  ik vast te stellen of 
dee distributi e van het actieve en het mediale verbum kan worden verklaard door  een 
semantischh onderscheid of door  andere factoren zoals diachronie, genre en stijlregister. Tot 
slott  wend ik mij  tot de actieve en mediale werkwoorden van beweging. De laat zien dat er 
eenn tendentie is dat werkwoorden die de wijze van voortbeweging uitdrukken , meestal 
actieff  zijn en dat werkwoorden die een verandering van lichaamshouding aanduiden, 
meestall  mediaal zijn. Dit verschil verklaar  door  aan te nemen dat er  bij  werkwoorden die 
eenn wijze van voortbewegen uitdrukken , sprake is van een relatief lage graad van 
subjectaffectie,, terwij l de er  bij  de werkwoorden die een verandering van lichaamshouding 
uitdrukke nn een relatief hoge graad van subjectsaffectie is. 
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